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This dissertation presenk a mutuai intercultural conversation about ethics, 
experience and education, whose purpose is to share with the academy 
inhigenous epistemologies and methdologies which have existed foimiIlennia 
and which, rhizomaticaiiv, are in continuous creation and evolution. in 
this text, &digenous kno&ings are not, and never were, alterlnative or 
marginal. As a means of demonstrating this epistemological standpoint, 
rather than building on Western ways of taking up histories and theories 
of "education", this researdi makes central the knowings of ib key participants: First 
Peoples in British Columbia, as well as Maori, Koori, Mayan, Kenyan, Malawian, 
Anishinaabek, and Haudenosaunee. Drawing upon interviews with Aboriginal people, 
both univecsity- and non-university-based, as weli as on the published work of 
indigenous scholars, on a set of conferences concerned with Fimt Peoples and education, 
and drawing no less on fiction, poetry, and the measured silences traditionai scholarly 
tent finds itself incapable of representing, tius stud interrogates from an indigenous 
standpoint the ethics of reseairh especially (he ri& of Western academics to know 
'other' cultures by means of what are univerçally accepted within the academy as 
"legitimate" and "ethically approved" research practices. It takes up the thomy question 
of what "curriculum" has meant and might mean, and it adds to and enriches an 
understanding of how "knowledge" has been understaod and acted upon in Aboriginal 
communities and conte* concemed with the 'upbringing' of children and youth. 

Deploying a sdes of conversations in which indigenous epistemologies are 
foregrounded, the text itself is composed of poetic, drarnatic, and 
storytelling voices, a rhetorical strategy intended better to reflect the 
orality of my own First Nations culture (in-SHUCK-ch/ N'Quat'qua Nation of 
British Columbia) and the primarily oral cultures of my CO-participants. An 
extended metaphor-that of a c a m e  journey-draws together these various 
conversations in a manner that resists the narrative conventions of 
beginning, rniddle, and end. Rather, the text seeks to represent through this 
Literary device, knowledge understood and enacted as a continuous engagement 
in storyteiling, in conversation. These literary 'tacücs' rhetoricaily accomplish, then, a 
signifiant decolonization, separahg Aboriginal being, langua e and knowing from the 
violence m u g h t  upon them by EngIish grarnrnar, syntax, spel f ing, and other never 
merely linguistic conventions which have silenceci and absented h m  serious scholarly 
attention, indigenous ways of understanding what 'education' was, is, and might yet 
become for People of the First Nations. 

Forcing indigenous people to articuiate and understand th& educational 
erperiences exclusively in the ways and means of Western academic discourse, 
it is here argued, constitutes both episternological radsm and cultural 
genodde. in resisting any such imperative, trickskr dimurse, narrative 
chance and pleasurable misreadings in this dissertation gesture toward a 
postpositivist and anti-colonial isomorphing of stories and epistemologies 
Erom indigenous languages into English and back. indeed, the tîrst and last 
words of this dissertation are in my own language, li'ati'im, as a means of 
impasing a symbolic counter-forcing which compels listening rather than 
speaking, and which instantiates howwer briefly for academic readers a 
position of incomprehension, one which, in relation to the education of 
F î t  Nations Peoples, is long overdue. 



DEDICATION 

a m  qit 
to those indigenous people actoss the world 

sûuggling 
to keep th& traditions and languages alive 

striving 
to honour the land their ancestors and children 

working 
to respect lmdy heart spirit mind 

wanüng 
to devetop the gik the creator has given them 

seeking 
to make this a more caring loving world for ali 

sharing 
the treasures of their spirits minds bodies hearts 

-g 
the good road 

and to those helpers 
who are ail our relations 

thank you creator for each and every gift 
ama s7atixcn tumulhane muta7 
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living in the mage 

sounds of drumming dancing voices singing a song 1 heard came fmm 
edna peters and that young relative raised downunder 

5imd nd sapa7 
sirna7 wu skika7 
~ u w a s t  tu7 tswuwecwa 
Atsxen 1 tuqwam 
T5&5t  /ta tgswwcwa 
Hcyya! Hcy yo! 



the voices of the first nations people over the past 500 y t m  as heurd by the mmu'grmts to 
hutle island in matters of education health social justice ethics history laniuage science 
politics environment family community the arts and spirituality: 











before yrro came hem 

before you came here for the furs of the sea otter 
before you came for the gold in the rivers 
before you came b kill us 
and destroy ow sacred places 
the Saiish people fiIled the d e y s  
and the mountains 
of British Columbia 

we were the heartbeat 
and the rhythm 
and the spirit 
of the earth 
and her clear waters 

now we have fdlen into great sickness 
we ate drowning in sorrow 
we breathe vapours into our bodies 
cut ourselves with knives 
and lie in darknesç 
waiting to die 
waiting for the sadness 
to be taken away (Cole, 1997b) 

ama sqit nilhtsen skwatsits tsexox 

1 am h m  the grizzly bear dan and the wolf dan my community is n"quat'qira skatin 
&in samahquani xa'xfsa (port douglas) mount cunie the old pemberton meadows 
village and those pIares up there where people do not live anymore because the animais 
and fish are gone the forests have been cut down and the water is polluted my 
community is the t o m  and reserves dong the Eraser where my people live it is the 
rivers and lakes the prairies and mountains and the sky h m  anderson lake to mission 
seabird island sumas rnountain and vancouver where my grandfather lived in snauq on 
khahWanogh reserve new westminster steveston there is no central geographicai 
focus of where my people live now thete are the traditional places where Eew live and 
there are the places around mission in the old days we calIed ourseIves human beings 
then the anthropologists and linguists and land surveyors came we were called liiiooet 
in the old days stl'ai'imx describes some of those close to the 'fraser' river the bl'aumiec 
h m  around anderson lake and seton lake the ldwrt'ul lrom mund mount cume and 
pemberton and the n'krktsa from the lower lillooet river vaiiey my relatives are from al1 
these places over time and other places there was intermarriage with neighbouring 
nations the tsilqoten shushwap the sto:lo our community is very r in the socb 
economic sense though some in administrative positions are well O Y . most of us are 
generous. there is alcohol and other substance abuse tiiere is violence toward others 
there are suiades in terms of schooling many elders received no formai education 
others in the community attended public school band school residentiai school many 
quit school and cm find no jobs and go on welfare because they feel they have nothing 
to offer n m e  wants them there is only bingo and smoking and lottery ticket and 
hanging amund fnendship centres and the bars the tl'atl'imx language class is bringing 
a few back but the &JO nation only wants the st0:lo languages includiig hoRromclem 
taught in the fraser valley inter-marriage makies it very difficuit to identify the 'pure' 
st0:lo from the who have inter-married our Ianguage class continues 

Singllig dancing 



Sima7 vi sapa7 
sima7 wu skika7 
~ u x w a s t  tu7tswweewa 
Atsxen 1 tusqwaoza 
Tsixwst I t a  tgswwecwa 
Hcyya! Hcyyo! (Peters, 1996) 

he was the k t  in dass to paint his drum 
proud as a new father of the bear on it 
it was more beautiful than any drum exce t an unpainted one 
sunday last july 13th pat and 1 took a day km my comr and her dissertating 
to go to the mission powwow to visit relations and Men s 
h m  the miiling crowd came word he'd gone to the river 
the night before where he used to walk and think 
next moming they found him d o m  in port coquitlarn 
his last joumey was alone it was in the fraser 
where our people have travelled and ûshed and lived 
this faü our tl'atl'mix language class Ml1 be smaiier 
his wife and grandchildren may not be back 
even with first nations culturai prograrns in place a first nations coordinator 
even with rfnimmakin singing and dancing as part of the class 
even with the words O P his language mming back slowly 
he was desperate to move back home to the ceserve 
live off the land because there was nothing in t o m  
and now he's back at the resewe back home 

every time one of rny people dies they puU down part of the world with them 
the geography of their knowing not just the words but the things 
words stick ta the rocks and the rivers and the hills 
when their breath is aii gone when it stops 
the wind in the vaüeys is süii 
the d m  of their life fails into itself 
and the sinew snaps singing peopledancing 

1 am thinking too of my cousin ron (pah-ee) and madeleine gabriel's son steven 
passing on too at that time so young and tragic going into that earth back home 



considering the canoe 

pmtocol for passengers 

ama sqit nilhstcn skwatsits tscxox 
welcome to the sound of ninning water ideo morphic ortho graphies 
welcome to conversations of stone river earth sky 
this canoe tsexox missing a few glottal stops welcomes you 
Cirst a caution even to the best swimmers treaders floaters logholders 
it would be advisable that while we are in motion 
that ou not stand up a L  as we journey 
to 1 stream river ocean sky stars language spirit world 

there will be extremes of weather and climate 
there will be portages rapids waterfaiis riptides swells crests gales typhoons tsunami 
forest and gras fires droughts sandstorms blizzards toxic sludge customs agents 
so bring waterproof windproof heatproof coldproof insulateci breathable comfortable 
üght wash 'n Wear bedding clothin attitudes and a thick skin 
you rnight want ta bring a tent some % ushsmarts and navigating knowhow 
but lease no cellphones beepers laptops palmtops modems 
sate e 'te communication devices radios tvs cd recorders dats recorders 
the default position here is 'unencumbered' 
by the 'conveniences' of modem iife 

some ports of cal1 require a passport and visa 
some require oaths or affidavits of allegiance 
some sovereign indigenous nations require that you apply in advance 
to enter theii domain using the correct protocol 
I know you will be respectful to the shapes and textures 
scents tesiliences monances zoning bylaws stones 
native flora 'drihood' morés ethics of the places we visit 
1 know that you know how to act in someone's home 
where you are an invited guest 
so grab a paddle or rudder or line and keep time i t indian time 

my experience is that a vertical attitude in turbulence 
tends toward horizontal or oblique compromise 
so b r  your own safety and that of your cotravellers 
please sit be comfortable and strap yourself in 
b a personal tloatation device or parachute and have fun 

shaping the canoe 

the means of transportation 1 have chosen for this dissertation 
besides language is a canoe 
constnicted not h m  the forest nations but from words 
and the gesturings of those words and the spaces around those words 

the idea of chapter is anathema to who 1 am as an indigenous person 
it impües western order as 'the' legitimate shaper of discourse 
the universe b e i i  ordered into rationaiiy mnstructed geometries 



precluding enthalpy to be the pcesaîbed means of navigating 
rather than entropy devdidating our own s bolic sense of ourselves 
perceptions of our perceptions making us tar up the tools of the &ers 

the idea of paragraph is meaningless to my sense 
of oral contiguousness with the land with community with acting in the world 
it is a denundation of the geography of my relationship with place 

the practice of academically certifieci punctuation distances me 
h m  my sense of spaœ time and naturai speech patterns including translateci ones 
separating me h m  my connedion with the earth and its natural rhythms 
the a prion presumption being that the written word is of paramount worth 
the assumption beiig that the mechanisms of codification 
and transliteration of our rhythms periods mmmas semicolons 
have anything (whatsoever) to do with our paralinguistic choreographies 
to thus delegate the oraiîty of my nation and its transcription to a place removed 
h m  quai  symbolic even orthographie consideration 
is to put us in our place Merates illegitimates iterati 

the idea of beginningmiddleend genesis exodus revelation testa corpus coda 
are ways of linearly encoding a western vision of the world 
ways of encrypting experience so that little by little we are al1 molded 
into believing unthinkingly that there are beginnui middIes ends 
believing that experience can be diagranuned graph e f  morphed thus 

the idea of capital versus small letters as being refiections of the world 
is a way of 'class'ifytng words caste-ing them 
and those who use them differentiaily 
it is a way of playing with vahe and with narning 
some words (we are to assume) are common some proper 
and because 1 do not se any noun as king 'common' or im'proper' 
and rather than using caste nomenclature orthographie diversion 
in the pracüce of capitai and small letters 
rather than king equitable and capitalizing them aii 
1 capitalize only the ones which ask to be capitalized 
by which 1 mean 1 am writ h t  is the things which become words 'write' me 
retroactively and in sa doing make the choice themselves 
as to how they prefer to be and if at al1 on paper 

the idea of only a fixed vocabulary being tolerated in scholarly endeavour 
especiaiiy ungioçsaried unannounced neologistic precipitation is culturaüy binding 
these categories are culturai prisons 
within which 'other' is castigated set adrift within a panopticon/vention 
in (a) craft bound not for mutual acculturation 
but unilateral assidation genosimilitude 
where are the transtated places for parts of speech engiish doesn't have 
parts of speech indigenous languages don't have 
where is there unobstnicted space tbr the animated in transit 
1 aiign spatiaiiy rather than use punchiation as the default place of diacritics 

this english language was lorced onto my nation in residential school 
and other places you see our languages were and are not 'oEfi6al' 
have you ever seen a 6ve year oId girl with a pin through her tongue 
h r  speaking her language permission cesides in me as languaged 



to use this imposed enghsh as 1 must otherwise it will use me at its discretion 
forging me into molds of correct usage which wouid never do 
insoEar as my own agenda is concemed 

engiish is the language 1 was r a i d  in 
it is the language of my mother and my father knew it too 
1 aiiowed myself to be colonized by it unaware ssssss 
in hun 1 have chosen to use it as 1 need to for my dissertation 
even if it means 1 must write chaos chance trickster 
even if it means 1 must bdng words into existence 
which thencetofore were naught 
if a word does not exist 1 let it invent me through it 
if a way of getting an idea or sound or intention acrctss works or 1 think it does 
1 employ it paying union wages including over time 
1 am the written the 1 
and the 'me' 1 speak ygd O here at this cross-roads this node 
this inter-section this conEluence is one 
which exists within as well as despik language 
iike a stone partly beneath the earth or water or sky partly above it 
it is not that the stone is partly buried or submerged but that its relationship 
with earth with water with air is not defmed solely in terms of the preposition 'above' 

as a languaged person 1 do not acknowledge as ultimate authority 
of how 1 am to express myself 'correcüy' using english 
dictionaries lexicons ammarabilia 
and other imported CO f onialist paraphernalia 
who owns this language to whom is it deeded 
who has given the university the goverrunent the viceroy intendancy 
over how documents are to be languaged mer what counts 
as legitimate discourse within a sanctioned institution of post-knowing 
when this tool of conquerage this english was for& on us 
we vowed to use it so as to conununicate as best we were able 
1 set as my task to write for meaning rather than correctness 
even at the risk of king rnisunderstood mis-taken 
which is part of what language is al1 about - risk 

in order to enter those walms of annointeci power 
those raciaiiy predestined orbs those reserves of academ(ent)ia 
those places where 1 can be of immediate hel Eor my nation 
it is deemed 1 am to Eoiiow western epistemo ogies 
cast iike the commandments of moses 

P 
into petri fied substantiation transiteci like retrograde orbithg planets 
with us as indigenous people caught in the thrall 
like occulted satellites eciipsed step sibs ellipses to the indian act and treaties 
my canoe is a place of cultural understanding 
it transports it connects me to the forest and the water and my spirit 
it conveys it acts as a lace of gestation of birthing 
in transit and final wor l' dly threshhold Eix generations 
millenia of my relations if wer there was home for our migrations 
it is this form this vesse1 this tm relation 

this part of my dissertation is an introduction but not to a begvuung 
to a continuation a conünuing 



with the transfer of these words h m  computer screen pend pen 
thought feeling spirit sound b pa 
the canoe still cornes both to an 8" h m  the forest 
thanks here are 'ven Cor the sister/ bmther cedar's life medicines bumed 
whereafter pl 2 so camfully are eased h m  the snag's tnink 
with such delicate surgery you'd think it were an operation 
on a butterfiy's bmken wing though as it might seem 
the canoe and tree are h m  a conceptual space they are 
h m  spirit and heart and it is in those places 1 give aianks 

aper has long been the form whemn the academy has held the forest hostage 
Lr  its wildness its untamed savagery its plantness 
in the end itself returning to pulp and dissipated print 
so many documents are mated or phototopied ongoingly 
you'd think universities were themselves forest industries 
so great their tonnage of this stuff 
yet here too is a forest though not called so yet is 
pulped pressed flat between covers printed on in aisles and paginated 
even so it is just that yet not just that even is it more 

this came's medium will be air though most of us are aware 
there is customarily in air a plenitude of water caiied humidity 
the power needed to make and power computer engineering arises 
in the turbines of dams for which forests were feiled subnterged 
paper thus is even where it is not since its absence is oniy that 
a presence of not having been processed from lm dimension 
into eight and a half by efeven plus or minus and its di& declensions 

the sentience of named by the sound of wind in branches 
when elder bmther is reddest indeed this relation of the tree nation 
is al1 that brother can be when manifest in two-legged form 
a home for my nation 

for a sweatlodge it is not unimportant 
the joumey of the parts in dation to the whole 
firstoff it (the impersonable pronoun) is not taken for granted 
that a sweatlodge is necessarily necessary 
at such and such a time or place or circum/stance 
it is not taken for granted that we are cailed upon 
by the ancestors and the powers and spirits and beings to constmct a sweatlodge 
it is an honour an obli ation to construct one 
or have one consûucted k u g h  oncself 
once it has been determined n 7 appmpfiate the framework then - is not identical m nation to nation 
nor the rituais involved inciuding the means of m ü n g  
o u  relations the willow if indeed it is the wülow we s p i c  of 
on the wiiiow w sorneümes our spiritual sisters and brothers 
o u  relations #? e fungus nations we do not take for granted 
that we cm disIodge these 

it must be agreed on the placement of the lodge and the timing 



and not just by one another and o m l v e s  but by aii that is life 
everyüung is part of the Eramework and is the h e w o r k  
including our relations with the creator sun moon earth sky one another 
how many willows must be asked for how are the wiilows to be spoken with 
who w i U  speak and when and h m  in what language 
what wiU be offered the wiiIow for its & wili the wiliow agree 
are there not insect and bird nations to be consuited 
w i U  the wiilow be in constant contact with the ground 
and what p u n d  where h m  the time of harvesting onwards 
during transportation to the place of construction of loci 
w i U  the p u n d  be dug into with implements or with h a n g  or at al1 for the stones 
will there be a pit for the rocks which will heat the water that will cany our prayers 
who wiU do the digging what will this person say when 
will the leaves of the willow be removed or not 
will there be purifications at al1 stages 
in the consensus of this enterprise wiIl 'nature' be part of consensus 
who will speak b r  'nature' who can hem her 
is interpretation necesçary in order to understand 
the voice the lan age of 'nature' are we not nature 
how deep will the KI les be for each willow how many 
which hole wiil be dug first what direction who wül dig it which second 
who will tie the willows together once they are bent together 
what will they be tied with what coIour what time of day 
in what mwn how are al1 of our relations to be honoured 
when the intercultural conversation is from many nations and languages 
and traditions are there hardandfast rules are there protocols 
known through living iPspectful lives on and with the land and sky 
what wiU cover the bent willows the skins of our relations the fourleggeds 
or tarps plastic whatever is available 
where wül the fire be what direction how many stones wiil be used 
how many logs for hie1 what kind how wiU they be colIected and by whom 
who will keep the €ire how will Our relations the stones be treated 
after they have helped us in our heaiiig there is so much more 
and much of it is not for sharing on paper for academic reasons 
a framework is not just an architect/ural or / tectonic manifestation of a blueprint 
it is the enactment of a respectful relationship 
with the rest of creation which stiares this earth with us 
a framework is never a noun it cannot be captureci thus as a part of speech 
it is more than any words which attem t ta denotate it 
a framework is a joucney/ ing wi IR 
we constructed our homes h m  earth h m  our reIations the tree nations 
according to the seaçons our number and available sustenance 
the placement of salmon people in a cornparatively accessible degree 
you could argue (if you were of such a mind to) that we had themies 
of nomadism and seasonal variation migration initiation 
the practice was we inhumed ourselvw in and with the white blanket of winter 
but this was not an academicdy strategmd mode1 
it was practice it was survival it did not rise or otherwise spread 
from rationalist scientist occidental epistemologies even retroactively 

our pit-home walls kept a considerable r-value between us 
and the weather and the geography which though was also inside 
we slept and cooked and attendeci indoor chores in reasonable cornfort 



there was a hole for smoke and the breath of Our ancestors 
and the plant nations to mingle with ours 
and at le& one alternate means of egress in case of emergency 
which of course was aiways just mund the bend 
we wove mats spread grasses hung our salmon engendered erpwd 
this domiciiic framework enfolding us this home 
within an elaborate performative epistemology of survivance 
preduding or at least esturing toward our continuance 
on the great interior p f ateau our home land and native 
each rson had comprehensive expertise we were communal individuals 
with ge road as well as specific survival strategies 
sleeves u our tri& ravenpockets coyotedreams B in those ays before the whiteman our individuality 
was not the focus and resolve it is toda 
ex/ clusivising self h m  selves selves lo m self life wove us together 

weaving and knitting our clothes and furnihm h m  trees grasses wool hair mots 
piovided proteciive domestic frameworks with which to cover ourselves 
in those long winter nights when we had time to theorize 
about indigenous weaving metaphors and textual interpenetration 
linguistic multifurcation and the strat 'CS of risk venturing 
but for the most part we huddied toge T! er in collective warmth and caring 

our looms were are studies in simplicity denoting demarc/ at/ ing us 
as primitive disingenuous naive stoneage gullible trusting 
our simplicity made us fertile grounds for evangelical hubris 
for the lies and genocides acted out on us 
by the ruling soldierly and settierly classes offrom eumpe trans/planted 
of course it is the greatest genius which is simple s/implicit 
anyone with l e s  than half a mind can dumbfound an audience 
with complications obfuscative dithrambic clarifications appmpriately gesticulateci 
graphed and overhead projected lubyrasered chartfiipped 

oh yes we had our Erameworks and they were mostly temporary 
like us exce t in the long run we returned to the earth we never left 
our frarnewor e the grammar of our actions declensionhg us 
subjecting us to nominai activity dwerbiEyîn 'acting' into action 
wen now the english language is the time ma f 'ne that takes us back 
wards to a truth that was never part of any story 
we ever heard or imagineci in our primitive elstate 

frarneworks yes we used what the newmmers cailed frarneworks 
to gather our relations the salrnon nations 
these were our installations and pro rties and sets 
molding us to the places of the river w Rf 'ch named us 
throu h our naming of them the land languaged us 
with &e breath it gave us we spoke to identify our mnnecüng 
our fis- platforms and xaffolds heid us over breakwaters W i n  bends 
and backsddies with our three-pmnged spears and gaffs harpoons 
basketry traps w e h  set Iines set-nets dip-nets m e t s  scoopnets 
and dryuig racks ready to complete the prayer 
which adapted us to the condition/al/s 
a few weeks of good fishing meant survival rather than starvation 
and it was rarely longer a tirne we were given to store for the winter 



our frameworks and workings took into account the clarity (or not) 
of the water its speed its dervish it placidity its negotiativity 
we paid intirnate attendance to geography by the default 
of king unseparateci from it rather than prepositionally re ated adlhered to it 
we were not specil fic/ally different from salmon 

Ftion 
steelhead rainbow silver trout oolichan sturgeon dolly varden 
until we all starteà sprouting latin nomenclature 

catching fish is different from studing toward a phd 
(though they can both be done at the same tirne) in that fishing can sustain life 
it (the obscure referent) does not require possession of these three consonants 
in order to catch fish or even to pmvoke them into predatory discourse 
nor to be able to create tools and implements and ideations to do this 
it does not require a certificate or degree to understand 
or be able to assess the psychology limnology piscetology relateâ to fish 
because psychology in the first place and assessrnent king human construck 
are of little import to fish but saying that 
1 do not presume to speak for fish but to share my experience of them 
together with my assumptive objectifications which 1 hy to keep to a minimum 

in order to be able to predict 4ndeed or survive in/ with- the weather 
and attachai seasons and know the relationshi between the blossoming 
of particular plants in the montane ultra back 1 ome 
and the ruMing of particular salmonic subspecies/ subspecific salmon 
does not require academic ex rtise 
in the fashioning of tmis wi tr which to téil Lrees 
and make of them nominations of survival and to weave together t/ mpes 
and find respectful ways of design/at/ing from our relations 
the fish nations from earth h m  tree containers to hold saImon oil 
one does not need a masterate in archaeology or technology 
to survive in the mindsetl tler space of 'pre' historic times 
a rich and diverse imagination and respectfui action would do and did 

theory yes we devised ideas too withinto Erameworkings 
when there was tirne to self-refiect &rad diffract diffuse 
there was always somebady in the neighbourhood 
wanting to gainsay needing to theorize about the world 
but mostly they were under six years of age 
and m d y  it was refraction and diffusion 
which are about how fish see us and patterns of in/ ter/ ference 
relatin to how we see them or not 
not to rget or negiect the importance of groping in darkness 
if you see what 1 mean 

this kind of framework/ing is looked on as primitive 
because in d m  western Society 
there are factory people who perfonn the prelunuiary work 
who assemble package process thereby de-prioritizing 
the need for us to mb sticks together in order to have heat 
we have a thermostat and 'fossil-fuels' volatile combustibles 

but belore we get to ~ a m i n i n g  the framework 
we need to take into account the ethos the paradigm 



the deep structure the pre-emptiveness the assay 
not just zoning and red estate requisit/ ions 
what about consideration what about [ove for each ieaf tree stone 
insect fish worm fourlegged microbe fungus moss lichen v ins  
w hat about offenng tabacm water thanks awareness 
what about prayer intoned or sung or dancd or silently felt MthItowards 
lor out hanning of harvesting gathering these relations 
rather than the consuming them as the sine qua non 

do we dare to move a stone knowing it has is spirit 
knowing it has ben here a thousand millenia 
do we dare dig into OUF mother the earth 
wen with our hands even with our thoughts our metaphors 
and not rernernber we are al1 related 
is this not a consideration worth considering 
before outcornes and risk asesments and surface rights wrongs 
is there not spirit in the air we breathe and share in the water 
is it not meet to oMer some thing for the life we are about to take 
a life which we do not own which we have no right 
to asurne is ours to take even to survive 
is the hmework of ethid consideration 
and spiritual connection not the trame work we need 
to consider and to act within the guidelines 
the creator gives us however that might corne across 
be it direct intervention sign/ification interpretation or presumption 
even within the translatai real/m of the english language 
whose geographies are &en to many of our minds and hearts 
even in this lan age controlled by bureaucraties 
institutions an f" assigned etymologies 
is ttiere not sown some respect for how things might be to others 

our frameworks are not frames nor are they works 
they are the movernent of forest and dations through mind hand and spirit 
they shape our minds around themselves 
they bring it into organic functioning mtmctively 
fashioning themselves into us through our mperation 

yet with respect 
to ethics is this not just another iiberal notion meant 
to contain contentment validate western traditions 
is ethics not a negotiated notion arising from the ashes 
of western epistemologies at the expense of 'other' 
is ethics not a cultivar rather than an adventitious shoot 
meant to privüege certain kinds of knowings and not others 
is ethics not somethmg wrclich is rneant 
to ensure indigrnous knowings and actions 
must fit the deüneations and geometrics of the denotation of ethicai action 
who is in charge of the ethics poiice 
who holds the reins and the whip and the keys to th dungeon 
this too is the stain and cut of ethics 
which does not end nor begin in white picket fènces 
stone mansions and marble places of white worship 
it begins in the pockeb of the priviieged and in the pockets of those podrets 
it resides in our plank houses long houses spirit is everywhere 



the land backhome being thick with bush the mountains steep and rugged 
the air not a viable option most of our travel was by water craft 
we did not take €or granted Our sister and brother tree nations 
sacrificing th& lives for our 'needs' 
whettier vertidy situated or oblique horizontal whole or fragmented 
driftwwd snag oldgrowth deadhead diseased or bumt a tree is a relation 
and as such is equivalent to any other relation stone star ohet h o d  

we learned to take a came h m  a cedar without feliing it 
slate for tools profuse with islands 
not just a way of üfe but life itself 
hunüng trails berry trails trading trails 
we assemble bit by bit the came giving thanks 
in that place europhilosophy caüs 'conceptual space' t/ here 

with the assembleci tree nations to a particular tree 
as SI? 'ng permission to use part of its clothing its body its spirit 
as a vehicle Eor my journey of words ideas intentions actions feeling 
as a cornpanion 
paddle paddle paddle 

swoooooooo~ssshhh 



it is nd the way olmy culture to identi hwnan beings becomings 
as the summit of creation the crest of t 'gh ground the alti/ mate pinnacle 
the creator made the world for our sisters and brothers 
the plant nations the waters and Stones mountains poweis and spirits and beings of 
the four directions those relatives that cross the sky our ancestors our children 

popping again out of t /ether yothu yindi sings 
their homeland moWig h m  gmathiya nin oz 
tears for law to treaty 98 to mainstream 
"ganura gay m m  mifkam' gay mrnm dhakiyanàa mmm 
Iirnatigmthn mrnm rnmm mrnm ranggtiminythu mmm 
dplpinydhu mnm guyupayu mrnm 
we know they know d l  people accept sacred history of the m k  
what has alwa been ours was determined by the fioocis 
and the tears g tears they cried . . . 
words are easy words are cheap much cheaper than Our priceless land 
dl  your promises have been broken just like writing in the sand 
treaty yeh treaty yeh treaty yeh treaty now 
nhema gayakaya nlie gay & nhe gay anhe matini 
waiartgwnlang niteya tihimaàjalpanhe walang guniurr jmmk bangaài 
this tand was never given up this land was never bought and sold 
the planting of the union jack never changeci our law at di 
now two Fivers mn their course separated for so long 
rm dreaming of a brighter day when the waters wü1 be one. . . 
promises disappear priceless land destiny . . . 
go go go go living in the mainstream go go go go under one dream 
refledions in the water 1 see black and white living together 
sharing dreams of the red black and gold 
living dreamtime now in the yoIngu way" (Yothu Yindi, 1998) 

murray porter's voim cornes a m  the night air 
"why can't we make you see the Iight? 
we are red we will not be white why must push aIways corne to shove? 
why must we light for whafs already ours? 
you took away our homes our languages and our land 
told for@ ail that you have learned no choices just demands" (Porter, 1993) 

chef am01 loaking horse 19th generation keeper of the sacred white buffalo calf ipe 
speaks of the birth of a white buffaio female cdf in august 1994 which is kili 
l e s  than six years later spring 2ûûû by a state trooper 

J 
this is a signal of the mming and fullilling of the proph& of the seventh generation 
he speaks of the need for gtobal healing the responsibilities of fiFst peoples 
"As catetakers of the kart  of Mother Earth, it is our responsibility 
to teil our bmthers and sisters to seek Peace. . . With this great responsibility 
at a üme the people were su& h m  ai1 the effecb of genwide 
and rehgious suppression, aIcoho Y and abuse was the way of M e  we saw. 
1 am trying to change that cycle of abuse we have toward one another. 



It is not an easy time to be the spirihiai leader of this Nation." (Looking Horse, 1995) 
creation is ongoing though human beings practim genocide continually 
on thousands of species without even considering a single one a relative 
creation or 'creating' has not even taken a breather so where is this beginnmg 

a listserv response by ross himona of a question h m  white america 
in january 2000 about the existence or demise of Ml-blooded maori was right on 
"Given that 1 don't smoke or drink alcohol, and given that i'm a vegetarian, and making 
allowances for my advancing age of course, I'd say that my blood is as pure as 
any Maori, or any other race . . .Al1 Maori are full blooded. in common with al1 of 
humanity, Maori are full of blood (and other bodily tluids) . . . The question itself 
involves the rpetuation of a racist myth. And 1 am personally sick and tired of this 
question, an k of people insinuating that we are somehow less Maori because of an 
infusion of other genetic inheritances . . . Maori-ness is a cultural and familial state of 
bein regardles of the total genetic inheritance of a parücular person, and regardless of f the egree of browmes of the skin. For instance many tribal peoples in AotearoaINew 
Zealand today are quite fair-skinned afkr long contact with the Pakeha (non-Maori). 
But they may be nevertheless fiemly staunch rnembers of a "Maori" familyl tribe. 
Furthemore, we who are cded "Maori" only consider ourseIves "Maori" in relation to 
those who have no 'Maori" descent. "Maori" actually means "normal". We do of course 
refer to ouselves as "Maori" when operating w i t b  or don 'de other cultures in order 
to make it understood who we are. Amongst ourselves we f=' escribe ourselves according 
to our dominant genealogical line, i.e. tribe or hapu or family. The tribe or hapu is of 
course kin based (i.e. descent-based as opposed to blood-based), so we actually 
describe ourselves according to our dominant extended family . . . 1 personally operate 
across a number of my familial groups, given the fact that 1 actively maintain those 
wider links. However most of my extended family operate within only one of their 
familial groups (tribe or hapu). . . . [8]eing 'Maori" is king a member of a family of 
"Maori" descent that operates within "Maori" cultural values, noms and beliefs, 
regardles of the degree of genetic infusion h m  outside that "Maori line of descent. 
"Blood" or "bloodedness" is a totally spurious notion used only by white people, very 
often to denigrate those who choose to üve within non-white cultural frameworks. in 
AotearoaINew Zealand at least, it is a tired oId racist notion that refuses to Lie down 
and die. To a m e r  the question; yes, d l  "Maori" are full blooded, although my fourth- 
cousin definitely seemed to have more alcohol than blood in his veins for a lime last 
night. Hopefully he has returned to fuI1-bloodedness today. Da you also have your full 
volume of blood?" (Himona, 2000) 

this pretty well covers it for me in terms of indigenousness except to add 
1 feel that one cannot be part k t  nations because the designation 
lies in the heart and spirit not in a multiple choice test or b l d  quantification assay 
to be first nations is to be first nations 
polemics you might cal1 this patti lather once said that word in my hearing 
that aftemmn in august 1998 in columbus ohio (Lather, 1998) 
it was something touching 
on what betty st pierre caIled emotional data dream data (St. Pierre, 1997) 
how are axioms rekrenced and what the whihmats d l  the laws of nature 
what 1 ask do they know about nature they invent nature 
then they invent laws of nature denatw of the beast is science 

we have survived and even thrived on this home land 
longer than the anthroplogists and their tenured lot 
will ever leam of or with whisks tells spectrophobmeters radioisotope counters 
particle accelerators and x-ray specs at the ready 



we have survived by sharing not Sestroying our foresk not by managing them 
W g  them to greedy mostly men mostiy rich mostly absentee 
who end up on viagra and tranquiiizers by any other name 
these sarne ones with their poütical arm called govenunent 
pretend to be mating jobs creating diversification 
1 ask how is destroying forests cteating diversification 
how is destroying 50,000 species per year diversifying anythg 
what 1 see today are monocrops how diverse can a done or cultivar be 
they cal1 it logging 1 cal1 it murdering our relations for profit genocide 
they come back at us time after t h e  with 'jobs' 
we had no unemployrnent before contact because we had no employment 
we muld not seU because we did not believe in owning what is aiive 
the air the stones the sunshine water the forest nations our salmon relations 
dearcut stri mine scoop and extract wounding the earth with intent then dumping 
a hundred tR ousand toxins into her bosom byproducts of green 
this is how thanks is given for the air 
the water the food the üght and warmth and coolness 

no we did not and do not believe in economic growth 
because it always means destroying the earth 
in a big way or a srnail way or a rniddle way 
if ~OU'IP going to entice something to grow how about nurturance 
how about compassion as a goal as a journey 
there is not much of a retum at ieast in terms of what is called assets dividends 
but is loving the world as it is not part of the equation caring does not appear on the tse 

art solomon anishnawbe spiritual leader writes 
"there are those children of the Creator 
Who are not content. . . . 
They plant trees in straight rows, etc., 
Everythmg is done in straight lines 
And right angles 
Yet everythng in nature tries to be round, 
It seems üke we cannot ailow anything 
To be 'naturai,' 
So the tyranny of the right angle dominates our lives 
And it seems like there have aiways been 
Those who were obsessed with 
'Ptogress and development.' 
But 1 have rarely found anyone who asked: 
'1s this progress forward or backwards?' 
'. . . And this development, 
Is it for people or is it for money?" 

what is this obsession with growth 
with what are eu hemisticaiiy called market forces 'stimulating the economy' 
they are talking a rm ut premeditating the wounding of theii mother 
and theh m o W s  mother when they sa 'we need growth' 
they are te- me they are obxsed wi  tf; grmi 
and image dong with these other millions who think they are rich 
who think they have the world at their beck 
yet these same ones these world destroyers have less than nothing 
because they do not even have respect for themeives 
strip them right d o m  to their spirits oh did 1 say spirik 



1 meant right down to their wailets and bank accounts mawions and yachts 
and they will understand they are the wastelands the tailmg ponds 
the rotting smells that no perfwne can mask 
the taint of guilt that money cannot camoufiage 
you can smeU them everywhere because that is where they reside 
there is talk everywhere of akoholism as a disease 
what about greed ovenraunting ambition 

we are no greater than our other relations induding the forest nations 
ont0 which in paper fonn 1 transcribe this dissertation 
1 was never meant to have 'dominion' over my other relations 
1 leave that to adam abraham scipio ahicanus aian greenspan maggie thatcher 
and others whose names 1 do not want in this document present even in ink 
go to have at commit genocide on yfour relatives by al1 by every means 
cal1 it logging harvesting forest management and bury them as oak Elooring 
mahogany dressers cedar decks cardbbard packaging annual reports 
but don? try to conscript me 

occidentai turbulence 

chief jacob thomas asks why "why" 
he says "It is never easy for a white person 
to attempt to understand the native way 
just as it is not easy for a native 
to understand the thinking of a white person. 
We are different. 
The native elders speak of honouring aii things 
and they have no word €or "why." 
There is no need to ask "why" k a u s e  
they accept what is the Great Mystery. 
White people, on the other hand, always want to solve the mystery." 

(Thomas, 1994, p. 4) 
linda tuhiwai smith maori 
director of the international research institute for maori and indigenous education 
said in december 1998 at the annual conference 
of new zeaiand educational research association in dunedin aotearoa 
that research is probably the dirtiest word 
in the vocabularies of indigenaus peaples around the world (Smith, 1998) 
much of western 'questing for knowIedge' 
has demonstrated some of the woest excesses of colonization 
"It is a history that still offends the deepest s e w  of humanity" (Smith, 1999, p. 1) 
she says that "Research is one of the ways in which 
the underlying code of impecialism and coloniaiism 
is both regulated and realized. It is regulated through the formai d e s  
of individuai scholarly disciplines and scientific paradigms, 
and the institutions that support them." (p. 7-81 

there is much at stake for first peoples as a result 
of western research methods and methodoIogies 
first peoples are working together in disnipting the imperialist project 
of 'coiiecting cultures' protecting of indigrnus knowledges 
h m  bio and other piracies (Benjamin, 1997) 
and for selfdetermination and sovereignty (Apffel-Margiin, 199û; Smith, 1999) 



as a mernber of the in-shuck-ch and other first nations comrnunities of british columbia 
1 join with indigenous researchers around the world in our stniggle 
for 'validity' of our knowledges in the academy an institution 
in which western knowledges and methodologies are privileged taken for granteci 

choosing to not use eurotheorists in my dissertation presented itself to me 
as king raast exclusionary 
1 did not immediately expunge this idea h m  the whether of my thoughts 
but was having a hard time coming up with a good reason 
b include what white people say or have said about indigenous people 
because of the power differential they have long abused 
so it was by default my decision to include them for purposes of balance 
certain ones who had edited collections of our words in respectful ways 
others who had left our words unmanaged within theii own work our wsearrih 
and those adopted into indigenous communities lives geographies 
and those who "try to move outside normal 'regimes' 
of academicl professionai academic discourses, 
in search of les-well-colonized spaces, where ûther things can be said 
. . . where things can be said Differently" (de Castell k Bryson, 1998a, p. 233) 
eumtheorists are included in my comprehensive examination in outrigger pasitions 
and in this jowne as ballast jetsam for a balancelimbalance dynamic 
as for apples spu c l  s coconuts oreos kumara the colonized who colonize 
their own people the new fort scouts the leucobeisant the genuflectors 
to white supremacy who missionarize research their own families 
for a piece of the philolpastry who defer to the neoimpeciaiist agendas 
are better manicureci esplaniered pruned tiplayered pnhoused  in eurogardens 
these biotechnologued ethicaiectomized postindians who am p m e d  in white privilege 
these who hoid pretendconferences via global networks of aboriginosimulacra 
with volunteer cohort/icultivars h m  the 'field' of t/ reason 
inviting via subornation respected elders to legitimize their internai racism 

thinking about the sad and beautiful songs of mhie mach h m  downunder 
the life of so many koori people the racism the violence the pain 
"my beautiful chiid the bri htest of stars couldn't match your sweet smile 
but you p w  up b o  suon far%eyond your young years 
now al1 that remains is your memory and tears 
you were dways to blarne and they put you through hell 
then they locked you away in a dark lonely ceIl 
but you weren't reaily bad just a little bit wild 
now they'li hound you no more oh my beauüful chiid 
free from this heartache and pain and misery 
when the found your body that day some said you'd smiled 
and 1 wis E; 1 was with you right now my beautifd chiid (Roach, 1992) 

it is notas though 1 can separate or delineate what 1 know 
as a mernber of my indigenous culture from living in the western world 
what about these people who have been adopted 
into indigenous communities or by individuals 
and what difference does it make using fn friendly white people 
as my ceferences quoting them notarizing them 
is it not about king hurnan b e i i  living on the earth together 

the garne is let's assimilate the savages 
let's play race war pretend it's about politics and cultural dikrence 



the game is to make us think we're welfare recipients 
tenants prisoners nobodies needing wardship intemediation fiduciation 
self-protection supervision fostering 
the game is to make us think sovereignty is just mund another corner 
anothec curve bal1 four take your base next batter up theirs 

western epistemol 'es have long hdf-Mes 
they take up a b t  "PI O space in conceptuai landfills 
there's far too much to easily compost or otherl wise recycle 
please no Littering or unnecessary packaging es ' d y  of non-renewable relations 

int of order lease keepers of the gates on t correct' my spelling 'l $ 4 4  

Eerographs i .omorphs neologisms but ï'm sure there'll be typos 

the weather informs my senses it is about to prevail in favour of my next direction 
paddling down the red river up lake Winnipeg 
dong lake superior through the humber and don valleys 
into downtown toronto uptown manitoulin island 
paddIe 

paddle 
paddle 

method/ology in the madness or inventhg interviews: sûetching the 
rez sisters beyond the wing the politid theaûics of collaboration 

tomson's bmther joe lives in a highrise in Winnipeg 
wears florsheim oxfords raiph lawn polo calvin klein jacques derrida 
ken done neckties coaxed notice they're ail males out of sikworms 
works for the highways department 
tornson inhabits a cabbagetown studio wears reai clothes sans lape1 
unblazoned epauletless doc martins work wearhouse shirts eddie bauer thises 
and thats and on rainy days an oiled zom hat 
held on with a chin stra and to keep in touch with his mots sallyann red tag specials 
it is good to remember k t  certain fabrications can be seen as imaginative €ad/ iaiing 
fust impressions can be con/ templative retropatternings pst hoc q o  et cetera 

tornson that ctee kid he got together with a bunch of indian women (Hi hway, 1988) 
on manitoulin irland a whole mazy of them and together they leggoldstorieo 
and people so they could take them around on pieces of paper 
to places where indian people Lived 
and together they cceated a whole palette of skits those ones 
and piays and interactive with audience stuff hey get up here you 

the rez sisters got the dora mavor moore award for craziness 
but missed out on the viceregal bucks to some white 
m was ban on t'ose boards in those rehearsal w o r ~ ~ o p  warehouse spaces 
in the local pubs on the kaches in fields of swetgrass and bingo haiis 
it was midspoused by everybody and before you knew it 
his name was at the top of the script and he got awards and laurels 
and stuff like that though he did thank the others 
€or their contributions he was very aous in his acknowledgements 
m gushed out of the collective h e a r  of the theatre gmup poop 
like spring/ board runoff whooosh sp lunk 



ker/splash/chief gumboot weather get out yer mrro hat 
tomson that one he got buckets and lastic sinks and horse trou hs and vials 
and he caught afi those syllables an 1 al1 that talk and ail h t  tural silence 
he was a good one at putting words on a page 

d 
he marched them and paraded them and bingoed and raiiroaded them 
and he whom the ones that misbehaved hey you noisy vowels down in front 
tomson thoug Ir t a lot about those days on the trapline where he e n t e d  this world 
how great it had been not king famous way up there on that idand in the snow 
and ice of maria lake north of everything hundreds of miIes h m  any hudson bay 
blanket or tradin post or earis or tirn horton's or inoculation place or church 
closer to the no d pole than portage and main 

sitting in the future bakery on queen street elbows scaffolding his chin 
perched on a wooden stml by the window t thought about those days 
snowdrifts every which way the canvas tent stew cooking 
Ion nights skins miied up grandmother mwn bobbing u and down 
an f nobody ever knew if the d s had run off with the s ed 
but one thing sure as heu decem % r 5th 1951 

P 
was a cold one up there in those long nighk 
before any el nGo /In mi& showed its face in a manitoba winter 

tomson he thought about his brothers and sisters 
the dive ones and the ones in the spirit world 
and after two hours of tea and scrambling around in the blackbeny hedge 
of his thoughts he started suiging in cree 
started having cree/ chipewyan arguments with imaginary charaders 
who were inventing hirn kersnaggiing his imagination 
sometimes even church latin got in to the dia/ tribellogue 
ten years t went b that residentiai school in the pas catholic hell 
he ets mad that skinny one when he thinks about those foster homes 
an 'f those priests and nuns 

his mind sailed to the university of manitoba mother britain downtown 
winnipeg sudbury manitoulin island southwestern ont ario 
where rich people look down their noses at indians or gun barrels of any height 
and with a chip shot tomson backspun into tomnto 
infected with aazy quebecois theatre in his head classical music in his blood 
and dipsy doode fingers that gobbled music out of keyboards and radios 
mostl t thought about the sisters and bmthers he met in bars and behind them 
frien shi centres rec rooms deys  streetcars rez's 
he thoug a t about sioux lookout and ~ O W  they knocked lem dead 
about westbay and tobermoray where white people sel1 sweetgrass 
dreamcatchers eaglefeathers medicine bags you name it 
they got it or can get it in taiwan hongkong japan fonnosa indonesia ko rea 
those newager highwager trinketizer whities 
dishonour the indian people whose land they stoIe 
hey munius w a m  buy some authentic ated tîrst nations p o p  
midden locally hooo you got that one good 
so whydon'tchatakedown ail that stuff 
about my cuIture off your walls and shelves and tables 
and display boards and seii your own how about that 
oh you don't hmmmmrn you must have some 
hey that tomson one tho ht 1 got cree and ojibway 
words and sentences and 3 ' ences stuck like dandeiions in that play like rhizomes 



let the globe and mail hy to pull that out with its dentures 
oh that nanabush what a crazy one invisible as an indian passed out drunk 
in downtown anywhere sure anybody can make a rabbit disappear 
but hey monias you're magic every day and guess what? 
indians are invisible and they don't even have to come out of a hat 
or something with a faise bottom 
and you newfoundlander people celebrating the corning of that italian 500 years ago 
with his smalipox and cnicifiwes and an english name he got out of a mal box 
you did the big one you newfoundlanders you made al1 the beothucks 
disappear poof it had to be a miracle 
like the white people did in tasmania when they put d o m  their rwts 
red magic 'cause they never came back h m  the spirit world 
it's safer there no bounty hunters and there's lots of fish and buffab 

nanabuzho that crazy one he dances and moves and jives and shadows 
and does ail kinds of verb things the english language has no idea about 
he's a coyote raven transformer wild and aazy spirit wrestler that one 
hey you trickster you dont ripple like that and scare the audience 
they don't even know you're invisible 
can't you do something about those terpsicorean antics 
you aazy one jumping mund like a wim wender angel 
sure you got a role and yeah sure everybody knows 
about those forks in the road and those potholes that never got there 
til you blinked trying to outstare the knothole in a tree 
oh you crazy bumptious canis latruns flying and prancing and pirouetting 
üke a karenkane kukkaburra sure you got kathers and your whole body 
is a wand/ering muchina ex something and none of it makes any straight a d  
which is to say recîilinear sense 
which is why the audience understands what you're getting at 
even if they have no idea what any of it means or how to talk about it 

what's ail that crazy rez stuff you're implementing 
with women c l imbi  up on roofs and fixing them with no men 
anywhere Co be seen or even heard or maybe even ttiought about 
and al1 this bingo taik everybody's gettin hepped about 
ail those aazy indian people wanting to bave f to toronto 
for the world's biggest bingo and they do it drive right down there 
with th& dabbers and their dabber holsters and dabber ammo belts 
and their lucky charms and hexes and they get into their heads ideas about new stoves 
and they think about getüng fixed up by white medicine 
and they put aU their eggs in the m n g  places 
don't you know you can't juggle what you can't see or feel or hear 
because you'li never know when you've caught it 
and whether or not the other one is mked 

oh the subclauses and tex6 and genealogies 
the iterations and the drearns beneath the dreams and between them 
whitepeopledramaturges are real smart 
k y  know how to 6nd pries& and schmlteachers and prison guards 
they just put the indian ex tend ed h ily under a microscope 
or telescope or telephoto lens or macm or some other gizmo 
üke it was a spectacle in a store window 
we got culture sure go look in any store in banff 
it's there in plain japanese or water street van couver 



goverment street queens dundas westedmontonmali downtown jasper 

hey you nanabush you white seagull shitting 
aii over georgian bay asskisser cottagey people 
nighthawk dancer with your saffirey sequins and rhinestoney vests 
you high tlyer bingwazy shapeshifter dm't give me trouble in my head 
1 got enough to sort out without trying to make seme of you 
1 can't even make noosense because 1 need sense to prove it 

you crazy danceperson go btock yourself upstage go klieglight yourself 
scrim d v e n  and shrive go stitch your legs and do a g d  warrnup 
but don't be suture of where you're headed inshallah is just west of fes 
hold on to your hum/ ourl iiityl us in that upstage left place 
where the specials never get to because they can't swing that far 
not with this theatre's budget but hey don't worry about the colour of the gels 
because everythrng in the end is either one colour or another or variations 

don't worry if nobody's mding or ü W n g  or giving a shi t 
about what you're saying they dont not the privileged ones 
so don't worry about it they're there presented accounted for 
because they're fixed in to atterns the are patterns 
thatls why it's so hard to break tFt e mold &y% it 
just put up what needs to be up for opening night 
don't worry about reception or review or critique 
most just corne for the free food anyway to rub elbows with each other 
hey tomson everybody liked the traditional food 
bushtucker pepsi and chips ya way! where's the macaroni ketchup sandwiches 

you there you james bond with a braid 
hey waiter bring another pot of tea and a round for the crows 
some peanuts for the pigeons the ones with the noisy wings 
it's okay it needed drycleaning anyway ifs just buckskin 

hey look some rich folk down front are whispering 
with their fotehead wrinkles and beerbebes this in& thinks new sentence 
he can do what he wants to do just because he's exotic 
we got news for him he's got to get permission 
some of those white people critics they say hey you can't do that you broke the d e s  
that aristotle made up 1 say hey I'm not greek okay I'm not even dead 
they say you got siiiy women with dumb names like nobody's got even in the comics 
1 say those names aren't weird you want weird names 
come off your cloud and get your feet wet 
you want weird names read the dumb name you gave my country 
1 cd1 it strip mining 1 cd it dear cutting running 
hightension werlines through rez's and ghettos 1 c d  it 
having a & ouse and white people sailing by 
like that giovanni caboto and captain vancouver captain cook 
and saying hey this land is empty h e ~  PPeY 
1 found a tem ndius  full of telsaurces and savages and stufl iike that 

but they didn't take into acmuntlability the trickster the joker in the pack 
who let them think they had power who let them think they had trump 
then dlofasuddenfivehundredyearsIater tnunp turned 
into broken richguy families with heart attacks and cocaine M e s  



and privileged kids who slash themselves and anybody who comes near 
you want to taik about dumb narnes look at your own names 
and the ones you mte on my land and in my sky and my min 
with your industry and progress and tech nology and no I don? 
mean 'my' in a genitive or possessive sense the english language is ümited eh 

you think mother earth wants to eat your plastic your taiiiigs 
your deep inside the earth contaminations of your own bodies 
you know where you can shove your silicon rods and your radio-isotopes 

hey fich p o p  the one who feeds your kids and clothes them 
and allowances them with money that comes h m  calling a tree 
yes that tree over there a resource 1 got news for you a tree is a tree 
the tree is the tree a m u r c e  is just another name for what you want to hm into money 
sa you can wi your ass with 60- ly toilet tlissue 
just so you ,Y on't have to notice i at your shit is the best part of you 
which isn't so bad considering where you'd be without a good movement 
hey don't talk ta me about names unless you want to talk about names for a long time 
look here redskin don't get so defensive 
1 mean emily dictionary is that any kind of a name it's embarrassing 

hey dummy you the drama critic with lasagna on your tie 
she's a character okay so give her a chance she's ot a right to a name 
okay what about pelajia patchnose who's gonna name k eir kid that 
trank zappa salvador dali andre breton or me she's my child 
1 gestated the sentence she was bom into 1 laboureci and sweated and made loud noises 
don't be too hard on her unless you want to meet her daddy 
and you'll €ind yourself in a dark chapter dangling h m  the nearest participle 

yeh you indians are good at coprophilie humour 
you don't so much need an editor as a g60d plumbing overhaul 
what about this stupid big joey and his stud business 
what about that he's a joke a stereotype what role does he fuifiII he's straw 

surround sound dude you got al1 the answers so why don't you tell me what about hirn 
he's a reality who just happens to be stuck for a time in fictionai space 
that's what about hirn figure it or don7 ask if you can't understand the idea 
of questioning and you get stuck between the dedarative and interrogative 
don't cry to me about getting subjunctivitis 

you can't give them names like that it's dishonouring 
they gave themselves names 

gazelie nataways? 
her mother named her 

fritz the katz? 
hirn too 

middle of the road rhythm and blues aap  a bit much isn't it even €or sudbury 
hey sudbury's got lob 

and wouldn't you say it's comy that one who hears death calhg ai l  the time 
it's not death and it's not caILing 

weli whatever she can hear 
how do you know she can't just because you can't because other characters can't 
can you hear ficlional sounds fictional silences 
no your brain makes so much noise when it changes gears from park to neutral and back 
you need lubrication tfiat doesn't get into your hair 



you're g d  at personal attack 
so what about the one who waiks m u n d  threatening people 
with a harnmer pelajia what kind of joking around way is that 

hey nu drama critic knowitall she's her own character 
1 only created her and she took off just be lad they don't all have hammers 

this nanabush character shrugs off her O fi tage violence 
because it's supposedly comically ftamed big ha ha hrnny 
aren't you indians sup to be trying to recover h m  al1 that? 

hey maybe it's funny band O P"" fices aren't exactly mainstreet cbc 
where everyday kinda things aren't news 

you can say that again 
hey maybe it's funny . . . besides you got chiefs who don't want to listen 
to reason or even well thought out pissoff 

this nanabush charader doesn't intervene when things et mugh 
he just lets them happen big help he is he's like a goo % al1 

nanabush isn't a he isn't a character isn't a tro isn't pronominalizable c yah yah your work is beyond criticism yond the ken of mainstream sawy 
hey dramacritic you want to wake up tomorrow with your focai cords 
you better smarten up what you say wilI corne back and trip you h m  behind 
nanabush doesn't believe in roberts rules of order maybe mbert charley's heman dan's 
nanabush doesn't adhere to parliamentary procedure 
tricksters got their own niles and reputations to tend to 
without having to worry about disputing molutions that aren't any of their business 

nanabush has power to change and with that power comes responsibility 
says who? 

besides where's the respect for indian men in this play 
you write it Like men were al1 bastards drunks canyons no-account scum 
the only man is a voice-over and that's just before he gek kabonged 

this play is al1 about men 
there are no men in it 

it's even more about men when you absent them h m  the central action 
they're in the periphery everywhere they're where the women are 
it's just this time the periphery's in the middle 
and not taking up so much time or space giving women a chance to talk and act 
without the intervention of inappropriate mde discourse 

what's the idea of bingo Wmg central giving the audience bingo cards 
and havi an actual ame that's a gimmick if 1 ever heard one 
hoilyw 03' indian ne' 9 simon imitation 

you can win fifty bucks that's okay isn't it? you need a drawin card 
especially if youlre giving up bingo to mm to the theatre you can haveLth 

holding a bingo ame is rather precious 

indian peo % ple play ingo if my charaders want to play bingo 
1 let them p ay bingo okay! am 1 going tw censor them? censure them üke you do me? 

I'm not against bingo per se 
1 just think as a device it distracts the audience h m  the throughline 

kughl ine what throughline thm is no throughline 
it's just a stocy about indians on a reserve who want to be human be i i s  
without having b explain everything 
and having layes and paradigms and denouements and all that white crap 

having that simpleton wornan 
you mean the young giri zhaboonigan 

yes, her having her act as a ftarning device 
hey, don? give me that rhebrical shit there's no €rame anywhere or device 
she's adopted that's all ma* sWs not that bright but she's who vemnique adoptai 



because she needed sornebdy 
but what's she doing there 

she's just tfiere like other people hrds no grand meaning to her 
so how corne she sees d u s h  and the others don't 

she sees what s k  sees werybody doésn't see evwyhng 
if you weiie brought up on a trapline 
y w  might notice diEferent things things differently 

the whole scenario is unreal 
like life 

but this is caricature 
which is why it's so close to everydayness 
you want jane eyre or maybe martha and george 
cher bdno madonna hildegard of bingen 
mila mulnwley maybe the president of the philippines 
I codd do that you know 1 can do anything with a keyboard 

&y okay you pcoved your point 
my point is your point the beginning and end of ail lines 
al1 you have to do is erase what you know and start oves 
it's like becioming indian you just have b change the angle 
and divide or multipIy by a constant 
taking into amunt variables like pi and wind and chinook arches 
direction and avogaàro's number and the indian act 
Iife is like that when you try to explain it 
you people who read films and Iays and books 
that aren't even there that no bo8 y wmte except you 
you read w hat's not there see what's not there 
do what's nat done you think you got it right 
because you can back everything up with a bunch of obfuscatory jargon 
you're the ones got werytfung twisted round backwards 
sue if you bend eve* it looks m k e d  if you take an idea and spin it around 
you can make a semantic sli 3 y that'll dimb down stairs 
but don't blame me if it scares the hell out of somebody who thinks 
that's whaYs there because somebody got a byline 
and a newspaper picture like a m  landers 
or ütose h o u s  white guys at mdeans and saturday night whose names 1 furget 
don't blame me for writing what 1 wrote 
if you take it repot it and spread bullshit ideas 
aii around it don't blame me if it stinks 

sa why did you botiwr writing the play czreating the characters 
1 m t e  the characters because they asked me to write them 
they said hey p u  h r e  with the pen hey you with the keyboard 
you with the carpal tunnd syndrome we need to get out of here we got stories 
so 1 puiled the truth of them of the charaders 
h u g h  d s  sa their ûuth got languaged 
instead of actioned or spiriteci or felt or breathed 
ideas pressed themselves like stum into these women characters 
1 didn't even try to c h o m p p h  or give nanabush lin= 
a tnckster got intu my story because he in this case was part of the characters 
they fashioned him they let him gel 
they puîled him h m  theii own guts and spirits and versa vice 

hey smartypants you think you can just fiil up space 
with cnide jokes about sex and violence just because you're an indian 
some great red hope b e i i  cute in a downhorne aren't 1 a bright ethnic way 

you're stealing my ünes see mine are the ones in italics 



you don? even know how to use a teleprompter right 
if you want to change charader you have to ask the writer 

your woaien making speeches wielding hammers 
sitting on the toiiet going on about studs and so many bad jokes 

hey the jokes aren't in the script 
they're what you interpret h m  performance don't blame me for the jokes 

you juxtaposed 
your ears juxtaposed 

what the heu difference daes it make to the plot if 
what plot? 

if sommne is wearing a skirt or not or if her oven wrks 
why go on about the garage sale et cetera as €und raisers 
wh not just introduce the idea and not whip it until it gives up? 
an l you've got so much violence and talk about violence 

are you some kind of funnybody dramaturge the cbc didn't amalgamate 
into the arts report with an english accent picked up listening to avengers reruns 

what's with al1 the women charaders talking at the sanie time 

some of those cultural critic people get on t's nerves 
some of those blah blah blahblah experts who never wrote or directed or aded 
in a play in herlhis Life and t lashes out at them 
but being an under conîrol indian he just writes them into another play 
where they look like they're trying to kiss ass and he waits for the review 
and pub up with another interview with another person in charge 
of some media's cultural affairs hoo ray 

they hy to get on his back about an al1 male play 
about hockey with a h a l e  nanaboozho dry lys oughta m m  to hzpuskasing 
old stuff now like ra5 cousin but it's al1 part of the process of cutüng a path 
through the blackberries before they take over where was rose when 

it's for indian people highway your plays 
you think white people want to hear about bingo and rez shit 
we got our own playwrights 

and they're al1 in the outhouse together 
white peo le al1 over the place are writing about us 
german w k 'te people canadian american british wholeearth newagers 
bornagain hippies university professor indian experts anthropologists historians 
educators linguists and you know what they don't know anyüung 
about indians or m r v e s  or history except h m  the privileged mainstrearn point of view 
it's l i  framing somebody for murder then suggesting to them on death row 
maybe they should ask for forgiveness 
hey we didn't luve brgiveness or confession or haü marys or any of them other thmgs 
catholics had in ttie'i bags and cassocks and converstion kits(&) 
we had straightfowardness and truth and right action 
we didn't need fargiveness or absolution or baptism 
we had action and we knew al1 about changing and not doing a stupid thing twice 
I'm sony I'm sorry father 1 sinned it's so easy to have a pocketfui of excuses 
i'msorries basdo 'vernes stuff like that you need holes in your apoiogy pockets 

we on't n your plays highway you're getüng repetitious and superfluous 
so are you 

B ee?' 

to get a point across 
me too 

nanabush does nothing for your play 
nanaboozho isn't supposed to nanaboozho is not a d m  ex muchinu chevgoci 



his job is to flit and bound mund and in and out and by and from and to 
this story iike a needle threading through a hem that doesn't know where it wants to be 
and the dumb anglo numias still can't figure out how to figure it out 
they can't get it into theù heads h t  interpretation doesn't make a kissass of difference 
if you can't understand the action then symbolizing it won't help you 
it'U just make you think you got it when ai i  you got is a handful of stupid thoughts 

so the play develops from the workshop dramatic reading 
to the contact improv to the rehearsals to the performances at rez's and schools 
and places without m k  or wdls or floors 
and ail the stuff that gloria eshkibok and mary green and greta cheechw 
and doris linklater and mary assiniwe and rene highway gave their characters 
it just flowed into them like friday night macaroni 
and the audience gobbled it like lebver turnips and frybread 

bad jokes flew around like airport canada geese and that seagull 
kept shadowing and silhouetting and pimuetting and jiveassing al1 over the place 
and white magazine people wrote articles and University white people wrote papers and 
graduate students in english departments wmk theses and thatsees about stuff that had 
nothing to do with any of the play or anyüung about it 
and you know that pelajia she goes on fixing that roof 
and flaiIiig her hammer around like it was a penis and she pisses her sisters off 
and her half-sisters and sister's in law 

every night that bingo master dazzles the audience and himself and the critics and 
tomson and everybody falls in love with the idea of bingo not bingo just the idea of it 
everyüung that is subtext surfaces and becornes wake everythng that could be known is 
and when the emotional body gets into that wild space 
it sickles through any alliances any family ties any rational-bound knowings 
and these critics and reviewers and dramaturges 
they either say aaah you're just a bunch of stoopit indians 
or if they want something out of you they try hey Izuunna be yourfioid 
and they come to your wine and cheese openings 
and page to stages and stuff like that and they bring their friends 
and behind their breath they say ho, what a crazy bunch of a a  
and that's where 1 get a lot of my material mimassetting bim $3 brains 

oh and that zhaboonigan she got it €rom those white people 
got it bad for being nat toa bright 
got it because the audience and the critics had no ethics 
and blamed na ive people for getting into trouble for tnisting 
they say hey you're so stupid ~ ~ e v a y b o d ~  
blarne yourself wise up don't let them O it to you trust me ha! 

hey the critics say hey the english teachers say 
hey the college native studies professors say this is indian knowings 
this is situating in ethfnlic discourse 
such and such a person is exhibiting this andfor that symptom andfor that 
trait or characteristic or 
to the forces of racisrn or Tw CO onialism Or or regionalism 
antiaboriginalism antipreWriasrn or pastsomeüung 
or inter transi circum peri and they go on in their anal yses and synthesis 
and rereading rewriting relistening re/ postf anti / whatevering 
and in the end you know what they pcoduce a compost 



that has nothing to do with what was put in it 
in fact tfiey put it there and what they put was somethq they invented 
which is to say it has nothing to do with what they read or heard 
and nobody ever O the compost bin so we don't know what ha pend 
they say to-n is g c u t e  they say tomson h a  wideranging k f  ent 
they say his use of dialogue is novel they say not bad for a trapline babyboomer 

people ~IP dying and shitting and lying and sleeping with evetybody 
else's spousei partrier/ sweetheart 
and putting theii k t  in other people's mouths because their own are fui1 
the women are backbiting front biting 
and generally leaving teethmarks and saliva werywhere 
swearing. meanmouthhg and talking about peo le who drink way too much IL in short, it's a play where life is pretty much un lievable which makes people think 
it's real because they don't know anythuig about indian people anyway 
they figure caricature is better than nothing 
we always get the raw deai even in liticai cartoons miserable m m  chretien 
tried b genecicize assimilate genoci I O  e us after we got the right to vote 
talking out both sides of his mouth and neither conversation had to do with us 
except they al1 left us out 

but tomson the monius academic cognoscenti say you're not proving anytlung 
it's just al1 a bunch of jumping around 
bming  and writhing and king chaotic and stuff 

who says I'm trying to prove anytlung 1 got enough to do just writing the plays 
why should 1 have to bother interpreting them or squeeze meanings out of them 
i never put in besides the play itself is interpretation insinuation 
it's up to the audience i've done my job it's their turn 
the critics will aiways be there looking for freebees and asskisers 

you don't expect me to believe this play has no subtext 
if you want a subtext purport one but don't put your words in my mouth 
1 don't want used taik my own tastes bad enough sometimes 

you're a con 
taùes one 

you're evasive as 
a fox coyote wolf politician ceo? 

you won't be serious 
you're serious enough for the both of us 

give me something 
like what you got everythmg especiaily answers 
that have nothing to do with any questions 1 asked which 1 didn't 

this play is about violence 
there's violence in it 

it's about verbal physical emotionai 
don't forget spirituai 

mental violence are you proud of that? 
1 didn't write it to get awards or have newspaper articles written 
about it or me or to be interviewed 1 wrote it because 1 had to 
in fact it wrote me 1 am its resolution its post hoc, mgo popter hoc to follow through 

you got lots of latin 
€or an indian? when you go to residentiai school 
and get the bones in the back of your hands broken 
get a safety stuck thrwgh your tongue for speaking cree you l e m  latin pretty qui& 
you et your land taken away by the legal syskm f you earn to talk any way you c m  just to keep what you got lefl 



al1 this taik of yours the play the explanation of it 
what explanation yours? 1 don't have any explanation 
ifs its own explanation 

this whole newage indian writing 
ha 1 don't buy dreamcatchers h m  white people 
1 don't buy wcred medicines sweetgrass cedar sage 
these have nothing to do with money and profit 
except for white and other people who steai our culture because they got none left 
of their own except for what they pasted together h m  other people's 

it's al1 newage your haircut 
cu t? 

your dothes 
goodwül saIiy am value village 

your look 
ha! what look are you fashion page editor now 

you're putting it on you don't know what you're writing 
you just write and think that white people are stupid 
enough to take it in stupid enough to think you got substance 

you're the one who keeps taiking about interpretation 
what's there to interpret words? into what more words? 
give me a break go back to madean's 

saturday night 
sunday morning 1 don't care just go and be white right write white 
someplace 1 got work to do 

ha you're a con artist you give us veronique 
1 didn't give her to anybody leastwise you you wouldn't know how to treat her 

she's a joke 
your interpretation 

ernity dictionary is a cur she's gros and a sewermouth pomographic lewd 
uncouth saying stuff about weaving knuckle magic it's for cheap laughs 
$15 a ticket's not cheap but you reviewers get Ereebees 1 forgot 

pussy commanda hortensia colorado where'd you pick those names up 
a two-bit western 

you first world people fuck 'em but never ask their name 
you say "half the rez squished down the crack of her ass" 
you talk about king high like you're proud of it 
and fighting is intimated evecywhere ernily dictionary's a joke 

dadzinanare not dictionary her old man taught her to fight back 
against people like you people who got ail the answers 

i'm not violent 
you don't need fists to be violent you dont need sharp objects 
you got words and you got silences 
and they're al1 shoved in where your ethics should be 
which is why you have no room for brains put that in your i n k ~ e w  

you get to a point in the rising action 
where past actions should reach cesolution or denouement 
and you give us is this stupid patsy cline record and a letter 

denmement? the letter came h m  offstage left intruducing the biggest bingo in the worid 
it's a plateau you know like where indian people build 
drag strips fastfood mails wait for ufo's 
a high level place where there's a view without condos and dearcut 

rez skiers is just a bunch of poorly constructed skik 
and characterizations that don't knit together 

it's not a doily mister or baby socks it's a play about my people 



it's not a play 
to you 

it's a bunch of talk 
it's not sam beckett or shepard 

the taik goes nowhere 
aibee 

talk that just circles and circies 
morality plays italian cinema m i t é  dali buiïuel oscar wilde mother courage ionesco 
hey you ot your geography aiI m w e d  up 
you shou 'i d be on tv on a taik show with sorne of those idiots 
who get a million a week b r  pissing on their guests you're in the wrong market 

you don't like criticism 
if it has nothing to do Mth what 1 write 

it's about your writing 
my plays aren't about writing they're not about anything or nothing for that matter 
they're writing they're acting they're pauses silences beats 
you're the one who's about 
you're looking for phiiosophy you're looking for &le savage grace 
my plays are too full of themselves to have m m  for self-bkenization 
1 got no m m  for schopenauer or neitzche or pauline kael or daffy duck 

you said that your work could be viewed 
as a way of legitimating the work of other first nations peo le 
aren't you afraid of beiig interpreted of king the s u b j j  O f messianism 
aren't you the least bit bothered by the frame of reference 
you might find yourself in a cult q e c t  

look mister 1 wnte plays 1 compose music 
you're not answering my questions 

questions are questions answers are answers go live in your binary q/a world 
let me write that one down would you repeat it please 

questions are 
there are people al1 over this country writing about you about your work 
you're in a very privileged 'tion aren't you aware of the role you have in this? 

1 am aware of my work aware O P" what 1 have to do 
aware that the creator has ken me gifts to work with and from 
1 cannot be on both sides O r the bibliography 
1 write my own life but 1 can't inscribe myself into what everybody else is doing 
if they want to see me as being legitimate okay but so what 
they have to legitimize themselves to themselves first 
not to an acadernic or political journalistic média circus cornmunity 
you legitirnize everyday by deciding what's a astory 
by deciding what kind of review or interview people 
wiU engage with mostly middle-class white people 
you legitimize by splicing in to your work jiôes and thnists and cuts 
you create and m p e n  wounds you remember only bruises and blisters and sores 
you dwell on the negative you ignore the spiritual because to you it's not data 
not interviewable not reproduceable via your antispiritual technologies 
let thern let anybody look at my work my plays not the script 
if they're just looking at other people's reviews other people's stories or articles 
what has that to do with performance with my plays 
1 didn't write them so they could be bols for IegitimiPng T wrote them because for me 
theatre is a way of bringing to people's senses the dramas that matter to me 
not to al1 cree or ali fint nations people to me 
1 Mite plays not as reading material but to be seen experienced heard felt srnelied 
yes it's a collective creation ifs coüaborative col lab or a tive 



we work bgether but now the vision is mine the iwrision ing 
how is that collaborative if you get the ni alties the fame the cheques 
the speaking engagements the contra&? w g at about those wornen 
w h  own visions helped to mate your rez women 
are they now in the past are they not knit in to the guts of fez sistm? 

when 1 say the vision tevision is mine i'm saying 1 act as editor 
as engineet ü~ the €ramings of other artists draftspeaple yes 
we situate together we enter the environment 
the space of the Iays together or did 
1 aelrnowledge &t I always have and always will they are mparents 

yet only tomson highway is writer in rez 
oniy you are signing auhori the money is in your bank account 

and only 1 am amuntable La the klure 
as far as the succéçs which i k l f  might not be so different h m  failure 
depending on how you defirse your terms 
for the success I have always ben part of the embrace 
of al1 who have engendered canied to terrn the plays the skits 
the worksho pieces the dramatic reading material 
yes tomson R 'ghway is a known narne 1 have a relativeIy cornfortable existence 
h m  my plays the writing the music the renown 
but 1 am part of a performance community a cultural community 
if 1 were ta acknawledge everybody responsible lor the scripts 
it would be longer than a hundred plays a thousand just to list the names 

people talk about you as exemplifymg p s t - m  theory 
they see you as some kind of expert yet you say you are just a writer 

yes people do corne to me write me phone wanting me to share what 1 know 
1 am not just about writing and producing plays 
1 am a writer too of other genres 

are you the father of philornena and emiIy and marie-adele and annie 
m m  iike an uncie 

Ikt%e 
to fuse together a story about them 

a story which mi hi bring lings out of peo Ie who experience the play 
as audience mem k rs who are part O P the cast and crew 
who hear about it second or multi-hand 
I bring together fite knowings of h who have helped procreate 
and birth these cfiaracters and the play as a whole as a story 
1 a .  a storyteller 1 do not m a t e  emily or nanabush 
or coyote or the rituals or the cultural point of view 
they are my biography my bibiiopphy the story is the annotation 
the fecundation inundation the workshop is the resarch 
the mhearsais the methodology 

why are p u  situaûng purseif iike this 
what have these technical t e m  this academic babble to do with p u  

they're what have faIlen h m  the wagon 
the ch& the winnowing the thatch and straw of white knowing 
1 refer €resh mw shit or mulch or compost 
1 item better than bagged varieties they how my knowings grow 

more analogies aka babble aka wise postmodern indian 
th& w h t  you say 1 don't presume just because you say 
1 say this or that doesn't mean the other thing or the former 
but 1 do say your words are nat mine 
k r e  is no room for what you how in my mwth or my mind 

youtumeveryttungariomd 
mobius 1 give you your words otherwise situated it lmks like h t  ta you 
because ail that you say is just a bunch of words runnllig amund in circies 



ûying to ûnd straight Lines so Chey cari make armws and spears and targets 
that stay stiil long enough to get a g d  aim 

seeing the tide about to take the canoe away 
1 wade out and prepare to paddle next to brazil or seattîe 
or omaha nebraska depending on where the beacon shows boa1 to be 

paddle paddle 
paddle paddIe swoooosh 

paddle 

foui boai landed für: biitting methodology into data 

addling into rio hacbour lushness everywhere boy that's one beautiful city 
many of these people are indigenous 1 wmder 

and how does theatre in government work paddle paddle 

hey and how about this augusto boal personnage 
that brasil said 30 years ago shuld maybe find somewhere else to live 
if he didn't want to live in a black hole with a whole bunch of arüsts 
and 0 t h  human b e i i  now he's ninning around king a wdur 
in rio down there and popping up like a Qing circus trapeze person 
making people think maybe the world isn't exactly how they dreamed it 
or how tv movies cbc radio newspapers videogarnes muchmusic etc etera porl tray it 

he's back in rio that boal in politics except this time 
theatre moved into politics crawled out of the wings (Baal, 1979, 1995, 1996) 
O augusto yo that one he's scaring the heI1 out of politicians who want kickbacks 
and bankrolls and other collective nouns and maybe compound interest ing 
ways to live without having to be nice people 
or even notice human beings are starving or king murdered 

they're saying to him those elected 0 t h  persons hey you boa1 what are you doing 
being a meadof with your mords and ethics around you like a wake 
1 thought we had h t h  detectors at the doorways of the legislature 
that beeped when honest people came in 
people who brin in those hues and olfactory gradations 
of goodness and f ove thy neighbour 
1 thought we passed a law saying you couldn't bring them in 
you'd get zapped or bungareed or at least not re-elected 
no you didn't even to hide yourç boal 
you didn't try to wrap % ern up or camouflage them 
they were just there unswaddled without even propaganda around them 
to keep them company oh you're nnaking enemies for being a man of the people 
for not beiig above them you're in big trouble mister boa1 and it's not going to stop 
just because there are laws and legislated rules and other pieces of paper 
with seals and signatures and letterheads and penalties 
1 heard about you and your stupid theatre forum idea (Boal, 1979) 
theatre of the oppresseci where the audience jumps on stage 
and kicks the actors off and make up theh own story 
you can't legislate iike that you can't brin those new ideas here 
they're like tinder smokey the bear wo f d kick your a s  



and lots of those people who pretend you're great and wonderful and just 
what brasil needs they're not too Uuüled either 
are you starting to get the picture 

hey you dumb person this country needs clearcut don't you know that 
dreams like that are born in some rich guys mind chop chop 
and ends up in the boardroom table 
in a crooked aren'ttheyall politician's breakfast cereal 
hey augusto you stupid one this is how the world works 
we cal1 lrees 're-sources' and we chop them down 
and we run the indians out and rnachw gun everybody 
or put them away somewhere or make sure as heii 
no newspaper in the country writes about them 
you're a dangerous man boa1 mostly to yomlf  
are you listening to me you know some rich guy's gonna butter your head 
and put it into a chipper and make you inb insulation or ground cover 
so you belter think again mister bo al because every cop in rio's got a gun 
that he's aiming yes they're m ~ U y  al1 men at your head 
if that's what you want to be a m they have lob of bullets 
the po wonl be verifymg you ge %re won? be any canon boal st augusto 
you'U just another dead director a has been past tense perfect 
who had a chance to make big money and blew it 

hey augusto you better turn off that democracy idea 
helping the poor empower themselves putting street kids on stage 
brasii's not ready for it and if we're not the usa sure as hell has no use for you either 
no matter how many conferences you go to there 
no matter how many times you get honourary defemment 
you're a hair trigger away h m  your own funerd 

so what if western pecformance structure is tündamentally coercive what isn't? 
life is about people who do and people who watch the doing 

ple who do the doing and the ones who get done to 
boa1 don't change the miccoc~sm 

it's obvious what you are doing 
underminhg the inherent right of assho es to metaphon arm bears 
hey augusto don't play with the play you just might end up a character 
whose role you created the indigenous mesoamericans used it traditionally 
but you don't know how to stop the snowboal from hllowing you 
to hell and back to sugarloaf hey actor person you with the wiid facial hair 
and the theatre clothes dress üke a red human b e i i  
put a tie amund your neck make the knot right dark jacket white hankie 
you look like a slob you can ignore me but you can't ignore the press 
you've heard the silence you've seen the absence of newspaper stories 
about your relvolition thirty years and still nobody knows you're dive 
but serior boa1 you better slow down or change direction 
because it's dangerous for us if you make people think that maybe they have a choice 
choice is not on our menu and we don? cater to ex cmfe 
you better watch it or youll be a stemtype skeleton in your own claset 
the dailies they don't like you they don't understand you 
they don't have any use for you you're tao different you don't fit in 
you fil1 people with hop and iwythat'snotgood b rus  
it doesj't fit into soundbytes and ifs not sensationai 
happy stories don't make good news and don? you know 



we want to bring culture and civilization to the rainforest 
that means chop chop remember what happened to chico mendez 

so augusto tell us about your source 
my mother 

hey thars rich I'm sure for your ideas 
the world 

about theatre of the oppressed 
it's what ï'm not saying and why are you interviewing me interrogating me anyway 

ï'm part of the pulse the flux of the public mind 
I'U tell you then pulse flux if novel ideas don't keep changing 
or re-iterating they end up like planets forever cirding the same centre of gravity 

and you want levity right? 
1 want to change centres or have the revolution mutually encircling divide them 
into big mas and small mas planet and satellite mainstream and marginal 

you ot big dreams for a nobody 
1 want my i a eas to be Like fire 

without the smoke and cinders 
no you need the smoke billowuig to attract people they are curious you know 
they want to meIl singeing and see flames 
you see these people become pasers-by who stop 
making them potentiai spect / actors the cinders too are good reminders 

and destination 
1 your language is too much overfiowing with itself Of Our O?& 
maybe you could talk and write and think normaily 
you are killtng language with overuse 

1 like to change the diet of my metaphors 
if we're going to talk about language being dive let's biologicize it 
not just stop at the threshold with a bunch of verbs and participles 
we found on the footpath smalltalk laundry lists verbal doodlings 
words are ex/ haled breath thought 
they are actions of mind they need exercise 
you can't just throw them into the arena of language 
and expect they'll know what to do 

so you're saying they need coaching maybe stretching exercises 
toning Limbering up 

some of them need team sports ta activate them 
1 see the sociaiization of theaûe of the op ressed to be like spectator sports 
al1 those s &ter ple down there on e field sweating spitting making oaths G P" JI 
yes even catho ic ones al1 those runningmund ones 
you cati athletes don't you mer notice they gaze into the stands at the crazy peopIe 
seetfung wall of crazy fla wavers smelling iike hotdogs and beer roaring lunatics 
yes those ones look too il ey're not just objects of oc/auric/ular surveillam 

getting back to your ideas of stereotype 
everyüung becornes stem ûnally eventually in the end ou fin T somewhere d o m  the m d  a Fn everythmg becornes Eossilized 
or ciichéd or smashed to smithereens or eaten by something 

now you're ranüng Senor metuiur 
stemtypes happen because Our enthusiasm b r  new ideas loiters 
even after the idea has been hanging around Our heads 
for fifty years or a thousand not pwing not moving laterally 
not doing anything but t a k q  up space and thne 
by the t h e  we reaiize our heads are ûiied up with foçsils and tin cm ideas 
the new aeative ideas that tried to break through the wall 



have turned back into upae are chewing leaves king insecticideci 
or squashed on the si 1 ewalk invented a ainst 

worrying about beiing shot down 
f when they could be flying amund in the re ative freedom of sky 

for behg subversive for conspiring to overthrow 
yes wings do give us a different vulner/abiity 
but Qing if you nwer diange pace if you only flap 
and never soar or dive becomes üke waiking or crawüng 
just a different point of view so what's the difkrence 
holistic is not just multiple rationalisms or points of view 
organic is not just linked carbon atoms covalency 

okay augusta then what about you referencin forum theatre 
to indigenous elements you said something a %O ut indians king responsible 

the indi nous people of central america used this 'forum theatre' in the marketplace 
not sole f@ y as entertainment it was governent it was business 
it was nouns and sentences they never had 
it was acting out embodying etching in what 1 cal1 fictional space 
their lives rituals spiritual practices 

have you made changes or just adopted it wholesde maybe stolen it 
1 have resurrected it h m  the oblivion of past history and outback 
1 have however added twists and tums 

was the ractice essentially dramatic 
there was no de f' ineation between audience and actor 
everybody had a say each was welcome to speak or participate however 
it was a kind of continuous democracy 

you mean a brum for gladiating ideas 
yes a kind of legislating where individuals re resented 
their own or their community's thoughts fee g 'ngs 
in the market the centrai piaxxa speakin rhaps about starvation 
or bandits or finding medicine for their f Eren 
they could get up into the actf ivity and change its direction/ ing 
join in their story rather than letüng stereotypes become cemented 
like commedia deIl inte into a limited number of stories 

why are you so cancerneci with stereotype it doesn't wund like you 
people put d o m  stereotype without thinking 
it really has some realiy excellent poinb 

as well as not so exceHent points 
gramrnar is a kind of stereotyping how we think 
the roadways we have paved in/ with our own minds we need to go off track 

you do that for sure 
into environments we know nothing of 
we need new markers or ways to refigure the familiar ones 

are you saying that stereotype is useful in dramatizing the citizens' concem 
it's a mask we Wear a lundion like nouns 1 am a man 
a teacher a husband a this a that 
stereotype ritualizés language it's there like geography 
offering us topologies we c m  idenhfy with 
if we spoke without any kind of common granunar 
or vocabulary it would be crazy 

you've said that stereotype can be stating the obvious what's wrong with that? 
1 don't know that it's wmng it's sometimes a waste of breath 
to say what everyone knows 

knowing is not the same as saying 
true but to state the obvious is practising predictabüity 



are you saying why are we wasting our time and the audience's with stereotype 
yes wh are we watching plays we know the outcome of 
it's i i i  il! ing alive we kmw some of the outcornes of life 
but it doesn't necessarily mean our Iife has to be a decades long cliché 

isn't the outcome of this conversation the outcome of everythng stereotyped 
isn't living accordhg to causal or acausal or surredistic scripts stereotyped 

we need variety in our thinking and actions 
if we keep thinking the sarne way we might as well not think at al1 
we are not honouring the mative spirit each of us has 

when a spectator gets up on stage ts there not also stereotype 
it's just that the stereotype is l e s  comrnon 
when we choose to combine the arts with litical action 
we cannot afford to sink into safe ways O P" talking 
when power is threatened by theatre of the oppressai 
it can choose to ignore what we are doing not let the newspapers write about us 
or it can come down with guns and water cannon and riot police and beat us ta a pulp 

that too is stereotype 
what the media do now is criticize through silence not seeing hearing feeling 
they choose ta not experience or confront 
that rio is alive with a thousand kinds of oppression 
Our parks overflow with it we have festivals of misery 
which no mainstrearn newspaper tv will d m  chronicle 

so what do you do hire a publicity agent 
not exactly but they do it sornetimes for us 
in an obscure nontheatre venue there will appear an article 
viliwng theatre of the oppresseci 
but when you confront newspaper people they say what is a spectactor 
do you think I'm a fool 
I would rather cover a gay parade or soccer violence or urban decay 
than acknowledge you and your stupid politics 
you are a member of parliament so p w  u why don't you hey aereador 
they are horrified at the idea of newspaper eatre invisible theatre forum theatre 
rainbow of desire theatre 

tR 
they want stereotype and they get it h m  a hundred theatres 
and they pan or laud or waver they only understand certain models 
so what if the media oniy understands fuMity fatality fatalism 
so what if they eat discouragement make sandwiches out of it 
they mock me for saying 1 am afraid of bad quality 
because it cannot lead to any discovery 
because it is false so cannot be art of ernpowerment if no 1 do not say stereotype is f se it is anythng but 
it is the framework of most lives most thoughts it is adion-reaction act react 

but people don't want to see it on stage 
it doesn't make for good entertainment 

you stupid newspaper people when you write about us you say that 1 guarantee 
huh you are aazy it is the people the process 
that is the guarantee a guivantee is not an insurance policy against bad quality 
1 say it is about doubt and rnistrust and putting checks in the system 
which given the direction of rnost levels of society is as natural as acid rain 
what good is a technique without practitioners of it 
what g d  is technique if there is no wüi to act 
if there is no courage no strength no desire for change if you 've up 
and no longer beiiwe in positive change no teduiique wiU h f  p you 
you can rail against stemtypeci models or stories or characters or situations 



you can say stereotyping just makes audience feel gdty or stupid or bad 
hey you have to give those idiots another giune not lessons in self-flageilation 
don't just say hey you dumb person yes you 
with the grecian formula you with the bottled perm tucked gelled siliconed 
when 1 say hey why don't you do your duty 
you know what they say hey you're the stupid one 
E want to have fun you can do your duty 
and 1 give you permission to do mine too just show me where to sign 
but 1 like fighting against injustice it gives me pleasure 
but that doesn't mean 1 want to encourage spedators to just sit there 
and take it ail in iik hoodoos 1 want to bring out of them theu lire 

once you do that the stereotype gets bumed up chaffed out 
but 1 like my stereotype life they say 
it is my wall against other people my refuge 

your intervening is the same 
spect-intemenhg becomes stereotype becomes mask becomes clich4 

yes it becomes a ritual iike brushing your teeth or composting or making ice cubes 
what begins i~ovatively creatively can turn into a role stock character 

l don9 know about you boa1 you are quixotic equivocal a real conundrum 
you contradict yourself 

yes isn't it good beiig of more than one mind 
yet not so binarized that I'm scared to even have an opinion 
so 1 should destroy all  stem 
or 1 shodd be new each time Y 1 O something in my lik I've done More becorne self-realized 

not another one 1 can't take this 
what 1 mean is you look at yourself looking at yourself laoking 

let me guess 
at yourself 

and this is supposed to bypass stereotype 
your talk is stem ty pical typed hype 

we can learn a lot looking at listening to thinking about feeling 
ritua1 ization if we objectify we leam 

to look at objects 
yes life on the other side of verbs 

like going backwards through tirne 
hrnm we can Iearn to see that we abuse others 
in ways we cannot otherwise know about we 
abuse oursdves by fulfilling others' expectations of us 
esjxcially those in which we are objects of others' prepositions 

1 can l e m  those things without theatre without al1 your mumbo jumbo 
you should trash it 

without some kind of dialogue 
it is difficult to discern who is oppressing whom 

this is new? 
rather than trying to locate the oppressor we try 

there's that word 'tryp again 
we try to understand the situation between 

and that preposition again 
one person and another 

so what's the big deal isn't that what living in çociety is about? 
reality is transformai or perpetuated 
we contextualize object ification objecûfy context ualization 

you keep giving me visuai metaphors why this focus on seeing? 
the gaze is alipowerful in western &et- surveillance is everywhere 



people complain about the police 

and take their home problems 
3- the police on the other hand bring th& p lems home 
to work woe! 

everythq for you is moral isn't moral part of it 
of course 

then why must you continually separate it 
why identify it as though it were separate h m ?  

to show the commonality 
but cm there be a moral choice? 
can moraiity be a choice? can it be chosen? 
how is morality exhumed h m  us? separateci? 

1 am talking about taking a mord stand 
rather than examining morality as a separate entity 

but you favour r oppressxi people over rich ones 
yes 1 am not convin ci!!? that nch people lasing money is a bad thing 
1 am not really interested in their oppression 

that's stereotypical of poor people to feel that way 
to have no sympathy 

for the rich yes it is for me anyway 
1 hl the rich have better ways of ewpending their feelings 
about oppression than worrying about decreasing stock options or failing prices 

you feel stereotypically that the rich cause poverty 
yes 1 feel that people have a right 

have they? 
to a home work health eâucation transportation 

what is the origin of this right? 
saciety should not be 

this word 'shouid' 
should not be so dis roportional 

but that is w 1 at society is? should it not be what it is? 
what else cm it be or for that matter become 
than what it is? if it were notas it is it would not be what it was 

the govenunent of brazil and of the usa do not consider society as a whole 
only those who own the others are superordinate 
above and beyond the ordinaq outside the paie ex tra 

what are you getting at besides beating the percussion 
like your taiking were going to make a difference? 

maybe maybe someone else's 
the reaiity of sxiety is not what overnrnent is interested in 

it would eventually Eco me macrocmm 
B if the micMcosm of verty were part O the pi- under consideration 

and those are not images the guilty want ta see 
do not want to know with their conscious minds that 
they are oppressing us eveyone else 

but alternatives to stemtypes can themselves be stereolypes 
that is as predictable as 

no taxes for the corporations 
yet ptediction does not mean truth nor lacIr of it 
that boa1 he goes on like this like his forum theatre is going to really work 
in the world of the slums of no in the legislature 
where he employs jokers and stage nana ers 
it is not the solutions that are so wondek he says 
it is the process hmm as thaugh pmxss were not a noun pretending ta be a verb 



he is getting wild that boa1 he is against spectators 
being paralyzed by their own ernpathy for this or that character 
for what this or that actor is doing 
he says it is tw iimiting it leaves us without power 
we do not interact we do not take the initiative and confront actor or character 
what he says he is saying is that looking and trying are important 
r a h r  than finding m e r s  
for hirn forum theatre is about learning to think about how you think or don't 
what is best is to search and whether or not you find is not so important 
as the process of looking for finding stereotyped answers 
via stereotyped searching 

hm that makes him seethe that boa1 
finding predictable solutions instead of unknowns 
look around you he yells at spectators find new questions 
that corne out of your feelings even if they make no sense 
at least you have something that isn't smphagai 
that boa1 wants attitudes to change but change itself is nothing 
but sameness replaced by other 

he says he wants the spedator to become a spec-actor 
someone who consumes yes but aiso questions 
as if the average audience person didn't have a bit of a take on the interrogative 
oh he g m  on about leaders and hding out through various boring theatrical techniques 
who the leader is and wow finding out there is no leader 
or everybody is or variations on 
he wants people to have confidence in him 
which if 1 read him correctly means he wank them to trust hirn 
which 1 think means he doesn't want them to be afraid of hirn 
except you know he deliberately Lies and when they find out 
they have more confidence than ever not in his truthfulness 
but that he will do what's best for them 

chorus: caercion coercion 'when you're alone. . .' 
he says you must become dynamized you must question 
you must not even think about b e i i  powerless 
you must invent yourself 1 offer you methods not message 

so tell me 1 ask h m  how is stereotyped different 
from what he asks 

h m  this archetypa1 ou go on about h m  this other overself other 
the stereotype is h m  outsi 2 e 
the view is only about appearance a kind of misdirected realism 
the anAetype is when you are looking 
€mm inside others especially the audience oh? inside 

boal believes in power the kind hexes use to kill people 
they yoke the imagination the belief system 
if the imagination can never become action 
then power is not ment like the divine right of kings gone to seed 
like a priest who 8 oes not use the power of prayer of praying 
having power but not exerting it not having to act because of who you are 
and if you do act you lose your power to act 
boal goes on about stereotype 
saying handsome actors who have the power to play handsome actors 
Iose the v e r  to be artists 



Iose the power to bc! mechanics of their own lives 

and d l  the while he telis us wül and desire fight 
as if agamernnon were not somehow involved 
he says 1 am speaki of violation of daughters not in the countryside 
but in paris in $3' homes by fathers I c d  it rape 
1 caii it overpowering the handicap 
who in this case are the young in tE? case who are the daughters of men 
who would direct us to look in the country for archetypes rather 
than in suburbs for stemtypes 
rather than lwking for instances of the word incest 
manifestations of it at home which is where it generally happens 

wer over the weak who are weak because they do not know 
E w  to get the p e r  to ovenane the men who violate them 
in the name of love in the name of god in the name of names 

1 asked him hey augusto boal what's this about handicapped 
what's with al1 these names? this cop in the head 
this rainbow of desire are ou getting kitschy? 

maybe he says but at least I p d u c e  plays 
not like you do sausages in your sclirmspclhmcs 
he says 1 cannot sto violence 9 maybe together we can Ieçsen it 
it as though it CO d be reduced to a pronoun which might be anything 
violence is rape violence is hunger homelessness misery inevitable 
violence is political Iike hope the manufacture of possible change h m  al1 that 
boal says that blind h o p  is worse than no hope 
he believes or at least says that h o p  is a right we have 
if we have desire he says if we have no desire 
we have no right to hope except he uses verbs 
he says hope is not something you should have by d l  means 
he says you must put your desire into practice or you have no right to hope 
he does not want you to sit at home and say 1 hope 1 win the lottery 
it is not legitimate for him to hope that govemment will do good things 
for you is a crime that kind of h o p  is passive 
like watching an asteroid corne down on you 
and you hoping it stops before it hits the ground 

there are always people who will put odds on anything 
because they want to market h o p  
they want to put it on the stock market or at least in the kiosks 
where most of the money comes h m  
people won't buy the scratch lotto tickets in rio 
because they don't want to know right away they want to hop 
hope is the real prize you buy happiness for a few days or weeks 

first nations people love bingo they're addicted to it 
not just because it's the only place 1eA where you can smoke either 
ail kinds of p r  people and megarich people are c r a q  about gambling 
they don't care if it's legai or not 
they don't want limits or ïnterdict üsts or anytiung else to get in the* way 
they want to swim in chan= but they keep getting thrown out for memorizing cards 
no it's not so much a better world they want 
as a chance to prove that luck is as valid a way 
of negotiating the universe as ceason or satum rockek 



that boa1 he goes a lot you know to nebraska 
though he knows omaha is a crime ca itai it must be üke brazil or something 
at least there they don't go after him it r saying that aristotelian catharsis 
is a way of keeping peo le from acting by letting the actors act 
a way of letting people LI whatever they Eeel 
in the relative safety of a theaûe where most people don't have guns 
at least in canada 

people ask hirn what about the rainbaw narrowing Our range of possibilities 
which are in fad constructeci by the techniques themselves 
people sa we are reading backwards h m  the results looking at pmtagonists 
and peop r e al1 over the world see it the same 
are we universaliWng the particular when it is the techniques that make 
Eor a pdctable  outcome and process are the respresentations predicted? 
univetsalizing the particular is itself stereotypiig 
our rninds fonn ends because we believe in cause in logical sequencing 
cannot answer whether techniques make Eor predictable outcomes and ptocess 

that boal you know he isn't in favour of free market being the only moral order 
he sees chance operation as prekrred to formula or recipe or menu 
he says it is not simply the privileged he is concerneci by 
it is the mentality they encourage including the compt hop 
of lotteries the passive waiting for a saviour 
he says of legislative theatre that as m e d m  he needs input h m  voters 
guidance for his political activities going on to say it is forum theatre 
it is intervention by spectator who becornes spect-ador 
invisible theatre has an audience that does not know it is experiencing theatre 
they are part of the event the point king he wants people to look 
at how they intemaiize oppression perhaps this is after the fad 
of experiencing drarna without realizing it was also theatre 

eventuaiiy the intenriewers/editors douglas paterson and mark weinberg give up on boa1 
br the moment and move on with their lives 
and the trickster who intervened in a cloak of anonymity in this text excises herself 
moves on steps lightly into the canoe and takes a snooze 
and peter cole the intertextualizer the interscriber the faalitator 
of text with ima ation gets out his trickster virus detector 
which itself mig R" t turn out to be what it purports to be looking Eorlat 
itself being contaminated with what all surveillance equipment is 
contaminated with that being the process itself changing 
what is being regarded in the process of investigation/ research 
and peter sets to edit his boalian take for an academic audience 
but on finding tricksters everywhere moves on to practical matters 
begins to came a new paddle just in case transformation has insinuated itself 
into the seam and grain of the ideas time to get over to that downunder place again 
got to get me some watenniles points 

kilometres 
okay okay waterkilometres points but it'd be hard to say at a supermarket checkout 
paddle paddle 

swoooo0sh 
paddle woooosh 

paddle 



outback drearning place eating bush tucker with marimbiak nations mob 
sitdown coffee time with richard frankiand mob buckwhackers running around al1 over 
1 says to rochelie patten seems your visitors never went home either 
we held our breath turtle island dreamin 500 years 
fellah says to me he says yup these white a people they're alI crazy 
tellin' our old ones back then 

& 
heyyy you blackfellas 

ion this land hey ya! captain cook scurvychap say 
Tm%:; =obody in particular ain't nobody here 
but us koori we remember that time 
even though no white folks round to teil us it was 1788 
we be sayin' aiiee that noisy cap tainfella 
with the funny hat and facial hair al1 over 
you can hear him clear over Queensland 
and what's that cloth flappin on the sandbythewaterplace 
on that choppeddown barktakenoiithe tree 
makin ail that wind sound 
whitefella say Men up you nobodies (Trigger, 1992) 
you in habitants of nulla terrius that aren't even here (Attwood, 1996) 
this here be terra australis must a been talkin to the rocks that one 
this be tenu nulfius this country be em p ty so we be takin it over 
here down under settin up land tiüe o€fice a ssay oflice railroad 
in office with lots a dwrs and windows stuff like that 
we thinkin hmmm empty what about those hordes a them blackfellas 
hmmm boy the old ones thinkin that one knows his whiteklla history 
so we laughin dancin around the iire 
paint ourselves up good white dots and lines 
pieces of forest and dead animals lots a nakedness then one 
two three blinks down the road you got 
ba t s  and you got airplanes and big trucks drill presses 
toasters and koori dolls and prisons 
everywhere filled with mostly blackfellas and people driving crazy 
every way which we say whooaa! 
but nobody listenin nobody a those whitefella read 
dreams seems Like they lefi their mannes else where 
we been sayin' whoa now two hundred fifty years 
even a horse know what that mean 
it mean just a minute who put up ttiern fences it mean 
what's this whitefella history thing must be m e  kinda snake 

we be lookin under gum trees and kukkaburras under that rainforest debris 
none us blackfellas findin this history they be talkin about 
there's just same stuff always been there b e k  the white people 
made them into nouns and clauses and parsed everythmg 
so's you couldn't tell what any of it meant 

hey you blackfellas whitefella lliphat one say this here be history 
we al1 lookin around thinkin hmmm maybe we be inferior persors 
not so good we got eyes for see ail that whikklIa stuf€ 
lwkin in the ground under rocks beach urnbtellas newspapers plastic wrappers 
none a that history stuff nowhere 
maybe it be lost in thne d o m  that Iong white road some place 
don't see no boughs where it be sîickin up 



no trunks no leafs no mots no m t  marks 
maybe this history be iike mushroorns or maybe we got to leam the narne first 
then you c m  find it mixed aii in with those other nouns 
anthro pology that's okay ï'm sure you didn't mean to 
archaealogy digging in graveyards for everybody else's ancestocs 
and being generally disrespectfui 

whitefellas sayin he r d  loud like 
we al1 be lookin him "T e pointin the sky Listen up you backward savages 
we lookin round br some of those ones just saw more us twolegged human beiig ones 
listen up whitefellaboss say them al1 boss we made time in switzerland 
put it in these dockthings watchthings c h  nometers 
and if you al1 be goad we'li give you some 
weli we be waitin lcmong wide space but still got none this whitefella time 
we only got land but these whitefellas come take it 
englandfat red havyface one sayin words words and more words 
we clap every time like he tell us he puffin up chest 
we dappin he puffin up chest hands gettin sore he never be teilin us about stoppin 
puffin up so much he fallin down dead we go out that place 
cause we heard bout prison Our blackfella ones never come back just like school 
blackfella kids go that &ml place come home say hey you relations 
we got no god we got no jesus we got no culture teacher she tellin us 
hey you stupid ones you late ones you timeless ninnies she right bout that one 
1 lookin mund eve which no black fella wearin watch 
she be say this teac X er person hey you inferior persons 
you got no history you got no land got no proprietor ship 
got no laws no clothes ou be rimitive stoneage persons 
needin avilization and this je i! ovah s e yperson 
hmm maybe that why so many us dying 
hey you dead koori people priest person say spittin on his finger 
makin czrosses hey you children of satan he rantin this one 
makin stones shah and the trees or maybe it be earthshakeupgood 
where's your ma@ now where's your gais and your ancestors' spirits 
hey you dead blackfellas where's your dmti rne  
hey you with the flies and the pox you dingo lunch persons 
you with the distinct odour who has got the supeior avilization now 

hey you bladcones we got time you only got space we got history 
you only got geography we created property and ownership 
you sava es you ones don't even have fences 
or d w i r e  or chains or branding irons 
we bein the su r race 

cause we made laws and rights 
and time and ause we needin to organize time 
so we don't be losin it we made history 
don't complain to me about your land you never owned any 
go blow your didgereedoo go talk to your ancestors and your stones 
you lost nothing you owned nothing 
it was unilateral monoiingual a unique situation 
they be talkin to the wind they be sayin this whole bloody hell continent 
goin to waste we got to set up distribution of assets mwn land resource allocation 
bebre those other white ones do h m  them other white places they be sayin us 
you cal1 it colonization stealing land killin people genocide 
1 caU it making use of territory keep it from going to wasie 
you got nothin to talk about you didn't even have maps 



or wheels or gunpowder or whisky or bibles or rechargeable batteries 
you just jumpin around in white paint talkin about cireamthe eatin bush tucker 

hey yo you mage timeless persons you have no sense of the future or the past 
you can't look after land without the right grammar and syntax tenses cases suchüke 
we on the otherhand have mason and logic and plows so we can till the soi1 
mine and deforest everything that glitters grows shimmers photosynthesizes 
mate weaith out of acres and carats and bushels and stuff 

our greatest philosophers and jurists say you are in the original state of nature 
hunting kangailoos gathering rook and berries they say you're indigenes 
ab mi 'na1 the inhabitants not proprietors of the land 
it is O r f '  y right and christian and rational to encourage immigration 
pmp up wr numbers it is the duty of the strong to control weakness 
it is the path of history which you are without 
you have only re history because you didn't inscribe your words 
except to etch t! em in air with story and song they don't go far in a court of law 
you people we didn't put into history because you had no time 
we put you in anthropology because you are artefacts of the human past 
we inventeci you you are objects 
you are the product of colonialism and ethnocentrism 
ou are suspended in a timeless vacuum you are the original hansel and gretel 

%ut therees no sugarshack in the bush for you 
you are authochthonous paradigms you are primordial data 
you are the s u b j j  of Eorgetfulness you have taught us how to disremember 
how to be inattentive how to not see what shouldn't be there 
you are to quote another whitekiia weh stanner 
at thel%8 boyer lectures 'a melancholy footnote' 
so that mean we must at least be in somebody's bibliography 

back them 60s ppm dylan mitchell kesey tu11 guthrie seeger baez stones kathydawn 
be fighin the establishment 1 put kd in cause she start early on up that path 
we snuck back into history after king out for ail them yean 
and when the whitekiias found out they said hey we got to change what history is 
it just got infected must be a systemic virus or else they got into history 
by aawling through the guts of a louse or the stomach of a sheep 
because we thought we stitched everything up 
real good and then put cellophane tape over everything vacuum sealeci 

well my grandfather tel me back then over there down under 
those whitefella got no word for disremember 
they experts got no word for doubledoubledouble talk 
they don't need it they got lawyers and reai estate persons 
supreme court justices colonial govemors and monarch persons 
with expensive Lifestyies and greasy palms 
my grandfather be tellin me you know 1 l e m  to write he be say 
and that be when 1 see this history stuff rise up in front a me 
like a whole big flock sulphur crested cockatoo 
this here history be a bunch of words that make tmth plumb out of lies like a miracle 
it be takin langua e and tearrange it so it say anyüung 
that let the white fS Uas keep the land and the time and the history 
oh 1 started taking b t  a them nuns and priests and imported school teachen 
and they whupped me and 1 kept talking and they say hey you disadvantaged person 
we're going to put you in a special needs dass 



next thing 1 know 1 be in prison b r  Wdren 6ve long year 
but 1 remember readii  and wtiting and 1 learn about this history thing 
and this hermeneutics dialogis pmblematising agency 
interferential epistemology eurocentric discourse hegemony 
ail that babble talk stuff and 1 be put in real grow /d u jail 
for inciting andlbethere WI€orget Row to read 
but miraculous like b i  of babyjesus 1 remember once they let me out 
hoooo! they be mad but 1 be reading this plato person and this musseau 
and johndewey fella lots other dead farnous mostly white mostly male perçons 
and 1 be seeing our people need b undermine not sûip mine 
so after farewell sun be get hot won be setth on more'n british empire 1 grab that came 
and start dra 'n it back to the sea keeping a lookout for dingos P' and white le1 a ozzy who might charge me with trespass 
but 1 don't worry because 1 know famous white sayin bout forgivin trespasser fellahs 
came be covered in sand couple snakes smzin scorpions spidery ones crawlers 
1 be put white paint and dots on that one grab paddle take breath set out 
for places north way north 
paddle 

paddle 
paddle paddle 

paddle 
woooooosh 

a viral view of edacation 

"Remember 
It was not long ago 
1 was jailed at the residentiai schaol 
for a crime i did not commit. 

The black robe guards they beat the 
Sun dance, 
chicken dance, 
fancy dance, 
and hoop dance 
out of me. 
These dances are evil they yelled. 

The s a a d  language they whipped out of me. 
Speak this instead 
they ordered. 
confused, 
and temfied 
1 surrendered my tongue. 

Brainwashed to take comrnands like a dog 
1 did not know who 1 was 
when released h m  prison 
many moons later. 
Squat over there on your land 
if you can't make anything of you~self 
they said. 



Cnniching on naother earth, 
1 faintly recali the dreamer's songs, 
the dances, 
the Iegend of the spider, 
the hunting ways of my people. 
I could not fully comect. 
1 was alone. 

One day while sitting with an elder 

2#zEEe ,le amved. 
Speak your language, 
tell the legends, 
"ng your son& 
dance your dance, 
record this for Euture generations. 

How can I, 
1 repliecl. 
Kou pounded these sinhl wap out of me 
Remember?"' (Jacqueline Okec quoted in Gorman, 1999, p. 1) 

as I reread this poem I think of wa e gorman seadmg for his indigenous mots his r" farnil y 1 think of the jowey of egitimacy of validation I think of data in his thesis 
in terms of vision datafdream data "1 was sitting in this darkened lace lookuig into a 
pit of heated rocks. In my nakedness, 1 was gazing at the ùeauty O P these red-hot 
stones, their glowing red emberç sumiunded by the darkness of the pit. It was a quiet 
place. The air was warm and filled with the sent  of sage. 1 heard a voice. it was a 
very old voice that crackled as it spke. 1 couldn't see who it was. It said, 'You know 
our ways.' 'We leam h m  stories and €mm dreams.' 'Our stories and dreams 
are our way." (Goman, 1999, p. 19) 

we are gathered on the wtieel Qether memberirig 
smallpox measles scarlet kver inûuenza di htheria 
everywhere the scent of dying death Our c 'ldren buried 
in white places of jesus mary holy ghost 

R 
england france italy spain Mand belgium gennany portugal 
went into the unprotected private places of our nations 
entered us üke enemas dildos suppitoties contagions 
violating our spirits imprhning our children 
trans / hrming them into agricultural labomis 
contaminating their little bodies with white holyfather penises 
Our mothers and sisters raped by fi@ miilion whitebays 
we Iearned to internahi abuse to replicate addictive behaviour 
and the M s t s  ask why do we drink sniff smrt pass out 

nediberal western ideas are the new pathfogens microbes disease vectors 
in the hm of rationalist discome Iogic "the plague" 
should we cal1 a doctor or wait for the dis/ease to run ib course 
500 years is a long course and 1 don't k w  
if irs even up k~ speed yet with the hidden agendas 



com/f i rm/at ion €or whoknowswhm h m  whaknowswhere: the discipiine of 
genetics is a modei of how p d p t i v e  agents of inheritance are presumed k work de- 
oxyribose nucleic acid (dm) and its musin ribose nudeic acid (ma) act as sites of 
replication and tramferance of genetic information stnichire and action together with 
sbcalled 'raw materials' enzymes and sa forth these work to repair the constantly 
sfüfting rnicmecosites of deconstructecl life 

pre-contact 1 age arises h m  land and people dynamic balance is 
contact the lan 7 Iived live the land (not merely occupy) b indigenousness 
'discovered' by invasive agency agent de paütogen vectots O r disease coloniaiism 
epidemic pandemic syrnptoms O€ malaiw shame depression self-defamation tribal 
d ysjunction nation/ al dys/ unity shades and strata of racial superiority inferiority 
interiority transiority fragments no longer are valid ways of knowing 
only mson and logic are acceptable epidernio/logic 

in the early days after 'dis/ covery' the land stiil spoke even tù the discoverers 
body is land is language More the coming of the great beige fathers blackrobes 
h m  across the sea with their liresticks lliphat ideas and rosaries 
we are the people the land the language we are 

behold a game bail game captain on ficst archaeology on second 
whalers are up to no g d  settlers on deck when they should be on scaffold 
considering how they treated the f i r s t ~ p k  
entrepreneurs in the hole with the an pologists making it bigger 
so more indigenous people fit but they die faster than shovels can dig 
and get wra ped in fems and moss leaves 
the words O l' archie mch again corne in tears 
"this story's right this story's true 1 would not tell lies to you 
like the promises they did not keep and how they fenced us in like sheep 
said to us corne take our hand sent us off to mission land 
taught us to read to write and pray then they took the children away 
took the chiIdren away the children away 
snatched h m  their mothefs breast said it was for the best tmk them away 
the welfare and the policeman said you've got to understand 
we'll give to h m  what you can't give teach them how to realIy [ive 
teach them how to live they said humiliated them instead 
taught them that and taught them thîs and others taught them prejudice" (Roach, 1992) 

before biochemistry was downloaded h m  the imachinations of xientisrn 
before gregor mendel transseminated in the garden 
before watson and cri& and david suzuki and pop anthro 
human beings üved indigenous lives in america oceania africa 
the depiopent by rich white knowing mostly bearded men 
of racism mercantiüsm dassism religionism bureaucratism attitudism scientism 
and sukquent importation of these into aboriginal geographies 

colonial maladie maiedictorian "the plague" (Criilo, 1998) 
without balance vue invite sickness without respect we perpetuate malaise 
without honouring our ancestors we cultivate dis-ease before those days of contact 
days of plague days of disrespect days of panmelanchdia introduced pathogens 
inters 'fic Wuses bacteriophages extra-nuclear plasmids mmadic nucleic aads 
mitZndi ia i  dm prions manuhctured by us a uk us aii 
to desequence detemplate coIonialist education 
colonialism is system/at/ ic abuse together with acute symptomatic rebus 



welcome to the new path ogenic epistemologies of westerndom hiy ya 
got to get back in that canoe find some medicines fast before 1 become extinct 
paddle paddle palide pdlled peadll p d p p d aaa dle p p 

language joumep 

language is technology it cm join us or separate us 
it can make us beiieve in bipolarities in opposites it can make us afraid 
of contradiction it can make us believe in reason rather than reasons 
it cm become &ch4 leading us away h m  spirit 
w k n  foresk are clearcut we are ciearcut 
in our minds that is where it begins with closed hearts 
we are told that foresk are resources and once we believe that 
we will do anytIiing to them without thinking about permission 
Ianguage can also be a place for great empowerment if we let it. 

what about the euroassumption that al1 languages are tramlatable 
that everything can be interpreted known are we to be comforted knowing 
that somewhere an academic is appmpriatin our language 
overjoyed that Our aboriginal lan uages are t e object of colonizing salvational forces L i 
once the living language reaches e bcink of extinction 
hnbeus corpus becomes the rallying cry of the ambulancers 
and the &due is shapeshifted away from living speakers 
to become codified linguistic cultivars 

cataloguing is not the way to save a language 
this just moves it h m  the organic realm to the archival 
once our languages enter academia or are entered by academia 
once they enter places of interactive diorama 
the stories are then no longer our stories 

orality is not about 'writing dom '  anythng words and other messmgers 
oral tradition is not just about concatenatin evenk 
it not just a kind of symbolic looming spind f ing carding shearing 
of çounds as meaning indicators or archaeologizations 
uninterpreted foss'is unspeiunked writings or graphics 
how does oral history represent sound rhythm 
ambiguity playful misdirection trickster discourse 
and what happas when ti'atl'imx words and ideas are 'translate& into english 
my thought is they remain ti'aü'imx words and the tree farm of en Iish is planted 
interünearly with the ti"ati'imx forest 1 don't think a tl'atl'imx wo r f  can becorne a word 
in another language but another language can bomw it and use it 

sometimes language acts as a virus (Anderson, IW ) 
like when people start making grand assumptiom about it 
but tridçsters and chance operations mana e to get their door in the bot 
and beknew you for it every back was & -ng and downside ups 
what in english is caiied the past does not exist everywhere 
tl'attîmx does not have this temporal locative 
the present just opens ik wings and is everyl where otherl wise pervasive 

when our sbries are stolen trans/fixed ont0 alien media stripped of their original 
context placed in archives subjected to retrospective analysis 



in "authorized forms, to conceal entire worlds €mm existence, 
and to bring into existence in their place entire universes 
of ignoranm and deception" (de Castell k Bryson, 1998, 
in the "lying game" 
other words intervene take up the space silence used to inhabit 
it isn't that it has vacated but that we have for gotten fasting 
inhabiting altecities e t c m  laryngopharyngeal lines of meaning 
into the zinc plate the acid atmosphere of lan age based Bight r where the laws start on the tongue and stop w en the plosives pivot 
laterally on the edge at moving points of articulation 
be/coming s wallowed wh ispered inwardl y inhaling conversation 
verbs decelerating to the point of nominaiiition 

maybe the english language needs to return to its original territory 
where body and language developed together 
instead of trying to map the rest of the world 
english has colonized not only indigenous peo le 
but also its own speakers it has colonized si t' ence it has colonized 'other' 
it has multipliai itself exponentiaily vedorally hemispherically cartographically 
trylng to capture meaning but al1 it has captureci is itself invaded by its own ana/lysis 

yothu yindi cornes to the beach al1 painted and dancing and dive 
as we prepare to leave they sing to us and dance 
"there's a waking of a rainbow dawn . . . and the hture of another day 
al1 the people in the world are dreaming get up stand up 
sorne of us cry for the rights of survival get up stand up 
saying c'mon get up stand up b r  your rights while others don? give a damn 
they're al1 waitin for a chosen day so you better get up and fight Eor your rights 
don't be afraid O f the move you make you better listen to your tribai voice voice . . . 
you better liiten to your gumatj voice you better Listen to your rirratjingu voie 
you better listen to your wanguri voice you better listen to your djapu voice 
you better listen to your warramiri voice you better listen to your marrakulu voie 
you better listen to your dhalwangu voie you better iisten to your Bliwuy voie 
you better iisten to your ma&al'ii voice you better listen to your aymil voie 
you better listen to your maiarrpa voice you tietter listen to your 18 jambarrpuyngu voice 
you better Listen to your munyuku voice you better listen to your gapu voice" 

(Yothu Yindi, 1992) 
we sing Our own song in response and our paddles sing with the water 

my culture has been labelled oral in terrns of traditional practice 
by western scientists humanists ethnographers and other academic researchers 
yet oral does not go far in describing the sense of mmmunity 
faâiitated through gesture eye contact being in g d  relation with 
audience partici tion breathing the same air walking the earth together 
be/com/ing in tR" e same weather the same wind rain calm snow 
sharing locale and to some extent context consensuality commensdity 
wen king hungry and sad together sharing with ancestors and thenotyetbm 
with the plant nations the waters s and earth sun and moon 
powers and spirits and beiigs of ail 5; e directions 

it is no wonder we never developed a luture tense or a past tense 
there was nothing for it to grow in be nurtured in 
we did not have those direcüonings 
we did not have the idea of this kind of temporal framing farming 



conjugationai scaf/ folding of the extended p m n t  
the extended family as arboreal rather than rhizomatic 
they saw us as weeds in the monocrop 

orality for us is not about miiecting mernorial instances 
of culturally transmitted or transmissabIe narrative events or imaginative immeubles 
into literary compendia ascriptive imabu la  semiotic prostheses 
by means of which our community engages in 
some kind of fixed yet or though inchoate indissoluble albeit 
progressive (in the sense of contiguous becoming) 
or self-identification based on lookmg at owselves looking 
at ourselves looking at lookuip at looking at ourl or otherlselves 

what colour is the gaze what kind of ecologicaî system sustains it 
the corroborative bric anagogic voyeuristic girl aze 
transfixing iike an out of conhl paedagogue 
a logocentric lepidopterocidic taxonomopath 
with chronic 'boergosumi tis 
caught in a mo T? ius itself fixed to a c m  ikelf fixed 
to an ever changing 
engiish has no way Tpe cognking Of 

this was not how we practiced oralily 
we did not even have nouns or other parts of speech 
talk then was whole rather than dissembled reduced cited and milled 
we still don't have those lingusitic concepts in out untranslated language 
despite the attempted iml position of such euroconstructs 
bebre the coming of western ünguists and the translation of our words 
into 'other' tongues for consumption and digestion 
mastication catalysis engorgement peristalsis assimilation excretion 
there should be a comma here somewhere but 1 forget where 
maybe the words themselves are the punctuation or contain it together 

euroassumptions that languages are tramlatable worldviews 
mutually comprehensible is a drearn a surmise a contagion a weEt 
that we are in danger of having spliced into our lives 
and the saunds of them the shapes 
and this hybridization of our languages 
into english and other alteric meaning &tes 
is a sure way of losing our oral traditions especiall our languages 

is appropriating them 
d even as we are comforted that somewhere an aca emic 

to assume that our aboriginal languages are being saved 
by king parametered and surveyd b experts ex carte 
that our languages are the o b ' j  of co r onized salvational forces 
is ve frightening because once the living laquage beguis to pass on 
and 3; e cadaver is left as exemplar as deiicti as habeus 
pickled laundered monocroyped treefanned anatomiseci 
we are at the plam of assuming h t  our languages are not 
de facto king lost shapeshifted awa h m  living speakers 
even though they are b e i i  h y b r i d i n b  english kmwing 
and other euridanpage knowing 
through the piociesses of re/ pmentation as d e d  linguistic cuitivars 



as explicated fmm without through diagramming oFth6graphizing bluepinting 
parsing ethnographiung syntacticai propositioning 

this is not the way to Save a language catalaguing it 
this is only a way of moving language h m  the organic realm 
of inter/ action of community to the archive or museum 
places of storage and exhibition 
once languages which are on the edge of extinction enter academia 
or are entered by academia 
once these languages enter places of diorama 
and other milieux of invasive proceduring 
the language becornes appropriateci ex ropriated purloined exacted 
annexed mergered amalgamed rende m./' 
the stories became 6 x 4  pinned ciucified interpreted 
romanticized instanced the object of academic venery and taxidermy 
the stories are then no longer our stocks 

of course this does not happen just and only 
because the peopIe who are doing what they are doing 
as academics are doing it for reasans of cultural larceny 
or because they want to do notnice things in the world 
very often it is because of curios/ity or desire for academic furtherance 
or a desire to b m e  an expert on something 
and first peoples have long been in that categorization 
in the accusative case thereof 

'sh language needs to retum to its original territory 
where the y and language developed tagether 
instead of trying to map the rest of the world 
is english the priçoner of ik own grammar synh  etymology epistemology 
it has colonized its s aken it has colonized silence it has colonized other 
i t has multiplied itse Y f exponentially vectorally hemispherically cartographicall y 
Qing to capture meaning but ali it has captwd is itself in multiple ways 
even as it captures and seinenek indigenous and other exotic languages 
and ewmnm ikelf in ik iinguistic fortifications its facto? ships 
it does not realize it has a pro/life/ration generai tion pro lem 
a re resentationai problem even in coming to a point 
eng P ish has 'settled' by genocide it has 'discovered' what was not lost 
it has enlightened what was better left unclarified 
it has transfonned what was already formed 
it has engulfed deforested defoliated toxified 
it has unilaterally and collaterally damaged ail of the lands it has invaded 

in considering language in terms of the spirit of regmerathg indigenous knowings 
and donna house's talk about the name of the insect residing within the name of the tree 
despite western linguistic definitions this does not make the name of the insect 
a Linguistic it makes the tree and its narne 
part of the genealogy and epistemology of ik pollinator and its poilinator's name 
not to mention the shared etymology 
including semielysis semi~synchretism semi~poilination 
which bruigs in geography in a toponymicai topopphical sense 
which for my nation means how we understand the european concept of history 
not in a temporal or chronidy logical way 
but spatially in relation to environment geographidy 



in an ever present without excessive deferrance to the first person singular 

orality for my culture (not that 1 resume to speak 
for anyone but myself but 1 am O !? and in my cul hue 
des ite cumntly b e q  ot and in academia) 
is a !O ut the relationship behveen members of our culture 
our situatedness our e rience in that place our place there 
not about the analysis O T that relationship 
not about the interpretation of it 
not about the written accounting of it 
oral for us is about sharirig stories and other kinds of knowings 
not just words 

oral for us is about community and mutual learning 
not about bemming art of a hybridized giobai aboriginality 
a suhired transaut A thony a terranuNifi4 allelic interdigîtation 
a(/n oxygenateâ or not) nucleic acidifieci recombination in petri in vitro 
in vivo via mutatis mutandis ou plus ca change in helical form 
to brhg in the latin we were made to l e m  
to replace kalanwi OUF own words for being in the world 
the oral was and is that about which 1 can only speak 
yet here 1 am writing the word 'about' is important here 
1 spe* these words to my keyixmd 
as I write them and think thern and feel them 
does that make this an oral transcription 

where does the oral begin and end perhaps in lan age r just as beginning and ending are languagebased i eas 
just as al1 wods are like dividing cels connective tissues organismic communities 
more than cataloguings of denotatings 

what are the arameten the boundaries of orality P the shape CO our scent texture 
genesis exodus nmbers revelation these are not Our quays 
orality doesn't work that way for us 
for us be' bom is not any more 'a' $nning 
than any%r kind of Mherance e $ses 
if 1 were to believe in the idea of paradigrn regarding oblique incidence 
of western epistemologies on out knowings 
it would be closer to m i t  d i t  figuatively of course it would be plural 
our c d  would be d e r n i a  ad pottas for indeed it is those with the barbed countenances 
who are the barbacians advocating m t  ablorigne 

transcribing orality into written words men e-words e-text e-ssault e-volution 
is another kind of writing down of 
writing as a kind of fixed soundless speech 
with punchiation marks representing absences of sound 
diacritical marks indicating terpsichom positionhg and blocking 
yet silence is rarely treated as a morpheme or even as a phoneme 
art of the rhythm the sound the p/ l /  ace of iistening $ the speaker bringing to mind john cage 

lexicographers perhaps for good ceason known only to themseives 
seem to have a great attachment to dictionary as form 



to aiphabetization as the great positionhg agent 
perhaps ifs like my mmmunity using the canoe motif 

how is it 1 wonder that first nations children do not learn 
alphabeticaiiy their indigenous language 
how could they have learned it without a bureaucratie structure 
üke a school to direct their leaming 
without a curricuium to tell them what they needed to know and when and how 
maybe they leamed theh language despite themselves 
despite their shortcomings and goings 
how did our children leam in the viilage back home in those days 
without ministry of education prescribed curricula 
and leaniing out / comes and / wents 
how did they l e m  orally without wriüng down anything ever 
maybe they I e a d  rather than were tau ht 
maybe they participated in the life of the vil f age as important human beings 
the children learned because they were loved and they stiil are 

oral history as i hear it spoken of as 1 see it written of 
at least in terms of indi enous orality transcribed 
mi ht better be called 'storiazing oraiity R f" 
or 'story thmu h oral transcrl i l  y/ ption 
after al1 what is k 'story but the writing down of perceptions interpretations 

we were cailed prehistorical because we did not use alphabets 
because we did not fit into the noun 'history' 
we were the m n g  shape or it was 
we did not have literature just iterature no literati only iterati 
iteracy was our mode so we were called üliterate 
we were schooled without king institutionaiized 
before the boats came we had no history until white people came 
we were not uncivilized until contact 
we did not have religion or myths until the europeans came 
and put into written words our sacreci traditions and practices 
which they interpreted gathered deduced h m  gazing at us 
and researching us and sometimes living with us sometimes in a good way 
even today 1 hear people cailing our relationship with the creator and with creation 
using the raast term 'mythology' 'myth' and 'myüuc' 
well they are mythtaken we have no myths we have only stories 
our stories refuse b have the shape 'myth' imposed on them 
let the eutopeans cal1 th& science 'myth' their technology 'myth' 
it is a good place for that word 

much of oral history is about codification a kind of lay translmissionary messianism 
spreading of the word by gathering other words making a logos jam 
scaring the salmon the written word assirnilating the oral word 
h w  are they punctuated enunciateci where do the paragraphs corne h m  
where is the tonality the stress how is humour iconographized 
a glane a twist of the lips a twinicie a pause silence beat 
how do you put raven or coyote in words how do you fit those ones 

ocaiity inciuding oral history for me is not about 'writing dom'  
at any point anyüung words and other messengers 
oral tradition is not just about mncatenating events 



not just a kind of symbolic looming spindüng carding shearing 
of sounds as meaning indicators or archaeolugizations 
uninterpreted fo6sids unspelunked writings or graphics 
how dues oral history represent sound rhythm 
ambiguity playful misdirection trickster discourse 
and what happens when tl'atl'imr words and ideas are 'translated into english 
my thought is that they stay tl'atl'imx words 
and the forest of english that is planted interlinearly 
is not a forest that has any thg  much to do with the t1"aü'imx forest 
1 don't think that one tl'ati'imx word can become a word in another language 
but another language can bomw it and use it and maybe even try to make our sounds 
but that is about the extent of it 
1 guess it's better than clearcutting tl'ati'imx and replacing it with more english forests 
but sometimes it's hard to see the difference 
sometimes good intentions get lost in themseIves 
and have no event horizon but details 

there are many kinds of bridge but translation is not bridging 
or rather it is a bridging within rather than between or with 
bridges have many different kinds of infrastructure different foundations 
they join this with this or this with that 
yet they are more than simply joiners 
they are realizations they are maniféstations 
a dam can be a bridge a causeway can be a log across a river 
bridges have building codes which themselves are bridges 
we mutually constnict word and world each stone of a bridge bridges 
ideas bridge yet how do prelpositions work in this way in a conceptuai world 

with respect to ail these words 
which seem (cal1 for nominative casing) themselves 
travellers not just simulacra not just hhIings 
assemblages of phonl morp hl orother) emes 
of the story they perimeter and try to itlerate 

there is more ana 111 ysis in d l  these words about white writers 
than 1 ever heard my father or aunties use 
we were never so big on linear chronology like causality offers 
because tricksters and chance operations 
always got get git their door in the h t  
and beknew you for it every back was thing and downside 

wayaiity was always an easy way 
and justifying anything from abuse to class to 'fate' 
a pocket fui of excuses linty I'msorrys 

an alterlnative to waiking in the world in a good way end of sermon 

I been thinking that maybe some well known writers 
and other human beings alcaused if it can go that route 
what in english is called the ast 
my lan age does not have 's temporal locative E' tr" 
called ture tense past tmse 
the p~esent opens its wings and is everfwhere otherlwise 
even though it is not always easy to see the glaciers 
or maybe there is a sait/atory journey in w b t  we cal1 time 
a pogostick approach to templ and suchiüce oralities 



1 don't know that it's not the stories that write us 
and this engiish language aligns us so and so 
so that we put ourseIves in places of author/ity 
because certain ammars ad  like virws 
and they move g m  language to acüng in the world 

1 hear people talk about links inter/ textuality inter/ linea/ges/ tion 
trans/ thisnthat and al1 this semio/syntagmo/ briiliantine goop 
1 thought got lost in complit/city theory decades ago 
and the rest of that neo/euro/ tok including postcolonial presumption 
how that post ever ot fixed on to that colonial I'U never know 
unless english ad f on latin to retro/actively/fit 
post with a different de/ notation 
maybe there is more in fluence on this p s t '  tIian we know of 
maybe we also are borrowing this world h m  seven gewations 
in that yesterday place maybe time has nothing to do with it 

etting back to blanchissage swding out your laundry and b e i i  chargecl $ the kiio rather than such qualitative agents as olfacto"c intensity 
in the narrative hippety hop 
le&/ wise h m  my peripheral scouting of whitelit 
does the movement h m  present to pst fundarnentally change their character 
what does the word movement mean when applied to time 
for me the english word time is a noun which tries to describe something in the world 
which does not fit into the noun category 

silence is not aiways absence some/ tirnes it is the un/ heard the un/ hearable 
what cannot be seen or otherlwise experienced 
partly because of our languages our grammars the composition of our languages 
which allow us to perceive only parücular parts of the world 
language for me is to a large extent 'about' 
it is a shared space where the language of the individual 
and the language of society can enter as dialogue not just in terms 
of refiection but refraction diffraction diffusion 

when oral records are fixed onto alien media 
they are stripped of their original context of creation and use 
when they are placed in histoncai archives and subjected to retrospective analyses 
yes the word ana/l/ ysis using words as enzymes 
breakuig up the long chah fatty aads and the carbohydrates into units of sense 
is it not possible to analyze into larger parts rather than smaller ones 

rather than speaking about absences or siIence/ s 
how about who is in the conversation? 
which voices are the 'alterlnative' ones? 
what is the default position of the conversation/ s? 
in a classmm with a large mixture of culhites many silences are pwsent 
many different cultural spaces 
what about these people w ho tdk about the wild / mess 
More 'contact' there was no wild / erness 
same people talk about 'the midde of nofwhere.' 
then again no/ where is some/ place. 
1 am reminded constantly of the absence of 6rst nations voices 
and the presence of many eagles in the eastern united states 



which sou over major highways reminders of the first peoples messengers 
presence often has to do with what we are 'used' to seeing 
rather than what is there or not there 

we are not immigrants to this place 
if there was a beringia it was not used by us 
maybe it was the peninsula by means of which the white imagination 
has tried to transport us away h m  our homeland to asia or the pacific 
with respect to savereignty we do not speak of ownership of land 
we do not have the genitive case we do not use possessive adjectives 
but in order for us to ask for 'our' land back we have to enter the conversation 
regardhg 'ownership' or 'stewardship' of land 
we have to be aware of the words we use and don't use 
if we faIl into the tra of defuiing everyüung denotating in a western way 
we lose the power O P story which is an important defining agent agency 

other wuns pronouns conjunctions intervene take up the space 
silence used to inhabit it isn't that it has vacated 
but that we have for gotten fasting 
is more than about what bodies do 
when the night and day are in imlbalance tip ping 
there is fastness and fastness is other/ wise 
inhabiting alterities arteries neurotrans missions trace elements 
heavy neuûinos the mobiusing ceü membrane ûipping 
the laryngyopharyngeal lines of meaning we are sentencl ed/ ing 
to the knowings of mind etched ergosums 
acting transcriptionally awling into the zinc plate the acid at 
mosphere of language based fiight where the laws start 
on the tongue and stop when the plosives pivot on the edge 
of be/ coming s wallowed wh ispered inwardly 

our knowings camouflage themselves like infixes - 
which they are not despite what 'language experts' say - 
in the underbrush sporing suckering rhizorning 
fecund integers ti layenng alongside roundabout ünearities cyciicalities 
making inroads ai P eyways through unrelenting pre positions case endings 
aüomorphing in plain si hthearingsentience 7 caught in the bramble O story 
in the beauty of mapleashoakfirbarkcedar 

scholarship square telled in the academy museum 
a noisy h i 1  restless cliche that time it was a verb 
pmtoadwopositioned metered artidated 
decelerated to the point of nominalization 
h o u d m  tidai pools in/ templatures caught in/ leucol mg/ n/ itos 
with ideas gest/ ure/d/ ated in english spaces temporality 
like refiection standardized testing special ed ucation 'other' 
and the epistemo/etymo/ genea/logies of de ceased mostly white mostly men 
at least insofaraspublication is going has gone went 
declining deciensioning into it's tracks are every / where 
not to mention tenure legitimation validity situatedness 
culturefair and hernidemisemicocacolonization 
and let us not forget the nouns we helped to shape 
h m  the inside anthmpo1ogy ethnography linguistics and pre/ history 



paddlepaddlepaddle 

paddle paddle pad dle 
paddle paddle 

paddle paddle 
paddle paddle 

navigating uomd the ' indh experts' paddle 

1 have no rudy wiebes in my repertory no wp kinsellas no c haig bmwns 
no non-native native experts no alterlnative cognoscenti of otherness paddle 
1 know the publishing indusûy is more interested in stand-ins than the real thing 
though you might in €ad say they are the real thing 
these white shamans and their apple cart spud wagon coconut aeam cohorts 
misrepresent us steal our words our prayecs edge us out as they edge themselves in 
with their covert mercive power dynamics 
as they infiltrate us in prisons schools clinics healing places 

with so many white experts who needs native people anymore 
besides of course the department of indian affairs paddle 
who are mostly non-native people 1 am mean how can it be aççurned 
that we can look after ourseIves 
some of those precious academic poets and nonpoets need us too 
those bearded westvancouver haircut lubricious 
indian experts who have out-indianed indians 
canadiana amencana mexicana peruviana indiana cabana banana panna 
those academic / no/scenti are the real indians 
they have i n v e n z  themseives as native experts k u g h  us 
they have validateci themselves as authorities in rross-cultural interaction 
in the guise of oh su (at least on the surface) 'respectful' acknowledgement paddle 
time was we wem only supemumerary but now we have moved on stroke 
to supplemental inadental extranumerary 

if those white and otherly-hued indian experts are so respectfui 
why is it they continue to make caseers out of hybndiing us 
into their multicultural templates and petri dishes 
we are not theii manifest reaeation their transunsubstantiated host 
these pnviIeged others legitimate themselves as indian experts 
oracles of postindigenous curation retroactive definatory agents 
framing us xaf/ folding our words thus thus thus thus thus thus or thus 
kalanwi 1 must plead with you to not take us our words 
out of context because context is al1 we have left 
our knowings have been tokenized misappropriateci deaboriginalized curated 
choreographed edited reldressed caricatured extracted prund 
esplaniered tip-layered scioned striplmined stripl searcheci exIonerateci 
transforrned inb information thence into curslory newa e wisdom 
our sacredness has beei d e  and mconstituted reshad 
and vomited out as white rewrite blanlmange 

why can't these experts be satisfied to just look at their own cuiture 
and leave ours alone 
enterred within our own sacred ground we do not want to be spoken 'abouv 
from theii unnegotiatd space h m  theù priviieged 'mainstceam' position 
they have even become mainstream in terms of our own culture 
whenever there is tak of intemrlturai conversation 



it is aiways white women and white rnen'inviting' us b commingle 
with them and their indi enous nibnc or vice versa 1 do they imagine they wi b e r n e  elders sophist/icated culturai crossovers 
with the staged practiced lowered gaze of the ostentatiously meek 
voy/ag/eurs beware there are rnany cons paiading as ra D e r i d i a  
many composits cultivars congeners eho-alteric-panopticonifers 
whose leaves are falling it reminds me of those seedhgs 
they hire studenk b plant every summer to camouflage the cultures 
the government/corporate partnerships have clearcut 
a tree fann is not a forest an apple tree is not an orchard 

when 1 think of al1 these experts and interpreters and analyzers 
Wayne gorman's words come to me 
"Contrary to Kvale's assertion of interpreting the meaning of what was said as 
how it was said, this study subscribed to tfae beiief that the cesearcher cannot 
successfully interpret sommne else's experienœ by analyzing thei story, but 
can do so only thmugh a shared experience. The -archer may interpret 
the shared experience and may have its reliability scnitinized throu h discussions 
with the storytelier." !&>corniah 19% p. 30) 

oh yes those same ones plinth their 'professionai' d o s  
manufachmi credentials within indigenous communities 
they write about 'working with' us ewcept 'us' becornes 'them' 
F i t  rson pluraiity becomes third person (aka first person) singular 
in o g  words third person becornes fint peson fi& people have 
not even unbecome who we are aiphabetically we m d y  come after them 
in terms of authorship because we are both place of data collection 
and secondary or tertiary authorf ities no matter what our surname begins with 
or theirs we never seem to make it to mauthor on an even keel 
1 am reminded of the reflective tape that runners wear at night 
which aierts us to movement while that to which the tape is attacheci 
remains in obscurity the white experts are that tape 
1 include under 'white' apples spuds coronuts and kumara 
we as esoteric object exotic accusative are that obscure presence 
defined only by those moving lines 
we're there yes but we're marked marketed rnarkerted paddle paddle 

please leave your expectations of this journey at the border 
your presumptions are about you not about me 
they don't won't fit me even with resipng 
be careful with respect to the placement of each hts tep 
each word action idea assumption prejudgement 
the terrain of words and intervening ces can be hazardous 
it is layered terraced screed corniceci ra r er than chaptered and versed 
your joumey is determineci by who you are rather than by someüung I could give you 
1 have no abonguial bwings to s h m  with you 
because 'abonginai' is about how white people Ianguage me 

1 join the circle at this bend in the river of words experience body spirit 
1 push the came into the rurent enter it with my ancestors 
and those who are to come who iike tunneling electrons 
have overleapt reason and discovereâ a shortcut to nownow £rom nowthen 
or nowtocome having only the etwnal present as temporal domicile 



I bemme enfolded in tidal drift back eddies s inning gurunagazines and bottles weirs 
eei traps salmon fences frontier jurispnidenti af' felonization of everyüung 'indian' 

this dissertation gestures to directions not common to U'atl'imx and english 
this direction cannot be detected bisected or expiicated 

=r= graphs charts maps grids compasses sonar radar geiger maser laser 
even a ra 'oshack continuity tester 
this dissertation is a bRnging togetk of indigenous wa of knowing the world 
while honouring tradition as king other than &tic G.s ilized epistemology 

another caveat this one about bridges and cmsing geographies 
the idea in engiish of 'bridge' is very much about going over water without touching it 
the idea of bridge is about not touching the river but beiig above it away h m  it 
we define ourseives relative to the river the weather and the land paddle 
so what use is there of 'bridge' to us yes we had bridges 
for traversing difficult geographies as unintrusively as possible 

the 'data' h m  my coparticipants is derived h m  conversations 
not h m  a question/answer format 1 avoided asking questions as much as 1 could 
knowing questions shape the answers they seem to solicit 
interrogation is seen by my nation as invasive paddle 
1 want to be as uncoercive in my work as unmeddlesome in my research as 1 can be 
though perhaps coercion is better accepteci than avoided or disguiseci 
on the other hand when is coercion not non-coercion (Patai, 1994) 
we are on a shared joumey of learning together thece is for certain 
a power differential behveen myself and those 1 speak with 
1 must give back to the comrnunities as they give to me 
not simply take like a predator like a subcutaneous incursion 

paddle paddle 
paddle paddle 

paddle stroke stroke paddle swoooooshshsh shshsh sh 
paddle swoosh paddle 

paddle paddie swoooooooosh shsh 

again yothu yindi materializes in the land of noel gough sings us 
into the next part of out joumey 
"maker of the land maker of the song maker of the constitution 
the journey of the great one starts h m  the east where the mi hty ocean meets the land 
then the puiation came she waiked with the law in her han d s 
sinfig &dren of the earth praise the joumey of the m g  ünes 
find the si and follow the sun maker of the land maker of the song 
maker of f? e constitution like the southem cross above 
beam your light for your destiny 
h m  the great dividrng rangés to the désert to the city streets" (Yothu Yidi, 1993) 

wanted: early contact stories from the westcoast contributions acknowledged in book 
if it isn't another british miumbia assirnilationist incursion into k t  peoples orality 
1 wouid rather be a human bein than a hotnote with respect to white academics 
wanting early 'contact' stories 9 ong the westcmst and beii wrlling to 'mention' 



those who contribute 1 wonder just who 'might' have contact stories who was here 
after (by which I mean &fore') all 
hurrah for callaborative auhoring hurrah for collaborative diting 
hurrah for s h a q  the power despite coercively maintaineci difiérentials 
of interrogative/ declarativel interrogatorl 'informant' rah! 
with respect to oral hisbry pwects done on rather than with first nations people 
we have been anthropologized to death oral historliled into silence 
ethnographized as if we were specimens or petri cultures 

it is not the 6rst peoples who overwhelmingly publish refereed articles 
are anted phd's ma's make careers by peering into other cultures other 'races' I pee a boo digging into sacred sites of burial of bone of story of tradition 
yet we are to celebrate for bein cited rah! lease excuse my lack of enthusiasm 

R f erf ap/ p/llause b r  mideration in an index a pendix table O content. inlcit 
we have been xed iike rana pipiens but you cannot see the pins 
and the fonnaldehyde has entered the cedm of father sky mother earth 

the noun 'anthropology' was invented because my relations did not fit 
into the noun 'history' k ing oral king writers of w d  
writers of paddle articulators of cedar our ortholgraphy thus instrumenteci 
prel f i i l  wged our taxonomy as 'prehistoricai' 
we di not fit well even into new nouns ewlish kept inventing - 
epistnnologizing genealogizing etymoIogizi- 
so universities benan creatinn words to de/ Y ineate  ara/ meter delnotl ate us 
but we kept not &g the s&e each time we were âsked or told 
or subjuncted and the language 'about' us got so big it filied whole deparhnents 
and disciplines and apostles and we became 'important' rah 

my nation knows that noun 'anthropology' 
it was shaped by us and those others who were put in it 
human berngs l i i  us those 'indian' persons and other 'other' persons 
alteric alterlnatives et alii we were put in rare Company 
and it was shaped also that noun by the ones who put us t/ here 
in that language place and kept us there eml balmeci 
those nouns you know they don't just have a prel fabricated shape 
they don't just corne into belcoml ing ex Inrliilo niachina or leunt 
by leaving someplace else 
ifs a process of gradual dislintegration from the world into language 
upper educated persons trying to write cultures trying to transllate otherness 
if there were to be partnerships yes even despite unequal power relations 
between first nations people and those who want to make careers 
who want to write books about us the welheaning ones who say 
'oh we just want b Save the stories' 'we just want to secure and document' 
'we just want to' fil1 in the blanks that native people5 cannot fil1 in 
like the silences that are part of us maybe the blanks are not meant 
to be fiiled in because they are not blanks 
they are knowings not to be shared especially with academia 

i'm not tallung about indigenous ns b q  on the acknowledgement page 
the dedication page the memori $" /mmmemorational or whatnot page 
or mentioned in the references bi/bli/ographies 
I'm taliung about free unfettered authorship 
and if they're nice to us CO-authorship but with one another 
I'm tallung about co-editing co-operating 



I'rn talking about us not beiig just citations addenda errata inter/ or extra/ polations 
I'rn t a h g  about s 7 the decision making and the royal/ ties with one another 
rather than outsiders e dtur l  d border raiders 
who want to impose that noun 'history' w b  want to introduce that word 'true' 
but you know we're very generous my dations 
and we probably would give some chapters to some of those people to write 
to those ones who want to marginalize us because we walk the earth together 

is it not the magisterliai race that wants to control the discourse 
that wank to manufacture the consent is it not the main stream 
that legitimizes the margins the tributaries 
objectifies the heted geneous and /dox 
is it not the inteiiectuais and their 'reason/ed0 judgement 
who data/ fy / Co/ fiun other human beings 

please don't misread me I'rn not at lead I hope 1 am not 
utting a hudson bay blanket or the skin of a bur-legged on al1 persons who are oral 

~storians anüuopologists linguists educaton english profs and others 
1 am speaking nther about some pemns of whom there are many 
who engage in a propriation of other voices other cultures 
maybe because t e  ir own culture doés not inkmt them daes not engage them 
or because th& culture is not 'other' ed being self-nferentially the default position 

1 am W n g  about first people writing Our own contact stories (if we choose to) 
rather than sharing ours Mth people who want to make a name for them/selves 
who want to bemme 'experts' on this or that 'ûibe' 
the ohio state university shut d o m  its anthropology department 
because of what anthropology is aii about 
what is this engagement in messianic pretense and delusion 

why do you want our stories why do you want to transcribe 
de/oral/ize everylthing about us with your taperecorders and camcorders 
recordable cd roms and shovels and pens and memories 
why do you want to reconstruct remake represent us 
we are not archives we are not waiting for a museum to diorarnize us 

we might want to 'save' our languages our cultures our traditions other than oral ly 
we might want to translcribe them record them on film or tape or paper 
and if we do then maybe that is up to us unles we are now part 
of the public domain the human genome project the patenting of bioevesrthuig 

1 know some anthropologists et cetm of g d  hart and s irit and action 
who have leamed there is a time to get out of the way and l' et us speak for ourselves 
write for ourselves act for ourselves be ourseIves teach ourselves research ourseives 
without their re/ inter/ mediation re/in/tfr/vention ethnol investigation 
1 am talking about honouring human b e q s  and other üving things 
not about not becoming an 'expert' or 'authot/ity' on 'them' 
1 am taliang about not career-making thtough intmogaüng fht  nations people 

maybe we should taik about permission and where it &des 
if there is to be Mting about the ârst peoples of this continent 
or about us and 'our' inter/relations with the 'expiorers' and 'settlers' 
prdemptors and co/optets then we WU do it if it 'needs' to be done 
and if you want to help us then heIp us if we ask you to 



which sametimes means you have to get out of the way 

1 don't care what research methodology you employ 
what kind of inter/ viewing my story is not yours 
yours is housed in the libraries the archives the museurns and special coliections 
my words belong to the air not to places of legislated or expropriated ownership 

please honour Our culturai spaces our not getting to the point 
our contra/ dictions our silence silence is sometimes 
what is not heard absence what is not seen emptiness what is not felt 
there are thes when these are what we need 
a hst ness without hunger or des ite it L a fast ness that fills without there ing a container or contained 

in the writing of my writing 1 do not aiways have the sensitivity 
1 might have if 1 were not on lue 1 do not throw these words out to injure or to shame 
I do not throw h m  out to dislintegrate but to acknowledge 
that there is in the world Our voices and they are not 'other' 
and we have learned to write ourselves al1 my relations 

the tide calls grandmother mmn is ulling E time ta move on to the west coast of ritish columbia oceans to cross 
paddle paddle 

paddle paddle paddle paddle paddle 
paddle paddle paddle 

paddle paddle whooooshhh shsh sh 

iicensed trafficking of oar stories 

re: A Story as Sharp as a Kn* by R M  B~ghurst 
reviewed and (Weder, 1999) 
counter-reviewed in the Globe 6 Ml (Bringhurst, 1999) 
now they've nominated it for an award has racism no bounds 

establishing shot a beach on haida 
iris çhot m of a white man with Er" O andlor nimbus 
andior quiver of arrows andlor pointed stick 
ewplaining a creation story in the sand to a bunch of 'indians' 

once we were human beings but we have become 'fields of study' 
mm C would Iike to be an aipine meadow 
so as not to be tread u n so much discarded on 
indian 'experts' have 8" enecessitated our existence 
made us superfluous supemumerary replaceci by simulacira 
in their "liceIlSed traffickuig" our stories (Miller, 1998) 

coyote: tra ped in the heartwood inside the fartwood 
inside the O !' menace side inside the genocide 
trapped inside plain sight eugenic diorama side 
the stain is genocide indian O cide the oniy good one ubiqutiade 
the grain is genocide good oniy one side bettei step aside or get on side 



now the international news: 
mediation and reconciliation have faüed werywhere 
the inequity/affhative inaction index is on the upving 
capitalism though not universally welcomed is s h d y  
trading in environmental racism is up strongiy 
euroanal is plants are being buiit everywhere to protect white light ir from di action h m  having to break into other colours sports next 
now the sports: racism in sports is on the rise the weather will foiiow 
bulletin: the wto has bought the weather and wili be selüng shares 

coyote: im riaiism is about continual redisrovery 
h m  whi ci!@ we're in continual recovery thanks monique 
raven: wrakkkk oh canada their home their natives their land 
coyote gazing grasping voyeuring eavedmpping texhializing 

reting inûitrating invenüng underestirnating dissenthg unrelenting 
rad cultural historicai appropriational eliminaüonal pcocrastinational hT 
pt-emancipational interdenorninational exonerational 
refrain: here is an indian expert oo oo ooooooooa 
fail down genuflect kiss feet lower eyes 
teach us touch us mach us transform us make us into white experts 
saaay heyyyy! woo woo woo woo woo woo woo woooo 

1 spy with my Little eye 1 spy some indians doing ceremonies 
and ï'm oing to make mone off them gonna make dreamcatchers indiandrums 
sweatl o f  ges sweetgrass bas b k sage bundles sacred bundles 
tomahawk bundles scalp bundles birchbark canoe bundles jewellry bundles 
and we're al1 going to live like real live indians back in the wilderness 
in the rniddle of nowhere skid row boot hiU the rez home sweet 
refrain: peeping tom peeping jane peeping teacher peeping student 
peeeering into other cultures look kre see what 1 lound bone trophies 
somebody's grandma's skuU a baby skeleton yipeeeee we're rich we're mearchers 

auction re:search what is this? 1 don't know but it's authentic 
where do you want to start on this beauty 
do 1 hear one thousand one a one a one over there with the tëathered earrings 
do 1 hem two one and a half now two with the beaded headband now three 
three three three man with the bone choker now four with the sacred bundle 
do 1 hear five five a five a five a woman with the dreamcatcher go half 
five and a half now six and a haif to the man with the double mach 

"Indigenaus people's sensibilities, cultural meanings and connecfions 
become lost in the transformations and transactions. 
Wannabes are the world's largest tribe and especiaiiy in academia 
where they eclipse those whose Iight they bomw" (CYRiley, in press) 
"[tlhe margins, our sites for survival, become our fighting p u n d s  
and their site for p i l l g e M  (Minh-ha, 1990, p. 330) 
it is important that e "margins not to lx coiiapsed, 
they are important positions, to recover ourseIves 
and move in solidarity to erase the category colonized/colonizer" (hooks, 1990, p. 342) 

coyote: what is this white drive to translate ûrst peoples into marketable data 
data data data data data data data data da ta 
available in veneer or hilI ain airbrush stencils tattoos also available 
free plastic pocahontas wi  8 wery order wer xxx dollars 



takeit takeit takeit ifs the c d  of global capitalism 
buyit buyit buyit everyüung's for sale up for grabs 
email epFogress ecomrnerce egreed egtiegious 

what is it doctor tell it to me straight irs transmissible cultural rhinoplasty 
caused by an cephaiocaudal vector it mostly affects white experts 
who invade sacrecl indigenous spaces and can't seem to unstick their noses 
is it curable is it operable? that depends on you 

moving dong to more vision/ dream data h m  orphanage memories impacbing 
and the e k t  that shaming and guilt had on personal development 
'We were told (it seemed) wery morning at prayers that we were born 
with a sin because our "real" parents did not obey M. They ate an 
apple they were told not to, which was why there was sickness in the 
world and we had to suffer to make us pure again We had to suffer for 
our parents' sinful ways." (Gorman, 1999, p. 46) 

hahahahaha says coyote who is not laughing 
good thmg our culture has a long shelf life must be the ex tenders 
imagine believing our stories are for sale that they are sellable 
that they cm move across culturd borders through exchan e of currency 
imagine how a story would kel learning that the person it ad created 
thought they had the right to sell it 

'i, 
the story one white feliow tells is about anotiier white fellow who bought some stories 
h m  a real indian way back m More there were witnesses (in fictive space) 
right so they entered the public dornain retroactively m ninning backwaràs and 
forwards at the same time funny how most of our sacred objects end up there 
anyhow other white 'indian experts' say we stole our stories h m  each other 
so that means white people cm steal them fmm us 
because they don't really klong to anybod except everybody m 
this indian expert says oh this is an indivi l uai's story 
oooooh we sa s hm [and we leave a looong cultural space] 
then we say w L a  t's an individual 
is it like when they gave us smallpox blankets way back 
measles influenza diabetes diphtheria alcoblisrn blankeb 
and we died one at a time or was it when we died al1 at once al1 hundred million 
an individual says coyote is like a tribe but takes up l e s  space 

hey raven says what's that bunch of indians standing there 
with their mouths open talking to thase nonindian people 
with note pads and tape recorders and hd robes 
ifs the conversion scene says coyote fRanging indian stories into white books 
also known as stations of the doublecross 
coyote: buy buy love buy buy happiness buy buy indigeneity 
think Pm a gonna a dye dye dye my hair black M a y  ay 
Pm a through with bnnghurst Pm a through with shove 
Pm a through with encomtering ttUs anthropostuff 
and here's the reason k t  Pm so 

grandmother what does 'interpret' mean 
oh you don't want to be fooling mund with that word 
but 1 need to know how to use it for school so l cm be evaluated assessecl 
kaleinwi it meam you take something and you make it into something else 
so it looks Like you know what you'm doing 



it means you don't just let the story be you change it 
pretend it makes sense in a white language 
stay away h m  that word ifs bad medicine get you in trouble 

hey coyote 1 says 1 want to write about u s  too 1 got stuff to say 
1 got cultural inclusion 
stomp on that idea you got no place writing about yourself 
you can't just assume unchaperoned indians got things to say 
why would you write about yourself when there's a white person behind every bush 
every keyboard every pubüshmg house every docudrama 
besides what would al1 those white tenured fad ty  indian-experts do 
with legitimized 'indians' 6liing up faculty positions writing books about themselves 

ifs getüng to the point indians think they're indians 
sure they're the real indians but not the write ones 
funny how the white name mostly appears as author 
and guess who doesn't get the royalties the phd the literary awards 
the laurels encomia the endowed chairs the tenure and (self-) promotion 
right! the aboriginals not on your iik 
coyote srniles a srnile says everybody knows you need indian ex rts 
how would publishers know if such and such an indian were au entic 
if there was no white expert to validate h m  or ignore them 

r 
coyote gek out a flipchart you see here this companion planting 
of white knowings with indigenous epistemologies doesn't work 
because the white knowings tend to proliferate rather than share the space 
they cal1 indians 'weeds because we're like rhizomes we O outside the ünes 
maybe these white experts think they've bemme abUrigin 8 
by default through association or an act of parliament 
how about that nidy wiebe and the unconscionabIe power differentiai 
negotiating with that imprisoned native woman 
must be nobody in his farnily worth writing about nobody in his culture 
worth re:searching and how about the ubiquitous margaret a t w d  
agreeing wasn't that nice of her to write the words for an e pauline johnson opera 
where would the haudenosaunee be without a wiritewoman writing 
for one of their ancestors MIing up pauline's mouth with margarers words 
but 1 guess that could always find other ways of sideling pauline for instance 
by writing about her thars an old white trick having an extracultural critique 
to legitimize a whitewoman writing the Libntto for an aboriginal woman's story 
1 guess those ones have no relations this is sad maybe we can find them some 
it can't be nice king a cultural orphan a refugee in the mainstream 
neeâing to invade the margins 

hey! says a real indian without "fluffs and kathers" (Doxtator, 1992) 
the only real indians are the white ones the test are just uncontrolled wild types 
let them write what they want they're not taliung about us anyway 
only about themselves does permission not reside in us 
to choose /or not to publish/or not to sharefor not our stories our songs 
our dances our hwings  with those who m e  to us seeking 
if members h m  our comrnunity seek to enter the white world 
if they choose to leave our world our traditions who are we to stop them 
h m  selling or üunking they are seliing our stories 
my language has no word for seii we shared our stories 
coyote: they teii us they are 'savhg' our sbries h m  extinction 



how is translating them into english saving them 
and who wül save them h m  the engIish language 

mr bringhurst is quoted as saying "no people or community or nation, 
and especially no political authority, can have exclusive rights 
to interpret its own history." he goes on to wam the reader 
'We know too weU what happens w h  they hy . . . 
Germans, Serbs and many others . . . without regard 
for the hopes and histories of people around then." 
"the predicament of al1 the North American native nations stems 
h m  another such campaign: the long attempt of Europe as a whole 
to make its history the only one that rnatters." 

by juxtaposing his ideas about historicd inte~retation and genocide 
by mainstream populations in europe and montaging this 
with an almost searnlessly sutured mobius double entendre 
bringhurst presenb us as victimizers and as victims 
aiso he seerns to purport that indigenous people are: 

i) interested in 'interpnting' our own history 
ii) 'mainstream' populations whose actions to protect our cultures from genocide 
is perpetuating genocide meanhg we are in the same category as cultures which 
practice genodde 

as an experienced writer mr bnnghurst would know the power 
of such radst inferences regarding our minorizing action 
of clairning ownership of our own stories trying to protect our culture 
h m  majority ex loitation h m  king bastardized mutated by racist appropriation 
where is the p mi el where is even a single &oblique or tangentiai mortise 
as evidence for equating our protecüng oumeIves and our king genocidai 
what kind of writing is this leawig insinuations dangling 

does mr bringhurst think that learning the basics of an aboriginal language 
allows him to enter our minds our histories our spirits 
does he think that hanging around indigenous people even €or decadesw 
will gain him entry into OUF culture our understanding of the world 
does he take for granted that interpretation of a story is possible 
that it is desirable meaningful 
is a p e m  or a story not itself already an interpretation 
the eurocentric hubris that reason is a universal bol 
that analysis of another dture is possible and conclusive is a racist epistemology 

maybe rnr bringhurst doesn't know what else to do with his life 
he's been an indian expert so long he doesn't know what else to do 
he seems to be saying that genetics doesn't matter 
so therehre our culture belongs to him or anyone else who wants to exploit it 
at least as much as it belongs to us 
1 never thought of my culture as being an add-on of who 1 am 
maybe mr bnnghurst imagines he has knitted himself into the gemme 
the cuiturai epistemobgies of indigenous culture 1 don't think so 
interesting that his anthropologist hiend at ubc who had him talk 
to her class about oral üterature on the northwest coast 
did his friend not know any first nations people who could talk about their own orality 
white experts prey on other cultures they ûade in pùated 'artefacts' 
they talk about authentic inte retation objective àistancùig 'expert' analysis 
who is to say that objectivity x 'stances that it is not just another subjectivity 



mther  way of legi the gaze Erom without which becomes the graze from within 
or as o'riley says moving y m the gaze to the graze to the gasp to the gras 

(0&iey, 19%) 

my father was bom in the fraser river vailey 
when they were still dyking around sumas mountain 
so the cows could shit into the river i n d i i y  without drowning 

"He knew it wouldn't be easy 
From the dark çounds he'd heard in utero 
From the way his chromosomes had squated off, 
How they moved, 
How they danced to the drurnrning and the songs, 
How the genes had aligned themselves, 
Coupled, dos-ados-ed, allemanded left 
With the most biochemicaüy compatible dele, 
DNA choreography, swing your partner, 
Fiddle dee dee. 

His generation was go' d o m  fighting 
And the next one w 0 3  and the next, 
And so so so on, 
But not onwards. 
His people were running out 
Of the.  Of space. Of hop. 
Running out of running" (Cole, 1992a, p. 38) 

1 remember my dad taking a creative writing class at the uofa extension faculty 
over 30 years ago not long der he told his coaununity he didn't want to be chief 
though he cornes from a long line of chiefs what he maybe didn't want was to be indian 
or at least to be les  indian or less obviously indian one story he wrote reminds me of 
him ûying to become unindian wmething indian affairs couldn't just declare and give 
him a certificate the chmnology of his story included mexico italy austria the 
emperor maximilian a speculative mystery with a long stagecoach journey ocean 
voyages escapes asylurn dad used to tell us when we were kids not just about our 
indianness Our culture and take us to visit and live with our relatives al1 over british 
columbia he aisa talked about our relationship to a farnous italian inventor 
or at least that's where he led us when he pronounceci the name vaguely arnbiguously 
letting our imaginations do the rest fil1 in the blanks invent ourseIves othertwise 
turns out there was a triduter in the story the only relation we had to any itaiian was 
through how the oblate fiests (who were french speakers) speiied 'indian' names on 
baptismal marriage an i' death certificates anyway dad wrote a story about his 
grandmother madeiine august douglas whose father was chief in his story she made a 
deathbed declaration to him and him alone 
madeline the real one was from way up there on the liilooet river eaktin way 
pemberton meadows in newspaper accounts ço the s t q  he wrote was about an 
abandoned baby left by goldrush peo le an itaüan grocer and his wife maybe they 
were both grocers anyway they peris R ed or were désperate to save their baby and had 
to leave her with somebody who just happeneci to be madeline august douglas (jacobs) 
who was born in the mid1830s and died in 1942 as granny cole 
through my father's imagination the daughter m e h  became part itaiian which wouid 
give him more italian blood and les indian blood 



aii the white names came h m  the oblates italian nmes Srench names christian names 
the baptised ones anyway some of the baptised waited unül an hour bebre they died 
to be baptised having lived lifetimes king toId of their heathenness and savagery 
interesting to recall m dad's pride as an 'indian' in his young life b e k  us L and at the same time shame the sharne that was forcecl onto him by society 
by how he louked by what he believed he was one of the Eirst to volunteer 
îo fight during world war ii the airforce the the navy eventually the merchant marines 
none gave pensions for 'indians' wen indians who needed to be italian 
inte* tm how much melina ImM Iilce madeline interesthg too how mbody else 
in the entire very mal1 cornmunity learned the story of melina and the absentee gracem 
interesting too that madelinefs fmt husband was an italian 
who died before melina was conceived of by anybody 
I think my father needed that sbry way back then to legitimize himself 
in the white Society we lived in 

stroke paddle 
paddle paddle stroke struke 

paddle paddle 

joarney continues 

journey of heartbeats joumey of breath a forward smke into water 
a push from shore a last prayer song of fareweii the came sets off 
d o m  the lillooet river harrison lake ta the Eraser 
the sea and be yond ttie pale of home land 

paddlepaddle 
with respect b acditation h m  the academy 
and h m  rny nation in-shuckch as çome of us cal1 ourseIves after the mountain 
i invest time in words space ta speak them insert them in air paper inter me diate 
between 'traditionai' and 'modern' first and third worlds 
it is with this in mind that body transcribes dissertates 
a story mmposed of words in relation bringing to mind 
the ters the gabriels the jims the philips the charlies the purcelIs the dans the moses E the Uys the georges the jimm the toms the mcdonalds the baicers the m k s  
the smiths the williams the ja& the augusb the hunteis yes and the coles 
and al the others given white names by the blackrobes hi ya! 

1 am sumunded b a western soci where permission is tacit 
ly assumed to eesi ‘! e in institutions "b ureaucracies governments 
agencies crown corporations jurispnidential mncuctions 
places of white expertise colonial justice and enactrnent 
which is to say a quandary of racist intention and impropciety 
taward and upon the ab/origuial people of this continent 
together with ouc relations the sky and earth sun and moon 
powers and spirits and beings of the four directions paddle 
stone and tree iish insect nations the winged ones paddle 
the four leggeds those whicti crawl padd1e 

s h k e  
when 'data' is coLIected from 'înhmants' abloriguial ' ç o d  
with the idea of affective domain b e ' i  out of place super/ numerary supple mentary 
separation of head h m  heart £mm spirit has meant an inhpretive rble 
on the part of the anthropologist ethnologist ducational r e b -  r 
and th& retinue O€ cog/ noscientai et ceteras when entertainhg emotive data 
is deemed to be unprofessional dis/tinguishing cuntext mnsidered 



as only amtainhg reason and ik mercenaries 
becoming h m  that place is to support maintain uphold 
the pünth up on which power diEferentia1 has built ib framework and ib throne 

what if? the conditional had been though inhumed in the grammar of english 
left out of consideration because certain parties beüeved it repmsented ma-theoretical 
which is to say altenc once removed and even the rembvai i k d f  ' 
has ben removed like a distaffid foreparent or child 
what if? by which 1 (the writer unremoveci) mean a theorized mode of being or becoming 
which would be forever outside the knowing of the engüsh ianguage 
and its relations of indo-europe 
what if? it were not passible to translate 
in the text of this and pages to follow or which went before 
dependmg on where the reader begins to read 
what if 1 speak or spoke in the broken and bent english of m relations 
trarwibing h m  our knowings into the english which in the r anguage joumey become 
grammatical geographic somatic fkagmentations neologisrns fractures 
though it is the whole of the story which in actuality 
is the morphleme not the a m i  deciensioned flow diagrammeci L denotations of correct spea 'ng our gathecings are not yaur gatherings 
our flow is not your flow our phrasin are not yours 
1 am by which 1 mean we are O i! er than other 
than what others' words about us frame us 
as king because we are always becoming what we have 
always been which has never been other dé 

getting back in to our aboriginal ways which in this instance is to say 
teverthg to what english calls the past which we do not have though do not lack 
at least did not until our language was co-opted translateci miscon/ stniedl stnicted 
it is art of storyrnaking this rehearsing the future in storyform 
rec i 'brating the words to come in those that came h m  before 
reconstituting the conjugations that we never had 
but we had other ways of rejoining with the earth 
and our relations following postultimately 
refurbishing the future auditioning within what we've always known 
repeaiing the corn laws the cedar laws the bean and squash Iaws and the outlaws 
re-legating to the present what has never left it paddle/stroke 
and postanteultimately re- rather than retro-gressing guessing the fonner 
posbuming the latter by aspecting yesterday by today today by tomomw 
or as the maori say walking backwards into the future 

what this interllude is about is re-fusing the charge 
that has denotlated indigenous ple into shrapnel flak pst-traumatic pt-human 
it is by manipulating the english P" anguage that we as indigenous people can deresouce 
our relations the trees the stones the plant nations 
which m d a n  bloedel glen dark no aigom monsanto and every dna recombinant lab 
have deconsûucted destructed ducted stnict and conneci us 
for 2 3 4 do 1 hear 5 hundred years 
sold to the man with the ferclinandandisabella wand erlust 

'but but but' says a voice from the oldboys club 
'where are your references your referents your sense' we are bld 
'you cannot just raffle on and be your own source' 
where is We 'arrns length'? humerus plus cubit objechvity 



where is the amw? tenue says I is arms ams says I is tenue 
truly we can be ungrammaticai lexidy redundant 
pro/ bundaryly unmined in our ignorance of e~go mm pst ipço jxtotum pole mics 
I knew I'd get to it eventuaily through the elimination of rocess 
that's whafs bobring p u  the poiemics the nakd s&&rity of authochthonality 
1 wouid have left my feelings at home but them is no place 
which is not home that is itot me yes 1 mean no yes 1 have 
no references today even thou h it is not only rnyself I am speaking of and yes 
1 have w p t e d  some other in ‘4 'genous peo le 
h m  africa aoteama kooriland belize d e  island whoooosh 
and so brth into the visera of this incorporateci 
tendentious egregious xenophilic tintinabdation (te.x.t) 

how can 1 be both indigenous and schoiarly? 
how cm 1 be neither seif-referential nor ex/clusive? 
where is my legitimacy what or who is its domicile? 
how is it 1 am transgressing gesturing in directions 
which the english lan age does not enhld gladfy? 
what is the origin of tr ese rhetoricd questions? 

'nning except the one that is in the rniddle 
which there is is itsel b$ referential to a Lime to a space outside of the immediate 
there is no middle except as framed no ending coda queue finis/ tration 
except the added on one that logic reason presurnption pin on 
our relation lunibricus terreshius when cut through 
has a new beginnin% and new ending the rniddle keeps moving 
and cannot be captured by the words which tack themselves 
to it which tack it to themselves 

what does it mean to follow rules of pmper conduct 

d"mP to presenting in words a thesis paddle 
these es are the rules of the coIonists the imperialist am lament 
follow the genealogy you won? find it topheavy 
with indigenleity or Iousness mark my words 

you must make margins of such and such a width 
b r  ease of reading and bind' and just generaIly making sure 
everyone is the same especi '3 y indigenous people 
and we ail know who the legislative executive 
relenforcement reldehabüitative arrns are and who is are the mlonized 
in my travels through jurisprudence in the realrn of constitutional law 
1 have encountered the idea of amendment amendation revision 
1 have corne upon the term 'precedenf which means to me 
that people can çometimes be more important than the d e s  which 'govern' them 
yet it is the coloniaiist bureauaacies which have fitted themselves 
overtly and subornly and betwixtl and betweenlly 
b r  the task of üng permission or denying it 
it is the orciers O r" one generation or another of immigrants 
which aiiow exlceptions or not to the recipe the brmuia the menu/ facture 
of regimentation the mode of interaction usuaily being questioning 
in the h m  of begging permission aoilà the &-magisteral analog 
it is obvious to indigenous peo le why europeans make th& docks 
with rnoving parts rather than t' etting the sun be the moving part 
together with the shadows it is because with more moving parts 



like the parts of the engüsh language there is wear and a need for replacement 
so there is nwer an- Like a guarantee or warranke 
that the words will be there when you get back 
or wiii mean the same as they did when the treaty was signed 
or not signed or signed by sameone without either 
consensually accordeci authority or permission ipscdkit  ama qit 

1 cm hear the waves of man tuming inb footsteps 
foobteps becoming footprints becanhg iietllial images 
indentations on my fingerti s sussurations in my spirit 
1 think there niight l~ a tri & er must be sornewhere in the canœ on this trip 
unless s/he's busy dancing with the northem light. 

a voiceover of Wayne gomian's words cornes to me 
as 1 think of how westm whooling is and how we learned in the vülage 
"From the Native 've the hidden curriculum is not hidden. However, 
Native students $"%" rea y have another worldview that is in confiict with the 
predominate ideology. Frorn the Native worldview they cm see the overt 
exclusion of a whole set of beliefs and values that are not part of any curriculum 
and, as such, minirnizes, ûivializes, and marginalizes their Indigenous values." 

(Goman, 1995, p. 101) 

"Those [researchers) push their tape recorders, fix their cameras. Ail of those ones 
srnile. Nod their head around. Look out window. Shah my hand. Say happy noises. 
Say goodbye, see you later. Leave pretty quick. We watch them go. My friend . . . put 
the pot on h r  some ka. 1 clean up aü the coyote ûacks on the floor." mg, 1993, p. 10) 



rez adieu 

paddling down to new orleans louisiana state u 
pat and 1 respond to an invitation to write a chapter in relation 
to bill doü's chapter on Ghosts in the cummculum 
in a book entitled Currhlum Visions 
edited by bill doIl noel gough and wüliam schubert 
somehow through a process that might be cded pleasurable mishearing 
togetfier with translational synchronicity and community history 
we move from the spectred to the capriaous 

paddle paddle 
paddle paddle 

SWOOOOOOOOS~ paddle swoosh paddle 
paddle 

(Dewefs) goats come to the village 

1 don? know says 114-year old Sam Jim 
picking bits of Iooçe rubber off his highback canvas runners 
you educated people got it the other way round 
from the way 1 was thinking 
long pause during which he re-ties his shoelaces very slowly 
first place don't see it at ail seeing isn't the word I'd use 
1 reckon there's been a whole lot of seeing going on 
especially seeing what's not there and not seeing what is there 
maybe we could use çome of those other senses the Creator gave us 
see how that works out for a spell 
listen for a change use Our noses taste things feel things 
you're not going to last very long in the bush standing around looking and taiking 
ou got to use dl your 'vens including your hunches 8 Lg bush smart is di rent from city knowing. 

foreigners come here and see us on the shore in our longhouses 
we live here content even hap y fishing picking becries and roots 
they mme and they take eve&ng before impact we taught our chi1dren 
without ministry of education prescribed cumcula 
we had no speciai ed needs education was for every person 
it was called living in the village 

these immigrants thought we needed speciai attention 
because we weren't like them so they put us in residentiai schools 
now tfiey cal1 us special needs because we don? fit 
theu academic models and standardizations 
they want to wire us to computers to headsets to the hiture 
where there is no respect for our land-based spiritual connedion 
with the rivers and forests four-leggéds the wingéd ones, 
the fish nation the powers and spirits and beiigs of the bur directions 
the moon and sun earth and sicy the stones the tree nations 
these white p p I e  are consurneci by their visions by the visual 



they don't say can you smell the difference 1 taste what you mean 
hear this get a feel for that their society is about looking 
it is about peering rather than feeling or engaging the other senses 
this visual control this panopticon mentality 
who will put this goat to rest? 

they have visionaries but who listens to them? 
aren4 t there any listenaries in theY culture? are there no storytellers? 
image imagine imagination is not just about seeing 
imagine learning piano by just looking at the notes or the keys? 
why do schooIs not talk about intuition? 
they taik about an end in view, not in hearing 
how about finding your voice even if you can read lips 
or see your words on an audioscope 
you still can't get it visually your voice it comes through your vocal cords 
what about hearing colour or leeling it subtle shades feeling timbre 
smelling silence seeing tonali what about a tectonic movement in lm age? 
serniotectomy geographizing l n  owing putting the land back into the f" anguage 

my mother's father august jacob told me about this irishman otis dewey esquire 
corne up home when he was a boy round 1850 
called himself a schoolteacher arrived in the rniddle of a loud summer Storm 
with a ûunkful of books and black clothes 
nobody ever saw a book before or a trunk or a white man 
dewey brought some queer-looking goats up with hirn not 
like the ones h m  the mountains of home his followed him around the village 
chewing making Eunny noises not paying anybody mind 

you need a foundation he would say so if you put words together they don't fa11 apart 
it's like a Stone house but it comes out of books a i i  I ever saw there was words 
and nobody ever heard of a house before or knew what it was for 

the word 'curriculum' has a three-pronged genealogy consisting of multilaterd 
coderivatives h m  the past the future and h m  a dysauditory linguistic space 
curare a carib word referring to an organic metaboiic toxin causing neuro-paralysis 
krklm a neretro-paramorphopic radical originating in the future and 
kr7xIhm: a dysphonic audiotrope from the tl'atl'imx language '7' representing a glottal 

stop the 'lh' is a Lis '1' sound like the initial phoneme in weish 'Uwelyn' the T 'x' is pronounced li the terminal phoneme in the scottish 'loch' 

dewey said 1 came to educate you to read and write en lish 
so's you'll be book smart and so you can read the word O god and go to heaven 
woman doing the ùanslating was having a rough time 

P 
because a lot of what dewey was saying didn't make sense to her either 

dewey wouId go on about ideas with mots that go way deep 
we asked hirn what the mots hung ont0 d o m  there way deep 
what kind of roots were they could you eat them 
could you make baskets from them did they soEten up if you soaked them good 
what were they CO~eCted to uptop he didn't seem to know what we were talking about 
he said the rook are words not real roots 
then he talked about white words having very old mots 
he sure was interested in mots for somebody with dean lingemails 
we thought maybe we needed to stir up the rook of tl'ati'imx a bit 



maybe the seeds weren't planted in the right plam 
maybe they were put tao deep or grew under language Stones 
or maybe our language didn't have any rook 
maybe it was more lüre a My pad or crabgrass 

I'm taiking about pIanting ideas 
it didn't seem to matter what season he did his planting 
or what phase grandmother moon was in or if it was even the right climate 
the soi1 he talked about was made of words not something you could €eel or taste 
do you understand what 1 mean he kept saying 
we bld him we didn't have questions in #*bü?m 
so what he was saying wasn't going anywhere 
but eventually to make him feel better we said yes we understand 
tfiaugh the word understand has no meaning in our language 
we don't have that word 1 guess it had nowhere to grow 
or we didn't know how to grow it or find it 

we listeneâ politel y asswning he'd never 'understand' what we were taiking about 
it wasn't so much making sense as sensitive 
he didn't know much about planting 
he assumed ideas and words grow like ttiings in the bush 
in fa&, the word 'gtaw' isn't the right one at al1 
he was really oniy talking about growing things in his head 
and it was p e M y  clear he'd never hmested anythq 
or done any cornpanion gardening of any kind 
if we'd known that in the first place we wouldnlt have bothered listening 
because we had salmon to catch and dry for the winter 

Curme bllows indwuropean rules of how metaphors are supposed to ad in semantic 
places like sentences, arboreal plam like word trees, phenotypic places like the human 
vocd apparatus and in public denotative linguaspheres-dictionaries, encyciopaedias, 
etc. Thugh spontaneous mutation, caused by intense exogenic linguistic pressure, 
curare wor/gressed into 'curriculum.' Early on, it manifested as minorized p r o b  
phonemic dysphasia, but declined rapidly through bilaterai anaboüc phonosynhis 
into acute emergent retroflex hyperûophic oenempathy, with the final stage being 
chronic sernicwpistemic paralpis, qu i r ing  intraspecific retmphonectomy with 
attendant pst-latent lacunogenetic bypass. What this means in lay t m s  is that words 
simply stapped 'meaning' because language stopped having anything ta do with the 
realities it purportedly reldef Eed to-and it fell into itself l i  a blackhoie sucking its 
event (mnceptual) horizon into itself like a community of blackholes revolving around 
a mutual centre of gravity, eventuaiiy disappearing into scientific adimentia incunabuIa, 

he told us knawledge is vital-it hames us then after explaining what that meant 
we said to him we have frames h r  drying Amon and dothes 
we have baskets nets looms spindies and canoes 
thaYs fine but if you want to get on in the world 
you have ta use them when you taik he said 
we never had to frame our talk before u to then we'd only used Our own language 
framd knowledge is intelligence he ela i o  rated 
nobody up there wanM that kind of knowing if it came with a frame 
you had to lug mund we knew ail about seasonal migration and portaging 
ûewey spent more time W n g  about where words came h m  
than adually using h m  to mmmunicate 
as he was tearhing us english and gaelic he began to lem ti'atl'imx 



after a few months we didn't need a translater anpore  
because the translations didn't make any sense 
the explanation didn't mean anything b anybody people k n e d  to be polite 
after a while he'd sit for hours talking gaelic to the elders 
and they'd talk to him in tl'atl'imx 
that seemed to work out okay it k p t  things uncomplicated 

K M m  is a word whose etymology originates in future time. Through backformation, 
krklm transiterates into the present (tense). Krklm can act as a noun adjective verb adverb 
and reposition simultaneously. It is not bound by agreement with reçpect to number 
gen cr er tense or case and has a variety of divergent meanings, some conûadictory, some 
nonsensical, some saltatory. M m  is not transmutable into any €i re of speech, though 
it wmetimes functions as a nomivore and verbiphage which in e& catalyzes 
equivocality through dywtation and deconstruction. This is known as deiterative 
semiopathy or spontaneous rnorphemic transformation. Meaning is cataboüzed as 
words are king uttered, so langua e becomes deconstructed/ degenerated through ik 
own generation. This has hisbric 4 y occured when xenophones, especiall 

k r, leucophones, become su mumerary in linguistic geographies, causing ru ricaphones 
and other autochthonop ones to become autorecessive-such as took place after the 
mid-1850s in the British Columbia interior, reaching a virulent stage when eurolinguists 
assumed taxonomizing functions. Krklm does not usually act in an either/or fashion but 
in a both/and one. It does not gant the visual sense preferentiai status or mognizance 
over the other senses. Krklm has no particular meaning outside of the context in which it 
is used. This is bue for not only ib mots, but also for its stem leaves bark rhizomes 
peduncles xylem and epiphytes M m  is dive in a eughnd amœboid botanical way, 
rather than being a dead metaphor awaiting inhumement, grafting, or transplantation 

dewey taught us to speak en lish not by treating english as a living language 
not by having us leam usefu k words and phrases but by teaching us 'correct english 
gramrnaf so in effect he taught us english grammar as a second language 
it didn't make any sense to anybody but he didn't seem to notice 
he was a man of great book leami but not very effiaent at leaming our I y g e  
he didn't really (or virhiaIly) have % e patience to teach us any utilitarian eng ish 
except how to talk b the white god we didn't know what the words meant 
but hearing us repeat them with our eyes closed or sing them made him happy 

everyüun was going fine until he tried to change our language 
he wan t e f  to frame it and make it like english 
he said he was going to give us framed grammar and syntax 
we said we Iike it the way it is we don't want nouns and verbs in ti'atl'k 
it would make no sense he said these things were already there 
showing he nwer really had a Eeel for our language he never realiy comected with it 
just as he never reaily mmected with the land or the spirit of things 

kr7xlhm is on the third tine of the trifurcative etymoiogy of curricuium. It is an extinct or 
at les t  obsolete word meaning 'rogue mountain goat of e i k  W. It joined the 
etymology fhrough mistiearings by speakers of d'atl'im of tfre English word 
'curriculum' spoken with a li and through a strong Irish accent by Otis Dewe 
is, ~ e w q  enundatai 'nimJamD so that it appmximated a wMd for a kind O r 
mountain goat, which is now extinct. This particuiar genus was a strongheaded alpine 
ungulate which didn't spend much tirne with the rest of its relations in the higher 
elevations of the Coastal Range of southwestern British Columbia. 
aii the time dewey was taking about curriculum 
we assurned he was taiking about goab 



because of this (what we would later cal1 pleasurable) mishearing 
we had many strange arailel or tangential con/di/vers/at/ ions 
if raven had overhear t f  us s/he wodd have understood perfecüy 
and taken much pleasure in what s/ he heard or mis-heard 

these diverse cognate journeys and homophonic dysnotations diversateci 
like a goat of yesterday and tomorrow into today hook akicking jaws achewing 
horns abutting head back singing the stars down 

dewey delighted to tell us ail about different gmb 
and how they hung m u n d  after people died 
he talked about how ideas have goats tm 
seems okay to me 1 said they gotta hang around somewhere 
somebod got to feed them comb the tangles out 
he l m d a t  me in apar way somehes 
but my silence (whi pretty much filleci up the major part of our conversation) 
made him think 1 understood or agreed with hirn 
he talked about goab appearing and disappearing 
about them not k ing  real about them exisüng on the edges 
sure we said they're your goab you can tell us about them 
we got goats too but they live high up in the mountains 
they're hard to catch they don't hang around the village 
he figured we were catching on figuratively using metaphors in primitive ways 

dewey figured it was good to mate a "formai place of instruction" 
but sittingdown-in-mws-repeat-after-me schooling 
didn't work too well for us uncomplicated national geographic retros 
it made everybody have the same take on everything 
what he cailed misconceptions and misperceptions worked out fine back home 
where they weren't identified as rnisltakes 
[but as albtakes takes with a difletence alter/native perceptions] 

grandmother showed me the fish wasn't w/ here it looked like it was 
she said throw your spear where the fish is not where the water tells you it is 
listen for the fish refracting through the wund of the water 
smell it diffuse among the other stents f e l  its tangential movement 
through the paipitating ether 

just as light defines shadow so does coolness and dampness 
through smeU objectliv / ize the edge is every/ where 
alienation is a good starting place/ position 
framing an in/visible gallows steps heard visuai indigestion 
wired seeing eyes hear eat feel hooves scent 
in the dark of the moon hearing is klieving 
in the salt of moon the silence of soft touch of 
tasting is gustatory taxonornical h x i s m  jaws meet 
alveolar ridge melds dental migration dendritic axonic cloverleafing 
belwethers butt hom pull beards goats dream 

Goak uniilce curricuium experts are not restricted to 'the field'. They are undisciplined 
and refuse to stay where they're put, o h  browsing within the whole of the area and 
circumference of their tether. They often eat Weir tether or kick down restraining fences 
or jump over them or dig under them. Liberated goab take to jo~lllteying toward the 
lirnits of their mind's appetite, including to vaiieys rivers mountain peaks vegetable 



gardens urban lawns parks and other such expanses led thete by their stomachs rather 
than their eyes. The are not constrained by fences, standards, or definitions. 
Sometimes goab wi Y 1 even eat the punctuation of the sentences they are put inta. Old 
goais are still able to appreciate a goad field without visual acuity-so long as their taste 
and b v e s  a ~ e  in/ tact, they can still rove in the unseen. A wise goat trusts its huches. 

mutindi ndunda bld us that in her village in kenya 
goats are always blamed for breakin the narrow-necked mking pots f getting their heads stuck in them an shaking them 
despite the mixhief they get into they always have a calm look on their faces 
but inside they are hyper 
they are often blamed €or breaking into vegetable gardens and eating the cabbages 
but time bus proven that goat haters have concocted and spread 
these malicious fabrications framing goats through others' perceptions 
for having appetites which they do not have. 
we do not use goat here as a metaphor but use metaphor as a goat 
k i n g  it from iis definition and grammaticality allowing it a wider range of action 

In ment tirnes, goats have fallen victim to others' capridous imaginings and persiflages 
about them. They are regularly forceci ont0 mmputer screens and made to be gazed at, 
the& maneuverings assigneci meanings which the goats never intended. Sap a 
spokesgoat, we are not blocking or choreographing or other/wise conducting ourselves 
as performers in sameone's imagined vision. We are not limiteci by a screenwriter's 
imagination, a director's directives, a theoretician's generative vision, a programmer's 
language, nor by an audience's expectation. Rather, we enad who and what we are- 
alternators rather than generators or generatees. We articulate our own verbaiiitions. 
Even now, m ideas and those of my relations are queued, awaiting re/lease rather than 
manufacture 1 y other. 

like oats we are rivate we don't want to be put on monitors 
we d on? want to%e translocated including to an information highway 
we don? want b be reframed ont0 screens we are our own browsers 
we have our own stories trickster discourses nomadic subjectivities chance operations 
captic imaginings inchoate interceptions mosaic fugues cantatory canterings 

dewey talked a lot about dead peo le and their goats 
he got red ercited when he figurJwe 'understood' him that made him talk even more 
he went on and on about flesh and incamated goats those are the ones you can see 
hmmm sure we thought sure those ones not the invisible ones 
he sometimes talked about or the ones that went under the ground 
when the s u .  came up or had no permanent place to rest 

grandfather was very patient and waited long for this education but it never came 

every so often dewey would say 'martinheid 
he wodd follow this with words without spaces TEf tween them 
we thought he was praying so we closed our eyes too 
then he thought we were praying so he'd stop talking 
when we opened our eyes again he went on about goats going to the land of no return 
which we figured would be up in chilcoûn country but he said they came back at night 
sometimes only you could see them sometimes everybody could 
"you got to look after the goak when they die for a long time 
you feed them and put thmgs in the ground with them 
give them water and taik to them in a familiar way" we never did that with our goats 



but we figureci his were probably different h m  hanging mund people a lot 

dewey talked about burning peo le into ashes when they died 
and goats cornin out of the smoL we never saw that happen 
he talked about & 's old ferryman far as we could figure he only lived in books 
what's a ferryman? he explains we thought hmmmm 
what's a coin? hmmm and heu? 
some goats go to hell some are loved by god 
some appear b the Living and ask to be prayed for 
mostly he said goats appear when it is misty and mostly in places of burial 
some goats corne back h m  the dead for revenge 
we thought about the goat hair biankets and homs we use in ceremonies 
but we always spoke with the spirits of our sisters and brothers 
the four legged before hunting and they offered themselves 
so we didn't undetstand about goats' revenge 

dewey talked about curriculum as control how we needed a new Livelier spirit of control 
students wandered were allowed to 
he spoke of dead greek men romans protestants philosophers 
he spoke about scholasticism paradigrnatic change diaiogic losses 
taxonomy methodology rhetoric softening industrial metap \ ors 
maps of knowledge moving to standardizing the earth hurtling 
k u g h  the cosmos mechanicd clocks industrial expansionism 
curriculum as an ordering school-as-factory he spoke of integrating education 
xhooling curriculum and community into a seamless whole 
centreci around the distinction behveen imposed and emergent control 
what's so wonderful about king seamless we wondered? 
what's so wonderful about control? 
he spoke of learning as a running course for people carriages chariots 
he did not speak of canoes 

üeyond the unseen is the unimagineable, beyond the unspeakable the ineffable. ûr 
perhaps within. Coak are aiways in those places, even in their senator years. %me 
human beings try to capture goats with words, try to lassoo or bndle their wild/er/ness. 
They think dong the lines of the visual grasp when it comes to goats. But how a goat 
lwks is only a very mail part of what it is to be a goat. There is more to a goat than 
meets the eye. What of the audient participating? When a goat speaks, its tongue draws 
back on itself and with the palate ads as one point of articulation, causing a di/ vision 
between nasal and interlabial utterance, though young goats are more likely to exhibit 
rhinosonic ventrilqu/ism/ation than bucal. Goats are often arious yet do not think 
only as herd-they are idiosyncratic in individual and comm 3 ways. A goat wiU act 
in ways inconvenient for self for sake of community, for speciai needs, to make the 
species stronger. One cannot interlview a goat as they do not accede to the 
interrogative mode, prefering to deal with the imperative dedarative, occasionally 
subjunctive when in need of emotional support Coats are great butûessers and are 
willing to insulate themselves h m  the whole for the sake of it in order to ensure the 
survival of each, thus dl. They are not usuaiiy considered to be trickster figures but fit 
that non-stereotype. They can be coercive but prefer to just be left alone. When they act 
as words, they do so as serniotropes, meanings ciothed in symbols, making them hard to 
tie down, even metaphorically. In acting musically, a goat prefers basse contmuo, with 
preferred clef dto minor quay. Srrstmto non piu con moto and & app goab act out 
m/notatively. Th& rhythm is not so much harmonic as synm ated. They a d  out of 

cal convenience for seif and ois synhi s t i ca  rather than altruisti y, the latter adverb 
encompassing, enjoining the subjectivizing mode rather than subsuming i t  



dewey said he was not seeking to assimilate us 
yet seeing infuses grammar and syntax imbricates objectf subject 
grandfather asked (in his own way) is duality inherently visual? 
are we to distinguish tastes or let hem meld 
can we leam to hear through the traffic of ambient sounds 
is muddled hearing analogous to rekactive diffractive reflective vision 
is the visual the default position is position the default 
transparency seeps into curriculum as optifuscent magneloquent 
what of tram/ audient1 sentient ernbodiment 
without prayer without respect witiPout sensibility sensitivity 
spiritual enhancement through creating nurturing environments 
sustainhg as is there is just dead space 
where nothing will grow nothing will rot 
yet in that dead space not even nothing will grow or rot 
there will be h d o o s  auraed by an uninfiected timelessness avf oid 

tl'atiïmx has only the present and the extended present 
we have no future no past tense not as eurolanguages have 
we see hindsight in english as a way of assurning a future 
a turning around with the visual h d t y  cued 
al1 this talk of reflective teaching is about seeing is about lwking 
is about angles of incidence beyond touch scent tingling 
transparency and opacity too are about degrees of seeing 
what of transaudient teanssentient transolfactorial 
1 do not know that my sensations are produced and mediateci by me somewhere 
location and embodiment are about the locative and the retmtranscendant 
these adors dancing alon borders are referents seeking to cross 
into the symbls only to f nd not even nothing 
not even dynamic imbalance not even not even 
an inter to pret to penetrate to wit 

when white people talk about the future i don't understand them 
grandmother says because most of the t h e  they use the present tense 
to speak of it this time 'yet to corne' at les t  seems to indicate isomorphic continuity 
to speak of the future as spectral immanence 
which if 1 xxxf take this right is about all everywhere 
which by my calculations is a lot of goats in a lot of curricula 
which means a lot of milk and leta but also a lot of cleaning up after wards 
we could follow the hoofprints or we could make our own dance 

to see pasts and futures enfolded in the/ a present 
yes this affords us location and embodiment 
but to compare or contrast vision withf h m  preldiction 
is to speak on the one hand of Iooking on the other of speaking before 
the future in english is trapped in the present 
surrounded by prelpositions articles and present indicative 
in the iiigering taste of latency of a coming now a potentlshall be will be 
yes futures as accusative caselaad as tirne as noun as name 
'is' mrningl en muteJpost exfiictofche sata 
when 'will' as aide de cmnp verb heIper adjutant factotum predication came of age 
with auxiliary modifying or otherlwise enhancing the main verb 
yet the main verb is süii in the present 
only the 'wiilness' gestures gesticu/lates toward the future (exit up right) 



yes %mes to corne" are (not oniy) seen as metaphoncal quivalents of "places to visif' 
nominaiii congeaied into nounness or verbable midmite 
et hem they are at tongue's end mind's fmntier car's/ mer's terminus 

iere they are tangible present (choose appropriate pre, position) t/ here 
the hihue forever trapped in the now the w/ herelever the frozen when 
whatever eIse they are futures are nouns tendii toward imperialist taste J seeking consummated inbetween tirnes settl temtoriality 
corn/ pounded stakes surveyed boundaries acceded proprietaries 
yet hiture is always in present tirne motioning as as1 speakers do 
to indicate an idea of forwardness beyondness though not a spatial one 
fuhm cannot travel tempordy only spatiaily 
and tomomw is no more forward than it is in (or out) any other direction 

then those european linguists came to skatine iaktin samahquarn 
n'quatqua xa'xtm with their honetic alphabets and tape recorders 
they hied to stencil westemLowings into my language 
tried to ûIter tl'atl'imx words and sounds and rhythrns 
through english our words bom in the pemberton valley 
in those days the wind camed our words 
when we wrote on stones shapes the wind wore them down 

and we forgot the old dances and the songs and the rhythm of the d m  
and we forgot the sounds and the movements of our ancestors 
we tried to seU our broken spirits 
to the curator of the museum of avilization 
we tried to barter our souk for bannock for a m s t  of bread 
for recognition for a l i e  or two in some book 
but they only wanted materiais they could classify put numbers on 
so we traded them to the catholic church for wafers and wine 
eternai life and a christian buriai 

this curriculum technology expert they sent to educate us 
in the ways of the future in the ways of pmgress always lectured b the class 
okay we said to this teacher you tell us you are teaching us 
we see us and we see you but we don't see the teaching 
and we don't hear it or smell it or feel it where is the life of it? 

a woman from our comrnunity said 1 do not want to use alberlnative ways 
we are the maînstream which is made of tributaries my laquage and people 
are art of that stream the tributaries are not pa te r  or lesser than what they fiow into 
we L e  p rehirning to the arcle 
sometimes to one perimeter sometimes concentric ones or spirais 
the cornputer technology teacher is always talking 
about b i n g  on the leading edge' 
in our culture the leading edge is every/ where not just in a terminal position 
that's very pst-structurai shend say very pst-colonial 
. . . 
This whole anogance about perception, this 'persistence of visionn-have we not heard 
the last of the seeable? This anatomical zeroing in on the eye and its orbit/ uary, this 
visuocentriaty, this ocdomania-wh has it not been diagnosed in western society as a 
maiady, as an obsessivecompuisive &/order? Werve heard the phrases, the emphasir 
on the seen-'the way 1 see if, from my point of view, reviewing a lesson, looking at it 
from my perspective, revisionhg curricuium-see what 1 mean? 



we can choose or not to adopt innovation into our traditions quipu wampum sundance 
we are narrators narratives voices interlocutors of our own knowings 
we can determine for ourselves what our educational needs are 
in our tradition the experiential is accorded greater importance than the theoretical 
lifelong education for us has aiways been conti ous with the process of lik and sumival 
More the caming of churches residential schoo s prisons 
befm w e k w  how weknew we knew 

!? 
(Cole & (YRiley, in press) 

paddle paddie paddle 
swoooooo00 paddle 

oooo~sshhhhhh paddle 

takm swat tsitrnusam ats7a blanrnints tiina sqwcqwel cwis rnitsaq i t i  unka 

sateilite campus d o :  bntish columbia 

stupid indians cant they figure out how to give me references bibli phic sources 

1 mean how do they think they cm get a halfdecent mark 
T they look at me lüce they never heard of apa footnotes sdiolariy bi liography 

if they keep using ideas that come out of a shoebox 
last week evecyüung was working out not perfect we're taiking satellite 
campus reçerve graduate studenk this indian guy after weeks of silence 
I thought he was mute suddenly pipes up from the back row hey teach' 
I ignore his rude gesture as reverse patronizing continue my lecture on plato 
hey teach' he says 1 got news for you 
you put your hand up if you want to taik in my class 
not in my culture we only put Our hands up if we're being robbed or arrested 
or when we hide food in a tree 
1 think you got your possessive adjectives mixed up it's 'our' class 
trés amusant James 1 told him you have a way with words 
I know he says when 1 talk 1 got great command 
so teach' if i'm so smart what's with the d you gave me on my paper? 
am 1 that stupid or are you 
not sure how to assess my work? 
work? huh! it's unreferenced and demonstrates no prior reading in the subject area 
it's self-indulgent subjective scribbiing you don't even use a compter 

1 don't need a mm uter I got a pen and when that runs out 
1 got a knife and Y ots of pends my kids crayons charcoal 
Iok of hardware anyway 1 got no 'lect~icity in my shah like most of us here 
lwks to me like you're trying to impress the rest of the class 
with y w  wit and quick retort 
no sir I'm just asking why the d 
why? that's a favourite white person word 
we're not a hundred percent sure what it means 
where it cornes h m  how to use it 
it won't catch us fish or deer or help us find berries 
us indians don't have too much use 
for why and lob of those other white words 
mostly those adverbs you white people made up so's the wouldn't look so limp 

but teach 1 want to ask you something 



what do white professor people use d l  those big words for and say nothmg 
at a graduate Ievel we have pro€essionai standards 
set by the univecsity the depariment the board of governon 
the senate the ministry it's üke ritual is to you people 
kacaianwi! what do you know about our rituals? 
you think you cm container üiem by turning them into collective nouns 
you thinls you cm understand what we do 
because ou have the word 'understand' 

n i  you thi that you can use reasan as a prybar 
no teach' my conversation begins long after ours ends 
it seems we have an unsolvable dilemma wi re to acceptable academic style 
cm anyone suggest what can we do to alleviate r e situation? 
situation? 1 dan't think we have one of those 
al1 we got are a bunch of muns and modifies shick in trafic 
'alleviate' is na more than vaseline or preparation h 
it's just a synonym for another word that has nothing 
to do with the world I iive in you think words join together 
no they join apart they are your fences ~ o u r  exclusion barrien your p a r a d i p  
we indians got g d  languages tm d'atl'mu has worked 2 r us for a long time 
you're proving my point that we are civilizing you people to the extent 
that the education we provide enables you to argue with us 
and you are proving mine that two people can speak the same language 
and have a conversation in which there is no exchange of anythingbut words 
you have mutated bakhün frorn dialogic to parallel monologues 
you refuse tu let me teach you yet you invited me 
you asked to be invited then you tell us we invited you 
you were invited by the colonialist indians who run our educationd programs 
they have been whitewashed into believing we're only good 
fot primary m u r c e  indu employment 
now you're trying to tell us 3 e cornputer will save us 
we're told to trust that cyberspace is more fair more equitable less racist 
than downtown vancouver 
colonialist education shows no respect 
for the land-based s iritual connedion of native people 
with the rivers and !' orests four-leggéds the win éd ones, 
the fish nation the powers and spirits and beings O i! the four directions 
the moon and sun sky and earth the stones the tree nations 
it is contrary to eumioctrine to pray to grandmother moon 
heretical to talk about the breath of the grand parents in willow lodges 
to attribute divine power and life to stones visions drearns colours 

do you know what chicago manual of style is giliene? 
sure teach' 1 use it hr a doorstop and one thne it was real usefd 
1 thmw it at a cub that was clawing my door it's good packs a real woliop 
you think you can just corne up with these anecdotes these fictitious stories 
and that wiii make me change your mark? 
oh they're not fictitious no way indian tnith is just more flexible than white ûuth 
if you're so on top of it today, what are the central tenets 
underpinnings and cultural understandings of your thesis 
and who are you coiiaborators? 
'centrd tenets? 1 do not subscribe to 'centre' but to multipte loci 
conjuncted, beadedr mcatenatedr decentreci 
perimeter can be centre not 'tacitIyl assumed as centre 
the &de is important in first nations culture but there is no geomeûical centre 



it is the joining of hands the oval the ovoid 
in our carvings and paintings have muitiple centres or foa 
in the extended family of my culture there is no centre 
just individuals working together toward common goals 
our 'tenets' are like aabgrass and tricksters 

'underpinnings' have to do with foundations and structures 
this is not a conversation that has an traditional meaning in my culture 
'cultural understandings' are not au d enticatable information bytes 
which can be synthesii h m  outside our culture from outside our language 
the assumption that we or non-first nations people 
can find 'solutions' for us by using methodoiogies 
and by implementing theories is a racist assumption 
first nations people have been participatorylaction researched 
case studied ethn aphized I first nations people O not need to be empowered by othecs 
we can empower ourselves 
we are not defirient in knowings needing lilling of a lacanian lack 
we have 15,000 years of knowings with this land 
now we have to h o w  both your and our knowings to live in ylour world 
collaboration is interrelating and comecting 
of the language body geography with no hierarchy 
collaboration is decoionization of fint nations education 
including the irnposed structural conformity of the construction 
of theses dissertations. 

but if you don't believe in collaboration? 
collaboration for the urposes of my thesis 
has b do with seeking LI m my mmmunity and other indigenous communities 
our own educational needs deciding t ether 
not the silencing by the invasions of dis '7 covery 
first nations collaboration is communal we p a s  the stone or stick around 
until everyone is of one mind h t  is our consensus 
canadian education is largely a fonn of consensus with lirst nations and otherls 
perspectives accretively acaditively addendeci filtered through western foundations 
multiculturalism and diversity is a mainstrearn liberai notion 
offered by the 'host' society to contain cultural difference 

it's al1 very well to have ideas but who are your sources? 
the forest and the Stones and the &y. 
isn't there a chea r way lor you to leam the ways of the westlem world 
than to have me !? y up here h m  vancouver 
every weekend with my lesson plans and overlteads 
and cd-roms and the latest software? and your own toitet papa 
you could move to the teserve leam about Iületing and drying salmon fixing nets 
we got technology too and we don't even have electricity 
they made us buy laptops those stupids at Indian Affairs 
and we got nowhere to plug them in or charge them they won't give us electricity 
because it cost tao much to bring it to the reserve 
we got modems but the nearest phone lines is two vaiieys over 
none of my people wank to be on the intemet but we get pushed there 
indians are good scouts and we'll figure our way there pretty quick 
1 was led to understand that lots of you in dass are interestecf in computers 
sure ask them why they'ii tell you 



we got to leam about your arsenal if we want to have a strategy 
that will work for us if we want to dedonize oufselves 

more and more p p l e  are accessing the information highway everyday 
we're putüng people in touch w i h  ideas 
1 hear this first person plural 'we' al1 the tirne we this we that 
we are putting consumers in touch with markets 
now we are en1 g the ozone hole we have more acid rain than ever 
meanwhile the 01 T" gmwth forest are disappearing into big macs and a side of fries 
times 100 million or a billion we could look at studies of social mntrol 
bring on the net bring on the seinenets and helifishing 

you stiU won't say why you refuse to write essays for this class 
essays are not a conversation we want to enter 
you want us to talk about how white peaple talk about other white people 
precedence! it is very important in Our sobety 
it's how our courts of justice operate 
precedence - you mean like who was here first 
if you're going to talk about precedence let's precede back to who was here 
before the captains and the surveyors and the "settiers" 
p d e n c e  has to do with law not with prior residency 
and it's white people who make up the law 

you were not making use of the land you had no understanding of forest management 
the forest managed itself without your chainsaws 
and your clearcut and your log booms and your pulpmills and your heli-logging 
we ate what was there we did not claw Our mother with plows 
or t b w  phosphates and suiphides and radieisotopes ont0 her belly 
we had Amon and oolican and bemes we had what grew in the forests 
the swamps dong the river we had the four-leggeds our relations 
you had primitive ideas about reli 'on and spirituality 
you worshipped trees and fish an t? the sun 
made graven images of straw and corn cedar 
we s ke with the creator with more than words we gave thanks by sharing 
you R" ad no science knew nothing about the rotation of the earth 
about distance and time you had no numbers 
we had one two three and enough we did not need numben 
we had our lives and we lived here f i k n  thousand years 
without logarithms derivatives square mots medians and graphs 
my point is you are able to talk about these because yw have studied them 
1 am able to translate h m  my language and the knowings of my people 
into the units of information I have harveskd in your prisons 
and your schools in your churches 
you see you have becorne richer metaphorically from us king here 
you come here and see us on the shore in our longhouses 
we live here fishing picking berries and r w t s  
content even happy you come and you take everythuig 
now you want to virtudize us with screens mo~tors applications 
there is not even a context in that place cyberspace no m m  for mmmunity 
there are only pixels and colons periods right or left parenthesis 
to show a srnile or a b w n  are we now icunographizing our Eeeüngs? 

this is an age of globally cornpetitive markets there's more knowledge than ever before 
homoly imagine that 'ever' and everybody's going to know it aii 



what do 1 need my traditions for 1 could have the internet 
Ereemarket enûepreneurship is the wa to go r, the mai treaty and the wto will be the ig equalizer 
it's better than being stuck in rimary resource industry 1 if you want the mai treaty an the wto 
maybe you should go join a big corporation as staff 
instead of infiltrathg the classroom as one of its agents 
we have to learn to be strong in our partnership with industry 
we al1 have to survive on this earth together 
perhaps we need to find better ways of using technology 
improved multimedia better telwision prograrns more elaborate interactive videas 
my people need to get rid of television al i  you want is to plug us in 
sure let's participate in writing the post/coloniaI p s t /  human 
we'll al1 be victims of or is that partners in imperialism 
isn't this why you are in a master's program - b evolve your thinking? 
we're each paying five grand b r  this degree 
you think we want to throw that money away Ieaniing to be white 
technologized in the margins cybecnauted 
we only want Our children to have a better chance than we got 
1 got more news for ou teach' 
there is no post w i en it cornes to coIoniaiism 
you come h m  privil e and you're stuck there 
and ail the time you t 3 k with such authority 
about people not in the mainstream 
hey in case you haven't noticed you're the one 
who's standing at the front of the class telling us about ourselves 
this is not why we are investing in pst-secondary education 
we don't need to learn about ourselves secondhand 
we're in the margins yes to you but at Ieast we got an aisle seat 
in case the architecture doesn't hold 
you been reading tm many selfhelp books 
about self empowerment and decolonization 
no 1 been living them and I been reading second or third hand 
about myself or hearing it pour out of you and other old guard experts 
who made careers out of outindianing indians 
those stories that retired fart brought up here 
those northwest coast myths a~ his not mine not ours 
he gathered them from our people who freely gave them 
not quite he paid them 1: y the word 
do you think my ple would sel1 our own stories? 
that would be sel P" ing ourseives we are our stories they are not separate 
narrational events desccibuig metaphocically how we view the world 
a story is more than the words of it the performance of it 
a story is the speaker is the Iistener 
myth you know it's a white word that categorizeç our spirituality 
hey just stay out of the margin okay it's the only place 
where we can afford the real estate 
you got a lot of smarts for a haida 
ï'm not haida Tm from this land that's enough 
the narne of my people in your language 
has nothing to do with us we are not your words 
your language has a proiiferation problem 
it is caught in its own assembiy line 
don't blame me we al1 work with difkrent values difkrent maps different goals 



wait a minute teach' there's that 'we' again that global plreach 
we don't need the information highway 
we've got our own stones and trickster discourses 
m grandmother showed me that the fish wasn't where 
it r ooked I i  it was she said always throw your spear where the fish is 
not where the water tells you it is 
they cal1 UUs relfraction difl fraction in optics and pst-structural theory 
what you are doing is making students not trust their own senses 
you are saying that theu perceptions are flawed 
does the water talk to your senses or to your brain? 
boy for an indian without any acadernic credentiais you sure got an ego problem 
you need reality therapy 
1 know about psychology 
how white doctors try to analyze my peo le into discrete units 
tell us what is wrong with us that our c k ïdren are 'special needs' 
iï1 teII you about psychology and reality therapy teach' 
before you came here with your texts and subtexk 
your data and your methodologies and your psychology your ethnography 
your chi square your standard deviations your deviated standards 
your pills and analyses and shock therapy your pre post sub un consciousnesses 
1 don't know how they al1 fit inside one person 
we indians knew who was going to fight in the trenches and the front Lines 
and who would hang back and be tactical experts 
we didn't need iq tests stanford-binet tests and ail your other hyphenated knowings 
to tell us what's wrong with our kids 
you corne here and you want to fil1 our old ones up 
with antidepressants anti-schizophrenics send them to a psychologist 

"many researchers . . . frame their research in ways that the locus 
of a particular research problem lies with the indigenous individual 
or community rather than with other social or structurai issues.. . . 
In the research context the tenns 'research' and 'problem' 
are so closely L i .  . . . For many indigenous communities research itself is taken to 
mean 'problem' . . . quite literally, the continueci construction 
of indigenous people as the problem." (Smith, 1999, p.92) 
russe11 bishop a maori scholar at waikato u~versity says 
western research methodologies with its criteria oukide of indigenous ex riences 
are dangerous to indigenous peoples &hop, 1997) 
gerdd vizenor chi pewa professor at the university of california berkely writes 
of white words an ! white expectations 
king part of the problem "wordarrows" (Vizenor, 1978) 
king defined and held d o m  in white language word prisons controis 

right well whatever that was about so what is your pmject peter? 
my dissertation is a cornmingling of poetic drarnatic storytelling voices 
misreadings of the cultural cat ories of western discourse communal conversations 
myself members of the in-shu 3 -ch community and other indigenous communities 
wiil becorne narrators narrative voices "narrative chanceR' (Vuenor, 1993) 
interlocutors of our own knowings determinhg for ourselves 
what our educational needs are 
different ways of writing in the academy is not new 
at the 19% and 1995 aera annual conferences 
there was lively debate about the acceptance of a novel 
les bounded h m  of writing 



such as that of daphne patai's prosepm writing (Patai, 1986) 
of the stories of the brazilian women she intemiewed a voice 
cioser to the women's own voices than academese 
and laure1 richardson's (Richardson, 1993,1994) 
use of dramatic poetic and academic voices to present her data 
in the s o c 1 0 I ~ c a l  qumttrhj 
patti lather crafted four narrative "vignettes" "playlets" 
in ways that allowed her to "move outside the domain 
of conventionai textual practices" (Lather, 1992, p. 124) 
robert donmoyer as edibr of edwutional resemcher opens the question on what is 
acceptable academic writing "submission of nontraditional scholarship 
should be encouraged (ûonmoyer, 1996, p. 21) 
my recent refereed article is written in a poetic/storyteliing voice (Cole, 1998) 
a voie more in keeping with the orality of first peoples 

the poetic voice sings language dances and plays it 
sometimes it is embedded in other voices 
melding its sound and rhythm polyphonically 
the dramatic voice is collaboration of land story and body 
storytelling is a way of seeing the world 
rather than the imposition of a decontextuaiized denotative truth 
story is about historicizing culhue encultu~g history 
like poetry and drama storyteüing is itself interpretation 

rather than subscribing to the literature review 
and theoretical frarnings mode1 of the western canon the occidental artillery 
I am concerned with the daily practices of oraiity and audition in my culture 
for me bibliography is about the superior positioning 
of published eurotheocies and texts 

ail right class order! if you expect to be listened to 
you cannot be the object of your own study 
without an objective presence there are no checks and baiances 
you with the braid what is your project for this term? and please 
you can't just dream up a methodology and implement it you need precedent 
marie baker augusto boa1 and tomson highway 
are contemporary writers who use the idea of continuous evolution 
and pssroots collaboration successfully 
just stick with the tried and true it'll be easier for everybody 
we have been tried and found no truth just white justice 
your history is crooked filied with bent discovery stories pre-historicized indians 
rochelie h m  the yorta yorta tribe overthere downunder says about the ozcolonizers 
"when they get their history straight they will be okay" (Patte% 1997) 
marie what's your pq-ect? 1 trust you'il be more in line with academic noms. 
could you say something constructive for once 

1 am writing my dissertation so that my cornmunity and I are a unit 
an alüance a 'we' rather than 'they' and '1' 
this project c o m b i  performance and collaboration in the creation and impiemention 
of a series of nlated scripts which exemplify traditionai and contemporary 
thought and social practices of first nations people 
performance? this is not a drama class how do you plan to collaborate noncoercively 
1 explore the narrative of out land and culture not by s u b j j  
my people to interrogation using the question and answer mode 



1 do not investigate ~ f ~ ~ ~ - s e c t i o n  or situate my people in the space 
of ethnographie discourse 1 do not occupy or invade them with words 
especially those of the occrupiers 

how did you collect you data then dream it up 
invent it over coffee on commercial drive? 
1 am speaking with children nts elders those who didn't go to school 
those who went to residenti ar= school band sdiool public school 
colonized brothers and sister in other lands 
we decide how the stories are to be toid if we want to tell them 
there are no questions asked we tallr about 
what kind of education might people in our community need 
the land and m people are not archeal 9 td anthropologie opporhmities objects to gazed at 
disinterreci carbon dated rdiscovered or historiographically refrarned 
not objects of otherness accusatives of grammatical extra-territoriality 
we are our story our land is ib stoiy 
we are guardians and children of the land not its genitive agents 
my comrnunity is my sentence my phrase my word my ambience 

we need to get back on track 
pat what are you cooking up in terms of thesis recipe? 
1 know you don't subsaibe to one tme story about education 
but try running with us on this one 
pat "One Tme Storyl menu /smorgasbrd/ recip+curriculum. 

add women and stir 
add people of 'other' races, ethnicities for variety 
knead well-until suitably constituent 
add jargon of gender and race inclusivity 
add leaveni~ only if necessary 
add a dash O political good wül 
bake until next election" (O'Riley & Cole, 1997) 

what Pm asking is how is your project shaping up? 
my work is "a methodology of stutterings in/out of chorus 
offerhg different sounds and silences different plateaux 
of discursive geography that is not yet scripted" (OXiley, 1999, p. 19) 
I'm disappointed in you you had so much promise 
it's a load of mumbo jumbo nothing but semiotic slickery empty talk 

rejean w i y  you have something rationai to offer 
transgressive validities (Lather, 1993) 
that twist the world round like a raven in a whirlwind 
and deleuze's cartographie gesture 
making language cry st stt tutter mumble whisper (Deleuze, 1994) 
my chapters are lateaw without culmination or termination points 
rhizomes g$oss lines le,,, o n  plateau pmadi ig  
to another li columns of ants "each plateau can be read starting anyl where 
each is related to everyother plateau" (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987, p. 22) 
acts of insubordination speaking out of place (Haraway, 1991% 1995,1997) 
using "cultural restriction enzymes to cut the d e "  (Haraway 1991b, p.245) 
no that wüi not do at al1 apa format is stridy e n f o d  don? get me wmng 
we are not racist here we just want to have the sanie d e s  b r  eveqbody 
there's no plot everything is chara&rization 
'I'd rather be a character than a citation" (Qugh, 1997) 



interlud/ic muse (instaiiation performance) 

enter dazrid m o l 1  upstage left pause crosses to centre special rises on him as he speaks 

david: Any narrative that predetermines al1 nses or prohibits any counter 
narratives uk  and end to al1 narratives itse f by suppressing al1 possible aitemative B T 
actions an responses, by making itself its own end and the end to al1 narratives. 

(Carroll, 1% p. 117) 

enter peter cdc upstuge centre 

peter my favourite word in english is 'precolumbian' 
oh stick to the topic special needs hmm 
I was labelleci special needs because points of view different 
from the rnainsham's have aiways been considered dangerous by the extant powers 
if you think or feel or a d  differentiy 
"if your spirit mwes outside of acceptable noms 
you're labelleci dan erouscrazyborderlineseditioussubversive. 
part of the stream & t flows beneath down there with the trolls 
talking rabbits and saints. 
as Brst nations people we have ta write ourselves 
paint ourselves, dance, act, sculpt ourselves 
without a first-person voice we can only be objects of others' discourses 
masks totems saimon raffles shields canoes ciothing carvings songs 
are not separate from our ceremonies Our rihials Our culture 
they are inclusive context-bound 
nature is Our gdery our museurn of civiiization our studio 
mother earth is our archives father sky Our catalogue 
our sacreci songs and dances and objects are not artifacts 
they are Our spirituality our cultural celebration 
art and life have always been one site specific installations" 

(Cole, 1994, p. 954) 

marie in college my psych prof diagnosed 
my anomie to the class 
like aü indians 1 didn't know the niles: 
how to a d  either a wild indian 
or a farm girl 1 didn't even know 
the enema tube was invented by us. 
He must have used an inferior brand 
he didn't know we dixovered rubber. (BakerI 1990, p. 70) 

enter rosi braidotti ml&s on m n g  a relkfmap upstage right mom daumstage centre moms 
counter-cfiuûe a* ePdt sentence 

rosifie must start by Ieaving O n spaces of experimentation, of search, of transition. I 
think that politics begins wi tr our desires, and our desires are that which evade us, 
in the very ad  of propelling us forth, leaving as the on1 indicator the traces of whem 9 we have already ben, that is to say, of what we have ready ceased to be. The 
cartqgaphy of the. . . embodied subj- just like Foucault's diagrarns of power, is 
always already the trace of what no longer is the case. As such it needs to be statted 
al1 over again, mnstantly. in this repetition of the cartographie gesture there lines 
the potential €or opening up new angies of vision, new itineraries. Nomadisrn is 



therebre neither a rhetorîcal gsture nor a mere figure of speech, but a political and 
epistemological necessity for critical theory at the end of this century. 

(Braidota, 1994, p. f 82) 

enter donna h m ~ l ~ l y  and nuel gough as cy6orgs keybmd attacheif to their b4dk 

donna: This world-as-code is . . . a high-tech miiitary field, a kind of automated 
academic battlefield, where biips of iight called players disintegrate. . . each other to 
sby in the knowledge and power game. . . . Perha Our hopes for accountabilib, 
for politics . . . turn on revisioning the world as 'ng trickster with whom we must 
leam to convem. 

c o r  

(Haraway, lm, p. 298) 
enter rmnen pmncing goes oaer to donnn and noel and looks ut them curiously exit 

donna: Subjects are cyborgs, nature is coyote, and the geography is elsewhere. 
(Haraway, 1991, p. 21) 

voice-over of coyote: haaaaarnuxiooooooooooooooooooo -! 

Noel: The kinds of cyborgs we and our children are now-and are p i b l y  
becoming-will be shaped by the stories we mutually construct. . . . Even if we 
ignore cyborgs, 1 doubt that they will go away. (Cough, 1995, p. 83) 

sound of hand drumfirst nations singing geraùi aitenor enters lipynchs his lines stops 
l@qnch hulfioav through lets mceover continue wlhout him 

gerald: The trickster is postmodem. . . . trickster is "within" language. . . . trickster is 
chance. . . . the trickster is an encounter in narrative voices, a communal sign and 
creative encounter in a dixourse.. . . narrative chance. 

(Vizenor, 1993, p. 9) 

enter john cage dotun cenîrefrom d i e n c e  umbrella sound ofrmn no màs -es plnmd 
with1;,lluwing quote: 

voice-over: Whether at any hour.. . . weather at aNy hour 
(Cage, quoted in Herwitz, 1994, p. 200) 

enter patfi lather ?novin# pt l ight  noel a d  donnn turn to show sip on Uiar bu&: 
"kgmonic codes" and oppositional codes" patti cdldes with 60th of t h  

patti: 1 place validity as "an inatement to discourse". . . . Fragmenting and colIiding 
both with hegemonic and oppostitional codes, my gwl is to reinscribe vaiidity in a 
way that uses the antifoundationai problematic to loosen the master code of 
positivism that continues to so shape even postpositivism. 

(Lather, 1993, p. 676) 

coyote: Oh boy. . . it looks like we got to do this al1 over again 
Wng, 1% p. 429) 

teacher: okay okay but what is aii this talk of cyborgs nomads technodesire 
what does it have to do with first nations education or your project 
this is not a course in robotics artificiai intelligence 
psycholinguistics paleomethodology 
this is education we take the world seriously here we have no tirne for verbai hijinx 



I think you rnight be better off taking a phd in creative writing or drama 

what is the subtext? subtext? this play has no subtewt 
interpretations? explanations? 
I don't have any explanations it's ib own exphnation 
and what's there to interpret words? into what more words? 
interpretation doesn't make a kissass of difference 
if you can't understand the action symbolizing it won't help you 
it'll just make you think you got it 
when al1 you got is a handful of stupid thoughb 
why don't you talk straight instead of ail this manoeuvring? 

ghost 4 h n a  Hmauq appeurs 
there are cails for rallies 
t r a r v i v e  acts in the '$order war" between humans and machines 
~ e m a l e ~ a &  MeetseetsOncoMouseTM (Haraway, 2997) 
I've never seen you in dass before or are you a hoIogram? 
somebody's catching on to hightech maybe you can see the importance 
of a partnership of industry with education brokered by government 
education can only benefit by preparing students especially special needs ones 
for a worid mediaQd by computers and multi-media technology 
we are Iearning to communicate better and better ail the tirne 
doing that will bring us dose together over time we will develop common goals 
maybe we should resingularize act collecüvely belcorne (Deleuze dt Guattari, 1987) 
writing is a way of tryin to make life more than personal 
freeiig Iife "writing f f ,  m the view of the unboni" (Deleuze, 1995) 
that is yet unlanguaged creating is not communicating it is resisting 

we're not ail the same teach' us 'indian people' 
we are not interchangeable you know we don't come h m  places of simulacra 
we're not hoUywood indians we're not theme park indians 
waiting to come to life during times 
of appropriate tokenizing of the national identity and consdence 

we don't come h m  assembly lines 
from a mold though the governments have tried 
to put us into one by taking away our languages 
outlawin our culture our ceremonies sending us to residential school day school 
industri af school coercing us into places of white worship and prison 
those of us who have survived some of us are creating healing in OUT üves 
from the direction and guidance we ask for we donPt look for it in kxttmoks 
and psychologicai paradigms newage workshops 

that's right we don? come from cuttin s f we're not slips or grafts or sucicers or cu tivars 
we're nota monocrop cashcrop human resource 
we don't come h m  white export processing zones 
the world bank didn't make us or who imf nafta oecd mai wto 
they are not our progenitors 
we came from the earth and sky the sun and moon and four dirediions 
we're not clones mosaics chimeras interspecific hybnds 
we are related throu h our attachrnent to the land 
we are sovereign se f fdetennining 



yes like you say there are similarities among us and between 
the respect for our mothec for the sisters and bmthers 
we share this land with who share this land with us 
the old ones and the ancestors the powers and s irits and beings R each nation has its ceremonies and words for onouring the gifts 
there are many things that make us look from the outside like we are the same 
we fish and hunt pick berna and medicines 
play bingo nevada 649 that doesn't make us the same 

those human beiigs in six nations 
are not the same as the ones of the bur bands at hobbema or onondaga 
west bay squamish piapot musqueam nanaimo skookumchuk 
some of those rich sisten and btothers in those places live 
in monster houses bi fancy rnansions 
ten thousand square f eet fifteen hven twenty-five 
do 1 have- thirty thirty thiw!ve Eorty 
remote control tv cd radio pruperty surveiîiance equipment 
car house garage alarm portable you name it 
fireplaces on every flwr bathroorns everywhich where 
indoar swimming pools libraries i.ec rooms 
sixcar garage tennis courts conservatory attached greenhouses 
what happened to living together? 

but you know a lot of us still live in tents a lot of us live in tipis 
a lot of us live in shacks lean-to's cardboard appLiance boxes condemned 
houses culverts freight cars warehouses mostly 
without doors or windows or central heating lots of us live on the streets 
of your big cities right in your face race ism put that in your history books 
you've seen us in doorways on queenstreet jasper avenue hastings 
sure we got fireplaces too to keep us from freezing to death 
detached water dosets and a lot of us live in prisons and youth detention centres 
foster homes where we are treated like vermin slave labour 
we share a lot as first peoples the colonization the suicide rate 
the school dropout rate the systemic abuse racism the los of language 
the destruction of identity the shame of being who we are in your eyes 
we l e m  well your catechistics your lessons your role modelling but we survive 

you're new in dass out with it we got a cunicuhm to enact we got outcomes 
in the closet closets in the outcornes tfüs is a place of education ed u ca . . . 
'The concept of 'education' is new in the history of the West and it is found 
temporarily assodateci with the emergence of modernity in Europe. This is not ta say . . 
. that various ways of learning did not exist before the modern era. The question is 
in what moment education begms to becorne a substitute 
for nurturance". (Rengifo, 1998, p. 172) 

okay okay what about you lot h m  aotearoa 
what are you on about your reçearch why are you here 

"If you seek advice h m  knowledgeabie elders and other experts, 
m a h g  those decisions will be easier. In the end, it is the maintenance 
of the intelledual bponp of our people that is at stake. Tmp belong to the three 
domains of the person, te faha tinmra (the physical plane), te taha hinengmo (the 



mental plane) and te trthn zPvmua (the spiritual plane). If each acts in harmony 
with the others, and this harmony is retlected in our interaction with the hi, 
hapuu and zohnrinriu, with respect to family and tribal taunsa, then our future 
as Maaori, as a tribal people, wiU be secureci. 

kia hara te -w 
iüalvhakapPpapounamutemamia 
f i  tcre te kamohndii. . . . Tiki Mautiora!" (Royal, 1993, p. 93-94) 

etjon fitzgeraid: For al1 of that there is a story we have to tell. . . . The common 
denominator is obvious. Being on the outside one cannot becorne 
involved unies invited to. 

(Goulton-Fitzgerald & Christensen, 1996, p. 105) 

kahu stirling: Nmr mm haere nim e 
koutou te manuhiri 
Ki Te Kupenga O 

Te Mnatmnanga 
E mihi a h  nei e. 

(Goulton-Fitzgerald & Christensen, 1996, p. 117) 

h e m  green: In Maaocidom, having a meetinghouse and a marûe is something to 
be immensely pmud of. The history of one's people is embodied in 
the house, enshrined in the mmae and jealous y guarded over as a 
taonp. And so, Te Kupenga whmenui establishes an identity for us, Te 
Tini a Te Kupenga O te Maatmranga. 

(Goulton-Fitzgerald, 1. Christeclsent 19%, p. 62) 

a coyotec interlude: 
coyote: so arthur kent you've been in the news show biz must be exciting 
"[Wle watch as "bottom line" mets 'lowest common denominator" with depressing 

results. With smaiier staffs and ti hter budgets, management teams art! tempted to 
report only those stories they thi & they can sell. Forget the casualty figures, the 
stats and percentages, they say, just tell us what will pull the biggest numbers, and 
do it. Ethical considerations play a predictable mle in this atrnosphere of hyper- 
cornmercialism: a bit part, with no dia10 e." (Alia, 1996, p. 1) 

coyote: so how ir the news manufactured whom where 
"[U]nabashedly shaped by nurnbers-the ratingq the minute-by-minute breakdowns of 

the nation's TV viewin habits. . . in primetirne news, "characlers" are "cast" in 
"segments" or WOM ' %oo keC-in many cases, program producers negotiate fees 
and air dates with agents of supposeci "newsmakers" who have books or stories to 
tell. . . . Many agencies can afbrd les  time for legwork, fact-checking and long-term 
investigative projects." (P. 1) 

coyote: oh h e ~  cames bud white eye he's that native journaiist person who's ben 
treated so badly hey bud how's the cbc radio work going and freelancing 

"Not long ago, CBC Radio had a First Nations associate producel*' (p.93) 
coyote: hey that's great 
"on one of its aftemmn shows." (p. 93) 
coyote: good news 
"One mocning, as the First Nations associate producer, 1 proposeci a story originating at 

Walpole Island. The p roduds  response was, YBud, we have already done two 
Native stories this week" Surpriseci and angxy, 1 replied, Wow many white sstones 
have we done this weeW She said, "You know what I mean." 1 know she knew 
what 1 meant, but 1 still don? know what de meant, because she refuseci to talk 
about it anymore-" (p. 93) 



coyote: hm that same one who throws al1 your stories back at you unless they've been 
oka ed by a white assodate? how's cbc besides that 

"ï ûrst L It the lack of trust at "Morningside" but the worst experience was in Windsor." 
(p. 94) 

coyote: must be the budget cuts 
"Media say their budgets are tight But if you stand by the dwr long enough, you'U see 

a new face come in, and it won't be "indian." (p. 95) 
coyote: 1 heard about them doing budget cuts but the woman they hired they kept to 

'train' and they let you go not t w  nice 
"Si months later, 1 was doin some work on Walpole and there she was, phoning me 

up for story ideas about t%e powwow on Walpole Island." (P. *) 
coyote the Fra Presç gave you a bad t h e  too 
"[Hlow on earth can you edit a F i t  Nations person's style or content if you've never 

worked with one before?" (p. 96) 
coyote: so how do you make it in joudism? 
"Unless you come out of a school of joumalism assirnilated and write like mainstream 

white journalists, they don't want you. When the crunch cornes, some of the least 
innovative people are the ones who stay." (p. 96) 

coyote: does the free press still have no native staff? 
"Money shortage or not, there are stitl many white people working at the Free Press and 

no First Nations people. For that matter, 1 haven't seen any black journaiists there 
either. They say, "As soon as we get some mone we'll do thaL" When they had d. lots of money, when times were g d ,  they still idn't hire First Nations people." 

(p. %) 
coyote: london ontario is not known for its cultural diversity or sensitivity 
"After 145 years of existence, 1 don't think the Free Press had ever had a F i t  Nations 

writer bebre 1 got there." (p. %) 
coyote: - 
raven: heesoon bai what is a buddhist doing here? you are an educator 1 know but 

the teacher of this class doesn't like unannounced visitors 
The key insight that Buddhism provides is this: our iiiguistic-conceptual mind is 
inherently disembodying in that it replaces percepk by concepts. When this happens, 
our ability to experience reality directiy as a perceiving and feeling king is 
compromised by the excessive (and obsessive) engagement with concepts. This briefly, 
is disembodient" (8ai, 2o00, in p-) 
raven: percept? conce t? 
'%y 'peniepts' 1 mean tri e immediate (read: unmediated) objects of sense perceptions. By 
'concepts' 1 mean abstract objects of the intellect" 
coyote: 1 think ifs the tenn 'intellect' that's giving raven a hard time 
raven: just as 'disembodiment! is with you coyote heesoon you are speaking of 
alientation 
"With this primodial bonding with the material world is interfered with by the 
hyperactivily of the linguisticconceptual mind, the result is our emotional alienation 
h m  the material world. We ''look at" the world as a foreign entity, an object 
categoricaiiy separate h m  us, the subject. Alienation brings about the loss of 
receptivity and sensitivity to that from which we are alienated." 
raven: you mention that thomas tmy t aks  about this as a fom of autism 
"[Wle have forgotten our fundamental grounding in the semes!' 
raven: so do we just stop talking? 
'This does not mean that we must banish words, ideas, concepts, and thinking. It is just 
that they wüi be our guets, rather than our master. they are invited to play with us but 
not dictate and conûol us." 
raven: you were talking about pointing at the mwn earlier 



"Zen masters have wameâ us of the danger of reification, using the parable of a finger 
pointing at the moon: Don't look at the Einger; look at the moon that the finger is 
pointhg to. Our language, like the finger, points to the possibility of sensuous 
experience beyond itself." 
men: that coyote is a language expert or thinks so talks a lot 
"[Olne's field of sensuous awareness is so filled with a constant torrent of mind-chatter 
and extemai stimuli in the form of words and images that it is difficuit to gain a clear 
view of it" 
men:  hm clarity was never high on my agenda 1 like muddy 
coyok you're saying that language distances us h m  the world 
"[Platteni-recognition-namin preempts a sensuous contact and engagement with the 
"object. The result is a mi opportunity to experience being-to-king co~ectedness 
to the "W 

J 
raven: how does daydmarning fit into this flighîs of fancy 
'When thoughb are ailowed to aris and p a s  away freely, which is made possible 
when we do not cling to them and identify with hem, then we can catch glimpses of the 
çpacious awareness between and around the thoughts." 
raven: you bring up the analogy of leamin to play a musical instrument 
"In this space of awareness, the customary % uaiistic perception of the separate self 
effaces and is replaced by a sense of nonduality. . . . One reaiizes, not conce tually, but 
in one's senses' that one is not separate h m  the world, that one is the wor ci  as its one 
local expression!' 

f 
(Bai, 2000, in press) 

we are mming home to the village 
back to our own knowings Our own teachings 
amtding to art solomon anishnawbe spiritual teacher 

'The traditional way of education 
was by example and experience 

and by storyteiiing. 
The first principle involved was total respect 

and acceptance of the one to be hught. 
And that leaming was a continuous pracess 

from birth to death. 
It was a total continuity without interruption. 

Its nature was like a buntain 
that gives many colours and flavours of water 

and that whoever chose could drink as much or as liffle 
as they wanted to and whenever they wished. 

The teaching strictiy adhered 
to the sacredness of life whether of human 

or animals or plants. 
But in the course of history there came 

a disruption 
And then education become 'com ulsory miseducation' 

for another urpose, and e circle 
of li g was broken 

d: 
and the continuity ended. 

It is that continuity which is now taken 
up again in the spiritual r e b i  

of the pple". (Solomon, 1% p. 79) 

look ail you people who acen't registered in this class 
will have to either register and pay tuition like everybody else 



or go someplace else down to the mal1 or the library or the dock 

coyote and raven: maybe this one could l e m  some manners maybe he might Like to 
beshapeshifted poooff! 

"There are two different philosophies which 
have always been the fundamental difference 
between the people of the land 
and the strangers who came here h m  Europe. 

One is a philosophy based on the con 
of materialism: ownership of land an possession 
of things. 

(P' 
It is a false conce t because only God J can o ~ v n  what e created. 
And we are only visitors hem in this prat 

of His Creation, 
We are His "guests", 
We have come h m  the spirit world 
and we must return to the spirit world 
again and there we must make an accounting 
for the time and the opportunities and the gifts 
that were given to us to accomplish 
our individuai destinies. 

The phiiosophy of the original people 
was based on the timelessness 
and the harmony and the power of the Creation 
and humanity's lace and p 

And because of the k ndamental ifference in jL 
we could not, and we nwer cm 
I'be like them". 

God never intended for roses to become daisies. 
And so it must ever be. 
And k a u s e  we wiU never be 

"like them" they have despised and rejected us." (Solomon, 1992, p. 80) 

got to get back to the water the saund of water the rhythm of water the gift of water 
end of satellite campus scenario paddle paddle 

swooooosh s w m h  paddle 
paddle padd lepaddle swooooooosh 

paddle paddle paddle 

virttully technologking the rez 

first people are not in the conversation on this continent 
at thanksgiving (which here [upstate new york at the tirne of writing] is not anywhere 
near M e t  time) there are tokenfracist school projects a kind of paintbynumber 
pilgrims and 'indians' otherwise the first peoples are ail but forgotten ignoreci 

it is important for each of us to realize that 'permision' 
to enact one's vision &des in us to speak as we must speak 
to hem as we learn to hear if we continue to believe 



that the default position is that permission for legitimacy 
resides in the educational institutions which are mostly of euro-american 
genea/epistemo/logy we win continue to give oui power to the mainstream 

we are beiig taught to use the worà 'technology' to describe computers 
artificial intelligence mbotics and other scwdled 'high' tech hard/soft/ware 
we are encouraged to @et that we had our own 'technologies' 
long before contact and we stiil have them language being 
one of those technologies 

gender socicwmnomics race culture environment where are these conversations 
when it cornes to talking about khology? 'techno logy' in this country 
is about h html java homepage construction ram a dama 
megal 'ga googolo/ bytes and oniineinteractivemuitimedia firewires 
we are 9' ing asked to blindIy adopt computers and the neo-imperiaiistic world 
of distance education for ourselves and €or our children 
and whatever else cornes up in the intemenhg generations 
behveen now and whenlever otheriwise we will find ourselves 
more and more assimilated more colonized immured in/ to the agenda of 'progres' 
defined by consumerism 1 buy you be s/ he buys we buy they buy it buys 
buy buy happiness 

are we giving our children a virtual world a screened world 
where there is no performative where we buy into the cornmodification of every thing 
what if we chose to not buy anything at ali for one day per week 
one day per month? what would happen in the world? 
what are the agendas of corporations and the american rnilitary 
which hnds most of the educational technology research in the usa 
this 'technoknowhow' whoa now is passed on to corporations huptwothreefour hut hut 
how many children died to produce the computer 1 am writing on 
the printer 1 am using the lamp? what can I do about that? 
is my use of computer technology to compose this document 
worth the environmental damage done in the damming of rivers 
the destruction of home/lands which faditated the production 
of the power to manufacture and operate this computer elecûicity battery? 
what about the sweatshops in 'third worlds' the women and children enslaved there 
so we can al1 have modern 'convenienms'? what is so free about hee trade? 
for whom is it fie? what is its true cost? what is al1 this talk about jobs gained 
when it is lives which are being destroyed or ruined 
h m  toxification corporatization dehumanization globalization 
this genocide by corporations and by those who support them through speculation 
this too is part of the conversation called 'educationai technology' 
they are not supplemental information not 'alter/nativel viewpoints 
they are though radical in that they corne from mots and rhizomes 

where is the talk about ethics and morality 
when it comes to computer technology in schwls 
with dupont patenting an on-mouse geneticists patenting seeds 
pharmaceutical corporations patenting or copyrighting 
our medicines the human genorne project looking (Elenjamin, 1998) 
for transmutating living things 
into money and power money is the bait govenunent and corporate arnerica 
corporate canada use to draw power is about subveüng making sure 
that alcohol and h g s  including pharmaceutical ones 



together with television maintain and perpetuate 
the economic medical mlonization big business is about ignoring protestors 
it is about the organized irnprisonment of indigenous people world w i d e 
it is about kiUing aboriginal people silencin 
it is about "environmental radsm" running i l  'ghtension wires (Grossrniin, 1993) 
through eeserves and through areas of urban poverty it is about dum ing 
poisons ont0 our lands mining our mother exploding Basion and Lion 
devices on traditional lands and in our minds killing 
triees and calling it forestry calling trees 'resources' 
it is easy in the english language to forget 
that paper and cardboard and wood and lumber and hvo by fours and 
logs and sawdust and desks and pends were dive at some point and they 
came h m  ûees h m  the tree nation our sisters and brothers 
if there is no genealogical/epistemol~cal/etymolOgical continuity we can 
forget a lot a lot is buried we sometimes forget to make offerings for 
the medicines and for the lives of our relations 

traditional for corporations and their bedfellows 
wor / I l  ds in the delgamuukw decision 

sovereignty not king extinguished 
the silence of mainstream inaction resounds 

thh may m m  tangential to the idea of arcle 
but when you hold the talking stick 
you have to listen to what it wants you to say 
al1 my relations 

padddddddle paddle paddle 
paddle paddle 

technologizing the m r g i d h d :  n a s m  aaoss the curriculum 

if we use the word 'technology' only to describe mm uters 
artifiaal intelligence robotics and other scxailed 'hig YI ' tech hardlsoftl ware 
we forget that we had our own 'technologies' long before contact 
and we still have them language is one of those technologies stories 

today western technology in education seems to be unquestioned 
as to legiümacy centrality direction motive 
w here is the talk of gender socioeconomies race environment ableism 
these are not separate h m  technology where are these conversations 
how many children died to produce the computer 1 am writing on directiy 
or i n d i d y  the printer 1 am using, the lamp and what can 1 do about that 
if we adopt cornputers and the o k n  neo-imperiaiistic world 
of distance education for ourselves and for our children 
we will find ouiselves more and more assimilateci more colonized 
immured in/ to the western rightwing agenda of 'progress' meaning consumerism 
are we 'ving our childten a virtuai world a screened world 
where L e  is no performative 



my mind journeys to the video 'The Sun Dagger" indigenous people 
in the southwest of the usa ushg stones and etchings as a sun and moon caiendar 
there is no need for batteries or writing no harming of the earth 
but what of the environmental dama in the produang of the video was it worth it 
each of us has to decide what is wo X what trade-off s 

is my use of computer technology to compose this message 
worth the environmental damage caused by the damming of rivers 
the destruction of homelands which produceci the power 
for the manufacture and use of that computer/electricity? 
what about the sweatshops on this continent and abroad 
'consumer pducts' 'modern conveniences' made by women and children 
in those places 

digging a pit for the stones for a sweatlodge with bare hands 
planting corn with our hands this tm is technology 

where is the talk of ethics and morality 
when it comes to computer technology in xhools 
with dupont patenting an onmmouse geneticists patenting seeds 
pharmaceutical corporations patenting copyrighting medicines 
the human genome project lwking for transrnut/at/ ing living things 
into money and power databases bits of information control 
under the guise of science in the service of human health money the bait 
govenunent and corporate amenca use to draw £&te smwze entice the willing to cross 
that ethical line in the sand thme hashmarks that become upc lines price tags 
power is about maintainhg and perpetuating the econornicl medical colonization 
drs faustus helenas rubenstein midases doms  grey 

let us not forget the epidemiology of environmental raasm running hightension wires 
through reserves and areas of urban p"erty 
making deals with compt reserve O ficials to dump pisons and bodies 
ont0 our lands mining our mother exploding fission and fusion devices 
on traditional lands and in our minds 
killing our relations the tcee nations and calling it forestry 

thinking back on massachusetk november 14th 1997 
snow Ming on cambridge the charles river frozen story telling time 
the trudge to harvard was better than trying to drive through boston 
orileyp and I were the only human beings Erom north of the lime 
getting back to harvardu and who do you figure took up al1 the time 
not to mention space storyteüing right the same ones making up 
immigration rules setting curcicuia the ethnopirates the xxx comelatelies 
videotaping audiotaping cdro/a/ ming dv ding dong mund in the collective nouns 
and frozen verbs they have made my culture into 
oh yes sure the apples will let theni come in 
'invite' them extend open welcomes heyyyy! 
nus minister mr minister deputy this and ceo that come on in 
just like the coconuts do thew thuigs the spuds 

suuuure bring in the ed tech paraphernalia interaiia suum 
lots of m m  for distance Iearning and slide in the cyberimperialism 
the cyborg-indians plug'm in wire them 
get them inter/v/ested in addictional ways of nehvorking 



that move them Eurther away h m  the world of th& relations 
and land daims come on! everybody knows the world 
is becoming a global village tell it to my relations back home 

hey how about this let's make the world into a screen 
let's temterror/ alize pixelate get big rams ewes all dvâ's 
and explore the bravo new world of hyper/capitalism 
n o m  what'syoursign 1 mean peocessof s capacity vivaaty speed don't heed 
wow now that's mega 1 mean giga giga giga giga giga googol 
we got cornputers now and know what 
that'ii be the beginning of equality and the end of racism right? right? 

dear chief and coundl and other indian affairs pemns bureaumats civil servants 
and remiers xyz education minister schoolbaard fn 
and /' or band education CO-ordinator superintendent human resources person 
we want to educate your indians to becorne cyberhewers and h two oh drawers 
but we don? want to corne up t /hem to that isolated place and instruct in person 
and weii you know we don't want to send up especially educated fn people 
who might be critical of 'the system' of them it those ones in charge of eâucation policy 
of what/where/ever this or that subi or is that hyperl text/ual/ity might lead 
wait we want to re-in/con/stitutionalize your people differently 
than our imported religions and languages and attitudes and laws and schools and 
prisons haven't already done that over and over 

as a post/con/script we can't afford to have real human being persons at/ tend you 
but we do invite you to cyberspace teleconferencing hyperrnediated media hyperated 
learning there's plenty of room ail you need is http or was that html java what's 
your sign been there done that 
hey getting back to serious things now seriously don't be left out 
of the listservs the superlinks and info/h/e/aven powwow teletalk 
words images even sounds just Iike real life 
just plunk in your zip or your postal code 
you don't even have to think about getting around the world of the world 

moving right along ta will the real 'indians' and other un/dis/closed simulaaa 
the message 1 et is this will they please sit down/go home/ find an a h /  
rather than en 7 dernic to re/ pcesent you anyone sub/ob/ ject of a eum/ pre/ position 
or pre p s t  independent clause stand aione intemet application reservation 
t m  nudius persons dieudonné extra temi torialistç manifest / ations of destiny 
lease not any persons who do not fit well into the noun 'history' 

kke! the in-shuct-ch nation who were in k b e f o ~  the avveyors and the ethn 
and the inside out macs red spy dsücious fuji graEted and other/ wise prun 
esplaniered orchardeci hey we don? men have a pst tense or need one 

rPhe" 
though we do now have a translated past knse now that english has keyholed 
dovetailed infiltateci itself via its agents pronrir;ateur into our language realm 
so please don't try to historicize us we're already pigeonholed grommeted stapled 
cakcradled cutandpasted rivetted divetted and we d l  can't even get home delivery 
of anything especially justice someone once said 
let's just move to the positive once in a whiie and taik about giving our chiidren love 
and get away h m  aü that blaming and digitalpointhg of metafingers 
that's a good plan catch a way wve now our children are learning how to surf 
the net play computer garnes based on violence and sexism and racism and more 
violence hate greed yes e s e d l y  greed 
bebre they l e m  their own traditions 



belore they l e m  to be in their own bodies 
they are king virtualized by the schools by the teactters 
by education's partnership with industry and by the ministry of education 
these partnerships with 'hi h&h' industry 
are supposed to 'help' chil &en get experience with new software and hardware 
the latest educational package 'sure'! 
this is supposed to help our children this corn ter 'technology' 
isn't there at le& a glimmer OC We residenti f' school experience 
in cyberspace sure we are free to choose but h m  amongst what options? 

how many are even questioning the w hole idea of computer t e h l  
in retrospect that will be so is -*4 we are em T racing it 
it is embracing us and our children smo ering us making us into commodities 
we have becorne the consurned with our consuming 
the world is becorning a world of simuiacra 
a series of theme parks sitcoms taikstrows copies of copies of copies 
advertisements for how we are supposai to dress feel smell look taste sound act fart 
technology mnferences are ushed h m  every direction and 99% of the time tR they have nothing to do wi loving the earth 
when we hear the word 'technology' have we b e n  homogenized into believing 
that technology has not alwa ys been here right here in british columbia 

are we having conferences on traditional techdogies 
is anyone talking about where the computer components corne h m  
weR the y made in sweatshops under inhuman conditions 
in indonesia by an woman who dieâ of old age at 26 
because she is wom out having been worked like a slave 
afû?r multiple abortions brced on her 
because regnancy and having children get in the way l of k r  el ciency as a workr on the Iine 
and canada this beautihl 'model' of democracy is hnding businesses to invest 
in indonesia to import fmm indonesia and china 
remembot tianneman square and tibet east timor 
mewico where the are massacring k fiist nations p p l e  r, where is the talk a ut traditional homelands king fiooded 
so dams could be built for the hydroeiectric power 
to build and use cornputers faxes and everything that fi& 
into those scsi ports of cal1 anchors aweigh 

what is this movement of k t  nations people to techology 
wfien we aren't enmurageci b wen think past the computer 
to the t&oIogîes that have to do with gender 
soci~nornics race age ability environment 
where are the techmlogy conferences that celebrate our survival 
as distinct people and nations rather than our fitting in to a/the mold 
is Ianguage nota technoiogy and knowing the krest and the rivers and sea 
the fourleggeds OUF relations the Amon and our own co~ections to these 
are these not worth while mnferencing about 
what about the technologies that help us to overcome donialisrn neocolonialism 
racisrn drugs alcohot violence depression diabetes 
as rocheiie patten of the yorta yorta tribe over there downunder said 
"we have ta get rid of tv and alohoi" adding (about the ozcolonizers) 
"when they get their history straight they'ii be o k a r  (Patte& 1997) 



there is no money in education for cMdren lot their needs 
only for building new school buildings 
(construction jobs construction contracts timber / lumber industry) 
and buying more computers (partnerships with industry) 
the dictatorship and the arsenal there is alwa rnoney for that 
industry/govement make sure of that ifs a&mut  buying funneling profits 
asses getting bigger brains shtinking hearts atropfüed spirits dismisseci 

we talk about fetal alcohol syndrome children 
in ways which assume those children are not unadjedivized children 
in wa s which assume those children are not 'up to standard' 
we ta r k about attention defiàt disorder as though it existed 
separately from television and videogarnes chiid-targeted advertisin drugs 
and the whole infiltration of education by business and its capitalist f facist agendas 
in 1932 people didn't believe it was happening either in europe it did ask around 
now we have the mai treaty Qing to hide inside the wto aecd 
we have exportprocessing zones 'free' trade agreements 
environmental racism patenting our sisters and bmthers of the plant 
and animal nations the human genome project the new age movement 
has moved researth back de / generations/ cades 

we allow and encourage the wiring of our kids into virtual worlds 
wiring them out of their bodies out of the naturai world 
as though there were going to be jobs 'for them' using computer technology 
as though the cyberworld were less racist 
than the àty of vancouver the province of bc the govemment of canada 
which stole kitsilano reserve stanley park jericho beach 
ail the lands of ubc north vancouver not to mention the whole of british' columbia 
and they have not yet made one move to give the Iand back 
where is that conversation now that bail is in our court s 
where is the governent of canada of the provinces 
with respect to honouring even their own laws and court decisions 
let alone paying lip service to aiticizing international human rights abuses abroad 

eddie benton benai lac courte orieIles anishinaabeg says there is 
"the road to technology and the other road to Spiritualism. 
They [elderslkel that the road of technol 
represents a continuation of headlong rus TY to technological development. 
This is the road . . . that had led to modern society, 
to a dama ed and seareci earth. . . . 
The [other f road represents the slower path 
that Traditional Native people have traveled and are now seeking again. 
The Earth is not scorched on this traii. 
The gras is still growing there" (LaDuke, 1999, p. 198) 

sitting here thinking about technologies of raasm and domination 
1 hear the voice of hirini meIbourne maori musician €rom tuhoe and ngati kahungw.~ 
professor at waikato university aotema north island 
of what the palcdYl cal1 new zealand he is speaking and intermittentiy playing 
mostiy wind instruments his voie is like a song 
he is speaking about maori technol which for him is music P the making of instruments and the p aying the honouring of ancestors 
"this instrument has two voices male and h a l e  . . . several different putotirto 
made variously of maire albatros bone stone and matai. . . 



rhythm and movement are essentiai to Me. . . the hue puru hmr [large gourd] 
plkuru [tapping stick] ku [a single-stringed instrument 
and a small gourd rattle here celebrate movement and life 
the purotiti is a smaü disc that creates sound when swung on a cord 
. . . in earlier tirnes was to accompany kmakia [prayers] 
. . . set pitch for new compositions of waiata b r o u  
and in çome areas it was used for healing purposes 
. . . spun over the faces and chests of sleeping children who were suffering 
colds or infiuenza the vibrations helped loosen the mucus. . . 
also placed in the hands of those suffering from rheumatism and arthritis 
the vibrations created by manipulation 
of the instrument gave relief. . ." (Melbourne & Nwm,1994) 

paddle paddle stroke paddle swoooooooosh paddle swoooooosh paddle elddap 

curriculum as manifest mamers 

"A buried root A nuisance people dig up and throw into the sun to wither. 
A lobe of €rail seeds that's indestructible" f (Erdrich, 1993, p. 258) 
in igenous people like other rhizomes and nomads 
such as crab a s  dandelions 
and coyotes KI ve been pulled up by our mk 
and expeded to die (Blaeser, 1994) 
those who have suwived five hundred yean of colonization 
are reviving our culhire through the recovery of our traditional languages 
and knowings and reclaiming of traditional lands which have been taken away 
through treaties, flooding, pollution, resource extraction, and expropriation 
"Under the sage cloud, 1 smell strength. 
1 breathe clear, clean air. 1 touch five centuries 
of invisibility that refuses to vanish". (Warrior, 1992, p. 37) 

indigenous people are telling non-indigenous people 
that we can speak for ourselves and articulate Our own realities 
we do not need others to speak for us to teach us to research us 
the dominant saciety has ik own culture to shidy and translate 
it has much work to do (O'Riley, 1999) 
about the "legacy of imperialism" in schdals (Willinsky, 1998) 
it can regain a memory of the holocaust of the people of this land 
which seems convenientiy lost in schooi textbooks (Wfiley, 1999) 
where have al1 the native p p l e  gone.. . 
"manifest mannef's of coloniaiist mentalities and white language 
with their "aversion to the presence of tribes" (Vuenor, 1994) 
and literary annihilation capture silence and hide native cultures 
in the shadows of white signification 
"Manifest manners are the simulations of dominance; the notions and misnomers 
that are read as the authentic and sustained 
as representations of Native American Indians" (p. 4) 
'indian' nwer existed in reality it is a simulacrum 
"the word has no referrent in tribal languages or cultures" 
it is an "absolute fake" (p. 11) 
"The land and new nation were discovered with nouns and deverbatives 
consumeci with transitive actions, and embraced 
with a causal sensation of manifest manners8' (p. 9) 



when we spke  together about culturaily modified trees (cmt's) taking pl& out for 
canm rather than felling them and about curricular lacunae 
jean clandinin said 'curriculum modifieci children' (Clandinin, 2000) 
yes anc's they take planks out of them too and us but we l e m  to heai together 
the healing is not just one-sided unilateral it is immanent 
because wë are one it is a journey we heal together or not at al1 well 

curriculum dimurses are manifest rnanners 
literatures of dominance and absence 
and there is no m m  for us to dispute such colonizing stories 
because they have not been in the same universe of discourse 
the univemais and standards resonate 
with Spivak's words about "epistemic violence" 
cultural genocide continues 
but there are "postindian warriors" 
who are replacing "the invented indian" and creating cracks 
in the foundations of colonial curriculum inventions 
"termird creeds" and "literahires of dominance" 
postindian warriors are concemed with 
the methodology that separates 
their stories are those of survivance 
arising in silence not inscription or scripture 
liberating the imagination. 

(CYRiley, 1999) 

(Spivak, 1995) 

(Vizenor, 1994) 

(Vizenor, 1978) 

paddle swooooosh stroke stroke paddle 
paddle paddle paddle 

speciai needs education for f h t  peoples. gheîtoizing the mugins 

speaking of special education speciai needs and the discipline of psychology 
1 think decolonization has inhumed itself in there in a big way 
al1 this taIk about learnllig styles is just more psychtalk about 
whatever the 'object' of psychtalk is 
just as psychology is not anything in and of itself it is 'about' 
the human beiigs it tries to dellineate as/ pre/ pro/scribe saibble dribble 
into this or that category de/an/notation this or that me/di/an or mode 

psychology arcum/ locutes/ scribes1 vents pmbes theorizes hypothesizes 
gazes at grasps inter/ venes interferes tests retests assigns value/s 
grades number scores grapkation attributes of 
it makes people into petri cultures culturefair (or not) noms (or not) 
psychology hopefully will follow anthpology as a 'disci üne' 
out of acadernia out of the rhmlsystern out of the 'pro (og ions 

psychology is one more colonialist position frme of reference addendurn 
wherefmm the masses are viewed gauged measured assesseci enumerated 
numbered reified an/ nuileci 
what is it about people giving credence (and money) 
to p~ychologists psychiatrists psychoanalysts 
and their theories and assunptions about the rest of the worid 
as though the rest of the world had nothing better to do that to try to fit in 
to theories prdsumptions these psych/m expect us to be models 



or manifestations of 
as though those ones were well in their minds spirits feelings actions 
and the rest of us 'unwell' exemplars of psychopathologies 
the great 'unheaied' plebrabble 'ally the fonnerly invisible indigenls 
as though psychologists were 'qu 3? 'fied' to judge 
or otherl wise cardlordl inalize us 

psychology of the educationl ai type came in@ king 
in order to legitimize test questions which were set up in such a way 
so as to make sure the upper classes and those who thought like them 
would belcome the commissioned officers deciding who would be in the trenches 
to be sacrificed for the country (corporations) in the of war corporate hindraising 
'free' enterprise capital ism that time of war occupation subjugation 
has not gone away it is just disguiseci as 'demmacy' 
in which the weaithy help the wedthy becorne wealthier 
and laws are made up to make sure the rich and the corporations are not h e d  
that is psychology that is where the idea of learning styles cornes from 
the morass of words and places of power 
which are the visiblelhidden pro aganda 
which keep us in our places an f out of theirs 

special needs is (about) racism 
it is about categarizing our children as being outside the norm abInormal 
below the nom sub/ normal in need of special attention 
it is a kind of intellectual apartheid it has been amund for a long time 

in 1912 duncan campbell scott d i i o r  general of indian affairs 
wrote T h e  degree of general progress which r n h  it passible thus 
to divide and classify the lndian population . . .has been developed 
within less than a century, and in this relatively short the  
we have amved wtih measurable distance of the end. The happiest future 
for the indian is absorption into the general population, and this is the object 
of the poiicy of Our government. in the indian communities now under discussion 
we see the natives advanced more than Mf-way towards the goal, 
and the finai results wili be this cornplete absorption. The great forces of intermaniage 
and education will finaliy overcome the lingering traces of native custom and tradition*' 

(Scott, quoted in Dragland, 1994, p. 122-123) 

dan smoke usuyenes member of the seneca nation 
of the iroquois confederacy says "i know hem in canada 
no one would beiieve the native peopIe 
when they said what happened to h m  in the residential schools 
and how the 'indianness' was beaten out of them or at least 
was a source of low self-esteem it wasn't untii the churches 
and government acknowfedged theh roIes in these poiicies 
that people started to understand what happened and why this happened 
it was supposedly to civiiize the native people and to make them more 
like white people the consequences of this is that ttrere are now 7,000 cases 
of midentid school abuse daim hfore the courts 
and the federal government has has to apologize 
to the native people for its role in this dark history of the country" (Smoke, 2000a) 

speciai needs is a lace for certain kinds of people 
just as ghettos an d lowincome housing are 'the pmjects' 



special needs is in the archipelago of thosewhodon'tlitintdhenorm 
quite near the s h d s  whereon educational theories o€ten are wrecked 
Brst nations children are not special needs 'cases' requiring special education 
by a colonial administrator vice/ roy intendent 'indian' expert xpnt 
(post-mlonial of course would be a misnomer) 
what needs etianguig is the educatiod system to suit our children 
their special knowings and attitudes and beliefs and acti vities 
the state has no right to 'change' our children our culture our beiiefs 
our language or to try to change us 
we are sùvereign nations within british columbia 
who so far have ut up with a lot though most wery/ thing was taken away 
including potlat 4 it was tao anti capitalist anti dotal 

I do not want my children labelled special needs 
'special' - yes wery chiid is that 
and every chiid deserves el  special education 
why is it then that our children am labelled special needs 
never just 'special' 

'al' a euphemism for stupid or attention deficit 
or is "P" s ow or aggressive in a way the system does not know 
how to deai with or 'other' 
what percentage of white children are Iabeiied 'special needs'? 
what percentage of our children? of poor children? 
how many billions of dollars are spent yearly on special education 
drugs ritalin sitaiin quietalin guhomeaiii diigaiin 

1 have never heard special needs to be about bright children 
or about loving children caring ciiildren 
because we are told that you can't be 'gifteà' unless you p a s  certain tests 
and you can't be 'gifted' and 'specid needs' at the same time 
you are 'put' into one category or an 'other' 
if you are in both a psych/xwc is likely ta label you schizophrenic 
some/ times 'gifted are put in special needs classes 
as a way of Iegitirnizing psychoraasm c o v e ~ g  the spectrum gasoline rainbow 
they talk of reflection I see kar of refraction refractory white light not splitting 
into colours not opening to alteric hues antiprismatic prismophobia 

how often do we hem our children cded gifted 
et look at al1 the gifts the Creator gave to each one special gifb 

is it when we taik about special needs 
how is it when we taik about special education 
we always find ourseIves being talked to indigenous people 
and rninorities those with 'dis'abüities 
not to mention congenital/socioeconomic 'anomalies' 
and the poor those £rom dys/functional famiiies 
or are &y now broadening it to dys/functional communities 
nations races hemispheres who's hue hues who rnmmm 

special needs discome is an industry it is part of the racism 
that infiltrates our nations our own educatoes and the educating of our children 
piut of the assimilationalist jargon which we parrot as though 
we tm were taking for granteci that some chiidren lack' 
that some children are insufficient deficient 
they are missing something to make îhem whole and ail right and 'equal' 



part of the main stream 
are speQal needs children segregated or are they integrated 
in/ cluded or ex/cluded are they 'other'd are they set a/ part 
are they examples of d s/ fundionhg or dys/functional human beings 
are the 'gifted' b o  dys 7 fundional what is ail dys talk 

special needs in first nations academic disco- is about us beüeving 
in the discipline of psychology and educational psychology 
with its testing and its n o m  its numbers and percentages its deviations 
which purportedly re/ present people numbers as people people as numbers 
and its tacit assumptions that professional white people 
or white professionai people or 'others' who have passed through 
the helix of psychoternplation who have an ma msw msc ed d phd 
in special thisorthat social 'science' 'education' 'discipline' 
who 'know' what's best or good or better for us for our communities 
for the generations than we do imperative disguised as inter mgative 

kalanwi to believe that our children are s 'ai needs cases 
in need of special educaüon by a speci educator 
is to tum us against Our own nations 

r 
our own families 

it sets up internal racism it is a way of cloning apples macs fuji ida red 
it is a way of dealing with monocultures cultivars vegetative cuttings 
rather than varieties of king in the world shared knowings 
do ou take a flower h m  the alpine meadow 
an J ûytogrowintheocean 
do you take people who are inseparable h m  the land 
who are inseparable h m  their language and culture 
and try to make them into white p le leuco leute loco loiter ers 
with white values and white ideas O success v8 4 by 4's quads seadm 
lure them away h m  tradition 

P 
into computer and electronic technologies 

where they cm become virtually as well as reallly colonized 

in the end what the department of education really wants really aims for at 
is for everybody to fit into ik dictates corraling les bites rouges milling the flotsam 
'they cal1 them guidelines or core curriculum or legislation' words like that 
which are dictates no matter how many cornmittees 
and votes the words have gone through 
they get through as white people telling first nations people 
how we canbe willbe shouldbe mustbe educated the crossword puzzle approach 
to education onIy certain words fit certain ideas the rest are out of place pace 

you think they don't know we have internalized the residential schwl experience 
that we have replicated and mutated the experiences 
of 6 or 7 generations of Our relations these were passed on to us 
as though we were in a relay race 
as though smallpox had been replaced by euroknowledge 
and the whole community has caught it and we have no immunity to it 
we are carriers of eurovalues/whitetalk 
we do not realize that Our values are being replaced and have been 
our knowings are being replaced and have been 
our chiidren are losing th& language even th& gens their drromosomes 
are being hanresteci by re: searchers the new dis coverers of 'indians' 
the new seekeis b r  the northwest passage to riches rnined from fidudaries 



we get so caught up in king protéssionals 
teachers munselors profesors consultants administrators coordinators 
so caught up in the wor/ llds that white p p l e  have bmught here 
we get so immersed immured immeubleci in the psychtalk the scienüzing 
the normalizing nominalizing in king profk&onal educators 
not to mention consumers Iate bloorners bee boppa loomers 
that we don't realize that we have taken in ben taken in 
by our own desireis to fit in to a/ the system 
with its radst undertones and subtexts and foreground and voiceover and scrip/ t 
are we so afraid to stand up and say my child does not lack 
my child is not 'special needs' (though it sounds soooo nice so caring çooo 'special') 
are we willing b say my child is just right 
my child is not part of a dysfunctional puzzle 
'inventcd by 'dis/covered' by psychologists and other kinds 
of curriculum experts ministry of education people 
with highereducation credentials or business Links dis missing our needs 
inaction on the part of the self&cted unisettlers 

of course it is never the parents who are the experts 
nwer the grandpatents who are the experts 
nor the rest of the family the community 
it is those ones with white credentials 
espedally those who are white or at least non-aboriginal people 
certainly we can fit into the model into the bureaucracy as voices as ears 
just so lon as we do not have an power to implement or de/implement 
there are f ways bken people w K O are secondeci tertiaried 
brought in to put up a legitimati ing front but they are only part of the trim 
they can do nothing themselves i t is not allowed &s is verboten 
hem hitler and south africa leanied weii from the canadian government indian affairs 
how to set up 'homelands' and camps of intemment and extermination 
the provinces do not want to let O of their role as faster parent in loco pmetrtis 
speciai needs is a construction w k 'ch we have intenialized about ouselves 
part of the coloniaIist hidden agenda (which is hidden in plain view) 
which we are fed in xhoiol special needs is about psychology 
it is about swallowing the racist manitestos 
which are cosmeticized kstooned camoufla@ 
as liberal humanitarian policies which are progressive and 'good for us' 
it is one thing to criticize within a discipüne or a theory 
it is another to criticize the whole disci line the whole educationai structure 
the latter is what we need in british CO Y umbia alberta ontario canada 

I look at the lack of proper protocols bemg foliowed at universities white people 
deciding aboriginal people need atep (aboriginal teacher education program) 
york university with its indian experts tapping in to üte 'teserve/ s' fund tuition 
white people who have made cames out of king 'indian' experts 
white peo te in positions of authority to delegate 
deputize $ ose of our sistem and brothers who are wüling to becorne co1Iaborators 
willin to seLi out theh communities for a job for a iece of the hnding pie B even ' that pie was cooked by the United church ca lic church even if that pie 
was baked as a recipe of b%etfuIness of the aboriginal holocaust that is ongoing many 
of out sis&rs and bmthers wiüing more fhan w ü h g  at the üough panting 
salivathg salivation to help to continue the cuiturai genocide 
hoping to pet a faculty position any position 



1 see the biggest white names in indian miseducation 
cultural expropriation cultural extinguishment 
the biggest white names in indian religious befciendment dismembennent 
the bi est white names in enocide bringing aboriginal sympathizers onside 
preten 9 ing to care when id they want to do is make us forget the residential schods 
make us forget the lawsuits because the united church muld go bankrupt oh dear 
as if that made any ciifference what is bankniptcy newt to genocide 
residential schwls were one step their subtexts their sub/liminals 
of npe murder genocide kidnapping of children enacting hate crimes on them on us 
now this postsecondary recruitment of aboriginal people to be whitewashed 
is another step stop atep hut two three four until it is aboriginal designed driven 
taught and 'initiated' without the coeccive power ditferentials or white ewperüse 

1 wonder how jewish people would feel gay people african arnericans women 
if they were to be put with their abuses to 'heai' especiaily if the abusers 
spent the whole tirne washing their hands leading the appeal for ~e education 
of the abused of the aboriginal holocaust survivors 
these 'ailies are resetting the a plecart helping to draw and quarter 
aboriginal communities stu 8 ents clients tuition feers 
just to get ahead 1 keep wondering why am 1 working at a University 
where aboriginal people are not only invisible but king pushed back into the hat 
and by their own prestidigitators their own 'kind' then 1 remember 
it is because the white people are not educated in our ways 
and they want to take our people there to that place of whiteness 
to that place of cultural suicide dys function ary forgetfulness whiteknowing 
and our people Wear it their treason like a remembrance day poppy 
a token oftheir token ism ization con/sumerism sel1 out 
Wear it üke a war medal and between the petals you can read 
'1 am proud to be one of them hail dl' 

I look brward to seeing more of our communities having nation conbol of education 
having aboriginal people teach one another and create curriculum 
and critique that curriculum and mate texts and software 
and implement traditional technologies in which we talk about Our place 
in the naturd world as spiritual physical emotional mental beings 
using our own languages 

dave coushene of the ojibwe nations says 
"1 see why education has failed the lndian 
and why 1 see education in general failing society 
because it does not reflect the spirit. 
1t has not spiritual foundation". (Couchene, quoted in Buddle, 1993, p. 25-26) 
dan smoke eagie staff carrier and member of the seneca nation 
says "mer the course of two or three generations a lot of our ways 
a lot of our traditions have had to go underground 
as a result of the church 
as a result of a policy of assimilation and genocide 
as a result of the education system" (Smoke, quoted in Buddle, 1993, p. 10) 
dan continues When someone speaks h m  the heart 
thars when 1 receive it the best. When çomeone shares 
right from the gut level of their heart , 
1 know, and 1 can feel that, then 1 know 
that thars where Pm going to receive i t  And so 
1 never have to hear it again because 1 klt i t  



1 felt everything they said. 
And i've recordeci it. Ifs ~ecorded in my heart 
Al1 1 can do is share it in the same way". 

as the first peoples of this province these mountains and meadows and rivers sky 
we know the land and the language and something of ourselves 
let us design our own curricula and irnplement them 
without people €mm oukide our culture intetfering 
as professional first nations experts ceüa knows best or robert or mdy 
let those €mm outside our cultures who am wüiing to help help 
if we ask for heip and know or leam when to get out of the way and 
this is key there is hop  only if there is action 

(p. 36) 

without eurotheories we can empower ourselves 
with them we can bury ourselves or one another o:nen 



paddle padàie paddle stro oke stmke 

"Serious attention to cultural hyperrealities is an invitation 
to trickster discourse, an imaginative liberation in comic narratives: 
the trickster is postmodern". (Vizenor, 1993, p. 9) 
trickster discourse is "pleasureable rnisreadings" of western curriculum 
trickster discourse creates "comic hoIotropes'' and "dissident narratives" 
it offers potential for rewriting the codified discourses of our cultural hyperrealities 
it is relational 

western curriculum demands one hue story 
indigenous knowledges have no place in social science monologues swooooooshsh 
h rreality taiks with hyperreality not with the land nor with the people 

trickster narrative situates the participant audience, 
the listeners and readers, in agonistic imagination; 
there, in comic discourse, the trickster is king, 
nothin ess and liberation; a 1- searn in consciousness; 
that wi Y d space over and between 
sounds, words, sentences and narratives". (Vizenor, 1993, p. 1%) 
in between in the whik spaces of recycled forests the trees' muteness resounds 
deafening ly dead nochronology rings ofire flat canopyless deracinated 
1 grieve these relations 

trickskr whether it be coyote or raven or nanabuzho 
speaks to the imagination speaks with anyone who will listen 
and listens to anyone who wishes to speak or howl (Coyote, outside of time) 
nanabuho that cr one s/ he dances and moves and jives and shadows 
and does ali kinds "r O verb things the english language has no idea about 
s/ he's a coyote m e n  transformer 
wild and crazy spirit M e r  that one paddle swooo~ooshshsh 



paddle paddle 

ilterature re/view 

indigenous traditions and ecology conference 
harvard university cambridge ma november 1997 

paddle stroke stroke 
oren lyons speaks of having a strong collective memory of place 
he speaks about consensus the blending of minds 
"our white brothers and sisters have only been here for 5 days 
and look what's happened" 

he goes on about the driving force in today's world being unregulated commerce 
it takes place in an arena where sacieties acen't even in the conversation 
three trillion dollars exchanges hands every day including on the intemet 
"meanwhile weere walking on the earth" 
wall Street is dealing in futures al1 right our futures our children's futures 
at ca cod they're aying about the lack of fish 
but tr ey go out every day and fish 
what they cal1 tesources are our brothers 
the economic boundary is  very fuzzy these days 

you look for legal economic scientific technological answers 
to the ills of society but you cannot see that only a moral solution can lead 
to a better life get the sand out of your head america you cannot deal 
with the problems of the world untii you clean your own house 
"respect and you will be prosperous" 

"1 am a 'citizen' of haudenosaunee not a 'member' 
we are a nation not a band not a tribe 
when 1 travel it is on an onondaga passport 
1 say to my relations '1 see you carry american passports 
you cal1 yourself iunerican atizens 
1 ask you-how can you have a treaty with youselfl'" 

they took the children away to the tesidentid school in carlyle pennsylvania 
today there is a graveyard there filled with OUT children 

your laws speak of the "right of christian lands" the "doctrine of discovery" 
your laws say we had only the "right of occupancy" 
but you don? see it is the land that occupies us we have always lived here 
yet in 1843 your governrnent invoked 'manikt destiny' 
this is not your " romised land" nobody discavered us we were not lost 
we were not rnisp P aced displaceci replaced until you came 

in the 'afncanist' agenda academese swirls and 1 wonder 
where are the voices of the common people the non-academics 
there is talk of directed cultural change the emergent cultural 
reservoirs of indigenous knowledges then at last the €kit sounds 
of earth space sky ancestors réincarnation recombinant deities spirits penrading 
the umbilical cord buried in a calabash becoming land again 



the woman in teresia's story asks "mr minister who did you represent 
at that conference in europe?" "the masai" long silence there is nothing 
traditionai about mr minister he is a m n u t  kenyan 
black on the outside white on the in 
"God oww the land she says "others have user rights 
everybody is entitled to land but you ask for permission 
to use it to plant you 'own' land by working on it" 

who is benefitting h m  cash m p  cultures 
why is there no talk of shell oil and starbucks 
where is the mUective accountability of commercial enterprise 
why should globaiiition mean poor people in kenya go without rice 
because of a war in iraq 
she used a cup metaphor saying "culture is not given thus" 
she spoke of north atlantic technologicai culture debris 
comparing ideals ethics h m  different cultures 
the colonists used religion govemment and education 
to destroy indigenous ideas overnight kenyans became squatters 
on land they had been on for rnillenia 
now they are squashed together in a commodified system of land tenure 
monocultures were introduced subsistence survivai became a memory 
the mau mau event was re rted in western papers 
as terrorism notas a lan 8" and freedom movement a holy war 
who's doing the interpreting of cultures 

ashington speaks of technologies and identities & saYs that terhnoIogy tends to disengage us Erom identity ideology 
he speaks of borrowing h m  precolonial and the colonial emergent 
everyüung has become academized anthropologized even indigenousness 
the cult of white-expertise permeates who validates whom? 
"nigeria has always been a subsistence market economy 
now thanks b the world bank it has become a bureauaatic centre 
indigenous people have become tenants in their own lands" 
where toxic wastes are everywhere there are no ecological poliaes 
for multinational companies 

the visiting uoft nigerian spoke of the modification of oral tradition 
a diviner insists that al1 drink from the comrnon cup to catch thieves 
and witchcraft people traditions and new technologies mix together 
land back home is communally owned not individually 
back home the first person singular is not so al1 important 

lunch little evidence of turtle islanders 
teresia joined us we spoke of the technologies of raasm 
the indigenizing of nutrition of churches using wheat flou for communion 
not millet not mm not rice no indigenous grains 
1 think about the origins of hexaploid wheat 
the difficulty of indigenous people digesting it 

the pueblo man speaks of the worlds we bring with us 
aeating spaces for dialogue 
he prefers to speak of 'spirituai ecology' tather than religion 
look to the mountain he says his book 
sometimes 1 cannot listen to my relations speak 



our language has been disemboweled by the newage movernent 
fille~d with saccharine dich& 
al1 1 can think about his paintings is [what is it to paint a pipe?] 
his taik of cultural schizophrenia and healin f 1 wondered [why heai?] is being 'unwe 1' not a nahird state tao 
the words came as h m  a selfhelp book "guiding myth of our emergence" 
"it is said ..." "we have a saying among my people" 
'life is an interdependent whole" "we must preserve at al1 costs" 
I baulk to hear him cal1 food 'a murce'  then 
"we're al1 kemels of the same corn cob 
"elders are repositories of culture tradition and languages 

donna is h m  the dineh nation she calls harrnony a way of king 
she speaks of the difficulties of dualism-chaos and order 
"1 am not me without you you are not you without me'' 
she speaks of no ego or beyond ego 
she speaks of a tree with the name of its pollinator embedded in it 
she speaks of maintaining her values her ethics using trees in publishing 
closer to home she says institutions are movin 
in opposite directions to sustainability [I thi nf to myself 'beware of dualism'] 

221 pm she asks why it isn't working 
snow slides off the south side of the roof like thunder 
"there's your answer" an avalanche of laughter 
"so what's one more book that's just going to just sit in the übrary 
with the other books?" 
224 pm more snow falls in a great roar from the north side 
more laughter quickly subsides when she speaks of economic racism 
the omni-presence of toxic dumpsites on native land 
we know the sensitive mas  we know about conserving 
we know too about the harvesting of information 
the sharing of information with others working on phd dissertations 
who then leave to never return 
"dl of you are indigenousl' she motions showing a pichw of a water molecule 
the snow stops sliding listens 

ines who is apache says language is the most important 
though it might not save us from technology [I think 'language is technology' 
but 1 know what she's getüng atl 
"americans are concretizing our mother and at the same tirne downsizing 
gettin rid of more people getting more technology" t then s e talks about the deadwood in academia 
not engaged in teaching or in publishing their work 
she speaks of having enough of a stniggle without having to heip others 
304 pm snow rumbles off the roof again from the north 
"it provides a sense of place burying the umbilical cord back home1' 
she speaks of the cornmon good the lacota idea of the camp circle 
of mutuai respect and multi-media 
"who are the native people here?" she asks nobody looks around because they know 
she speaks of the sacred white mountain of winnowing four times the cattail pollen 
"the beautifui beautifui shimmering substance1' 
she speaks of ritual transformation of "person into holy king and back to person" 
she speaks of her people as consultank rather than Uiformants 
she criticizes anthropologisk for asking questions 



and not even listening to the answers 
she criticizes the taking of photographs 
you can see a lot of ple think about the man 
who is a member O P" the conference organizing cornmittee 
who is constantly taking pidures without asking 
a srnile on his face like he's doing everyone a favour 
she goes on "evecy native american schoiar in america is a walking miracle 
when you consider what we've had to go through" 
she talks about "initiation into aduIthood" "how to be human bein 
then the emotion comes with "there are sr, many violations against e spirit world" 
you can feel the shivers when she says "imagine crawling up 

g'' 
next to an indian woman at night to keep warm 
it's beyond wonying about your career" 
then she goes on about savagism christianity manifest destiny western expansion 
"unpack those concepts" she says 
and in speaking of clearcutting the forests "that should make your heart ache" 
in the end she reads a poem by laurence krlinghetti a buddha in the woodpile 
which seerns appropriate and tact hd sort of 

oh wonderful! another al1 male panel indigenous indian men (the real ones columbus 
was lwkin for) and a nepali €or such a small group they take up a lot of space 
especially d uring question 
one speaks of his ple's Il tlowing and the growing intolerance to pluralism tR" I"d 
the devaluing of e sacred 
the anthropologist who is moderator s aks longer than anyone 
but pradip manages to get words in 3 ge/ wise 
"you belong to the land the land does not belong to you" 
"ecological understanding is not rooted in the intellect 
but in the desire to understand the process of Ufe" 
he speaks of the need to create a p c e  that pmtects the national interest. 
the need to create define and expand that space 
he speaks of the disjuncture betwen pwer and knowledge 
he says that anthropologists are now doing what his father was doing 
1 cm hear al1 the anthropologists coliectively swallow wallow allow 
he speaks of the relation with one another through ecology 
of having an ecologicaily specific identity 
of "the semiotic expansion olcapitai" and put ting the reconditions on the table tw 
he says that one religion claiming to iw superior to the O ers 
is where the dial 

iR 
Y "civilizational envisioning" 

the white anthrop ogist quotes marlene dietrich in shanghai express 
"welcome to asia ..." people are not impressed 
he goes on about the politics of laquage about organizing translocally 
the euphemism he uses for 'anthropologists' is "scholars of other cultures'' 
nobody is b l e d  

the government is damming the narmada river giving in to 'develo ment' 
he speakr of deôning indi enous people there are 70 million in sou& asia 
and the govenunent of in 8 'a says ti~ere are no indigenous people in south east asia 
there is taik of the white grammar of conquest 
of translation and conversion of the poIitic/s of translation 
suddenly someone starts talking about the riverland 
as a repository for past events "the supeniaturaI" 

panang says if this is your land where are youc fathers' holes for honey? 



if this is your land, why do you keep asking us the names of the rives? 
he goes on about "mythological si cance" 'who is the we who ascribes? 
1 can only think about how racist &Y word 'myth' is its üngering 

the man h m  sarawak h m  the forests of borneo is humble respecüui 
there is not much Miel (re:) moon and stars 
but b i s  flying leA to right can be a bad omen 
you have to al@ youzself with the power of the go& through the eagle 
certain trees where the spirits are living certain pools in the river 
places of the wüd boar the dark places of the river failen trees 
these are important others corne and destroy these areas 
we have great "$" for animals and are not ailowed to mide €un of animals 
we do not waste ood a rice kernel floating in river is asked by an insect 
why it is q i n g  it nds because the family threw me awa they don't want me 
now people align wi 7r the power that feiied the trees with bu1 dozers 
we invited visibrs into our area treated them as equais 

T 
now they have the wer of the goverrunent behind them and missionaries 
we feel like fish on P" and if people break into your home 
you have to defend it yourself it is our house and we know it intimately 
if we can respect the place of our origin and respect the houses of others when we visit 

t h m  mcmaster u speaks of the encapsulating society 
tan speaks of huge energy and minerai deposits 

of ecological devastation of 90 years of sovietbation 
he speaks of the M u x  of non-indigenous populations 
the shooting of antelope with submachine guns for chinese medicines 
so old men can get it up it up 

a white man speaks of the north atlantic rnind 
someone else about cartographizing via the written word 
mr kaplan who with his coileagues bankrolled this whole series of conferences 
on religion and ecology speaks of the industrial4ence cornmunity 
of weather and nature prediction and control 
of moving ideas he speaks with passion and great respect without notes 

a white woman organizer said that those who were not to have papers 
published in the proceedings of the conference book are to not ask questions 
except in private because of the booklpublication nature of this whole thing 
because it was king transaibed h m  the audio/ and vide01 tapes 
many are traumatized at this there is almost a m a s  exdus of 61 people 
many if not most of whom spoke h m  no paper no notes but h m  heart spirit 

javier speaks in mayan and spanish and english of meanings beyond 
western rationaiity of agriculture and the supernaturd 
of myth of reading nature of praying of planüng of singing to the corn 
his brothers and sisters "we know how to read the iconography of nahm 
when the news hasn't arrived et" d he speaks of mulch wheat an corn inter-mwed 

garcia speaks of the caiabash the gourd the logogram 
he tells us about the word £or turtle speaks of homophones and toponyms 
a gourd-vasedimpled boat gdded tobacco gourds cities shaped like gourds 
he speaks of gloses and hiding inside a barre1 cactus with the head sticking out 
of gourd of looking for a new place together 



victor is mayan an academic he speaks of ritual in daily Life 
he begm many sentences Mth 1 ThaL " k discu- the popol vuh and its ce ationship to judecwhristian testirnonies 
he speaks of the umbilical cord between earth and sky 
the blue bowl (inverted cupola) green gourd of earth 
he speaks of creating guardians 
"we must understand respect have compassion for al1 
animals and food and stories" 
the man h m  guaternaia says "you should never urinate into the water .. P 
you wiU be searching everywhere for littie drops of urine forever 
he spoke of rontamination and pollution stories for children 
their roles and responsibilities 
he spoke of the value of powerful teaching of the supernaturd domain 
of the interconnedion of al1 things " t h e  should be inculcated at early age 
in our culture the mother in the field talkç to her child 
h m  the first moment (of pregnancy)" 
he speaks of the mountain as mother as sacred he speaks of water and mountain 

mutang the political refugee h m  victoria is very humble as he speaks 
of deities always being with us as he speaks of collecting plants on certain days 
at certain times you have to ask permission first 

one woman speaks about those on the outside having to decolonize themselves 
because of anthropologists 
the man from nicaragua is here speaking even though his son just died 
a few days ago he has a great spirit he came to share 
the first nations man who teaches at a university in california 
who translates for him says he doesn't want anybody to talk for him 
he says mayan riests are not witch-doctors S one of the academic africans asks 
about ritual an efficacy in pharmacopoeia the response is that before colIecting plants 
they present themselves to you the potency is different in the same herbs 
you have to be part of it for it to work you do not just pick them 

the moderator speaks of loren miller as bei persona non 
as amamnia's enemy tôr patenthg the s a 2  plants the h a r t  lucinogens a 
we are not the antlers of these indigenous people we are their employees 
1 think how do you manage a forest certainly not with the imperative mood 
he speaks of politically usable belief systems 
in nicaragua the government affirms the rights of indigenous peoples 
but they are non-entitled to lands that go to the state 
another white man speaks of the awas tingni 
the korean owned plywood factory the logging firm 
he speaks of contlict management devices including using the gps satellite system 
and gis mapping system software which can locate precisely in any geography 
he says ifs indians vs loggers in nicaragua 

julio says the mellifiuous words in spanish frederique makes poeûy of them in enghsh 
he says the stars are dive they are persons and plants are companions 
he was trained in systems theory and was the CO-ordinator of a very large tearn 
in a small village in peru for three years 
he leamed about the practices of these farmers 
he says there is no m m  for feeüngs in science for agricultural feelings 
he spoke of dvrkra of corn and kinua p w i n g  together many varieties of potatoes 
diversity is essential to the continuation of life in andes because of weather 



we work in community fanners converse with plants and stars with the pleiades 
"we converse with plants and animais and ail that is in nature. 
there is a ritual for every agricultural task there is always asking permission 
making offerings we put in our hat the flower ofthe potato 
so we cm be like our sister the potato 
we paint our faces white we dance rathet than pray 
there is a combative state between the shining path temrists 
and the high pastureland of andean agriculture but we go on 
in that great mixture of grasse the llamas our sisters 
c a r y  bells on their necks to cal1 on the s irit of food 
for without spirit corn does not nouris 1 
the llarnas they are on loan from a u the mountain one 
our vision of cosmos does not go &O ugh the market 
we have ceremonid sites where the path of sun cornes to the four corners 
the four seasons at the equinox the sun rises at ik very entrance 
we burn our offerings rather than bury them 
always we ask permission of the mountains 
1 was blinded by practices of science for many years 23 years as a a plant geneticist 
the modern way is unique in not respecting nature 
the religion of modenity is science and it is the market" 
what could be more beautiful than these two people 
one speaking spanish the other english both speaking from a world of spirit 

nelly a j from venemaia is an anthro logist 
she speaks of branches of the tree of P" ife caught in heaven 
the huit as heavy as Stones indigenous knowings 
she speaks of local indigenous organizations where agreements are made 
where they threw out sacred narratives not indigenous to that village hearsay 
the question fom of who has the right the maturity 
to undertake the accumulating of religious knowledge orthodovifying 
now over five consecutive decades the people haven't allowed the presence 
of evangeIicai religions when originaily it was one of the most assimilated areas 
the talk goes to the right to ancestral land after the public speaking 
the quiet/ unpartiapating indigenous ple speak up complain 
she spoke seven hours with church O aais with a priest and a missionary 
but they were unwilling to see 

r 
she said spirituality is most important 

donna says most groups can't afford to hire anthropologists etc. 
and who would want to? 
[the technology we need is to leam about the topology topography of legal Impholes] 
"we're supposed to be happy just to get territory" 
nelly spoke of the court not being a traditional twl like erillaism 
talk went to genetic campesinos and roads through the rest footpaths 
during political blockages there was sharing 

E 
but it was called 'smuggling 

because the enemies of the state get harnessed with ail the bad verbs 

the geneticist says the peasants share everyüung 
he said don't compare a way of Ming in the world a way of üfe with others 
when you start to compare is where you run into trouble. 
he said the standard in the cecent past was western ways 
he spoke entirely in spanish very agsressively he said that in peru to say 'peasant' 
is to say indigenous it does not have a pejorative connotation 
lima has denied the pfesence of indigenous people in i t  
they are invisible to offiaaldom 



teresia then went on about spheres of missionary influence in kenya 
then the maori man stood up and spoke his language 
then mntinued on in a very western way 
about the metaphysics of philosophy and culture 
he spoke of his people travelling the pacific for thousands of years 
"for many cultures the ocean is an impedirnent 
for us the sea is not a problem the paafic is our backyard 
travelling by canoe is very important even today, 
in his language 747 and canoe share the same word 
he says that maori religious thought does not 
it is in the cook islands in atols he spoke y O tidal in waves new 
it's in nature that we find al1 the answers to the philosophical questions 
he speaks of his gods saying there are many names for one god 
we don't need scientists to tell us about these ones 
all his sacred geneaiogies go back to children of two gods 
he speaks of change and tradition spirituality maori life essences and creation 
tapu king potentiality and sacredness mana power authority and common g d  
hau spiritual source of obligatory reciprocity in relationships and econornics 
the ethic of whanau or the entended family as the foundation of society 
'%Liiogists, architects, engineers, lawyers, can't understand this kind of stuff' 
now we have biculhiral courts because the court forgot how to think like this 

the two christians speak 
one indigenous the other an anthropoiogist h m  melanesia 
we opt to go to harvard square for lunch 

nick the california indigen is slow and respectful 
while the australian anthro 1 'st s aks patronizingly 
constantîy we are remind el='% of ose r arded with phd's in anthropology 
speaking with author/ ity expert/ ese 

now tom and ellen first peoples of australia w i U  speak 
until very recently only the written word was privileged 
"our laws and traditions were called hearsay evidence " 
tom speaks of the need to break sacred law 
by refating oral traditions in court in order to save their land 
the newage movement has appropriated everyüung 
tom speaks of standing with people in their fights against dizzy pocahontas 
movies which do real harm caricaturing first nations people 
tom begins by saying 1 give you al1 my respect 
we are al1 brothers and sisters al1 belonging to the land" 
he had a vision of the camp in 1985 that he and ellen have in the south 
"we see and feel the land as our own body 
it is üke our body and named after its parts 
it is üke our mother it cools warms feeds cornforts 
it wilI always be our land and we must protect it 
the urnbilicai cord the navel the stomach ntitoi 
these teii us a person is good or bad 
a woman bein foUowed by someone with Mong ideas 
k l s  it down & re the power is in the stomach not the heart not the brain 
in the 1û2ûs eurripean seaiers and whalers brought smallpox to australia 
they poiwned our people and used them for seniai purposes enslaved them 
the people thought ail bad things that had already b e n  happening rnight stop 
if they listened b the newcomers" aü the while ellen works on her basket 



"we were fo& to stop speaking our Ianguage made to live in missions 
in t o m  reli 'on was forced on us L our sacred sites were desecrated 
women's secret wings were ut in trust into an envelope 

tR the= is women's business and ere is men's business 
the women's business was vidated by the state a aaie .minister 
opened the envelope in p d i e n t  he got an aboriginal man drunk 
had him tell lies that were put Uib a newspaper 
the racist cornmissian had no evidence to support i b  claims 
except by dissident women (who knew mthing) end of politid picnic 
the litidans said we have been conspiring with environmentalists 
rea 8" ing their books" imagine that eh 

ellen brought mamal h m  her Iand to help her speak it is a meditation 
there are many pmblems collecting materials for weaving 
there is liulion pesticides water drainage is puor 
the wel P" are department took our children away if they didn't go to schml 
beginning 16 pars O we began to l e m  h m  our elders 
tom said in front of %m score (of same) "we tell anthm logists something 
just to get rid of thern" he goes on to speak about the P" a& of authentiaty 
in that pro€ession nor has he kind words for religious shrdies and Linguistics 
"between us we have sir children" the generations must continue 

after greeting the assembly in U'atl'lmx wishing happiness and prosperity 
I mention the receding conferences fiarvard has been holding 
on shinto bu f dhism confucianism 
I say 'th- are anthropologisk in my village today 
digging up the bones of my ancestors taking pictures videos 
I only hope that in the thm u ming conferences 8" on christianity judaisrn an islam there wül be 
an equal rrcentage of anthropologists as speakers as there are hem 
that WOU d be about fifty percent 
quai amount/s of applause and silence re/ sounds 

the organizers then promise to include the oral discussions 
in the upcoming conference publications thirty-men houn of tape to tFanscribe 
wouldn't you know it it was mostly the first nations people who spoke 
without paper or notes 
the brahrnin in the burgundy turüeneck paddle 
said he would be happy to d u c e  the number of pages he contributes 
so oral discussion cm be transrribed into the proceedings paddle 

the key that winds the mnlemce slows in its tuniing paddle 
the* is an exchange of numbers and addresses promises of future coming bogether 
and the people drift away like mernories. (Cole, 1998) 

paddie paddle 
paddle swooosh 



padde paddle 
ûandating native american cultures conference 

yale university new haven fkbruary 1998 stroke paddle SWOOOOS~ 

the sounds of stem singhg m pipes chants operations 
signs every where of first nations absence 
the amistad memori al Iike an ajudicated addendum in the park 
everything in new haven shuts down at 6 pm 

tonight we are at a dramatic monologue by monique mojica 
an expatriat american living in and around toronto 
she enunciates every other sylIable like it was trying to get away 
vocally im rints cadence and stress like tent pegs 
whack HRRcK whaclc WHACK whack WHACK 
"corn MAKI corn CHZPS 1 LOVE0 tonTO chickY hopALONG casSlDY 
then easeç off to dm o p  boom ba boom ba ba bda da da day 
shm bee doo bee wa aaad be my muffin 
and YU be your marmalade princes buttered on both sides 
like coyote in drag" green sheer pink scarf orange polka dot dress 
burgundy sleeves black bots fur trimmed 
arizona aquamarine right middle finger 
decibels of jingly copper round ring left middle finger 
single braid jauntiiy placed over right shoulder 
sometimes we need to caricature ourselves to make a point 
to newagers and other wannabes 

she discusses mearch methods methodologies 
resurrects uotes h m  museums texts songs immigrant transcriptions 
h m  long 3 ead mouths john smith's chapbaoks joumals 

aged 12 pocahontas and her entourage Wear nothing 
but deer horns and leaves in the forest 
"1 belong to the deer clan this is the first year 1 dance with the other girls" 
1 must coUect my own paint Wear my own colours" 
heriting pipes chant monique does not acknowledge 
their song con tribution they beg notice 
her lyrics are to the tune of ludic skipping ditties mother goose 
jamestown virginia 1600_çomething who are these men 
pocahantas' relatives ask whose families do not want thern 
stanring freezing on our land directionless without relations 

talk of hybrid tobacco halfbreeds monique says she's jewish 
on her father's side h m  new york she has ancestors from virginia 
a great grandmother who moved to brookl after the avil war 
monique marcied a mayan h m  chiapas s l? e does guerilla theaûe 
the pipes rattle like diance pet~rsswn she shakes her rattle 
sits cross-legged lmks at the fmnt row nervous laughter 

"a virgin warrior woman with butterfly wings spider grandmother 
serpent ciothes skuiis dangle between breasts 
I b i i  acontirienYD "how many tongues cry" 

Ptpes raffle deneScendo again mid a+ unheard yet not inaudible 
"we build alliances with our bodies" the singing pipes conhue b beg notice 
cantabile moderato sustenato obligato da capo 



'7 am third and youngest wife of a captain of the home guard" 
sounds like a gilbert and sullivan opera 
Y look after the children of the other wives who are not my peo le 
they twist my hair wash it with harsh lye soap" thepipes sing f a jdtn cage choir 
"the women nib off the bear grease that keeps me w m  

5: 
because they say the men don't like my smell 
rebecca humrningbird becky to the powatan people of virginia 1 cry for you" 

her narrative about a possum with detectable muskrat b I d  
weasels and the department of possum affairs 
draws bnef applause which 1 think in this case means failure to mnnect 
she caricatures first nations songs disnilies the indigenous faisettos 

frida february 6th medicine river's k t  us =ni 
tom i! .ng has a bit part in this film basketbalj yo! tom 
we are told a cbc fellow wrote the screen play 
graham greene plays wil on Iocation reporter 
his plane a navajo single engine seneca 1 is landin in medicine river 
he heard his mother's health was not good his O r f  y reason for corning 'home' 
it tum out she is dead maybe a ruse by the writer to get wil home 
to be acted on by events and the people attacheci to them 
"so you take your coffee white?" tom/ harlan asks adding 
"she's in the cemetery over there the funeral was last week" 
adding "you know we got some gant money for vans but we got cameras instead" 
a fundraising plan of producing a calendar with photos of the elders 
"hi Pm the friendship centre's amuntant" rnakeup three inches thick 
another stereotyped native wornan cut to horseraces 
"I'm goin' to get me another one of them 'dogs" ha ha 
thelma who wil is putting the moves on doesn't want to get married et cetera 
she doesn't want the "complication of raising a man tw" 
wil stmggles to put the crib together no ikea this one he's wil but is he readying 
'1 don't want to live with a man [pause] I like the way I do things" 
Ml standing on the railroad tracks thelma sitting on them 
in a femmy dark flowered dress barby €II cut to clyde in jail cut to the game 
cut to wil alone in the gym aftewards cut to the maternity waitin m m  
where wil is called mr heavyman and laughter at the ender ro e reversal 

if 
B 

the nurse says "ifs a girl what wiii you call he f  "sou wing" he says 
seeing the sign behind her deadpan "it's okay Pm indigenous" 
"so what happened to the important contract in africa?" "guess Y11 be staying a while" 
the mounties put clyde under his unde's supervision 
a group shot of elders end of medicine river cut to 'reai' world 

george miles of beinecke library has been 28 years at yale 
he speaks of a meta/discourse of native american studies 
"rising out of the foment and activism of the 60s'' 
then george (tink) tinker from denver speakî of missionary conquest 
he does a beautiful prayer son in what f take to be lacota for which al1 stand 
liz cook and jace speak of the & ft of native american studies 
Lu is professor emeritus from eastern was n university 
she speaks of setting the bar high 1 assume Y -s is a track-and-fieid metaphor 
'Tm reaiiy quite thriiied ta be hem in the colonies" flourish of laughter 
she's h m  a small sioux mervation in dako TA 
quoting a coUeague she says "you know 1 redy dm't hke people 



who go behind the bush and beat mund" 
"remember now Pm retired" she says "so I can say anything 1 want 
Tm 'out of the hop' to use an old george bush phrase" 
they're big on him down here he's one of the good old boys from here 

t-indian" language has a way of takmg on a üfe of its own 
s 'IR" e reads most of her words oralizes rather than is orai 
it's very much written in a conversational writerly way 
she speaks of authors tapping into ahady legiümized discourses 
"native arnerican studies having to fight off pst-modemism et cetera 
not to mention simple lethargy and stupidity" 
there are überai doses of humour throughout hm talk 
"the law has rarely been moral in the treatment of indians" 
she goes on about racism coloniaiism disney pocahontas as history 
ken bu& lewis and clarke documentary the quote 
"the wonderfui thing about this country is that it starCeci at zero" right! 
then "it is a crime to overturn a scmpulously cieansed history 
as you know al1 rhetorical questions are accusations" 

robert warrior says his book "like a hurricane" 
is an attempt to keep the focus even without the political thrust 
he speaks of foucauldian philosophers who try to stay marginal 
"the rights are not separate h m  tribal nations and traditions 
what about faculties who compromise for personal gain" 
very powerful silence then "in sovereignty and naüonhood land is most important 
who is behind the diminishment rnovement in the supreme court? 
we must fmd out if the enemy is out there or is one of us" 
adding "passive violence often goes undixovered" 
he speaks of native arnerican renaissance of first nations and the mainstream 
"my culture is where I'm h m  and where i'm going" 
he speaks of "'colonial laureats' and the deficit model of indianness" 
how "novelists are rewarded for this they see us as nonplayers" 
he goes on about the need to pay attention when speaking in english 
to always refer to 'the great sioux nation' 
he speaks of "the epistemological mots of native american scholarship 
the strategies O€ mptation failin to address initial arguments 
useful to our own constitwntr tfen "ptcoloniai studies will never help us" 
moves on to "this being held 'in colonial trust' is emnomic imperialism" 
"native american students need ta be defensive regulatory transfomative" 
"multiculturalism is not a defender of native american sovereignty" 
"dissidents are attacked or ignored assimilators are nutumi rewarded 
native indigenous natiodists is what i want the people depend on us" 

george charles begins with a story and the lacota saying 
"it's a good thing youWre moving slow because younre going in the wmng direction" 
together with aian kilpatrick and anna and rick chevallas 
we speak of latinos hispa~cs chicanos wehcks and selfdefinition 

suddenly monique is on stage again this tirne in a bearciaw dress 
seh speaks of fleshcolowd band aids white sugar white flour aicohol 
postcolonial stress disorder ethn~ttpss " talkhg back to walt disney movies is okay" 
then she fails down gtowls on al1 burs 'Tm still in recovery from discovery" 
she acknowledges the work of nick deleary and floyd favel starr 
moves on to "native theatre guerilia theatre native performance structure 
decolonking theatre the chiapas massacre woriang toward a mernorial 



60 miliion of our relations gone in the k t  100 years hilowing contact 
what are the consequences of not creating art out of these atrocities" 
standing in the rain brest december 22nd chiapas murder 
then s aks of the strong women's song this is for kingston p4w" 
a g mf'= talk last night about this and who has permission to teil stories 
whose story the kingston dots and so on into the am 

9.20 am february 7th another day at yale jace says goodhumouredly "two caveats 
the first is that each participant is here as themselves 
not representing a tribe nation or culture 
the second that with respect to the papers for the res ndents 

"when you speak of this as you will be kind" 
E' they are ali winging it, having not received them be rehand 

'the panel and respondents' inciude harry long muskogee from oklahoma 
phi1 deloria james riding in arizona okla u arizona poet linguist 
who works with sun tracks alan kilpatrick ucal sandiego 
who translates 19th century cheroh tex$ 
george charles upiq h m  alaska ucal santa barbara 

harry Ion a methodist de an since 1949 speaks of "one drop of b l d  
the chemfee hail of tears '"800 miles a quarter to a third of the people perishing 
" each of us here has a speàal story b share singing is a way of communicating" 
he says a muskokee lay prayer after no talk of jesus 
then george in beige slacks white sweatshirt a viet nam vet a musician an actor 
speaks first in kayana his language 
"those that came before me k t  1 would like to thank" 
"we are grounded to the place we come h m "  
his at grandfather was a medicine man " at this distance 1 can say this" Y his ather was a maskmaker including prediction masks 
" 1 remember the sound of haiI on sealskin on the drum 
'beware of gifts from whiteskinned ones' they were wmed 
"women owned the houses up there and they still do 
my great aunt used a weather prediction drum back then we used dogs 
to predict the weather" he srniles "opening the window on the tundra at night 
is opening the window to the spirit world" 
"Our peo le's history is written on the tongues of OUT elders" 
he jokes a !,O ut the linguists' lingo parodies it respectfuily 
then the russian orthodon came in the mmvian 
german academics researched my people 
my father felt his own body saying 'this is my church'" 
"gratitude can be so powerful what it can do good hr yod' 
"the way of the human beings know this the path of the pwer of words 
be careful of thoughk that cm becorne reai 
be careful not to hurt the thoughts of others" 
"we beliwe in reincarnation but the young people are not remembering 
to respect the spirits of animals" "the medicine Song is your path 
your way mund d o m  there" he speaks of the chant the essence of mystery 
"there was no fued meaning in the time when the earth's skin was thin 
the 'P that approaches 'me' who is putting on the big spotted seal" 
denotations are often the subtextuai ones the socalleci secondary ones 
context creates meaning 1 figure 
you cry the world rejoices you die the world aies 



alan kilpatrick speaks of "losing imeplaceabIe human expte~sions'~ 
he goes on about magical texts "words never meant to be translabed" 
"it is im rtant too to resist translation" " translation is the activity 
not the /? nai praduct it is about patterns and abwt us it is about mutual re/discovey" 
he speaks of magic of "translation as transmutation 
despite a constellation of possibilities" 
"the 'ffin and thompson papyrus hm been t rdated  as reconstitution" 
now d? ece's the saund of a heiicopter flying low maybe the aa or the vatican 
he speaks of christianity of criticizing indigenous beliefs 
"the opacity of the s a d  "negotiating magical words slippery words" 

103 oklia s aks in her language her talk is of "acts or gifts of kindness" 
she speaks O P" papago which indudes south arizona al1 the way to sonora melrico 
where two thousand people live of whom 6û% are indigenous 
for whom their indigenous language is their first lm age 
her phd in in linguistics she says "we cannot run to library 
and look Eurther our eldeis o u  speakers are our libraries" 
"you need not just language but cultural knowledge 
ex lanation of ex Ianation is itself another book 'f P 1 on't want to fil in some gaps çometimes we say nothing 
she speaks of collecting and storing laquages just for the memory 
for contemporary languages "al1 languages n& to be considered 
opening to 'othef not so exotic cultures" "we translate for Our own memkrs" 
she refers to notes speaks of effect instances of english not as a translation 
h m  her language but as written in english 
she has moved away h m  direct translation 
"giving someone a drink of water h m  cup 
what stays back what 1 preler to not give t Red em 
or what won't move across Ianguageanyway but nobody goes thirsty" 

deloria speaks of content versus context 
he quotes waiter benjamin says "it matters the context the intention" 
"looking at the sacred quality of language" "language acquiring its intentionality" 
"we must go back to the generative moments" 
he must have mematized a porno dictionary before coming hem 
he mmes across as an inteuectual an acadernic 
speaking of "four paradigms" "being caught behveen cultures 
cultural neperson's land a liminal place of social nathingness 
biculturaiisrn and syncreüsrn the translater as broker zen diagrams 
r white's middle ground which must be somewhere" 
he moves on to mis/ qerception mis/ Fecognition he's on a roll 
he speaks of parallelism and simultaneous native and non-native parallel events 
says "i don't wear a washington eedskins cap" 
then speaks of meaning simultaneity : a hybrid ptcolonial subject 
quotes homi bhabha "who lalks about ivy league indians" 
he goes on about euros spivak derrida 
"Pm mbabIy just piilaging" he names the name "subj~vi ty"  
"PO/ f /emic how does power wotlc in kanslation 
using native language as fodder for appropriations1 oration 
"how do we constitute boundaries? whose?" 
he gave the euras a good workaut in his talk 

james riâiig in h m  arizona state u gives his 'indian* name his genealogy 
speaks of "an inteilectual foundation based in indian tradition" 



in his white shirt black vest stetson he says 
"to come in and tell us how to speak is an absurdity" 
"who has a right b translate? who owns knowledge? 
what should scholarship give back to the community?" 
"scholarly writing is very arnbiguous writing you get permission 

but you give complete edihial control to the community" 
he goes on about "presmting history c o d y  recûfying proùlems caused by 
nonindians" how the overlanders en route to the westcoast 
represented"america's fitst driveby shootingsl' 
he talks about "caphiring meaning over centuries" "island place becoming land" 
of "cornhg into english where meaning freezes" 
brin to mind the quote "min just hitting the desert that sound 
the dP arnpness of desert" some people nod "and this mma happens" 

oh wonderful a list fmni a white man in the audience with a scntf fy  ponytail 
about "exposing texts" "desûuctive incantations and cufses'' 
and "going into the tem le to study without going there to worship" 
the question/ comment P accusation is directed at aian 
who says the wer died with the owners of the text" his parents RT lots of mixed lings h m  that ex change bad medicine lingers 

ines speaks of indigenous scholarship assimilation conversion political reaiity 
king trained at the university to categorize and walking the earth 
you have to be a comprehensive xholar you have to be a p e t  in both languages" 

n scott momaday was born in oklahoma in 1934 lives in new rnexico 
teaches at the university of arîzona 
he speaks of sequence "in the dimension which we cal1 tirne" 
"time as a particie of e-ty eternity a stillness as far as we know 
it is a door tfirough which we perceive the ever present 
our ancestors and ptvgeny a place to meet them" 
speaking of ancient paintings in a cave in spain 
he talks about caves in spain where he felt like he "passed h m  time to timelessness" 
"time is in the middIe distance it passes away" 
he speaks of the apmn of sumaron desert the colorado plateau rio grande valley 
"I think of those kiowa and their horses their centaur culture 
migration tenure invasion the sacred journey of kiowa to rainy mountain" 
the hopi say "we were aiways here" "we know" 
someone asked him how long it takes for a people to becorne indigenous? 
he said he can't remember then goes on about the imagination 
"the great rnatrix of the orai the 30,000 year tenure" "identity beiig ûxed in the earth" 
"multiple use conservation a sacred relationship" 
he lwks at everyone says "remembering my face in the mirror of masks" beat 
then speaks of "the conquest of the cultural composite of  culture^'^ 
people are starting to get üred everyone at once il's 2 pm low blood sugar 
another poem is sutured in lob of monotones intact 
1 awaken to "dways in the presence of the sacred" 
"artificial tenses extensions of the present the past as a kitschy corner of time" 
then he says "urset h e m  mthing unül yahweh says 'berries' 
'berries?' time in context and timelessness" 
"there is no time on my side of the table there is time on your side 
it is a table for god's sake Pm sorry" 

at the break monique taiks about an anthropoIogist's mother 



who appmcfied her proudly talking about 'my daughter the mexican expert' 

the next part in which dr kevin mcbridge a tribal archaeologist and m m t i v e  
taiks of nantucket of the abriginal centre 
"'we' are geared toward education them wilI be a scholar's area 
in the centre for 16 people an internshi program" 
he points without due respect to a di 1 e of a woman with his right thurnb 
1 am apalled at this gesticulation now he cdIs them 'exhibits' 
you can feel everyone shudder at his uisensitivity 
there wiil be a kind of wax museurn hmm why not indian candles 
dioramas w d e n  w h i b  interactive amputer video 
he speaks of the importance of "building in a hdf day at the centre" 

now there's a panel on üterature 
al trachtenburg a yale prof from arnerican studies moderates 
the whitehaired ponytailed man with the fisherman knit 
the Young man in the blue sweater the short woman lauren tohe 
the grey shockofhair woman and robert warrior brian wescott actor 

rabert warrior stanford u has a phd h m  a religious organization 
he gets right into it by uoting edward said 
he speaks of intelledu 9 excitement and O€ "critickm creating subject mattef' 
of bird "parading ethnicity and first nation's autobiography" 
Wayne newton's is forinstanced they say he does things 
for the chemkee his people "an attitudinal shift tol ward cuIturd studies 
looking for the smoking gun in the beineke library montenima" 
he speaks of native children being taken to carlyle school in pa h m  the southwest" 
he asks "what is an english department Qr?" 

citations citin argumentations he s peaks of ahmed 
ses citation rneth talks of metadisrourse F o f  

conditions and trajectories aitical space and fora 
opposition and re-opposition and criticism in the public sphere 
wherever that might be 
he s p a k s  of "the invention of postcolonial discourse as a new imperialism" 
discusses "hierarchies of values ethical imperatives 
plurotopic and iatopic henneneutics 
the existentid enmunter of art and science 
"there is no blueprint y attention to loci of imagination" 
he mwes to postwar re P" ativism "papyricizin indigenousness 
foregraunding morality" but how about k e  h g ?  
"in 1837 the native arnerican intellect is spoken of by r w ememn 
there is a need lor robust awareness of our own" whatever and so forth 

laura tohe is dene h m  the sleepy water clan 
she speaks k t  Ui navajo her 6rst language then gives her genealogy 
saying she was brought up on the navajo menration 
she talks of translating native cultures 
she talks of songs prayers stories for heahg 
art and poetry and feminism "there were no words for these 
until recently no need €or words for these" 
she speaks of the poetic "seeing the world through 
of creative artists not separating you h m  anybody e EYeyeP 
in the cammunity being uncreative would set you a ut" 
then speaks of "iiterary identity and king mm d to the homeland 



O keo my feet below the land homeland of the navajo 
the Eour sacred mountains we are buund we are iike this" 
she speaks of üuead and strand and a weaving "we belmg to land" 
she went to grad schooI in Iincoln nebraska in 1982 
where there are no mountains no hzards no sagebrush 
she drove to the river's edge she was so homesick 
"you go into the body of water your hand and loot the platte river 
fort Sumner in newmexico is four generations away" 
"words are sacrai words can hurt you muldn't give out 
your 'indian' name the name is part of your identity 
what you called one another by kinship 
this prevented incest you know to saund ssshhht 
it is a name place holder you take the rhythm of everytiung 
inwriting thisisawayofsharing itissharedmemory 
translation misses the nuances" "kwoidjo is living a spirituai lik 
this engenders eveiything responsibility to famil y community" 
"what then of a h u r e  track what of native scholarship 
not being valued as traditional schdarship?" 
"in self-evaluaüon every year the other faculty mernbers 
didn't have to explain themselves to the chair who said the administration needed it 
"values are important ever heard that one bebre?" "fuck" somebady said 

kate shanley from corne11 says "it is important to talk to the animais 
and take out the chant" she speaks disparagingly of newagers 
of appropriateci tribal tunes she quotes uneumpean sounding name 
"you have to face your fears and the vuildemess mloniai pmsence t ribal absence" 
"the arnerican identity depends on indians vanishing 
but aboriginal p p I e  are n d e d  tao even by them 
thinking with the hart is good" 
"indigenous people often ate absent h m  tabie of contents 
even of minority discourse book" 
there is aiways the definition involving pan-indians 
whatever that's supposai to mean or pmve 
must be from the percussion section the tympani 
"in indigenous stories there are conversations with one another 
narrative logics of indigenous epistemology 
the trickster wouId give imperiaüsm a rough time 
tnckster figures are adjectives verbs not nouns 
the politics soverei ty everythhg is s a n i t i d  or cerebralized 
or not translated at al $ sk te1k of "SI he/ it" which is a new pronoun 
she made up "a variation on western carnival tropes" 

the talk g w  on b "disease sin crime naming practices and the tnckster 
to recuperating names to renaming - somebody has b" 
what daes emile durkheim have to do with al1 this and who let him in? 
must be h m  a bookmark left by another epistem-bomwer 
her talk moves on to "collective effervescences" and "really indigenizing" 
followed by more eurotalk about "effenrescent f o m  of sociality" 
"tridcster and time frame coyote old or Young 
the embrace of contraries coyote and newa e wonian 
two-badced beast coyote speakmg to in wi & a &am" 
"mut be a dog pi inversion backwardness in the sanatariurn 
in green gras nuuring w a W  jerry rigged people institutions and names 
great grandfatha running water four people in the insane asyium 



escape and national disasters happen there is a siren outside 
in here there is talk of "lector of power" disguising ishmael 
the word "parodic surfaces detective discourse 
people and charactets meld" she speaks of "a cleanedup coyote" 
an anecdote of birds in this book flying into skyscrapers in tomnto 
the traditional flight path being blocked by progress 
a fiock of indians Qing into the side of a building a bit shocking 
even the second lime amund or third a short history of indians in canada 
and bay street being blackened "the whole sky for days" 
the term/ in/ us exploding with binaries comes up 
and the 'loss of joyful belief' by monique 

craig womack oklahoma creek u lethbridge by way of national literatures 
at u r n i m t a  press then brian wescott winnebago and an actor say a few words 
then womac speaks again harry long sings his prayer in skokee 
after which elizabeth is thanked again 
"there is talk of the need tbr tribal iiterahire to be tied to specific landsilapes 
locatin (rather than situating) literature of cammunity" 
the Mc Le.  r t m  the iights off in real tirne in and out of fiction 
"the almanac of the dead rushes by the trickster trope is invoked 
there is not always celebration of this tropef' 
"the sun came down" and napi there was shape shifting 
opening up words to infinite meaning going too far" 

brian wescott who is upiq and enthusiastic went to hollywood 
and became setni-famous he is both glassy eyed and 4 bout de souffle 
from alaska he is very full of hollywood he speaks of the pomo tribe in californiaof 
images consumed of a pomo pomo pomo writer he goes on 
l'm sure 1 must have missed same thing perhaps a preposition or filmography 
he speaks of hying very hard to think from the heart 
1 wonder if he's 'trying' with the head to think h m  the heart 
hyng "to translate across guifs" 
he speaks of 500 nations which is a documentary by kevin costner 
give me a break please he goes on about "traditional education 
as king considered coeval with static societies" 
he was technical advisor tôr 'on deadly ground' in alaska woopie ding 
he speaks briefly of bear spirit then of just talk then of king in the moment 
he mouths and indian playing indian 
what about "s IL ilah tousey" whom he invokes 
when he s aks of actors who must "first honour text" 
she shoul k know she plays any tribe or community if it pays 
a kmale graharn greene 1 exaggerate to make a point 
can anyone 1 wonder write trickster is it not the other way around 
the name james welch cornes up for heaven's sake I think 
how'd he get in hem? donft they ever give up? 
I think about the bringing to life of clichés and first peoples 
like in tomson highway's rez sisters the raping nanabush 
the maiicious violent trickster 
jace is mad sort of he talks about many nations bringing al1 stories together 
chicano and k t  nations learning together b m  one another 
what are the borders 1 wonder and who made them 

it is stiii saturday night and we just had a grabwhatyoucan meal 
at the beiieke Library with dan kilpatrick 



strange to dine in a rare book iibrary with diions of dollars in books behind plastic 
a huge 1489 map of the world in the basement near the toilets 
oh happy day prewestem hemisphere precolumbian 
F a t  talk about vizenor and thomas king Iooking at the columbus map 
we think it would be good to do research hem within and against 
or just not enter certain conversations 

we've moved to nearby sudler hall waiting for the lliterati 
7:lS and jace is glowing his face is happy his nose very red 
even though we're 15 minutes late 
betty louise bel1 oklahoma cherokee teaches u rnichigan 
"my brother would never believe this everywhere we go 
he says keep Our voie down" she is precious 
the quaMy 01 whatever is not straind 
jace puts his cowboy boots up cmsçed on stage 
he doesn't attend many readings I suspect 
"look for me in the mmn the old lady says talk of the public ima e of chetokees" 
unkind i/ mage a beautihl hall more tBlk of Cherokees and evange 7 ism 
"you al1 talk of genuine rocks h m  the ckmkee nation sharp #2 pencils" 
lucy evers says "1 am your worst nightmare 1 am an indian with a pen" 
"don't mess with indian women you white house/sN 
[aura tohe talks of first nations women walking behind their men "steering them" 
she went to aibuquerque indian school she speaks of thunder beings 
baseball bats chito ha rjo a creek from the ear1y 1- 
ofelia of the tohono o'odham nation speaks of the birth of stars speaks a lot 
in her own language and 1 started to understand somehow language outside of itself 
perhaps despite itself and myself 
"everyüung 1 write is retrospect you know" she says 

hyphenated elizabeth speaks about the s kane rez reads poems 
about her ex-husbands about a black hi R" s museum 
now she can't even get the sequel to her first novel published 
"it talks about the 5 or 6 dams on the misouri river" 

a beautiful blanket over her left shoulder 
she sees herself as a p e t  a fiction writer she's very funny also very bitter and nasty 
in an anti-colonialist way she documents overheard airplane conversations 
including one woman and her husband who when they were in egypt explained 
their kids had to go without toys because the parents moved around so much 
"please" she said to her explaining emergency onboard procedures 
"put the bag over your rnouth and breathe" imtead of being nasty in my writing 
1 leave blanks 

ines reads €rom a manuscript she translated h m  navajo or a ache 
before graduate school it is long and beautiful it's actu y a prayer 
maybe its the limited edition book with pictures by the german woman 
with whom she collaborated in the 1970s 
that's now beiig auctioned on the intemet for thousands of dollars 
ines speaks of 13 different Sciiools in elementary she aknded as a child 
she taks of chaining herself in california in pmtest against a lot of things 
of moving to mexico for 7 years going to graduate schcKll with 7 kids 
her husband having left her I leave more blanks 
because Pd rather Listen than take notes 
then she coughs and coughs gestures fwr the navap woman to finish b r  her 
she drinks water shakes she is not well in her body i t seems 



maybe there are bad spirits lu- 
Iater up the stairs of the hall laking d o m  1 hear someone say 
rnonique is giving her some herbs 
1 temeinber 1 have echinacea and golden seal in my shirt pcrcket 
and vitamin c betacmtene caiciurn 1 had forgotten 
she rnust have known in her spirit that she would cough 
must have known I had brou@ çome medicines h m  new yok state 
and forgotten to take them in the moming fargotten to give some to pat too 

sunday february 8th 937 am jace is relaxai and we haven't s a  shock 
double hke we are Iate by 7 minutes but now he's going to start almast on time 
he's been incredîble in terms of beiig watch bound 
mind you not 'clocktwise' as sommne said 'wasn't the direction' 
because the direction was mund before docks were 
jace says "whiîney humanities complex has not had 
such a large sustained turnout in 5 years" semi-sustained appiûuse 
then he acts as almost an apologist for a h  about whom he says 
his parents died much too young they were ethnographers 
jace says there are ten to twenty thousand speakers of cherokee 

trudy richmond h m  the scanah t  nation in georgia wys a prayer 
then speaks of her friend who would Iight a lire at some distance h m  the w r v e  
to let her know she's on her way she speaks of the quitip/ pitipiaq p p l e  
who no longer exist 'officially' they say 'as political entities' 
the piquat were chaçed and killed "finally Uie colonists said if they got rid of their dogs 
they'd give them more land for their corn 
the quinipiaq ples where are they? whem are we? 
we don? spea l? the language have no ceremonies 
we say we are an ignorant people that is our history 
the mohicans allied with the en Iish the skataquiak went into the hilts 
now there m three recognizefgroups of eaind people of my nation" 
i'm not sure what "recognized" means 1 assume it meam by white people 

the golden hi11 resenration is kwer than 25 acres the smallest and oldest mervation 
in the usa consisting of one frünily there are 2 piaquot nations 
two groups emerged treated as pi and nt peopk 
looking br Meral recognition this is what ûudy is doing 

jace introduces tink tinker who is reaily george 
he is h m  an indigenous school in denver colorado 
tink talks about a trip to boIivia "a central ctiurch built in 1639 
two years &r a big massacre 4 years before j elliott of boston 
brought the gospel to native people to disposses them of the land" 
"now there are many generations of christians 
and once a week ttiere is a religious activity calied church 
with over a d i o n  catholic indians there are 12 cathoIic priests 
white jesuits and franascans dominicans dos nortes &sbamba in august 
in bolivia mesoamerica andes amazon catholicism everywhere" 

tink says there is Little sense to them in celibacy love us to death 
look a€ter us "thy MJl be done" 'rockefeilef 
üte sin of 500 yem of evangeiisrn spreading the word of jesus 
how to posture ourseives for the n a t  millenium of the indian erperience 
an exceptional talk by not the literati the grassmts church w o r k  



"180 indians adopted a document unanimously that is mrwnsus thinking 
they generate their own theologism no jesus but creator 
if there is any m m  for jesus jesus must fit in to who they are into their ceremonies" 
"there were many different traditions" turning circle differently 
sunrise works different d o m  there "clockwisel counterdockwise" 
as jace says but "that must be a cherokee thin 
understated humour does not tram/ late/ fer we f 1 onto the page 
al1 ceremonies are dom by both man and woman arity is so important 
it is modelled everywhere he shows jace JI e watch which is to say the time 

now john ma& faragher a history prof professional historian of coloniaiism 
reads a chtonide dealing with frontier movement h m  n d  jacket 1805 sneca 
how to worshi the great spirit 
the panel mem %, ts include left to right "first white frost" then jace 
ines mescafero apache a ucal person by the name of homer noley 
chris jocks a mohawk from dartmouth college then john and the mohawk 
an elderly rez/verend lay fellow h m  the seminary 
who gives thanks and speaks of souvenir his prayers are marked in red 
he uses word replacements with the king james as a tem late 
'7 would have written it in choctaw" he says "speaking O hermeneutics" 
"it king originally bibiical interpretation in particuiar" 

P 
he speaks of errors in translation "during the second century" 
"the jews becoming gentiles" "martian's strict dualisrn" "phantom jesus" "justin 
martyr and aristotle as christians" adding "the catholic church is the protector 
of traditionai translation" suuuure it is just watch 
next he speaks of henneneuts with his very soft broadvowelled speech 
of Zeus and pegasus athena am 1 in the right m m  he doesn't Look like joseph campbel1 
"the crucifiers of jesus became interpreters missionaries in washington dc 
you might as well be flying into athens" he says speaking of the columns 
"what if the romans came here" he says hoping Zeus isn't hem 
"yes this is the new rome" "the old boatrnan putting coins on the eyes of the dead  
my people never had coins somehow he moves to "elysian fields" 
and "athenian heaven" yo here we go "in southem caiifornia there is elysian park" 
1 guess that must mean something 
"aristotle said some people are bom to be slaves some to be masters 
where 1 ask myself does the spiritual authority reside 
"we must remove the veil h m  moses' face" that's a take 
ines speaks of the yale logo king light and ûuth "knowledge is Like a tree 
not just the branch and other parts but the whole tree'' 
she speab of "symtiolic systems generated by king land-base& 
she speaks of "spiritual homeland not real estate" "it is an illegal plunder of the past 
just as stripping fencing the earth and plowing are" "it must not be cut into 
our mother when you dig a pit for a sweat" 
she moves to tal k briefly about the chumash "it is with hands 
nota tool or implement you make an offering of pe iration" 
she was very mgry when she began to speak when s h e x a n  to teach" 
a feilow named roy harvey pierce was her mentor 
"way back L i  the old thing of honey and vinegar 
the land was raped and people were ciothed in nature" 
"our pines are our cathedra1 nature is our bible" 
she tallcs about the abomb detonations "as the doud moved across the mervation 
it created a new rnythology about nomads in the cniable of the desert" 
she spoke of cerernony as 'asthetic? "you pray for trees used as tipi poles 
abalone shelis are used even way out there" 



a space of silence "we are in this together" a siren wails 
"we are consumeci by consumin she says "the 'new scholar' surfaces h m  my work" K "we a i i  walk this continent toge er" she speaks to a white audience here at yale 
"we know that development is wrong" 
"we al1 know about nonnatives speaking about native spirituality" 
bringing her to the idea of "an apache ambush" 
"1 prefer the term 'integrated' to 'holistic'" 
she nioves on to writing "about ethnopoetics studying tribal poetry 
validating white inte retations-what is this?" 
"we must begin with 'P anguage with 'respect"' 
"is it a native or is it a north american experience" 
"did you know the biggest tribe is the wannabe tribe" 
oh say newager can you see "facing the west" checkmark this one history 
"we welcome them to our fires to work with us 
can we know the faith of the prophet without knowing the arabic language 
of course not" she goes on about language and indigenous language 
"they are distorting the words of our prophets 
'thece's no such thing as navajo philosophy' the department head at the university 
of new mexico told me" lights go out at 10:01 the trickster puts the lights out 
on "the world of the 'supernaturai" "we need to keep in mind repatriation 
of spirihiai objects from museums" "harvard's peabody" someone clarifies 
she speaks of "singing to the rattles in the peabody" 
"they have not been fed we c a ~ o t  move without canying that pain 
we are in it together we are in it together we are in it together 
the majority of our students are not native because of genocide 
1 don't buy the term postcolonial stop thinking about land as real estate" 

chris j& is mohawk h m  southern california now at dartmouth college 
he spaks of "where the nuns carried rulers and they never measured anythng" 
he was afraid of them so he obeyed so he obeys 
"why do we engage in translation? people's words and lives 
extrapolating rneanings from texts" he goes on about "analogies of chemkee" 
of "georgia" and "dumping the tailings" translations become pablum 
"because you like being called an expert you want to get tenure 
and get your name in the corner of a book" 
"you may have heard 'translation benefits ail native people' 
this is a dangerous misleading idea we think we know because we have words 
but it often hides more than it reveals-1 am a goad in this" 
he speaks of six native languages of medicine masks and haudinosaunee 
of nondefuied thing/s chiefs replia sacreci objects 
native reli 'on a checklist you can work with boxes they fit into 
"what we Ka ve to do is change the definition of religion" 
"translation can only bring us to the threshold there are piles of interpretation" 
"do ideas Wear out?" what of word journeys "the great law of peace 
the category of nation longhouse tradition a bundle of traditions" 
he compares the ahriginal garden and eurogarden speaks of crosspoliination 
he quotes "a late philosopher and ideologue of the warrior Society'' 
winding down he speaks of "polysynthetic languages including mohawk" 
he speaks of "being rooted in ground" 

sue kidwelI speaks of "land as a source of culture""a 'single drop of blood' salvation 
the coming of corn skin becorning corn they must kili her and drag her body 
around the field now corn grows there corn is lik death when 1 dance 1 am the corn 
she speaks of the great tree saying 



"the tcee of ines is not something you cm deconstruct' 
"people become chained to radiators for speaking their language" 
she speaks of "culture as a moving target a process and slang is part of it" 
she quotes n mtt momaday ' 1 stand in good reiationship to all things' 
he speaks of the navajo having "a sense of beauty balance harmony" 

we learn a bit more of jace's biography assistant prof at columbia law school 
got his phd at union theological seminary in 19% "1 get the last word" he jokes 
adding "it is deadl serious business" with humour 
he talks about chie ? peter about "white wampum and black wampum 
and taking out the black beads so al1 the warnpum might be white" 
and " the malleability of indigenous people" 
"the only cultures that do not chan e d are dead ones 
'stasis' 'that bon of 19th century i easl' then changes tack 
"for ines english is her 3rd language" moves on to "religiocultural cartoons1' 
of chris "sharing 'big ideas' rather than the work" 
he speaks of "'yowa' a word so sacred at one time only certain people could speak it" 
1 would be surprised if it has lost any of its s a d n e s s  
"the yohiwa rather than the yawahi which is the cherokee jehova" 
then he moves to "the elder fires above" "fractured myths" 
and "speaking english not being a diminution of indianness" 
thmugh "allophonia you can speak to a broader mrnmunity" 
this is the burgundy shirted speaker back and fortfi it goes 
"property rights and ownership of stories" "misrepresentation of text and task""people 
from south of the rio grande""the first ad/vent of white people 
into the western hemisphere" "the shared quest lor a meta/discourse" 
who says its either shared or a quest? there is talk of "community activism" 
aiter/ natively 1 consider 'communitism activy' 
"the parameters of the discourse for native american policy is law 
whose departmental home is in american studies" hmm? 
the politics of aboriginality of academic indianness 
12:M time moves jace briefly crosses his arms he wants to be a scholar 
1 can sense it a speaker of bon mots his and others 
a minforest metaphor surfaces the word "canopy" and "people below" 
"if the cornstalk does not produce ears how wiil it feed the people" 
he speaks of the 4th year of tenure track and so b th  
then "taking elders prerogative" ines says "we should do like jewish people do 
with their holocaust keep it in their faces" she speaks of consumerism 
"one day pet week or month don't buy anything!" then with great emotion and 
energy "behind corporations ma t  are amefican is a hideaus genoddal agenda 
how many children died creating that product" "andhow about napa soaps? 
the struggle in bolivian mines these are about consumerism" 
"what about the reception of native arnerican studies by more established disciplines'' 
jace adds chris jocks speaks of writing a novel for a tenure cornmiltee 
though jace tries to hold her back ines will not be bridled 
"Pm an elder 1 can speak any tirne "linguists" she says 
"get information h m  first nations people yet they don7 speak at the conference" 
jace is shaking his right hand to get her to stop 
then a referenceis made to "will mdgers a cherokee intellechiai" 
"hey that's redundant" someone says bringing lots of laughter end of conference 

paddle 
paddle swooooooooosssssç~ssshh 

paddle 
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indigenoris knowings conference 
pddle 

mcmaster universityj six nations grand river polytechnic may 1998 

friday may 1 we're in the basement of the hamilton general hospital 
where there was recentiy a radio-isotope spiU and multiple (mis)firings 
the conference folder includes a nuclear map of canada 
a letter of welcome h m  linda staats director of grand river polytechnic 
a grp brochure mcmastef s mrmoccasin telegram 
a request for papers for a planned publication the conference booklet 
and dawn martin-Ml's business card 

settling down to the first speake~ chef arnold general and the drum 
he gives a 15 minute thanksgiving address in the cayuga language 
"I'm so glad to see the place is sa half-full" he's from the baver clan of onondaga 
"1 am the language of my aboriginal language" 
"we always must use common sense thinking because we must think of the children 
of tomomw we corne through life respecting mother earth 
when you don? respect mother earth you see her as an it" 
then there is the drum the sound of our own hearts 

the president of mcmaster peter george is very positive very involved 
he speaks of "the successful navigation of the rapids" 
linda staats talks of "to and fro" mutin-hi11 says native students at mcmaster 
go through an experiential program an indigenous knowledges and md program 

dr k smith director of mcmaster health sciences international discusses flexibility 
in heaith science beginning with "students have a lot to teach us" and " there is %% 
interest in medicine among native students" 1 h o p  that means they don? smoke 

harvey longboat is a cayuga chie€ glasses blue jeans, green1 black brooks runners 
striped green/red shirt jacket speaks briefly 
" it is almost impossible to have culture without language" 

martin-hi11 says "those who speak the language are the true hein to indigenous culture" 
hardly a progressive way of entering a conversation she speaks of criticisms 
by some elders of shidents "not k ing  indian enough'%ecause they don? know the 
language "it is difficult for them the students to be positioned as experts in class 
when they went through the same pnicess as everybody else" 
she says it is vital to seek knowledge of the heart spirit and mind 

marlene brantcastelano is an academic elder "1 don? consider myself to be a keeper 
of traditional wisdoml* she spent 25 years at irent has "had six decades of Me" 
and speaks of indigenous knowledge as if an artifact 
"a shawl an instrument a s a d  tire you bmsh away ashes looking for emberç" 
she speaks of historical/ traditional pracücal cornmonsense 
empirical spiritual knowledges which corne togetfier there is an [ahal wholeness 
silence aimost "tradition is about the ancestors spirits memorializing battles 
treaties which have been handed d o m  more or less intact" 
then she goes on about not interking about not king wrong just different 
"traditional knowiedge is essential to Our wellbeing tcuiay 
industry calls it empirical knowledge 'research and development' 
we have aiways had this" she discusses the olympic designed kayak 



which is virtualiy unchanged h m  the aboriginal originai 
she employs a 'navigation' metaphor discusses the evaiuation of ubc ficst nations 
eâucation last fa11 2997 moves back to herself "passing a IiEetime of knowledge 
a very sacred a d  and responsibility" she s akç of prayer circle sweatiodge longhouse 
of indigenous knowledges "which inch e throwing a basketball 
fixing engines algebra 

r 
spiritual knowledge pra yer and fastin respect 

as weII as scholarships and stipends" 
P appreciation for the haudenosaunee" "there is always spiritual he p available 

she goes on to say "not just tobacco is a symbolic giW 
she speaks of christian Brst nations tyendenaga anglican 
"tryinlfput knowledge to see how it works in May's world" 
"jake ornas says 'peace is supposeci to work' 
jim berk says the geese migrate store energy father together" 

carole leclaire is metis wears a colourful sash h m  the red river 
she speaks of "the retraditionalization of metis native women" 
"my grandmother was an ethnobotanist 
though she didn't know what that word meant" 

nonna general a cayuga 'elder in rez' lrom the wolf clan speaks 
of "the need for validation h m  parents hose spirits dance with us" 
she speaks of first nations tradition of revitalizing spiritual Bres 
agnes williams speaks of "the 'doing' part of retraditionalization of indigenous women 

tom deer teaches mohawk at mcrnaster and 6 nations 
he speaks mohawk at length adding "I'm not going to translate that " 
he speaks of rain teachings "grand fathers from the west 
who cefresh the rivers lakes and underground waters" 
"harvey longbat asked me to teach mohawk h m  because a teacher was off sick 
i was working on high s-1 and was behveen jobs" 
"if there are no speakers Ieft how are the ceremonies going to be carried on?" 
learning a second language can be embarassing sometimes 
sometimes there is laughter not at the person but at the mistake 
there are only 200 mohawk speakers at 6 nations out of 25,000 people 
langua e is that mot you have to follow that root back to find out who ou are" 
he spea Li of teaching about the great tree of peace throughout the wort 
saying "we put our minds together as one" in a good way 

d 
marge henry is cayuga with husband reg they wrote a cayuga dictionary 
worked ai 6 nations radio station developed books 
"afier Einding out what the comrnunity wants do what you cmf' she says 
" cayuga was never written" then she speaks about orthography 
and how the cornmittee langua e training took place B "in a &der next Co my house i the community is interested then f am too" 

theodore peters with fire in his eyes says " the main locus is to try to save the language 
parents have to encourage the language not put it on the bacbumer again 
sure it is fine in conferences to talk about it but you have Co be an agitator 
you have to speak out to save the language kids need rote models 
it is good for them to see people stniggle to pet language back 
p Ie drop out alter a while because they get tired of it 
we 1 ave to work together and not leave it up to one srnaIl group 
speaking as a student and as a parent these things I say" 
someone says "what is not sacred?" 



birgil kills straight is oglaia h m  pine ridge 
he speaks of beig active at the community level and the national level 
in his brown leather jadret and sunglasses and cowboy hat 
"1 left administration and education in 1984 looking for or toward a spiritual model" 
he speaks of hirnself "at 57 as king a young elder a not so grey eagle" 
he goes on about grey eagles back home of his "research into christianily" 
he speaks of heil as a m m  and hades as a m m  of the river styx of pope nicolas in 1452 
of lava flow he speaks of heathens pagans infidels as part of the Iandscape 
"so far as 1 can figure rocks vegetation and trees king art of the louisiana purchase 
so the white folks must own them too he speaks O the Iacota 
he speaks of mks 'becoming' 

f 
of first world spirit of mot nation people 

of 500 million years a single blade of rass appearin 
he speaks of 'uia' the size of your thum % from which f e univeme came 
he speaks of the tipi "the first 3 poles as past present future 
the two inverteci cones the next 7 poles the sacred sites of the lacota" 
"you just have to understand the syllables" 
he analyzes them amet rica love of riches puerta/ rica door to riches 
dumbldome capitol lreedom the word dominium 
he speaks of the english language winning out 
the past becornes the future he ends with "women are the life givers" 

then evelyn bomberry ojibway-cayuga says "before the healing can begin 
the poison must be ewposed" then "tomson highway wrote the rez sisters 
first in cree in longhand we have to tell Our stories ourselves" 

tom hill seneca h m  ohsweken is an arts activist he speaks very gentiy 
of 'culture' gives a long definition it does not come across like the rest 
not orally it reads which is to Say hearsl listens like a speech 
he doesn't look up at his audience very often 
he speaks of artists and the canada council 

"where are the role models in the sciences 
in traditional health occupations" asks vince twkenay md 
"biomedical practitioner of wellness" 
he goes on about "allopathie medicine" "chronic degenerative diseases cancers 
viral infections allergies autoimmune diseases metabolic and mental diseases" 
words just pop out of him "object reductionist posit determine diagnosis" 
he speaks as a fi& nations person but not like one 
"western health care is disease based not diagnostic preventive" 
he goes on about hr ndamentals of complementary and alternative medicines 

janice longboat speaks of sel f-healing including working at anishna be health in tomnto 
"our health is at an al1 time low this is the high cost of not dealing with balance 
and harmony and respect of the earth and spirit keepers 
indigenous medicine is a way of life indian medicine means taking responsibility 
for ourselves a welI-known secret society went underground to be protected 
the indigenous approach of this land it is not enough" she says 
"to blend western and indigenous medicines 
she speaks of "singing and dancing prayer and ceremonies as healing 
we need piece of mind medicine we need to offer prayer 
just once a day only we need b offer the pipe 
healing and wellness is about tirne past present and future 
it is about dationship renewal positives and negatives 



our activity behaviour with this don't refuse to help 
the fourth is about having a stmng beiief system 
holism is more than physical it is the correcting of imbalances 
we need to leam to heai ourselves to nurture the gift of good health 
for five years the uoft has included a course on traditional pharmacy" 
she moves on to indigenous healing "it's in our conversation 
there is no special time for it but there is need for revitalization" 
she is speakin and crying which 1 guess are a single activity 
sharing a sing f e verb 

jake thomas miles in his string tie "I've been asked to corne up here 
and waste my breath again" we ail laugh 
"1 don't know when you're s aking million dollar words 
1 don? know what you're ta1 r! 'ng about" less laughter 
then without prelude "native women don't have knowledge of the names" 
"the woman's duty is the winter ceremony name giving 
you need peace and power and righteousness and good rnind 
and what the white man calls love we cal1 it caring" 
then he speaks of women and men and cannibalism 
" the pacemaker visiting these cannibals he sees a man's face appearing in a pot 
thtee times handsome face saw this "this is empowerment of mind" 
so he quit eating and killing people 
"when you take up the wampum speak kind words it is said 
'medicine friends are part of our healing' 
the usa took their constitution from the 5 nations 
these were the mothers of confederation and in 1924 the lndian Act changed 
there was a new law you need a licence to be allowed to help people 
you need a degree to become a doctor or a midwife you need papers 
his mother had 14 children and midwifed herself up in 3 days" 
the band council and indian affairs "they took the hospital away 
so they couId assimilate us what is their game the govemrnent 
under their sleeve 1 don? care about the papa it's the mind that matters" 

teilr" my ancestors my old people they never Iooked at the ciwk" 
"mysel , 1 donft believe in the role models they trip and faII over so many things 
you go rolling around use the creator as role model" 

then cecilia mitchell speaks she is an animator a motivator 
you can see it in her "kwe" she says "hello" 
she is very humourous in her long ribbon shirt and wallabees 
'Tm goin' on 62 1 was put into a clothes closet by nuns 
l rebeiied against my mother and against the school 
when 1 wanted to learn about the relationship between people and medicine 
l found a teacher medicines are like people they give you power 
Yook at your plant to be in the shape of the organ it heals" 
"look to your eiders" "look at the animals watch them" 
"there are 7 mk in crabgrass it is white" 

but "you need medicines from where you live not h m  caiifomia or north dakota 
plants grow just like you just like people be at my place sunday at 1 pm 
and 1 will take you for a walk to visit the medicines" 
"fblIow it by the moon and the seasons you always pick in the rnoniing 
when the Sun is coming up the power goes right into the plant" 
she speaks of how to bum tobacco for plants show respect a plant has a spirit 
there is a plant for each organ many warrior plants are out there ready 
to give their lives for your body time to get up and stretch" she says and we do 



harvey longboat says "1 am giving you some of my thoughts on the environment 
life comes from divine breath and being that is our mother 
the creator's original breath is still there here it is always mund us 
it's aii family and thal's how we communicate with it" 
"dikences are to be respected we tend to want everytiung to be the same" 
"gifts" he sa s talking about the weather k t  the thunders 
the grandfa tx ers going west to east this year they only came hdf way 
the second is the sun our great uncle the third gi€t is grandmother the moon" 
"it is important to address everything as Our relatives 
how we relate to others plants animals this determines how we are responded to 
we can have a good mind or a split mind the four ceremonies are important 
we can let everything be the same" 
then he mentions maple syrup and the green scum on the t m s  
"trees starting to die h m  the top 1 can't drink the water 
we got to Eix the whole world not just apply bandaids we need a global consciousness" 
he speaks of a "need to alter the attitude the practice of accumulating wealth 
we'll do anything to get it we need an alternative attitude to our world 
we must change our minds regarding our attitude to the world" 
what about "native versus non-native and the 7 wonders of the world 
which were al1 accompüshed bc what was in the minds of those people then? 
"what about the pyramids of mexico and guatemala? 
and you don't believe in CO-ercion?" 

robert warrior is mage from oklahoma teaches english at stanbrd university 
"1 am always ha py to cross this false border'' then he speaks about indigenous writing 
in english over tfl e past 300 years 400 in spanish 
of western style and "those of us who inhabit academe" 
"you can't just replace one style of education with another" 
he speaks of arnerican anti-inteiledualism 

lester irabinna rigney is a narunga man h m  south australia 
he calls the spirits h m  austraiia with his digereedao" 
he speaks of "extrading the language" "mining indigenous knowledge" 
he s aks of non-indigenous people5 stealin knowledge 
inte r lechial appropriation and "indigenous k iberation research rnethodology" 
"marinating adopting research rnethodology paradigms" 

day two 6 nations 1030 am may 2,1998 
"there is no lime leEt for anger for jealousy in our community" 
says patricia salas b m  in her Eiowered dress 
she is coahuiitecan living in texas 16ûû miles h m  her own territory 
she is a midwiWdeveloping a curriculum for traditional midwifery" 

aks of "the language of the earth of the plants and animais 
whi she x= give ussusbenance" " 
"science took the earth and divided it into 127 different elements" 
"undernearth whatever labels they know who they are latino chicano hispanic a z W  

k e  marade says "my name is butterfiy in my language it is a metaphor for nosy" 
she laughs to make others laugh then quotes chief joe capdano 
"if you eat like h m  you wiii live like them and die üke the& 
we have b study our knowledges thtough them the haiiomen collection in chicago 
is translateci M u  medicine and vedic medicine came from us" h m  6rst peoples 
"expropriation as a vicious assault" 



barbara frazer is cree h m  northem saskatchewan 
she is dressed in black permed academicized 
"my opening is in cree and now it is totally gone 
1 was raised in the bush we were dways in constant preparation for winter" hmm 
marge henry is cayuga she speaks of orthography learning by reading and writing 
she speakf of paradigms in cayuga of Iangu e teaching in &ester 3 with reg her husband she speaks of "these an cayuga 
who didn't know there was a language b go dong with their nation" 
"anthropologists at the university of rochéster got involveci 
we didn't agree with the writing system 
the community kinda niles what 1 do" 

three girls come up studentsthe fust I e d  mohawk h m  age two 
her grandmother said "a man will corne and ask you if you speak your language" 
if you say no 1 guess you'll become part of somane else" 
the second student was very shy and said a very few words in english 
she said she overcame a Ieaming disability the third was quiet 

aivin manitopyes is plains cree and saulteaux h m  saskatchewan 
he travels a lot and speaks about traditionai healing pnxiesses 
"nothing is y o m  until you share it you can't just have the language" 
he has a cd out in saskatchewan but this cd maker won't publish it 
because it's not an official language of canada when the cd people ask 
if he's singing in c or d he said "1 say 1 don? know I just sing" 

rod whitlow talks about the eagle project centre where he's working 
on a pmject for the assembly of first nations 
looking at the effects of the great lakes on indigenous people 
" humans and turties and eagles are at the to of the food chah 
akwesasne women are now told nat to eat fis ! h m  the st lawrence river 
mothefs rnilk has pcb in it from eating 6sh there is also add and iq depression" 

or is anishnaabe h m  whitefish river 
it is important the vaiidatation of first nations knowings 

of 6rst nations environmental concepts 
what about the dennition of sustainable development 
you can't translate it into ojibway anishnabe 
there is no sustainable development ody sustainable community 
sustainable dwelopment would be giving back to the earth 
rather than taking fomer and ma 
sustainable development already ewists in comrnunities 
it is not something they can be given everytime a language is spoken 
a mremony is done this is an a& of çustainability 
her grandmother had a dream she lold chid ma- kuehn 
about a coming dam project that he must stop it 
this is environmental assessment integrated sustainable dwelopment equais data" 

a fellow h m  saskatchewan speaks of chief srnailboy moving h m  hobemma 
in 1%8 with 160 cree into the b W s  near lovett to get away from alcohol other abuses 
now Cheviot mines near jasper national park wants to strip the land 
ralph kline gave his permission then there's the swan hills waste treatment plant 
"we must Live our knowledge it connects with naturai world and spirit world" 
"it is important to acknowiedge the medicine whed the four directions 
the traditional concept of energy reiating to environment 



in a respectEui marner" he speaks of tobacco "homuring the spirit of that plant 
getting back to earth with that plant" he speaks of the energy of plants 
"manipulaîin this energy to make medicines" 
he speaks of &e pine bee "its male and femaleness symbolizuig the creator 
the spruce tree symbolivng mother earth the sweat lodge 
gathering rocks o h h g  tobacco treaüng rocks with respect 
if they are to heal us bury them in the earth after the sweat 
to renew their energy don't just draw energy out of them and throw them in a pile" 
" sickness is loss of balance we are under obligation ta p m W  our spirits 
what we do cornes back on us" he speaks of "traditional knowledge emerging 
al1 over the world" the im dance of "protecting the knowledge r and inteiiectual property rig b of indigenous people." 

jake swamp of the wolf clan akwesasne speaks 
of the predictions of nostradarnus of the mayans €or the year 2028 
of handsome lake for 2017 he speaks of prophesies wamings 
strayings h m  teadungs brensic science the 1452 papal edict hmmrn 
he speaks of "sharuig traditional knowledgewith universities 
so many people in the world are discomeded from the environment 
any environment which is naturai" 
he works with chiken to instiii in them thankhil feelings 
"what do you think the future will be Like?" he asks them 
"their heads bow" he says "they look at the floor don? put k i r  hands up" 
he speaks of "taking specimens from nature students don? feel right about this 
students ask elders for counsel i'm going to leave it at thar 
lunch 

terra macphail is polish-scotüsh-swarnpy cree h m  saskatchewan an artist 
in her second year of fine arts at mcmaster a painter and sculptor 
she speaks of matier spirit and creative energy of immanence 
of her 2 years of adolescence in india suddenly a broken branch 
on the tree oukide speaks the shuttem are painted 
there are concentric arcles a mandala very subcontinent al 
papier mach4 meditation involution involuntary mandala 
archipelago made of stiredded revenue canada documents 
a dividing ceil golden vedic this and that 
sweat lod e and hinduism horsecoliar hide stretcher 
bamboo cffair €rame meditation frarne bronze tipi with wax colours 
nice balance of bo ry  and application 

a woman in a straw hat speaks of those "who have gone on before us" 
thanks them speaks of "taking fruit h m  the i r e  and sharing it" 
cecilia mitcheii is mohawk from akwesasne wears a h g  n i n  dress 
"there are lob of the illnesses now that are h m  stress 
h m  b e i i  in the fast lane world we cease to see we have so much 
in our own world we forget how to utiiize" 
cecilia has taken on many d e s  healer seer basket maker storyteiier 
teacher cbunsellor mother grandrnother 

donna house nnally makes it here after not bemg allowed 
to board the plane in the usa without her passport 
she had to drive two and a half hours back home to get it 
"the program is not accurate" she said "ï am not hopi but navajo dene 
and 1 am a botanist not an ethnobotanist" 



and 1 know what both words mean she lmks tired 
she is a very low key person with gentle humour 
'T found a way to keep who 1 was in my education 
when we turn to our bodies we question the earth the environment 
we have to come out of our ego there are songs 
there are ways of going about COU 
there are mnomic m t s  there 7 is i entity these attached to the environment" 
someone speaks of how gentie donna's voie is 

jan longboat is h m  the mohawk nation turtle clan 
"mother said goodbye to ail 10 kids there was a feast for her 

within two hours" of her assing "I have said this many times 
in those days we could s hP comrnunicate telepathically 
1 know myself genealogicdy this makes you strong 
grandmother told me it is time to go and sit by the water 
the fourth tirne 1 findy saw myself 1 saw me age eight 
1 began to leam about the medicines 
1 was bur years at anishnabe heaith in toronto 
where 1 leamed respect for both western and traditionai mediane" 
she speaks of the importance of "seed savers in the community 
"an elder once said to me 'never bargain with the medicines' 
jan owns and operates an earth healing herbal garden at 6 nations 

ruby miiier h m  the mohawk nation tude clan 
is in her fourth year of the nursing program at mcmaster 
she has worked a long tirne with the friendship centre 
she begins with "life is short and so am 1" 
then "nusing does seem to meet that fury of hoiistic healing 
going into a scientific mindset was very hard" 
so it helped to have as her minor native studies 

next in black cowboy hat with a hand drum david pratt 
he is dakota - nehiyapwat h m  saskatchewan a mediane man 
he helps in the repatriation of sacred items h m  museurns 
"1 can't add to what they say" his hand drum is bent 
he sings a prayer song a song he invited four up 
"to stand and look stu id" he says in a fun way 
a great endmg very g nef 

sunday may 3,1998 6 nations 
h m  white bear andy netowhow is Stoney the program says he's cree 
from sturgeon lake saskatchewan he's an addictions counseiior 
he helps his people in the area of socio-political weilness 
"in 1936 1 was introduced to addictions and 1 have been sober for 25 years 
I didn't know about spirit songs now they tape me in new york new zealand 
1 hop  one day youll be singing this song one da 
this beautifuI song it's a great thmg my frien s you know 
to s h  this 10 minutes with you" laughter 

J 
he speaks of treaties and of overtipping the pipe 
"m grandfather heard h m  an old man r 'ho d on to your dnun ipe and sweetgrass give to the young' 
the cree way is to O &, tobacco to four elders the four cioths 
the prints are yellow north white blue sky and red for the mountains 
the mcks the sun setang a h  there is green for our mother" 



ernest sundown says he is h m  the cree nation 
the joseph bighead m e  in saskatchewan 
he's been a chief 20 years he speaks with rather than of great humility 
he pub a phd on high "not that many who breathe the walk" he says 

lester ira- rigney teaches at tiinders university 
at the yunggorendi first nations centre 
' am deliberatdy academic 1 have to operate in those dominant paradigms 
' am sick of education deparhnents of university deparhnenk 
teliing us what to do knowledge is sold to the highest bidder" 
he speaks of mining companies "professors whose c e r s  are based 
on aboriginal knowings knowledges disembodied 
the dismemberment of our culture" 
1 am going to interrogate your theories academic knowledges 
generated apart h m  the community we wiU legitimize ourselves 
make mearchers accountable to us if we need certain research 
others we don't need to analyze data we will sit beside you 
with this data come up with strategies and implernentations 
of strategies and tell you whom to interview 
the university is instrumental in our oppression 
the second phase is schools and universities 
a h  the first phase which [was and] is guns 
universities are buiit h m  materials that wili last 100 years 
we want to keep the poison of institutions out of our children's minds" 

patricia monttueangus is h m  the mohawk nation 
grand river territory she now lives on the thunderchild reserve 
in northwestern saskatchewan she studied law at uwo 
"it is good to be home" the tears are right there 
"there is pain at the universities it is deliberate" 
she is finishing another law degree she says 
she is calling it "that poison it is deliberate contrived premeditated 
native studies is not a home the decision was made without consdting 
the peo le the ave and metis 1 got tenure but that's not what it's about" 
then te f us patricia what is 'ir 'about' 
"tiiere's no place no space yet at the usask i'm privileged 
I experience homelessness yet 1 have a house 
I understood at law school not what was presented 
but what was between the Lines 1 nwer talked about it publicly bebre" 
she speaks of seif-reflection how are we living our relationships? pause 
"I was very very sad 1 started to hear voices an old woman dreams 
in the summer of 1997" she speaks of 4 days in fast tirne 
when she was aimost hystericai 
"four bears appear in a dream protecting me 
what keeps me on a day by day basis a warrior 
is my cornmunity speaiung of the geography of knowledge 
and drawing around it 1 don't beliwe in that" 

next u of sudbury prof ovide mercredi speaks 
"1 say thank you in ojibway because Pm biiinguai" but he only speaks cree 
he can hold an audience that is im rtant 
after a bit of hui he quickly gets to tE point 
" lem what your people represent who they are 



even if you don't know your people 
an old woman told me thou 1 was not willing to iisten to her at the tirne 
8you .ouwiU be the next national EeY 1 never did meet her again 
it was here at 6 nations she said 1 will tell you about paradigm shifb 
come to our home and have tea there are some thuigs you need to know' 
but it was open tent at chiePs park 1 was with my wife shelly 
and I've never M those two people 
Pm still looking for those eiders" he pauses briefiy 
"orval" he says "was raised traditional 1 was not 
and 90% of the p p l e  in this m m  1 bet were not 
we're taiung on o k  people's memory as our own 
the paradigm is not Ust deetive it is individual 
1 think you know w La t 1 mean 
the mts of indigenou Ianguages are also beliefs 
how do you preserve knowledge if only some of us have access to elders" 
he works at the indigenous institute at sudb "develo ' ideas 
you don? have to christianity or bu%sm8' to EPVitual 
"I'm not as wise as everyone else but thank you for iistening to me" 
he cornes across with great humility and pride and humour 

david newhouse is onondaga h m  six nations 
he is dean or is it chair of native studies at trent University 
'1 graduated 31 years ago today from this place 
[j.c. hi11 highschool in whose auditorium he is speaking] 
he speaks of his early vision "1 saw a university teactung indians 
to be indians at trent that's something 1 thought 1 could do 
1 don't know what traditional knowledge is it's i i i  jazz 
you can't deûne it but you know it when you see it" 
he speaks of some facdty members at trent bang 3rd and 4th degree medewewin 
there is an oneida chief an apprentice chief or medewewin "there is a dye lot 
of traditional indian people and academic world ones 
enlightenrnent is a challenge to reason" 
then he moves on to "the philosophicai underpinnings of the 
and "methodologies of extra-teasonable things Like dreams asts 

ted expressions of traditional knowledge" 
rt" 

he speaks of " waluaüng of knowledge the construction of knowled e and Other a% 
accreditation the need to be more rigorous academia has an unquen ble Uiirst" 
he speaks of the original social contract and the great Law 

c%a 

"we need to go kyond blame we have been abused colonized" 

brian rice is Erom the redwood forest of calibrnia he speaks of the beauty 
of redwood "they ail came h m  the same suckers of an originai treel' 
then he says in difornia there is no f h t  nations talk 
no identification of mixed b l d s  mexicans" it probably wonnt be long 
before they outlaw speaking spanish in public 

pat is very üi and weak h m  the air of hamilton and the water 
which are not quite sr, bad here at 6 nations 
sa we leave this basin of poliuted air and water and wonderful human beings 
and other relations and head back to belleville khgston then upstate new york 
waiting waiting €or july when we can come home again to canada 

paddle paddle paddie stmke stroke paddle piaddiestroice 



new zeaiand councii for kacher edwation conferonce 
waikato university hamilton aoteama novernber 1998 

we get into our came and our gortex 
hoist oui saiis our umbrellas oui aspirations 
check the outrigger in preparation for our m a n  jowney 
then we paddie up in the diredion of hamilton on the north island aotearoa 
arriving october 14 tired cold and wet we check into a motel near the river 
wash u grab a qui& coffee and head over to waikato u to register 
and to /! ear the keynotes 

we came ostensibly to present papes about our visions for education 
but also to l e m  what's happening with indigenous education 
in this most ultra-right wing of aii 'developed' countries 
and to discover why the votes let the govenunent 
give the corporations whatever they want in whatever amounts 
this is ûuiy a country of monopolies so much for the treaty of waitangi 

the conference theme is 'remapping teacher education for the 21st century' 
that should be quite a challenge given the lack of knowledge 
about what even the temtory will be 
the conference is hosted by the school of education u of waikato 
three of the nsos of this conference are wineries 
anà i f t h e r  ton estate is a winery that makes four 
and there's a rent a car company air new zealand a nissan dealer 
a real estate company pouparae park 
they get front page expomre eat drive drink and be merry 
buy a house buy a dream vacation abroad 
and let us not forget the 'cooper and lybrand' lecture theatre 
where the keynote addresses are hmm 
nothing like advertising a corporate accounting firm 
to new zealand's teacher educators to get them used 
to the corporate agenda the business mode1 of education 
another fuiisiung nail in the academic Ereedom coffin 

this fourth nzrte confemnce hasn't even offiaally statted yet 
and clichés aiready abound a woman standing at the front 
is manufacturing them h m  a page with her vocal apparatus 
"as kacher educators we face huge challenges" no applause yet 
"inwasingly diverse social and cultural context" stili none 
moving right dong to the "impact of new technologi&' 
you c m  hem people holding their breath/applause 
now she's moving on to shoulds how we need 
"to tespond to comrnunity expectations" "increasi demands for accountabüity" 
noeline dcorn is very english though not and CO 3 rence cornmittee chair 
she must get her introductions h m  a rainyday jarnjar 
of shredded govemrnent documents 

the minister of education wyatt creech is standmg there 
with intedocked Mers he begins with "the average teacher 
is eight yem older than the rest of workers there is liîtie new b l d "  
as though new blood were going to solve anythg 
he goes on about "remuneration" he's hit the head right on the nail 
or maybe his thumb he moves to talk about "paying teaches weli" 



there are many coughs and clearin of thtoats 
suddeniy he says without ado 'x tech must be strong' 
which translates as 'buy more buy more faster better don't wait buy now' 
even if you don't want or need it "it can be a powerful aid" he says 
here cornes one of those "avenue" of opporhinity sentences 
h m  the plitical csrptic erassword encyciopaedia of verbal pablum 
suddeniy he gives a big plug for special education 2000 
what a business they've made out of ple whom they idenûfy 
as being misfits dysfunctional disab P" ed othered 
he speaks of "additional tax dollars" and "intervention [meaning Iegal advim) 
of the ministry of education into schools" 
ta DA ta DA ta DA he must have written his speech with a metronome 
"when the life prospects are knocked back by poor performing schools, we . . ." 
and coughuig ends that sentence here cornes some kind of pronouncement 
he's gathering his face together "based on an ero [educational review office] assessrnent 
[which is to say offiaal standards of quantification and adherencel ce rt 
things are turnuig around thars nice ero giving itself a at han 
not to mention on the back selfangra tulations ar 1 mund 

8" 
and with the other free hand it is perfecûng the intimidation of school review offim 
watching creech makes me reaiize that privil e oes to men 
with faces like old-fashioned canopeners w &R,hs~~t~h omm fffff 
his voice dmnes on "shaping leamin and achievement in new zealand schools" 
al1 of a sudden he's talking about bri f ing teachers with bonuses 
of course not ushg those words something about "healthy competition" 

you can see him scan ahead a few Lines wanting to say something profound 
"papers [sylhbized curriculum courses] are not to be driven by arüfiaal deadlines" 
hmm 1 think aren't al1 deadlines artifidal? aren't al1 assessments artifiad? 
aren't schools? rninistry standards? govemments? there's something simulacral 
about him then he moves b "people responsible for 'training' teachers" 
yes thars just it the word 'training' not educating 
he moves on to "jaded bumed out teachers" which in here is probably a tautology 

"in the modem world he banalizes "teaching is a skill" 
excuse me but did someone just funnel more clichés into his mouth 
while we were alf blinking and coughmg in disbelief at the last lot 
this part ends in a songlprayer with maori words 
the ed rninistef s nose hongis with the maori's nose speaks maori words 

this keynote speaker rawiri brell brown/yellow tie is a p u p  manager 
from the ministry of education he has a prepared speech 
but miradously beguis with casual chat banter cajoling 
aü carefuliy planned strategized choreographed a lyre bird all the while singing 
'sellout sellout sellour he begins in english 
talks about teacher 'training' rather than teacher education 
he did the former at waikato quite a few years ago 
when "maori were not high in our consciousness" 
whose consciousness is 'oui 1 wonder? 
was he not high in his own consciousness? 
"OUT environment was very monocultural 
and ur didn't think anything differently" my ears blink 
then how did t get that way? by a fLlt 
or other means of locomotionwas weryone in and mund  
"the shores of r o t o ~ a  assimilateci by magic?" 



everyone seffles back thinlang this must be a tail story 
or a short one on stilb or there's a trampoline somewhere out of hearing 

he speaks of "another h m  of native school emerging as h m  lonrpapa ~" 
he speaks of "saving the langua e to save t h r p l e "  
then retreak into ministry babb f e again pl tramp plodtramp 
get out your cliché ciounters "getiing more classroom murces  
curriculum developments assessrnent tools'' 
he must have used his [prime ministerl jenny shipley 
cliche expression and catchphrase digest 
he hasn't mention 'training' moE t e a m  for ai least 2 minutes 
"much of the thinking seemed to be based on a day to day 
kind of planrung" sounds a lot üke new zealand imrporated 
but then he meanders to "many maori inspired initiatives 
outdid the thinking of well-intentioned adminidrators'' well intentioned? 
obviously he's trying to make a transition and Io' and behold the treaty of waitangi 
became important again to educators and roprations 
someone must have told him b remember to mention the treaty 

breU speaks of his days at hamilton kachers college 
"1 saw pride in maori laquage and culture to be very strong" 
so "last year we [being the ministryl comrnissioned a meta analysis 
of maori education literature and researchn woooaow! a meta something 
to try to find out what everywy who was maori already knew 
"that the relative M y  m u r c e  position of maori 
is an important cause of education disparities [vis vis pakeha)" 
he gaes on saying "maori parents have had Iess education" 
1 am assuming here he aks of formai education "to pas on to their children" 
and "the reviewersb rr that ethnographie studies were rich in detail and description 
but frequently difficult to generalize outside the area OC study" 
1 wonder where they 'found' this out does he perhaps mean 
'deduced' or 'interpolateci'? or was it actuaily found swaddled or ma be in the 
suddenly he confronts us with what anybody with half a brain knows m child ood 
which might exciude those who nin successfully br ofice 

xo R"" 
that "conclusions sometimes appear to be overly dependent on the prior views and 
experiences of the researchem'' 

"researchers" he says "have discovered that opposing secondary cultural characteristics 
were developed by maori as a resuit of the historicai accumulation 
of the effects of colonization land mniiscation assimiiative pressures and relocation 
of many maori into workmg class urban environments" 
1 wonder.who commissioned the stud and why it was even held 
this is not someüung new this "con Y usion" mind you is prernised on the presumption 
that because pacific islander school leavers are said to "perfonn" better than maori 
[however this is assessed or evaluatedl because theu cultures and languages 
"remain largely intact back in their home lands'' 
how can two different corntries hvo difkent groups be compared 
who have diffemnt govemments scbo1 syskms histones cultures 
there is the racist assumption "the peer pressure hypothesis" that maori 
strive to not s u d  or at les t  do not strive to s u d  
this assumption looks oniy at the surface of the manifestation 
and this maori h m  the ministry stands there spouthg this like a pakeha fountain 
why would he and his ministry buddies assume that other ethnic groups 
would have a similar -en= to maori if racism wem involved 



other races are not claiming prior residency or sovereignty of aotearoa 
other races are immigrants 'ust as the pakeha are 
they are not indigenous to tk 's place onIy maori are 

brell spe* of the ministry needuig a more deliberate plan of research 
and a maori education research framework whom 1 wonder will mate these? 
at one point he says "education can be an important cataiyst 
in "helping to im rove leaming" what kind of education is he talking about J formal pakeha ucation institutional/ized education? or traditional education 
and how would he be in a position to know or to choose 

he oes on listing lists then talks about "studenk who experience learning d an behavioural difficul ties" 
1 wonder who else could experience behaviwral diffidties for them 
or is he talking about other peoples' behaviour as being the difficulties 
he partieularizes those "who are h m  low incorne communities" 
the number of bland inept ministry initiatives make me think 
of someone dying in intensive care covered in bandaids and get well cards 

"in some localities there is private sponsorship of certain school-related adivities" 
Eor whose benefit? he follows this with "the move to more enabling resourdng 
and remuneration policies" and "to inmase the responsiveness of the school system 
to meet the needs of maori students" not to mention the agenda of big business 
he keeps saying thuigs like "the range of policy options" 
and you know he's taiking about stra 'es to M t  teaching encourage training 
then to the astonishment of nosne T e says "we know that policies are interpreted 
differently by different peopIe and in diffmnt situations with different resulk'' 
is that saying everything or nothmg? how about whose inte retation matters? 
who is in control of interpretation and of p o ü q  and of funds an 'B curriculum? 

next he moves on to eEEecüvely blame local maori cornmunities 
for differing levels of "achievement" and "variability" in school 
some comrnunities interact 'bettef more 'efficientiy' he is hinting with the schools 
and who mahm up the "professional Ieadership and capability" 
which is "able to read and interpret policy"? 
making '%est use of the resources they have" what about what they don't have? 
maybe he has ben at the ministry too long he is speaking internai racism 
"if the capability is not up to (whose] scratch then ifs oing to aEEect the education 
of the students some of this capabiüty is depen ent on the quûüty 
of initial grounding received in places iike this 

% 
now he goes on about a Eramework for a maori education strategy 
which has 880ver-archuig reasons" for bang developed 
sounds like he's building a bridge or a monument maybe to himself 
one of the over-archmg reasons being "to break down the adhocery 
that builds up as policies are adjusted to bring a better focus on maori 
usudy after the evenY8 now whose "adhaq" is he talking about 
maori or the educational system's? who is to say 
that ad hoc Eor maori might not work very w d ?  
whereas on the other hand the ad hoc of the system 
might be another name br ignorance or rejection of maori culture? 
and as to "a deliberate plan of action I.or dosing the gap between maori and non-maori" 

rp' and is the 'gap' one of 'performance' one of 'assesment' 
one O 'cuiturally sensitive and indusive curriculum"? 
aii gaps are not the same wne  are quantitative some are racist 



and purposely consûucted some are qualitative meanhg cultural 
and certainly there are too internai gaps those within a perceived system 

and what about this "new imperative k i n g  signalledl by govemment 
"to focus attention on the education of maori over the medium temf8 
so there's quite a conversation going on here 
about the needs of the pakeha majority b e i i  the Baws of the maori 
mono listic capitalism and racist discourse as the default position 
with tr e maori community as the broken teeth in the gear towards market globalism 
must be the presence of tectonic plates or weather systems interacting isomorphically 
catalyzing humans to corne on strearn 

one of his points about the "consultation process" is "there needed to be more 
amuntability" but by whom by the ovenunent maybe the ministry? 
no! "everyone could do more (parents, AI 001s and teachers)" 
and as to the other "main messages corning h m  the consultation1' with whom? 
there needs to be "mon responsiveness and diversity in education" 
by whom for whom of whom? 
there needs to be " es in attitudes and expectations" aren't those always changing? 
and of course there "r n s to be "better information and communication" 
what does information have to do with education? and what is meant by "better"? 

oh he8s onb some more akeha truths "in our [our?] thinking 
about the broad shape O f an educational strategy framework 
five intenzonnected strands [cute word] or elements ad 
as the basis for how we [we? whose side is he on1 
address maori education concerns [and education tao hopefully]" 
Ym sure his grandparents didn't bring him up 
here's another truism " g d  communication is about saying the right things 
[we a i i  know what they are right?] at the right tirne and in the right way 
and naturaiiy based on good mrmation" what is this "information" 
he keeps taiking about is it i i i  knowledge but without a context? 

oops 1 almost miss& mther gem "you know yourselves as both managers 
and teachers how difficuit it is to get good information at the right time 
and in a form you can easily understand what is "good" information 
and who creates it? I think the saying about pullrng ~ 0 0 1  over eyes 
must have originakd in the ministry of education in weihgton 

breU could malce a d a c e  out of these gems bUowing immediately on the last quote 
"working out the best way [hm there's that word "best" again it must be a rhizome] 
to do this so the task is efficient is an important value 
to consider taking a more [rather than les] stratepc approach" 
efficient in whose eyes? by whose standards? whose assessment? 
whose agenda are we taiking about hem whose life? 
we're told the chapple jefferies walker report has a "teehnical academic version 
and then there's a more lay person's version1' 1 wonder who the "lay" rekrs to 
and if they read kically the same or maybe they're like the versian 
of the treaty of waitangi and the maori version which is trdated into english 
for cornparison? how do you translate a kumara a spud an apple and into what 

the necklace grows "how we communicate our messa es 
is absolutely critical it is one of the most basic of alï O our needs [whose?] 
but is probably given the Ieast amount of importance 

f 



because we sometimes assume and wrongiy so that everyone will understand 
what we're sayuig" does he listen to himseif 1 wonder 
1 think he has a roulette speech replicator just add words finger pointings and spin 

"making the connections across these difkent players" 
aren't we moving into business tuigo I thought this was to be a subtle seU 
1 can feel an auctioneer in the wings "and facilitating information shanng" 
there's that "i" word again and look who's facilitahg 
it he says "is an important art of our work and no doubt yous" 
1 don't get it where's his al f egiance who is "oui' mferring to and who is "yours" 
he's talkmg about teachers and students and parents and comrnunity and teacher 
educator and muiistry and ~e~earchers is he maori or ministry or a hybrid? 

his method of putting bgether sentences is very devious "becorning more effective" 
that part is okay "in how we communicate our messages4' okay but who does 
"we" and "ouf' refer to 1 keep asking myçelf the rninistry 1 cari only assume 
hem's the rest of that sentence " c m  happen in a number of areas" 
now why not in ali areas isn't total communication what is important 
the words the context the feelings bemg there in body spirit? 
isn't that what becorning more effective is ail about 'whatever worW? 

he follows this with "providi maori with good information" the "i" word again 
"and a greater abiiity" 1 ask w can he assume the we can provide maori with 
greater abity? 

"g, 
that's like assuming we can empower someone else 

the rest of the phrase is "to get more h m  ewisting policies" 
1 think the maori [whether he includes himself or not] are probably quite able 
to provide thernselves with abiiity witlPout the ministry's faciiitation skills 
next sentence that "i" word a a h  where he talks about "different ways 
in which these polides could %e utilised by schools and tmstees4' 
what about parents and students and teacher educators [or for him trainers] 
and what abaut the notion of who has the power to implement poiicy 
and interpret it and who has the ear of the govemment and the press? 
his next point is about the "i" word again someone sure scattered the seed 

he goes on about emphasizing "communication to communities" 
ifs the "ta" 1 find troublesocne it means 'one-waf why not 'with'? 
next in this "oui' strategy of i m p e d  communication of "messages" 

is 4'pmvi'% 
the examples of g w d  practice" 

rather than e comrnunities providing the examples thernselves 
"in ways where schools and comrnunities can utilise [the "i" word] 
quickly and effecüvely" quickly? does this mean without refiection refraction? 
effectively? yes but by whose d a t i o n  using whose model? 

and "i"ntervention goes on "providing good [sic] information and advice 
[for whose benefit and amrding to whose definition of "good"] 
and what if they don't want advice or presdbed poiicy or governent interpreted 
policy? spinning his wheels no wonder he's in such a big 
"to iwi and other maori p u p s  wanting to become involv et-= in education" 
isn't k ing a maori mean being involved in some kind of education? 
can maori not be the teachers? 

he goes on about gettirrg "maori media to help mmmunicate informationr' 
how cari information be comunicated? isn4t it just somethmg which is transferred? 
he hasn't talked about knowledge yet or poiiues the maori might have 



he ends up his short [in many ways] list by suggesting the building and maintainhg 
of "good working relationships with ke maori groups in educationl' 
and h&s where he gets slopp "to he p inform thinking around new initiatives" X r 
es the word 'inform' goes wi 'inbrmation' & arenlt initiatives things that cm be worked on together 

rather than "communicated" by a patriarchai government ministry 
that wants to get rid of community based "adhocacy" because it's not efficient? 
sure why not "explore local solutions and opportunities" 
but why are solutions needed? if the problem is the ministry and educators 
rather than ttie maori then why not just get rid of the ha ministry 
the government which appoints the minister could let K"@ e maori educate 
their own chiidren and give them the money they need to do it 
money which m e s  h m  their payment of taxes in its many forms 
money h m  the pakeha long-term lease on aoteorea 

we're not done yet rawiri brell hasn't taken his jacket off yet 
"the second strand has to do with maximishg the benefits h m  new policy worku 
rather than maori people making up their new policies 
rather than maori people fighting against the imposed policies of the settlers 
and their indigenous scouts and guides 
sure it's a good idea that when "we're developing policies" 
"we" being the ministry king the minister of education 
together with hisl her mates and colieagues and the bureacra attached thereto 3: "we should have a good idea about what the iikely effects of ese will be 
on maori people" this imposition this trying out new strategies of conquest 
rather than workmg together with maori camrnunities 
working with caconut maori rather than those who reject western ways 
of viewing the world of living in the world 
he goes dong with this to an entent remember he's on a tether 
"one of the best ways to do this [involve maori in the pnicessj 
is to have developed good and diable two-way relationships with maori people'' 
he is speaking in the past tense "is to have developed" rather than present progressive 
again why "two way"? is he talking about al1 maori thinking the same way? 
do maori represent a united front? of CO-operation? 
of opposition to govemrnent "sûategies'H? are they half of a binary 

yet his idea of mutual leverage of networks and leadership and consultation 
seems at first glance to be an open 'let's work together at this' enMe 
but what benefits could maori people have in this leverage relationship 
with the ministry's "networks and leadership"? 
who would give and who would take? 

whatr up of people constitutes the ministry's "networks and leadership"? 
soun s like maori would have access to the cabinet and the business links 
or wouid it be pretty much the other way around? 
the whole sûuggle is to keep the "networks and  leadership"'^ hands off 
maori education and maori cuiture and maori epistemologies 

he's realiy making the most of the word "strand now he's moved 
to the "a" word "achiwement" and how maori people can get this in schoo1 
achievernent is pretty much partnered with that word "assessment" 
we ail know who asesses and who's criteria are used 
when 1 hear hirn start his fourth strand with 
"underpinning a stronger strategic focus is the varied and important mie" 
1 think okay what does he mean by "stronger" nmwer? 



and what "strategic focus" is he talking about the mirWy's? maori parents'? 
students'? the government's? and is it the parents "role" that is important 
or w h t  they do how they empower themeIves 
and stand up for their rights in a society demanding that children be educated formaüy 
and according to certain outcomes and assessments 

there is no subjed in the phrase with "and the place of ongoing relationship 
management and engagement " there is not even a verb 
there 1s a preponderance of nouns which are not men related to one another 
"the place" with respect to what and whece is the govenunent 
the ministry in this sentence this strand? 
there is no throughiine just vague ministeriai words dangüng 
and what is this "ongoing relationship between management and engagement" 
which maori groups and parents [what about extended family] 
can play "in supporting this"? 
what Grst of al1 is an "ongoing relationship management"? 
and what is an "ongoing relationship" "engagement"? 
who is running the relationship in each case 
who is managing who is controüing the engagement? 
according to the sentence it is in the first instance 
"maori groups and parents" who do and from hem 
we go into a semantic void in which "maori groups and parents" 
seem to manage and engage with "maori" 
he explains then or perhaps 1 should say "communicates" 
that this role of maori in king managed and engaged with 
in their own education presumably by the ministry is 
"certainly a key priority for the minis mm how nice of them 
he goes on to list "the ministry" "schoo Y" s" and "other education providers" 
and we deduce h m  the sentence before that maori are to have a "role" in this 
as weU yet he again calls it "tweway" which "should also be about adding value 
to the process rather than take it away" whose value? 
and should vdue not be inherent in culture? is value not imbedded in education 
rather than an add on? he never did explain what an educator provider does 
or if that meant education was provisionai 
he taiks of the importance of ministry links with maori groups 
in a straightforward way 1 think somebody else must have 
written this section of his speech or papa or maybe he's just winging this part 
and he's not equal to the updraft 

now he's ont0 "the final element' rather than "strand" 
which "is about achieving more effective social policy coherence" 
the word "about' almost negates the word achieving 
in the body of his talk he coma back to "strand" 
as though it were a iifehe to the rest of his talk 
then he goes on about the efforts of health welfare and education 
Wi "better targetd at the most at-risk famüies8* 
sounds like archery or an educationlal version of the gulf war 
"at-nsk" is a euphemisrn meaning that these people 

ri but have been colonized are colonized 
the eiEkcts of colonization so they do not fit 

into neat little achievement packages and outcomes balance sheets 
he speaks of housing and ernployment having an effect on the quaüty of famiiy iife 
about welfare having an effect on it as weU intimating that quality is quantity 
intirnaüng that poor people's quality of iife is not as good as rich people's quality of iife 



supprting his statement he partidarizes the amount of time and "resovces'' 
[which I assume he will at some int explain the meaning of] 
parents are able to give to their C d r e n  
is he saying that poor people 've their chüdren less time and "resom'' 
than nonpoor people then l? e ties the fuses al1 together and iights them 
adding "so does education" to the bundle 
education has an effect on the quaii of famil üfe by which 1 assume 
he means formai education but is 2' ucation 4 ough not part of quality of life? 
quality of family life? is there not a mutuality at work hem? 

1 don't knaw if this feUow is part of any traditional maori group 
but saying things like "strengthening arenting skills 
through parent programmes and adu t litera programmes'' 
is like saying that parents without pakeha sty 7 e education cannot be strong parenk 
and need their parenting skills strengthened 
king a good parent does not mean bei i  literate that is a racist classist assumption 
then he goes into the importance of "knowing how to go about getting pmblems solved" 
as if the world were a set of problems needing solutions 
specificaiiy white rationalist ones 

so far it seems positive when he says "in policy development we've 
[the niinistry 1 assume] been mncerned to change how we [sic] think 
about maori as irations and concerns" 
but he relates A 's to people Iike they were production units 
when he talks about "the need to get more effective uptake 
of policies on the ground" there doesn't seem to be m m  here for ongoing negotiation 
he is softening or losing the ministerial imperative or maybe just tired 
"our thinking and advice now puts more emphasis 
on the need to move away h m  "one-sizefitsali" ways of thinking 
to appmches that put greater emphasis on accommodating 
Iocai solutions to local needs and strengths" 
there's that word "solution" again and "nwds" 
1 think he'll get a lot more than two-sizefits-al1 or ten-size 
he is almost through his talk 1 hope and for the first time 
he mentions the ministry acknowledges the need to be listening to maori communities 
Pm sure a lot of p p l e  fell off theh chairs at that one 
then he moves into talking about "shaping policies" 

€aster through more e W v e  interventions 
once * decisions are en" rather than n otiated 
moving back into the business andlor n%uy mode1 

he must have just corn out of a muiistry-jargon-a--second-language immersion 
moving right into "trade-off< and "the need for good buy-in 

py"tffep'Oral mmmunity and rhmls" big ablingr watching "more local solutions'' 
"-ter local involvement and control" and d l  be 
erpecting "greater levels of assurance and accountability regarding the effedive delivery 
of licy on the pund" is there a war going on somewhere? 
di B" someone forget to pay income tax? then he gets into the dualism 
"we and maori communities" so much for him king a maori 
he ends this part with "we" b e i i  prepared to consider more "wholesale" arrangements 
for the local delivery of services" 
1 can't keep count of the business metaphors 1 wonder if there's an antidote 
now he's got it bad "issues relating to out ca ability to invest 
in a worthwhile and meaningful way with a l  potential maori stakeholdetç" 



now who is talking about investing or about b e i i  stakeholders 
I thought we were taikmg about educating children involving the whole community 
but "oui' "ability to support the develo ment" of more iwi and non-iwi groups 
in education cm "becorne ve stret and a passible source of frustration8' r; chel 
1 wonder how you stretch ab' 'ty and is this necessarily a bad thing 
and is frustration sornething b be avoided? 

I can't imagine anybody wasüng their time writing stuff like this but he goes on 
about the need for "dearer understanding about our respective 
responsibiiities and the different pressures and constraints we each face" 
he's saying Our hands are tied and we're hamstrung and 
we can't find the blindfold and mother may 1 doesn8t work here 
and maybe we don? want to budge we only budget of couse it makes sense 
"we need to rely on people with informeci [?] local knowledge 
and an understanding h m  them of what is needed for policies to make a real di&rence 
in their comrnunities" hurrah for some p "t" it must have slipped the censors 
but how can "we" "need an understanding m themi' take place 
the "we" has to do the understandiig they can't just be given it 
"we" can't "get it" h m  them we must get it h m  ourselves 

interesthg that he says "te runanga O n a t i p o u  will always know more 
about the 'coast' and ik people than t i  e ministry" 
1 wonder why he didn't say "we" maybe he's coming on board before both sides 
make him walk the plank then he kind of waffles plays both sides 
"like schools we have much to contribute [sure you do keep telling yourselfl 
but we need to shape and adapt our conhibutions through listeni 
[an interesting choice of words] and enhancing the contributions O others" 
at least he's king "above board" h m  time to lime 

? 
"many schools and conununities find it hard in practice to develop good working 
relatiowhips with maori" this "we8' learned through "our schooling improvement 
initiatives" so since the initiatives were the rninistry's 
and the idea of what "schooüng improvement" is the rninistry's 
then maybe maori people can work with themselves and invite people 
to work with them if they want to ask them the land after al1 
was taken h m  thern and given to britain there's not much reason 
maori should trust the pakeha and their maori cohorts 

he dimsses school initiatives to "help retain theii maori students" 
inciuding joint ventures schml "support in setting objectives 
helping with social and famüy issues peer advocacy mediation and supporVr 
if he couid have spoken about the difficul of getting maori parents 
"involved in the life of the school or for 2 001s finding ways of effectively engaging 
with the parents of young maori" during the rest of his paper 
mine this one would have been so much shorter many maori he says "did not have a 
clear understandihg of what they should T their children to achieve in school 
mr did they get good information to judge e progress of their children" 
that "i" word again and now the "p8' one 

then he goes back to ministry jargon 
"schools would have taken maori comrnunity on board some big ifs there 
"expertise would be aiiocated to meet certain objectives [whose for instance]" 
then he's fine for a sentence or two but adds "the difficult parts but also the joys 
of arhievement and props" 
without even hinting that these terms are culturaiiy contextual and constructeci 



then breU moves to the treaty ettlement and the tribunal praeess 
non-kin and iwi groups and the exercising of rmigatiratmigu 
"it has impücations for us and you" clearly he is separaüng himself 
b m  the maori cornmunity 
the treaty cleariy is a document of same power more consultation will be h s e d  on 
he tells us and "getting dongside" various maori groups 
suddenly he movés to "building a stronger maori dimension" 
intemting metaphor and "generaüy inmasing the overall res nsiveness 
of the ministry to maori including "accepting the responsibity E' r taking the initiative 
on the government side in the development of an educational strategy fac maori" 
again he moves to the need to "close the gap" as one of 'ouf key strategic ptiorities" 
then almost parodidy he talks about "a willingness 
to look positively at solutions that lie 'outside the box' 

but further on he dmost takes the bridle off 
"in supporting maori to cake control of an education initiative 
or programme we would be looking for them to manage 
the r e s o m  and capabilities and take responsibility for the risks" 
that sounds pre good though the ministry "is also conscious 
it cannot rely on Y ocal maoti organisations which often have few resources [oh d m )  
to pick up additional responsibilities without some support" 

"we we we" will 'we' ever cross over to include maori 
he's starting tu sum up his words are losing some of that minstry tone 
and stultification though it does @et 
he speaks of "effeding a better return from existing policies" 
while Iooking to "cantinuously provide them [maori] with more authori 
to develop the options which work better for them and at the end of the ay [day?] 
for everyone" thars as positive as i've heard h m  him 

4 
then he says a sentence about teacher educators and ends with 
"maori wiii choose a number of different & and pathways to reach their destinations 
understanding there will aiways be a finite arnount of resources 
and aiways thinking that obstacles are those scary things 
that get in the road when you take your eyes off your goals" 
makes me wonder what he was Like before he went and worked for the ministry 

not ûnished yet brell speaks of "the resources" the peer pressure hypothesis 
colonization assimiiative pressures land confiscation 
he's not much of a talker which is probably why he works for the ministry 
he's a mderer a report writer something of a linear researcher 
interesthg that the ministry and otago u people left before he started talking 
the word "resource" cornes up in the context of "more neighbourly resourcing" 
1 think the rninistry must play scrabble or cryptic crossword aii day 
or [el's see who can get the most inhuman ways of taiking about people 
and other living things [it is important to speak cleariy slowly to be inclusive] 
does he still know any maori words? he is spending forever boing roman meal 
throw your written """ away mate taik to us 
who is talking about ing assimüated 

"maximjzing the benefits" he must have found that one on page two 
of a microeconomics textbook was that polices or policies 
he's onto now maybe both add on something to do when things go wrong 
responses needluig away for thern "the quality of our communication'' 
was that "management education or managing education" 



with this gwement w r e  the same 
his jokes are achrd asides which are p m k d  as s 
toward mother e d perhaps that is where al P""" lies are directed 
"dadada dadada more e€fective social policies" was he ewpecting applause 
now 1 know why they left he talks like a textbaok or ministry poiicy parrot annotater 
he treats words as if they were sterile &s scattes them iike we wefe sbnes 
1 don't applaud for coconu$ 

"rernediation and support" andher barren meta hor stay away h m  anecdotes 
he was warned don? s ak as a human being ut as a ministérial cog or homophone I t 
ou've cettallily ewceed or is that succeeded in that 

! e h  when the o d y  duonide was tk spoken word and the iies of bones 
the tales of the scavenger birds the an& and fies what about 's "setüement pmess'' 
the verb becoming a noun or adjective 

t L  

this fdow shouid pour his words Uito a fertiliser spreader 
and nat treat us like captive compast or undernounshed aops 
"we h w  h t  we cm im rove the m e  of what we do" 
so what if they know it O P course they know it but what about action? 
he talks about parents' rdes and sado-emnomics 
near the end to pretend he's a real üve human being or that we are 
he talks a wee bit about maori in the end 
then thece is singing samane says "children are our makd' 

I go outside stiU happy to be in aotearoa despite this performance 
grateful to have maori friends to know they are strong 
1 walk dom to the waikato river the canm is sall the= 
but coyote and raven and wes are n o w h  to be seen or heard or scented 
1 lift up a paddle and look at its grain and kl it and fgel the wind of this place 
the powers and spirits and beings of it and 1 think ifs tike home 
it is home for now 
onen 

paddle paddle stroke 
paddle stroke stroke paddle 

paddle stroke paddle 
paddle w hoooootxnisss hhhh 



1 turn my came to those parts of british columbia where our peo le lived long before R there were pyramids we were living up thece those places the w 'te people cal1 
"whistler" "blackcomb" those places saddled now with white names mount currie 
skookumchuk port douglas mission kitsilano staniey park sumas mountain harrison 
lake we journeyed with alma on the rivers and laies coffee shops and tl'atl'imrc language 
class places of mail places of dream places of ancestor we taiked we listened 
raven and coyote joined our conversation and so did wes(tern methodology) who seems 
to pop up everywhere espedally where s/ he's not wanted 

ama qit so alma talking about school a subject dear to your heart hm 
1 went to school in the Residential School hase when it was near the very end. I 
went to the public school in Mission, Chi1 iwack, Lillooet, Skatin and Mt Currie. 
so you lived in al1 those beautifd places 

P 
1 was raiseci on a reserve at the head of Harrison Lake in beautifd Skatin 
community. 
ais0 known as skookumchuk. 
There was a handful of people who lived in the Skatin mmmunity. When i was 
younger 1 remember that 1 did speak my own Ucwalmicw language, and did 
understand my traditional ways. 1 rernember my andfather used to sit me on his 
knee and sing me songs in Umfamicw. My mother so used to teach me to pray in 
Indian and how to dance the sirota. 

if 
sounds like you enjoyed your childhood 
My mother disci iined me to help out at the community gatherin s such as doing 
the dishes after tR e meais and peeluig and cuthng potatoes and w 'k atever else had 
to be done. 1 was disaplined very well into the cultural ways. Although people 
look at me and say that you don't lwk that old, 1 still remember when Our 
comrnunity didn't have any running water systems or electric bathrooms. 
you are wise in many ways €or one so young 
1 am not old and 1 will not be old until 1 earn the wisdom to be an elder. 1 believe 
in what my parents taught me, and 1 also believe that we can heal as a whole 
community, and educate each other on the knowledge and honor of our people. 
so you were not brought up in the big city 
come on d m  t o m  bright lights d e s  
1 was adopted the Indian way and brought up in the white man's system. 1 Wear 
the clothing that the white man invented and Iive in a place in which we use upto- 
date technology, but 1 still am not a white person and 1 do not wish to be. What 1 
am is a person who has brown skin and dark hair, of which 1 am very proud. I 
have red blood just like anybody else in this world. 
sounds like you and our family had a good iife you must be very proud of them 
1 have two families, +l e Sam Family, and the Peters Family. 1 grew up in the Sam 
family and they are as foiiows: Alma Peters, Earl Sam, Jones Sam, Harold Sam Sr, 
Sylvester Sam Jr, Car1 Sam Sr, Theresa Paul [Saml Darlene Williams Sandoval 
[Saml Leslie Sam Sr. My parents are the late Sylvester Sam Sr and Seraphine 
Williams [Sam]; my grandparents are Matüda Sam and Johnny Bob Sam 
boy that's a good-sized family 
she's just starting 
My biologicai family are Alma Peters, the late Alvin Peters, Arthur Peters, 
Augustins Alexander, Alphonse Peten fr, Charlie Petem Sr, the late Rosemarie 



Alexander, Melvina Alexander. My biological parents are Mary (Aiexander) Peters 
and Alphonse Peten Sr. 
wow 
1 was born in Mission BC in lm, on the 2nd day of January; 1 was the 21 2 Mn. 1 
had a M n  brother and we were new year's babies of 1971. 
congratulations 
The life sto that 1 am about to unfold is ve personal and very moving. 1 will 
try to kli it 7 ike it is and both for fact and to e point. 
there's no rush please take your time 

;K 
1 would like to tell you a bit about my life, and this is how 1 am oing to tell it. As 1 
was sitting in the pews of the cha 1 at the St. Mary's Church, w 'ch was also a L t 
Residential boarding school, 1 loo at everythng that was in the chu& 1 
remember that the look in the church at the time was hard floors, stained 
windows, a piano to the right of the church, to the left was the confessional booths, 
and the front dwrs that were brown in color, that swung open outwards. 
m your eyes remember weil 
1 also remember the pichires on the waii, the Stations of the Cross. 1 remember 1 
used to look at the pictures and being disgusted what those horrid people did to 
J- 
not to mention w h t  they did to our people and do the genodde 
naili him to the cross. 1 was a very emotional kid. If 1 looked at it for a long time 
1 WOU d start aying. 
you're stiil very emotional very caring there is much to cry about much to grieve 
The children that 1 hung out with there wouid be my relatives that were also sent 
to the boarding school. These children would play a special role in my Life. 1 was 
pmtected h m  beiig picked on by these kids. 
they picked on you 
The kids used to call me names, because 1 was a very scrawny looking 
long uncontrollable hair, and 1 was nicknamed Mrs. Haggerty. They ca p. led me Ihad 
Mrs. Haggerty because my hair was very long and so unmana eable. 1 remember 
how hard it was for people to do my hair because 1 would cry %ec ause it hurt so 
much. 1 would run around and play like 1 was on the reserve yet. 
freedom knows no bounds nor it seems did your hair 
When 1 was on the reserve 1 used to climb in aU the trees and be a monkey, or 
tomboy, as some wodd teil me. 
sounds like a great place to be raised away from cars and poilution 
1 also remember when one time when we were in residential school, they made 
this big meal with this icky white stuff, and red things. Now days 1 guess they call 
it Shepherd's pie. No body ate that meal because the look of it was gros 1 was 
the only one, who ate that pie, because 1 was always taught to eat everyüung off 
my plate and not to waste anything. 
mm me too every last bit 
1 remember they also used make us eat this yeilow mush commeal. It used to 
have lumps, and in those lumps were powder. 1 used to hate that so much. The 
bumt toast used to be the worst. The lunches they gave us were sometimes ok, but 
not aii the time. They used ta give us peanut butter and jam almost every single 
day, except for the days when they would give us the reaiiy icky sandwiches with 
lots of mustaid, and mayonnaise and soggy soggy lettuce. Oh it was bad; nobody 
men wanted to trade lunches Some of my white £riends men pitied me and gave 
me their lunch, or brought an extra one along with them to school. 
you'd think they'd be more caring about your nutrition maybe the cathoîic church 
was in a slump in those days or lost their copy of the canada food guide 
The boarding schwl used to be a plae where we used to live ten months out of the 
year. We wodd go to school outside of the midentid building and went to 



neighboring schw1s. This was because there was too many students to take care of 
aü at once. 1 used to hate this one supervisor that was in the school because she 
used b be so mean to us. She didn't know how to handle the kids; she used to be 
so angry al1 the tirne. She seemed to be rnad about something al1 the time. She 
was known as the pig because her nose looked like one. 
mm r d  winner 
1 wiU leave out names if I cm. 
mm proiwt the reputations 
1 remember ütat they u s d  to unish everyone. Not just one person but weryone. 
Somebody *le a wallet that k longed to one of the supervisors. Everyone had to 
sit in the recreation m m  until somme fessed up and nobody would, so we 
stayed in that room for such a long time. 
miserable 
There are t h e s  when t Wught what did I do to deserve such a sad place like this. 
Although 1 wasn't beaten at the school the residential school affected me because 
my parents went there and so did my brothers and sisters. I was beaten as a child 
and aiso raped. 1 have since gone to therapy and o k n  counseling. 1 did however 
confront the person that ab& me, the people w ! O abused me which 1 am not 
saying any names could have been abused in the residential school. 1 am saying 
this because 1 need to voice this and let other people know that it is not right b be 
abwd.  
nor is it right to abuse to have to go through such a horrible experience in a 
government and church sanctioned place of learning 
1 didn't know much about my culture More 1 went to the residentiai school. My 
foster parents drank alcohol and had an unhealthy environment. They knew that 
they had to do better things so they brought us to the residentiai schooI hoping 
that we wouId get a civilized education and home. 
civilized hm yes 1 remember my father using the word civiiized and how the 
priests tried to make us Wear it rather than our traditional dothes 
I used to sit at the windows of the residentid school, iike many others that were in 
residence and bal1 [sic] my eyes out because 1 missed my parents. Although 1 had 
an abusive upbringing 1 süll loved my €oster mother. 1 always did and dways 
will. 1 was so heartbroken. 
mm it must have been very hard 
it wodd have b e n  hard even lor a coyote even this one 
1 remember one time h t  me and my friends at the school used to use this bucket 
with a towel and we would use sticùs or whatever we can to try and remember 
some of the lndian songs that were taught to us by our relatives h m  back home. 
We were Ming this h m  our supervison and if we would've gotten caught 1 bet 
we wodd've gotten into trouble. 
no music after 8 pm especially indigenous music 
They did condone our culhire when 1 was in there but not when my parents were 
in there. They wouId've gotten the pulp beaten out O€ them. 
generations of abuse racist discouse editing abongindia 
1 remember somebody teiiing me that if they would go back and change things 
they would et revenge. They can't go back and change things so they are 
consuniing f eir Lives with aicohol and dcugs. They are too scared to speak up. 1 
wish that abuse of children wouldn't go on. But it did sadly in that ÇO-OUed 
stupid idiotic of a place midentid 'avilized' schwl. I hate the residential school 
and I wish that it never were such a thing. It hurt ii~wrbers of my f a d y  and it 
hurt me because 1 know that a person was never brou t up to be an abuser. They 
had b been taught by a filthy predator calIed s d  2 'cinlized' people. 1 would 
not pay a million bu& to go back and reIive the tiungs that 1 had b endure 



because what my families had to go through. king abused is not a M y  thing 
and it shouldn't be ipred.  
nor forgotten what is d y  being done to help those abused it is not onIy money 
that is needed and western ideas of psychoIogizing and healing it is our own ways 
Wre you say you are not white and don? want to be white 
1 seen too many things with our people it is time to stop this now. Start to heai and 
lwe one another iike we a ~ e  as one, not a trillion ple. We shoufd ail unite. This 
is called the education of life and it is within our arts. The education is in out 
hearts* not in Our wallets. 

Re 
good point western education does not speak much about this love is certainly 
not usuallv part of the formula in the curriculum documents i've seen 
1 look back dl the lime and try a .  remember good things but the negative things 
just wonTt go away. The pain in my heart is big; rny anger in my Me is so big 
ifs not easy to be a human b e i i  who has been hurt over a long period of t h e  for 
no reason our conununity has seen a lot of pain you have 
peo le with d R Y and certificates can tell you things but the people who have 
the owledge 'ke our elders keep getüng ignored. 

Wes thev're beinn invited into classrooms in certain daces what more do vou want 
indigenous howledge as agenda mt addenda' 
1 have a friend that bld me that in one of her classes that w hm she requested an 
elder h m  a Pirst Nation community b speak at her First Nations cIass. The 
r o W r  repiied that if we get a F i t  Nations elder in here we w i U  have to get one 
in the Chinese culture, the Mexican, Eumpean cultures, and sa an. Why was an 

elder r e f u d  to speak in a First Nations dass? 
many teachers have tiny minds the fraser river valley is a vat of racism of 
euracentrism 
I feel that the cesidentid school was not a good place for the white man to put the 
lndian people in; this makes the indian People very sad. The Govertunent was 

b help by giving us a free place to stay that wiü dothe us and feed us, and 
?ded eàua, us. 
that may have been the promoted public agenda anywa your homeland was 
also a free place to stay where you Çed youtself cloth e l  yourself yes the white 
peopIe are very gwd at saying lmk at what we are 'ving you but they took 
everything the province of british mlumbia 230 mi lion acres look what they 
give us back they stole stanley park where we lived khatsnlmiou93f whistler 
the Eraser river valIey they gave it to the dutch and the ermans and the engIish 
now th& cows are Uuting pisoning the river the un ergirrund waters the sky 
the air we breathe tR" e earth our food 

d 
Why are our people in jails, on the streeîs, on drugs and almhol? Why are our 
people abusing? They learned it h m  the system-abuse you were not born 
with-you were taught it. 
1 think it was al1 part of the plan Ion - and short-range let the colonized lem to 
colanize themselves one another i e  n who is leÇt to blarne the vicüms for 
perpettatin. what they Iearned by having it done to them over a l ikthe over 
generations 
1 am not d M y  painting Cingers but we ned to have more than apology. 
sf'rry SO"T =CPY S O T  S O T  Wrry sor ry so ny 
~=Y~rryso"Y='V Wrry 
We need for some of the govenunents to give us the free special counseling 
not white coumehg 
in every mmmunity to be the* b hear us on what we have to say. Sit there and 
listen how much pain and turmoil we went h u g h  how many te=, anger, and 
how much it messed up our lives. They need to understand that üûs goes deeper 
than the apology. We need to be compensatecl, not with money but for the people 



that harmed us to sit there Listen and look at us. Why do you think that you cm 
change us? 
that they have or had a right to them and their descendants who have inherited 
'O& land h m  those who stole it €rom Our ancestors 
Civilize us? You can change the way we dress; act, and talk, but you can't change 
the color of our skin and hair. You may beat the language cight out of us. You took 
the traditions away, stole and raped our children Now did we beat you for 
speaiung your language? Did we molest your children when they were helpless 
and know [sic] where to go. Did we force you to learn our language 
fat chance of that happening 
did we force you to leam our culture, and do we shove an eagle feather into your 
faces, and force you to pray our way? 1s this how you teach your children to live? 
Now we must try and pick up Our people. Must we be afraid when we see a 
shadow in the night; must we fret when we try to speak Our langua e? Do we run 
with embarrassment when our relatives come with a buckskin han dnim? 
not so much as before 1 hope 

d 
We need to talk about our ast why did the government and clergymen allow this? P Why did they stop our chi dren h m  being themselves? Couldn't they have just 
lefi well enough alone? Our people were good where they were; they hunted and 
t r a p e  for the food. They survived off the land; they harvested food. 
iYs way of the ewopean the christian way converting the savages 
We were educating our children. The language, the hunting, tra pin& Our arts, 
and uafts, the old traditional ways are lost, but they are coming ! a& We are 
trying to regain our culture back, and we need to look at the educational part of 
our history. When you think about it we do have a very good educational 
background. 
not in the western sense not in the academic sense 
The women already knew how to weave baskets, make buckskin dresses, and 
moccasins for the feet. They had carpenters in Our tradition They built the houses 
and in the earlier days they built the ishkin5, underground houses. People knew 
how to make drums, tan the hide of the der .  They knew how to track dm, bear, 
cougars, and other wildlife. The other tools that they made for hunting were bow 
and arrows, sling shots, deer rib scraper made out of the deer antler, and there are 
several other thin s they made fmm their own hands to catch the animals for their 
meals. Of course k ey only took what they needed. 
not like today the waste the hwding the consumerism addicted to addiction 
They even made stuff for transportation in two different forms: sc~)wshoes, and 
canoe. They made these off the trees in the forest. They didn't go into the forest 
and chop more than they needed. That even went for other things such as berries, 
animal hunting, and wood from the trees. It was taught that they shouldn't take 
what they didn't need. 
it wasn't about pu tro hies on the wall the heads of our relations the four- 
leggeds measuring e or weight or breadth d e r  size 

a Y& 
Th were even generous enough to pray for the things taken from the mother 
e Such as an animal that you have hunted d o m  you wouid leave your knife, 
pray to the creator, thanking the animai for giving up its Me to feeâ him and his 
family. The krtife would also serve ik  purpose if someone was wallung d o m  the 
trail and they would ûnd the knife they couid keep i t  This wouid mean that the 
knife served its purpose. 
like the potlatch sharing what you have with others openly the christian reiigion 
didn't take too kindly to praying to anyone or anythmg exriept th& god the one 
they'd made in their own image 
The indian people already had th& religion, and they were very humble about i t  
They didn't need a big congregation that was fancy. They had their tipi or 



sweahuse. The sweathouse wasn't really introduced until the 1960's ta the 
StYatlrm people. Our own culture is with the hand drums and dancing. We have 
our prayer sangs. We also have our own traditional ways that were taught to the 
people untü they were sent off to the residential schwl system. Stories were also 
taught to the chiidren, legends that wül be carried on untü the end of time. 
in our own language 
Our Ianguage is very unique and is special to our people. The sad part is that not 
very many of us know the laripage. Sad to know that this was katen out of most 
of our older generation that went to the old school caiied the residential school. 
We had our ways of teaching our children; it will take somewhat of an effort to 
regain what was rightfully ours. That is our pride and our culture. We wül not 
give up our child~n again. 
yet social services is doing ths  everyday we can't stop them stealing our chiIdren 
giving Our children to white people so they'll forget their culture becorne white 
Pm le have got to know that this land is not hr sale and that rnoney will nat be 
useh  when we al1 must meet the Creator agaln You can't pay your wa into 
heaven. We wiii pme what ir ours men if it takes our great granddill&~ We 
are educating our children sa that we can fight fire with fi*. We are educating our 
childm so weli that we wiii corne out just as humble as we were in the beginning. 
yes good point 
We will not beat your children and we will not beat you if we catch you speaiung 
your language. We will mme together as one. 
that's more generous than 1 often h l  
This is the ducation that 1 will be looking foward to. Lets h o p  that our own 
governance wiIl beat tfie system than what it is today. 
you said earlier you were adopted 
When 1 wa .  around 2 or 3 years old, I was ado b the Sam Family h m  the 
Shan Community and grew up there. My bio PL7 ogi father is Alphonse Peters, Sr. 
who is originally h m  famahquam. My mother is h m  Shalath on the Seton 
Portage. in my adopted family, 1 have severai bruthers and sisters. Many of them 
have üved in Skatin al1 th& Me, they lived off the Iand like many families. 
is there anything more you want to say about education either traditional or the 
white education forceci on you 
1 attended the residentid s c b I  of St. Mary's in Mission. It was the last of many 
residential xhools which were shut d o m  in the early 1980's. 1 regret 
to residentid schml h a u s e  it twk me away h m  my culture. 1 was 
my language and traditions. 1 had a hard time iike the 0 t h  native 
them. 
it must have been good the times you got to go back home 
When I did go home, I remember having the traditionai faais that were hmested 
in the vailey. I enjoyed eating deer meat and grouse. i never did go hunting or 
fishing, but other people told me about theu experiences. I was a very curîous 
child and asked many questions. 
you stiiî do and m 1pspectfu1 
My adopted mom Sera hine Çam tried her best to teach me as much as she could, 
but because of the resi f ential school system, I was aiready 'assimilated' into the 
mainstream, which had little to do with native ways. 1 ~emember askin my 
adoptive parents about what il was l i i  growing up, and they wouid te a me that 
the residential schd book away most of their native culture. Because my morn 
had an ammged marriage, she was lucky enou h not to attend residential schuoI. 
She started a family with my dad, who logged k r a üving. 
european immigrants seem to not appreciate the importance of traditional 
education Living on and with the Iand 



Most families that are h m  the in-SHUCK-ch N'Quat'qua territory still hunt deer 
and grouse. 
the ones who are stiii up there 
These animais are still a part of their every day diet %me have learned how to 
hunt h m  their fathers or grandparents. Many traditions are still respected and 
are king taught to the younger generations at community atherings Etmerais, 
b idays ,  graveyard cleaning, weddings, name giving, an hand drumming, 
singings, and dancing. 

'! 
though 1 do not eat meat 1 understand the need to hunt animais to survive not 
everyone cm survive without meat it would be especiaîiy difficult up there in the 
bush hunting was and is important to many 
The youth were taught to do severai things before a hunt -They were taught that 
the could not just go out to the forest and kill an animal; they had to eam it. They d' ha severai things to leam before they were aîiowed to hunt. They would leam 
that when a person caught th& first animal helshe could not eat it. It must be 
dispersai to the community. The hunter was usually stuck with eating fish 
instead. 
that wouldn't be tw  bad either 
This ieaching was adhered to when one caught any animai for the first time. The 
elders were very strict with their teachings. One had to eam the title of king a 
hunter. 
you were telling me about someone you were speaking with abut  what a hunter 
did with the very first catch who said to you 
The hunter is not allowed to eat it, the piece of meat, you 've it back to mother 
earth, thanking i t  The first deer they made you drink the 't I d  from the der .  
They are done after they cau ht the deer. Whatever you catch you should offer it 
back, say a little prayer; a li tf e ceremony is just as g d .  However, some of the 
teach.ings have been questioned. 
you were aiso speaking with someone in Ti Ila who didn't seem to lollow that 
They said "you are supposed to drink the b Y ooci too but 1 don't do that" 
Pm sure they'd get excommunicated the church has long called us savage and 
heathen 1 was taught that hunting was not something you just twk for granted 
you don? just jump up and go out and kill something just because you want to 
The youth would have to foîiow the elders into the forest and leam the sounds of 
nature. The different tradings were aiso very important, such as bears, deer and 
an other animais that were out in the forest Every hunter is taught that you mu& r tel someone where you are going and what you are taking on your hunting trip. 
An experienced hunter would teach you ail that he knows about nature. He would 
even teach you about the U d m i c w  words for the animais. The elder also taught 
the importance of how to cut the meat, and the reservation methods. The elder 
hunter would also teach that every part of the eer is used, and that one must 
never waste anything. 

c f  

good thing they didn't iike coyote meat 
mm or m e n  
As quoted in an interview held in Mission, B.C. when asked how o h  his dad 
hunted, the intewiewee repiied, "Oh maybe about three or four times a month. 
That's just enough to hold us, enough meat." The deer antlers were used as twls 
for hunting, and the hide of the animais were used as ciothing or drums. The 
hooves were also given to medicine doctors, and the spirit dancers that Lived in the 
Fraser Valley. Songs were also taught to the young hunter, like the bear and deer 
sangs* 
you say the women did not hunt so much in your community 
The women also had a very important mle in hunting. Although hunüng was not 
ceaiiy perforrned by women, they did provide for their farnily. In addition, single 



mothers would hunt for their famiLies. The hunters would bathe in the river or a 
lake, and sweep themselves with cedar boughs to remove the human sent  from 
their bodies so as not to Mghten the animals away. 
that is not much talked about 
Many do not carry on the traditional ways anymore because of the residential 
school system. Slowly, however, traditions are beiig brought back to the 
community. 
the healing is very slow and mernories cannot just be erased or forgotten through 
apologies 
Many generations of our people iived with somw, because they experienced the 
negative effects of cesidentid sch001. &cause of this, many have turned to dmgs 
and alcohol. The healing p m  €or the people has just begun recently within our 
communities. 
they ~IJ to throw money and psycho1 
A sm 1 amount of h 6 a l  resaurces "IO r at our us people is king offered. When the 
interviews were being held in the communities, the number of people who 
attended was very small. People were very skeptical of anyone who worked for the 
govenunent They have suffered numemus bad experiences in the ast with the P govenunent officiais. The goverrunent should be aware that a lot O healing needs 
to take place before the trust of the community members is regained. 
that's an understaternent you were wanting to talk about trapping 
Trappings of any kind of animals are not done any mom by my peo le. Trapping P for skins such as marten or mink was not perfomed in eamest unti the white man 
came. Clothq was made commonly out of deerskin or the wool of the mountain 
goat 
and then the fir indusûy mwed in 
only when the Hudson's Bay Company moved into the area did trapping become 
part of the lives of the In-SHüCK-ch N'Quat'qua. Whiteman traps began to be 
used instead of traditional mares. 
of course these had to be purchased or traded for aoilà commerciaiism and 
consumerism or was that mercantilism 
Families had their own traplines, which came up creeks in al1 parts of the territory. 
They sold their fus to fur campanies in Vancouver and Kamloops. For many 
families, trapping provided their livelihood. 
in terms of the cansumerist reliance of bought goods mode1 
The Iogging indusûy moved into our territory in earnest in the 1940's k 1950's, and 
most of the trappers became luggm. 
thanks kika alma Pm glad we spoke it's your tum to paddie for a while 1 got 
same editing work to do 1 can't paddle and write at the same tirne 
1 give you my permission to edit it, the way you like. 1 have no more time for this. 
hulmalh 
hulmalh paddle please sister we have many miles to go many bends of the river 
to go around 

paddle paddie stroke paddie 
swooosh 

paddie stroke 



f 3 e 2  h t  came doser in to shore now 1 dock over by the shoppin centre in mission 
1 see e sikh temple near where my auntie susie used to live on the !dl 
the watefs high toda 1 secure that came and walk up the bank across the lougheed 
highway over to 7 dI avenue and visit my relatives my cousin yvonne d m  the talking 
she tells one of her stories h m  going to schwl 
we are from the sarne nation the Stl'atl'imx nation some cail it 
there is more than some little controversy 
where one nation is called by different narnes by different people 
even by the same people but that goes on 
yvonne fier story 'learning how not to tell the truth" 

good to see you yvonne thank you for agreeing to speak with me we might as 
well get into the story 1 know this is a busy home and 1 don't want to get in 
anybody's way it's good to be here in the home of my relatives it is busy like 
auntie suzie's always was back in those 1960s a kind of haifway house between 
back home and city living a refuge a place of welcome and welcoming 
In grade five, 1 had my first male teacher, this was suppose to be an 
awesome experience, but unfortunately he was not an awesome teacher. 
hm welcome to the real world of school white schwl 
Anyway, the teacher left the room for a short period of the, and asked us to 
continue on with our assignment, after he left, one of the students got out of his 
chair and started moving stuff around the desk. 
oh oh 1 can see trouble corning 
hey 1 know Ym oi to get blamed 
wrraaackk 1 di b n't % oit 
you always say that even if there are beakmarks everywhere 
When the teacher retumed, and demanded to know 'Who did this!" That same 
boy, said it was Armajit, a new kid, who barely spoke English,being a boy he did 
not rat out on the boy who accused him of his crime. 
iYs aiwa s a  'aime' when first nations people do it whatwer 'if is you can be 
sure of tl at 
1 could understand why he couldn't, he was guy. 
boys w i U  be . . . 
After the teacher told him to stand beside his desk, the teacher walked up to stand 
over him, and said that he was going to expelled for what he had done because he 
was deiinquent 
'delinquent' doesn't that mean indigenous tw 
The other boys in the class wanted to say somethin they look& around at the 
other studenk, 1 quess hoping that something WOU f d happen. Armajit was dso 
Iooking amund for something to happen tw, he had a panic look on his face, then 
Armajit glanced at me, beiig native indian, abonginai, 1 was the only other pemn 
of colour in that class. Before 1 knew it, 1 stood up beside my desk, and said, "Sir, 
he did not do it. It was Kevh (X)." 
that was brave of you 
"Wht did you say?" 
oh oh now she's going to get raked over the coals 
With a smaiIer voice, 1 said again, 'Sir, It was Kevin who touched your desk not 
Armajit" With Eirm conviction, the teacher said, 'That's a lie. Kevin said it was 
Armajit, and you're just sticking up to protect Armajit You are also going to get 
suspended. Go to the Principal's Office now." 
sounds like a winner of a teacher 



Then, another voie rose out, "No she is not lying. It was Kevin (X)." This boy who 
s ke up was the m a t  outspoken kid in school, looiung back he got away with Et, because oi the M y  name he bore. 
wasn't aboriginal thars for sure 
Looiung back, 1 don't know why he defended me and not Armajit, maybe because 
we went h m  grade one to five together or because it was okay to defend a girl. 
maybe he had a heart and spirit despite his actions and intentions 
The teacher, for some r e m  got incensed with the situation, because weryone 

and saying i t was Kevin (X). He then told Kevin 
that he woul do lines and dean the chalk board. 
no suspension for the wtiities 
in other dasses up to this tirne, cleanin the chalkboard was a privilege, 1 don't 
know why it became ii punishmmt w i 8  M m  
like white mUar crime doing prison time at home 
The teacher told Armajit to sit down, and said ta me, "Yvome you are a tattler, go 
stand outside for the rest of the day to reflect on being a tattletale." 
ah the faimess of white teachers 
1 was in shock with the teacher, 1 told the tmth, and 1 was b e i i  punished for 
pteventing another h m  king punished wrongly. 1 was upset and crying when 1 
went home, because when other studenk went by for th& toilet breaks, they could 
see me, I was so ashamed for standing outside because it looked iike 1 did 
something wm 
what a horrible % 'ng to happen to you i'm surpiised you wer went on to 
postsecondary education 
1 was told by my older cousins, that shamas, did not like to heat the truth h m  
those who were not shamas. This made sense, since the teacher did not believe me 
üu another shama shident defended me. 
the h s e r  river valley is a very racist place some indigenous ple wen are racist 
against th& own people culture language hisbry they si tr' e with the white 
people the shamans the indian experts who get the powerful acadernic positions 
where they develop their own system of aboriginal collaborators selloub traitors 
From this point 1 becarne more self aware that the oüter students were different 
h m  me, and that telling the truth did not mean that you would be listened too or 
be appreciated. 
or beliwed how many of our people are in prison because the whites do not 
believe our words Pm sorry that happened to you yvonne I guess in the end 
since you remember the incident so well you took some Ieamings from it not 
that they helped you at the time 
mm like the 1%9 white paper chrétien drafted to assimilate 'indians' it acted as 
an instrument of solidarity and activism for aboriginaI people a m  the country 
was it worth it b tell the truth 
should tmth be rewarded 
should it be punished 
hm paddle paddle paddle 

paddle 
SWOOOOS~ swoocmsh 

paddle 



talking to my sister Suzanne cole over the= in aiberta 
required a came journey but at least nothing oceanic 
just a bit of a portage over the rocky mountains 
it was al1 downhül h m  there 
the odd forest ûre had to be avoided or survived 
we went outside into the refreshing wind 
dong the banks of the north saskatchewan river 
and Mked while the river ran high and the birds flew overhead 

so you talk about messengers from the feathered nation 
1 am watching for the birds the magpies come and check for handouts severai 
times a day. 1 believe crows, magpies, bluejays, eagles, owls and hawks bring news 
and are messengers h m  the spirit world. 
our relations in the bird nations have much to offer us we have much to learn 
from them 
Last night there was an interesthg show on tv, a continuing weekiy program 
d e d  Stargate, which was a big hit movie a few years ago with yankee heroes of 
course. It is filmed in Vancouver, and this partidar one was about aboriginal 
people of Salish ancestry, and their alien protectors!! It was a little far fetched, but 
the W s h  are now known! 
we aiways knew us 
1 wonder if they ot permission to use the Salish name? f you mean h m  e salish nation 1 doubt it they probably think we're ail dead 
hm d e n  protectors 1 think we could use some of those ones right now to get rid 
of the corporations and the world trade organization white 'indian experts' 
1 have been thinking of what to write for you, re: education and aboriginals. 1 
think Little stories might be the way. 1 haven't been writing €or some time. Just not 
into i t  
sure your experiences at school either education or schmling 
1 remember waiking hand in hand with Mom on the first day. 1 was terrified. 
teaving the sanctuary and safety of home and Daddy, 1 thought I was king given 
away . 
-ped 
Schml aiways scared, frightened me, it never felt safe, 1 never had confidence, and 
do not remember having it instilleci in me throughout my entire sentence. 
it was certainly longer than a phrase it was about control make kids into little 
soldiers and scouts and guides bmwnies cubs regimented cadeted little brown 
members of the british empire hut hut eyes right far right 
1 was never taught about indians, natives or "red skins" as many called aboriginals 
back in the 50's k 60's. 
not too many other races in alberta back in those early da s though 1 don't kmiw r if we even qualified for that we were more in the line O primitive antiquities of 
yesteryear people davy crocket misseci ple john wa e fiorgot ta finish off 

d l f r  
be hurt and abused. 1 was hidden h m  this. 

r" 1 did not know about races, minorities, rent colours O skin being a reason ta 

what about your indigenous heritage 
1 was not taught about my herita on Daddy's side of the farnily, it was not 
mentioned, kept hidden shamefu f y, a sin perhaps. 
except we were taught in an ambiguous way the whole indian princess 
wasn't 8006 tu be an 'indian' back then remember dad tried to be decl 2 a  it 
nonindian he wanted tu be italian austrian an- but aboriginal the 
veteran's affairs wouldn't even give him a pension h m  the wiu and he 



volunteered in both the navy and airforce and later on the merchant marines 1 
remember a class dad took at u of a h m  the f d t y  of extention way back in the 
7û's a writing dass he wmte a story in which he said that he was les  indian 
because his mother was part italian an o r p h  he taiked about marconi he 
created that story to support his feeüngs his embarassment about king 
indigenous it was written in quite a convindng way 1 remember talking to him 
about it it was something that he needed to do for himself 1 know from taiking 
to our relatives that the italian connedion was a handy one because madeline was 
with an italian grocer for awhile but melina dad's mom was the daughter of the 
chief at douglas just as madeline was the daughter of the chief back saMn way 
pemberton meadows viliage it was called also the relatives u n'quat'qua way 
where 1 got that big doliy varden when 1 was about five da c f  dso talked about 
joseph cole the sarne way having austrian co~ections genealogy rather than 
what the community says about joseph being abriginal with maybe a bit of white 
blood way back through an eastern mnnection it must have been hard for him 
beiig indian look at egie she look more native than anybody and she won't 
admit it she's over 80 now rnargaret ann ters is really quite f m y  about it 
In school 1 have no recollection of learning a go ut Indians. 1 remember king taught 
about the great british, french, spanish, american, mexican, chinese peoples of the 
world. These people supposedly brought culture and civility to our country, 
conquering the savages was the thing to do. 
yes they called it enterprise ttie good guys were dways the 'settlers' who were 
meek and law abiding except that they were part of the land thieves collective 
if people oniy thought about what the verb 'to setüe' really meant or 'taming the 
wilderness' there was no wilderness before the white people came and invented 
it or discovered it 
The Hudson's Bay Company was a real culpnt in bn the indians under 
control, a "blanket" bribe changed the lives and destiny y O many of the First 

biologic Nationes2='p1e. warfare weapons of mas destruction the theft of two continents 
genocide on a hemispheric scale 100 million dead savages well over half were 
children it continues today 
Thousands of foreign men, who called theniselves advenhirers, explorers, 
trappers, hunters came and brought disease and sickness to the indians. 
the bad guys 
The history 1 was taught never criticized the devastation brought on the First 
Nation's peo le by these foreigners We were tau ht that Canada was civilized 
with the h g  Y ish and French cultures being foradupon these people. I remember 
that the lndians were considered savages, to be brought to their knees and 
enslaved. 
to be good dtizens of the british empire and the dominion of canada god Save the 
queen may she have grave1 in her spinach 
Perhaps my memories are from the grade five and six ciasses. 1 loved history and 
the study of different people, but never was taught of Indians and their wonderfd 
culture. Looking back 1 see only negativity, that the lndians were no g d ,  they 
smeiied from herbs and oils put on their bodies, they were nothing but drunks and 
had sickness. 
no account savages bloodyminded heathens u nchristian nonbelievers they'd 
kill you as much as look at you 
'The oniy good indian is a dead Indian" is a phrase 1 remember hearing many 
years ago. The only time Indians are remembered hndly is at Thanksgiving, 
especidy then. The Indians taught the paiefaces how to survive, how to "conquer" 
the land, 



the great crusades against the forests and the buffalo the bid nations the beaver 
the white man scaiped anytiung that moved we shared our home with these 
newcomers those ones back in those days were pretty trusting 
and in r e h n  their lands, lives, spirits were stolen and to this day are stiii beiig 
tom h m  iimb to limb, h m  coast to coast. 
m aiat has a certain rhythm to it maybe it would be a good substitute for 'oh 
canada' 
At home, the girls were called Indian Prinmses by their father, but nothing else 
was reaily brought to light on king "haifbreeds." 1 don't think Mom liked the fact, 
and was ashamed. In the early years of Mom's life indians were not part of the 
white socie , they belonged in the bush, th were used as scouts, labourers by 9 the white, b ue-eyed settlers and kept in the ackground. So 1 think Mom believed 
she marrieci beneath her station 

a 
scotst welsh presbyterianluniteci the priests and ministers and those other baby 
ra rs were convinced they had to bring jesus to the miscreants 
1 r? O not remember Mom and Daddy together at any schwl functions, 1 do not 
remember them holding hands. 
1 don? nmember dad at any schwl function 1 don? think he klt welcome at al1 
in the summers we often went to visit Daddy's relatives in BC and this was a 
wonderful time. 
every summer it was great 
1 felt loved and knew 1 belonged. 1 remember the kind and loving people that 
lived on the hiii going into Mission 
on the lougheed highway highway one 
and the wonderful exotic faces and voices, the strange dark medicine house, with 
bunches of dried herbs hanging from the roof. These memories never leave me. 
those memories are you so king amongst your first nations relatives in the 
fraser river vailey was a nice experience better than beiig red in white alberta 
In Alberta, being an Indian seemed a shameful thing to be. 1 think Uncle Eddie's 
wik hated Daddy and his half breed kids and 1 will never forget the shunning 1 
felt h m  this part of Mom's family. 
m we were the untrustworthy we might steai or murder or rape or laugh out 
loud or use the wrong fork or eat with our hands 
We weren't good enough and our skin got t w  dark in the summer for us to be 
considered "white" for certain relatives in Alberta. This was an early lesson, and 1 
never reaily knew it at the time, because 1 was such an innocent, sheltered h m  so 
many things only memories taught me of the sickness the whites had in them. 
so this innocence and knowledge of our tnie heritage coeWsted okay 
1 never comidered myself different the üiywhites in the neighbourhood and 
at schwl. In the rirnary readers, everyone had the skin of the engiish, the hair of 

a r  the dutch, the p e blue eyes of king the conqueror. 
the ptwar immigrants and you had thick brown hair brown eyes skin too 
many shades darker than off white 
if you ever saw an indian in the readers provided by the schools and iibraries, they 
usually had buckskins and kathers as well as war paint and weapons. 
true true never modem aiways ready with the knife or s ar 
1 should have been taught about my heritage at home, and n given a strong 
badcbone to stand on with my identity. 

C 
even knowing your indigenous heritage h m  visiting the mrves  and auntie 
mzie's and auntie annie's you feel you were not ever sure who you were 
1 do rat remember ever beiing told who exactiy 1 was. It was always a fairy tale, 
princes story. 
yes it was easier to glide over it 



Maybe Daddy didn't want us going through the horrots he and his s i b i i i  went 
throu and Mom just didn't want to consider her bearing "haif breeds", 1 wonder 
what f? er logic was re: haif dutch & Mf her side. Buzz [half-brother] certainly is a 
Wred as weM, but since it is al1 white then ifs okay. 
haltbreeds always b e i i  laaked at as inter-racial rather than intra-raaal 
1 don't remember king taught anything itive about F h t  Nations, only the 8" negative. That Indians were savages an the white settiers who carne were the 
saviours. 1 don't remember anyone b e i i  nasty b me or calling me names. 
just the whisperings of relatives the racism h m  father's in-laws 
It is Eunny sitting in this house with the ghosts and lookmg out the back yard and 
thinking about our little Lives and beiig together. 1 feel Daddy hm, and you but 
no one else. 
your burning the medicines downstairs and growing them brin the spirits back L When it comes to education, it should be open, honest and start at me. The 

a m  don't teach the young F i t  Nations kids anything but whiteness 
and a lot O times abuse. 
the big grab the scoop is still very much the way nocide at al1 levels of 
govenunent the great genocidal hiumvirate: schoor kidnapping and ehurch 
not to mention capitaüsm 
and theimporteci justice system 
1 think Ben Calfrobe School is the way to go in having a positive start, or Alex 
Taylor. 
m ama sqit sister of the raven now it is time to get back b the canoe turn it 
over and let it dry out it is good here by the north saskatchewan river sleeping 
on the clean asses listening to the -ahires and the plant nations aiberta has 
been a gwd f orne it is good to have many homes many campfires 

paddle paddle paddle paddle stroke swooosh paddle paddle 



dam's  s t o y  paddle s h k e  
paddle swoooooao oooshsh 

paddle 
talking to dawn maracle of tyendenaga nation about her philosophy of teaching 
looong canoe trip across this country lots of portages atm transactions 
inconveniencing other pedestrians with this came 1 have to pull it sometimes 
on a wheeled contraption it's hard to hitchhike with it 
1 talk to dawn and to her text 
and as was their wont coyote and raven joined in 
together with others who invited themselves wrote themselves in 

hi dawn 1 notice you begin with a quote by giiiüand "the task challenging native 
comrnunities is to retain their distinct cultural identities while preparing memkrs 
for successful participation in a world of rapidly changin technology and diverse 
cultures." 1 find it interesting your choice to use a non-in d igenous person's words 
considering how important and foregrounded your indigenous culture is to you. 
My education involves al1 that is around me; ail that 1 have taken in, and more 
than 1 have learned. 
sounds very zen 
zen sounds very native 
very coyote 
It is a great part of me which encompasses al1 that 1 have ken, will be, and am 
now. Education, truly, is my üfe. 
that's a lot to take on 
1 often look at Native people who have been educated both within and outside of 
Native communities and infhences. 
the idea and practice of education is different in native culture than outside of it 
As my eyes go down the list of statistics, 1 see high dro out rates, high 
unemployment and welfare, Iow health Ievels and the 'ghest suicide rates of any 
other group of people in the country. 

R 
it's been like that h r  a long time 
It is no surprise to me that my eyes stop here as 1 wonder what the world will be 
like for my children. 
that's a tough one Eor sure children have been graaous and trusting in lending us 
the present 
My culmination of educational e riences have made me who 1 am today: a 
proud, strong Iroquois woman w % thirsts for knowledge, respect and balance. 
that's a struggle but much is overcome by stniggling 
However, 1 do not wish my ex riences on my children; 1 want to give them more 
twls to leam than 1 have wer E d. 
but we can't Save our children from our experiences no matter what tmls we 
have or use we still have to live in this worId whether it is a western or 
nonwestern world we have to find our own place in it 
My idea of success in this wodd is to enmmpass the characteristics of a brid e, 
with a strong foundation on both "traditional" and "western" grounds, to O r a 
solid foundation to those amund me now and for the generations to corne. 

Z 
you got some pretty high sounding dreams 
m yes d a m  you have a lot more faith in human b e i i s  than we have we got 
jaded somewhere dong the way 
Caring, sharing, respect and hones wilI offer balance within the Native realm 
being, communities or institutions, '6 t to eam a living in this poisoned and 
capitalistic world, partiapation in the technological world would also be a benefit, 
and oftentimes a necessity for optimal health. 
ironic and tragic plug in plug out plug off 



As 1 léam, 1 begin to teach others as they teach me. 
you talk with great fee of the cide and what you c m  learn there many 
teachers use the circle in % eu stories cides concentric spiral 
This circle can be expanded into the 'Seven Grandfathers: Traditional Teachings," 
wonderfully compileci by Georgina Toulouse. In her article, she paints the story of 
the seven great teachings 'ven to the Nishinabe. 
1 Lüse your use of the wor 8 'compileci.' the oral teachings are important for us 
human beings and our other relations 
1 believe that aIi of these are usehil, relevant teaciungs that we must share with the 
youth and aged a l h .  
we l e m  together 
W i o m  can be attained through our experiences: from our environment and our 
choices made in regards to the op rtunities given to us. 

t P" wisdom is not somethin we can eam is it 
We leam to make good, ealthy decisions that not oniy affect ourselves, but also 
those around us. 
1 don? know what it is about human beings but they seem to trust one another 
even if there is no basis for tmst 
1 never ûusted them they're too much like coyotes 
artOOOO 
you sometimes talk about love and respect as though t hey were the same thing i 
am not sure if that is where you are going 
Love is not meant in the sense of Western, intimate relationships. It rekrs to a love 
of the Mother Earth, the Sky Beings, spirits and al1 of those who c~oss our path 
during our stay hem. It is necessary for Respect of al1 things, and appreciation of 
them and our place in relation to them. 
ou are listing the seven grandfathers it is good to see them put in a modern 

&ht I've always had a hard thne seeing them separate and also when mrnbined 
together bravery for instance as a virtue 
whatever virtue means 
1 was wondering when you would admit it was a foreign concept 
inserting ourselves infixing epistemologies 
in 'fixing' I'm not sure if that's my intention 
Bravery is much different than it was before European contact - then it often 
invotved Me or death, honour or shame. Today it involves a daily onslaught of 
decisions that will ultimately affect our Me, death, honour or shame, but is not 
always necessarily Life-threatening. 
corne to the fields and the forests you'll see life-üueatening everywhere ifs 
nothing special 
how about crossing the street 
that's faolhardy 
Our relationships are a mnstant renewai of decisions which are both a source of 
our brave as weU as the reason why we sometimes have to be brave. % 1 prekr to careful than brave 
I'm not much up on bravery unless Pm surrounded 
1 guess we pretty weli covered that one 
yes we can move on to tmth 
tntth? thaYs a rare one 
Honesty was the way of life for mast Native people before contact - we must be 
tme to ourseIves and those around us if we are to have a heakhy, balancd 
relationship with them. 
1 don? know how many honest peo le I've ever met lying seems to be more the 
way they go 1 can count on the p anges of one claw the number of honest 
human beings Pve encountered 

L 



you got me there 
well honesty doesn't seem to be the bingo nwnber it must need somethin else 

Truth is what we will have "when aü of these teachings are understood." 
ad Humility aids in this, and aüows us to 'live in hannony and balance one ." 

1 am surprised to hear these thmgs spoken of as teachings unconnected to contexts 
stories 
These teachings shouid be intertwined in the teachings and soaaiization of ail 
children of ail colours - the world would be a betkr place if we were to give these 
gifts of knowledge to the young ones and aiiow them b make their own decisions 
on how to Live. 
can we leam how to Live without living 
if we don? learn h m  our mistakes we'll keep doing the same thing over and 
over again 
it has ben  said to me that the most im r t knowledge is that which cornes 
h m  o u  own experience rather than m an external place. 
external place Like where external b what 
1 have seen man leaming styles in the kindergarten class that 1 taught - al1 fi@ 
children have & very disünct prsonalities which directiy affect their learning 
styles. 
leaming styles oh watch out for theorists they'lI grab that one and patent it 
copyright co yright 
dawn was ta1 &, ' g about her cIass 
A good portion of the class are considered high needs, whether it be Attention 
Deficit Dirder, Engiish as a Second Language, violent tendencies, weii or ill- 
developed dexterity, and the list goes on. 
is the community you speak of involved in the children's education 
The great majority of teachers and staff am h m  the community - there are about 
ten percent non-Native teachers employed there. Parents are encourageci to take 
part, which 1 believe adds quality to education, the student and their learning 
process, and includes vital, positive self esteem. 
1 learned h m  my parents but they never d l y  taught me 
you cm say that a ain 
caring is what m a k s  the dikence 
In this humed world of inflation and benefit-less jobs, it has becorne increasingly 
difficult for parents to be active participants in the leaming ptocess of children. 
tao bu shopping and changing the tv channel keeping the kids 'urnping h m  S 
edicts 

d one j food to another tmsting in labels and documentaries an government 

Most parents breathe a sigh of relief when the chiidren go off to school, so they 
may continue or increase their participation in jobs or other aspects of adult lik. 
1 never had a job except king raven 1 wouldn't make much of a coyote 1 
gu- 
1 aiways wavered between king a lone coyote and being part of a pack the adults 
around al1 seemed to love me or at least accept who 1 was 
you're getting sentimenta1 coyote 
oh me 
However, the old Native saying that it takés a community to raise a chiid, is hue, 
more and more. 
is it redy that important even tcxlay or is it just an old adage 
This is one of the reasons 1 ate for the breakdown of farnily and personal health - 
the world today is each family Eor themseives. We cannot be whole without 
support h m  othec than our nuciear families - 1 strongly beiieve in this 
rnight there not be exaggeration bmught on by ywr ernotional involvement 



1 have experienced an intense, persona1 stuggle over the issue of inteptirtg bi- 
Iingual and bi-cultural education at Quinte Mohawk, the s c h d  on my home 
reserve. Lek make the issue clear, though, we are not close to bilingual education, 
as the stniggle is chiefiy involving biculturalism. 
rny experience in this is that it is often the mainstteam elements of society which 
are foregn,unded even with the k t  intentions 
conquerots write the history they own the presses 
the= was no con uest in canada 
1 was shocked an 3 dismayed to find that every Wednesday the Presb rian 
Minister*~ wife came into the schod to teach Züe Skills". I w o n d e x h y ,  if it is 
üfe skills, does a christian/reügious person have to teach it? 
because conversion is what it's aü about swing souls 
1 sat in on a couple of the classes, curious to see what this was al1 about. My mind 
was quiclûy fiooded with memories of Sunday school, complete with the Ten 
Commandments, the Light and the Darkness, Good and Evil. 
we al1 know where 'indians' are going il's certainly not the m e  place as 'decent 
lolk' and cowbys 
1 inquired about this to my Associate Teacher, and asked if there was a 
ûaditional/spiritua1/ uoian/Mohawk class in comparison to the 'life sküls". "i She stated that the schoo holds four traditional days each year, where a theme is 
made (ie. harvest day, midwinter, etc.) and traditional people are brought in h m  
other communities to teach. 
looks like tokenism nin rampant racism by any other name 
this is on a resenre 
it's everywhere 
where's that 
canada aboriginal canada which for most r p l e  is nowhere they'd want to be 
This hurt me - what can the students possib y learn and retain of this culture and 
the rich teachings which burst h m  it, if there is no reinforcement, modelling or 
links to obvious relevance in today's Society? 
m perception of western education was not about relevance to anythmg but those 
w K O were incontrol how it can best serve them 
I was also then told that we can include culture in the curriculum " retty much" to 
the extent that we wished we being the teachers and it was basic dl' y up to us as 
long as we kept it to ourselves. 1 think this is a travesty! 1 understand and respect 
that in Tyendinaga, there are people of nurnerous religious and traditional beliefs 
and practices, and that aü should be respectecl, but there is Little balance! 
perha the idea of a dynamic balance which involves imbalance tw might be 
consi t!= ered 
m lift and drag sturm und drmg 
not p u  1 won? 
This points to the most important fact that 1 have come across in m üfe, which is 
that we wül be healthier, more balanced people if we have role m al eIs who are 
healthy and balanced as weli. 1 am scared for the children there and everywhere 
else in the country, as 1 sit and wonder who their role modeis are. 
chief jake thomas used to ak of wanting only the creator as d e  model because 
everybody else trips over r! emselves 

rson Eauit parse enor dis agreement language police 
Kaa Kxmxmoo 
This urges me onward to be the best, most respectful person 1 can be. 1 have been 
put on this earth to learn, and it is how I deal with myself and my relationships 
with others that 1 will make some impression. 
different people respect different things or say that they do 



who's to say that respect to a white person has any rehtionship to what respect 
means to a coyote or a liftt nations pérson or any of our relations 
1 need to have self-estem so that Natives and non-Natives c m  w that in me; so 
they can take that information and put it irib their lives. 
infomtion? Pm nat quite sure how that wotks 
Even if 1 make a diEference to me person, I have not failed. My success is making 
someane Iaugh, feel g d ,  whether it be with a hug, a smile, a comment, or a 
lesson tearned. 
yes Mdren need hugs the need lwe that is the b t b m  üne 

B r My kachuig phiioso hy invo ves all of thése things, Holistic, cultural expression 
must be allowed an incorporateci into kchmlogical, western teachings. Our lives 
and the Uves of the nerations to corne, depend on it. 
your ideas seem we r' 1 developed 1 understand that you set these ideas d o m  first 
in november f 997 for an aboriginal education course with david anderson at 
queen's universi what are the outside sourries of your ideas which you s p i c  of S so eloquently if might beso bold as to ask such a tbng 
TL McCarty, Stephen Wallace, and Regina Hadley Lynch, inquiry-Based 
Curriculum Development in a Navajo Schml, Educat id  Leadership Magazine 
and Arlme Smf Learni Proclesses and Teaching Rotes in Native Education: 
Cultural Base and Cultu 3 Brokerage. 
boy you got one rote memory 
and the person whose quote began our discussion Hap Gilliland, A Culhirally 
Relevant Education 
you mentioned eadier being inûuenced by Georgina Toulouse w b  edited 'seven 
grandfathers: traditional teachin interesting how your email signature 
cdntains a reai indian's counsel g the change that you want to see in the world' 
M. K. Gandhi thank p u  dawn o:nen 

paddIe 
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paddle paddle 
paddle 



excerpts from elsa's stories 

"elsa taught me a lot about bwig in the world she said nature is refleded in our spirit 
and we are not well we are part of the sickness the iIlness of our spirits 
is mirrored in the land the sky and the waters" (Cole, 1991, October) 

elsa said it was okay if aiberta native news pubiished my story about her talking 
about education so long as it got an editorial spot and of course 1 insisted 
on an honorarium for her alter a while she got invited to conferences elders' panels 
though she's just a character 1 invented from a hundred elders or rather 
she's a character who synthesized herself through me me through her 

"You need your own language or else your vision dies. You can't just pray with white 
words to some God that's stuck in that there Bible. You know, when you take away 
language €rom the kids, ou take away their connections with the old ways. . . . There's a 
reason why all our wo r z  s exist. They didn't just happen and that was it. The words and 
the traditions-they grew ether. Like a family. When you talk about a rock in Cree, 
it's not the m e  as in Englis 9 or those other white languages. A rock isn't just an idea. 
It's not just a name. There's a power in the word. In the sound. That rock becornes part 
of you when you talk about it. 

Elsa was a great believer in practicd education. She thought people read too much and 
didn't do enough things like chop wood and look for new fishing places and work on 
their own spirituality. 'The Creator gave us hands and eyes and earç before 'ving us 
words and fancy ideas. You can't tan a hide with words. Or set a snare by dl' king about 
it. A tipi isn't going to make itsetf. Fish aren't just going to jump into your pan and fillet 
and cook themselves. Somebody's got to go and find wood and light the fixe." As she 
cut the fringes for the jacket, she smiled. "1 met Joe at the Residential School you know. 
About seventy-five years ago. He was one bad boy. Always getüng into trouble, 
speaking Cree and that kind of stuff. Education had nothin to do with Indians and 
people living off the land. It was about spelling and remem k ring white people's narnes 
and dates and that Bible. 'Louis Riel, 1885 hanged.' That was Metis history. Rebellions 
and massacres is how they talked about Native people. One of the kids wanted to know 
why they had to leam Cree when they came to her house and why it was never spoken 
at home. "1 teach you Cree because you've got to leam it." 'But we never use it! "Your 
language is your spirit. Without it, you get further and further away h m  your 
culture." She taught them songs and showed them how to dance. She dnunmed as they 
sang. The dancing made them really happy. Sometimes there was a whole houseful of 
kids singing in Cree and dancing. Having a great time. Just beiig kids!' (Cole, 1991, 
November) 

"The priesk and the mounties came and said 1 had to go to school. We didn't know 
what they were tallung about But 1 went 1 had to leave my parents and my brothen 
and sisters. 1 had to leave m village, my forest-the only thing 1 knew. Everybody 
figurai it was just for a w h l  e-a month or two. Then Pd be back. We'd ail be back. 
That's not how it happeneci. 

You weren't aiiowed to talk about rocks and trees having spirits. They whipped you if 
you sang your own çongs, prayed your own prayers. in your own language. They 
made you Wear white man's clothes. Everybody dressed the same. We must have 
looked like a bunch of mushrooms. None of us spoke Engiish We just had our own 
language." 'Stop speaking that heathen language' they'd say. We learned aIi about sin. 
About how bad it is to be Indian. About praying in a dead language at the same time 
our own was dying." (Cole, 199i, May) 



a story b m  back home 

those european linguists came to skafÛi s a k  mdupmn 
n'quat'qua, and xa'xtsa with their phonetic alphabets and tape recorders 
they tried to stencil western knowings into my language 
ûied to filter tl'atl'mcets words and sounds and rhythm5 
through english our words born in the pemberbn valIey 
in those days the wind camed our words 
when we wrote on stones shapes the wind wore them d o m  
"and we forgot the old dances and the songs and the rhythm of the drum 
and we forgot the sounds and the movements of our ancestors 
we tried to seii OUF broken spirits 
to the curator of the Museum of Civilization 
we tned to barter our souls for bannock for a m s t  of bread 
for recognition for a line or hvo in some book 
but they only wanûeâ materials ttie could classify put numbers on 

c l  so we traded them to the Catholic urch €or wafers and wine 
etemal life and a Christian bucial" 

before the whites came we taught OUF chiltiren 
without pathfinder or ministry of education rescnbed curricula 

'al ed needs education was r wery person 
it we was had caü nOr living in the village 

10 
we have to make m m  in schools for our knowings 
translated untranslateci interpreted uninterp~ted 
I do not w a .  to use alter/native ways we are the rnainstream 
which is made of tributaries my language and people 
are part of that stream the tributaries are not 
greater or lesser than what they fiow into they are it 

my people are going back to the d d  ways 
"now that the potlatch is legal again and we don't have to break the law 
just to celebrate our culture just to be ourselves 
now that we can come together and share our dreams and visions 
give blankets to the cold and the &y 
bannock to the hungry tobam to the creator 
and ta the four directions and to the ares that heat our rocks 
now that bein indian isn't against the law 
we can share f e earth and the rives and the sky 
and our tarpaper shacks and dried salmon and welfare checks 
with peo le from a m  the sa who nwer paid us for our home land 
who pus Red us out of our valleys gave us liquor and the indian ad  
didn't even thank us or ask how we félt about what they were doing 
his spirit calls out to his children to theh ctiildren 
who lie drunk or beat u or in jd or trapped 
inside institutions insi J' e ideas there is no escape h m  a schooi 
a hospital a prison an asylum that ou don't know is there 
that you don? know you're inside o r  is M d e  of youw (Cole, 1996, 



june 3,1997 three years ago my partner pat of the mohawk nation 
and myself of the inshudr-chln'qirat'w nation of british columbia 
(having many relations who p r e h  to cal1 themselves &:b) 
travelled to chiiliwack b r  a meeting with 'representatives' hum 'the sto:lo nation' 

we attended an inte~iew with the auütor of 'You are Asked to Witness: 
The Sto:b in Canada's Pacific Coast History" 
this person is a whiteman m e d  Iteith carison a grad student at ubc 
present too was a summer employee a white woman sarah eustace h m  uvic 
about the age of pat's youngest daughkr the inîmiew had if you can imagine 
two white people inkrviewing two first nations people 
the interview was about the possibility of us working with the sto:lo nation 
to make keith carlsan's white history of sto:lo people 'teacher Iriendly' 
because teachers didn't want to use it anywhere anytirne 
and keith carlson isn't a teacher as far as we can tell 

we refused to consider his methods his appropriation his expertise 
did he think that his decision to ut some elders' voices in a different funt S made it 'hW' story made it in usive 
the interview was about the possibility of pat and me 
making this very badly written book then in various manuscript forms 
a curricular document with some authentiaty to it 
what do they l e m  in the ubc history department 1 would Like to know 
about cumculum theory and implementation and voie appropriation 
1 pess they've got indian experts there so they don? need to learn they just know 

we said we see that you are employed as a white man expert 
on indian people hereabouts 
you are employed by 'thes&:h nation' to write their history 
with a few quotes here and there by people who called themselves sto:lo 
you say you are writing it with them weIl where are they? 
1 think the word 'for' works better in this instance 
you are writing it for them not with 
you are author 1 understand that but 1 am sure 
you 'collaborated' with some sto:lu people 
at some point didn't you? yes, Sm sure 

why do the sto:lo not write their own history 
there is not even a Brst nations person not one sto:lo pemn 
in this interview room inteiriewing and you exped us to beiieve this is sto:lo history 
you expect us to believe the sto:lo nation gives you the power 
to hire more people to speak for them by which 1 mean 'instead of them 
to wrik sto:lo curriculum too whewww! 

where are the sto:lo people here I kept aslung myself 
there are a lot of them outside of this office 
and in lots of other places in the fraser river vaüey but none are hem 
1 guess they got th& indian expert so it doesn't matter much 
'a' sto:lo history is already written and now keith carlson just wants it shaped 
into something schools will want to use so he can complete his mastefs degree at ubc 

we said to this man we Eind it hard to believe h t  you were hired 



to write the sto:lo history because the 'sto:lo nation' 
could not find ûrst nations people of ik own sto:lo people to write it 
we wüi not help you do this thing not like this 
we said we would help if we could work with elders of the sto:lo communities 
and he said they were too busy 
we found it hard to believe that stu:& people esp"ali elden could be too busy H to write their own history especially to give it to a w 'te man to do 

the history of the sto:lo people is not your history mr keith carlson 
the history on these pages is your invention 
sure you 'consuit' with the people you interview you col/laborate 
in same guise but tell me about your ethnopaphy your fesearch methodologies 
your member checking and peer debriefing your mearch ethics 
1 know your methads 1 am ex nencing them in my phd at sfu and in this room 
what are you giving back to t f f  e mrnmunity? durs a big one 
please don't tell me the book 

by hiring you to do this work the sto:h nation is saying in fact 
we have nosne h m  our community who can write our history 
we have no comptent people to do this so we will give this white man 
hundreds of thousands of dollars to do it for us 
so what do the do they hire a printer and get a bunch of copies 
put into book 2 rm of this whiteman's history of sto:lo people 
and now they will teach this to sto:lo children and others as authentic 

let us not forget situatedness and context when it comes to writing 'history' 
how history is written affects ongoing treaty negotiations 
includin overlapping boundary daims 
historic f 'verities' are very important in courtroo~s and at bargaining tables 
so let us be careh1 with whom we share Our histories especiall the oral ones 
dur maori Eriends in aotearoa have shared with us their kmwl e l  ge 
of not letting just anyone know their genealogy some day you never know 
it may be patented or copyrighted or cloned by m e  nonnative opportunist 

you cal1 this process legitirnization mr carlsan this is net the history of my relations 
some of whom were h m  stoh tenitory who marrieci into the sto:lo 
this is not the history of my grandfather who üved at the village of snauq in 

before it became a reserve then was absarbed into vancouver 
this --an% is not the 'story of my father who was born at upper sumas 
and Lived his life at mission 
this is not the history of my greatg'andmother who came d o m  b mission 
in the 1860s h m  pemberton meadows village from xa'xtsa 
this is not the history of any of my relations who üve throughout the £raser river valley 
it is your histocy 1 said this is not something we cm help you to disseminate 
1 said why don't you talk in your history book about ail the elders 
who refuseci to talk to you the traditionai ones because they didn't trust you 
because they didn't trust indian affain indians either including the ones who hi& you 
your history is about the sb:& people who tnisted you enough to speak to you 
your history is from the archives and special coiiedions and mweums 
those places of white people expertise those habitades of dimate control 
of documentary insinuation and cultural immmment 

not even a minute transpired after we 6rst came through the dmr way 
to speak with you mr c a r h  about this whok unsetthng affair 



when you had the arrogance the bad manners 
to start telling me my own history the history of my own dations 
those h m  port douglas and up that way 
as if ou knew anyüung about the nation i am from or our 'history' 
you l a  ve not lived in our villages you have not walked the earth with us 
you have spent a lot of time meadhg in iibraries reading about first peoples 
through the eyes of white people doing some 'field' work 

if you go on to do your phd maybe you'U write your dissertation as another history 
maybe of your own people maybe you codd investigate them 
they must have some kind of history it was white people who invented history 
maybe the sto:lo nation will hire you again mr carlson to write a sequel 
maybe 'a history of white people writing about first nations people 
in british columbia' that would be a looong book 
you might have to spend several lifeümes researching 

we have first nations ex rts of our own tr we as first people are e experts and we can speak 
and write for ourselves though we don? use the word 'expert' 
we don't need degrees or czertificates or awards to know who we are 
and where we come h m  
we can write our own curriculum we don? need yours or the ministry of education's 
other white experts especiaüy hose who have made careers out of king indian experts 
experts of 'other' cultures aiteric cognoscenti 

involved in education in teaching and learning 
brhtnately many know their history 

it h m  their elders 
because they (the former and often the latter) were forced into residential schools 
because they were taught to forget who they were 
because they were forced into the annals and appendices of white history 
maybe instead of inordinately ce1ebrat.q 
or otherwise praising this white st& history 
we can work together to write our own histories as b t  peoples 

paddle 
paddle 

paddle 



pat o'riley's story of schooling is one of dedication perseverance and brilliance 
from her birthplace in slperbmke quebec 
to life on a maple sugarbush farm oukide le~oxville a downhomer 
coming from a hard place survivin survival 
her parents certainly not making an& any easier 
yet despite everything rather than be defeated she becarne stronger 
aiexandria comwall coppercriff macioc actindite bellwille 
toronto rednersville kingston vancouver Surrey richmond 
bloomingdale w&ck ameliasburgh palrnerston north 
new westrninster edmonton indian grave car1 street oakmount baby point 

not h m  a place of rivil e kindness and ease 
but h m  a very di flP cult p 1 ace far rernoved from ease 

" to continuously mate dreams 
knowing s e had to be her parents' parent as well as her sibüngs' 
and needing much more of a ch i ldhd  than she got 
not knowing her haudenoçmcnee culture except for a stop 
each summer at a reserve on the south sie of the st lawrence river 
on the way to visit her iRsh and ftench relatives in quebec 
indigeneity was not a big topic of conversation in the home 
though she always knew her mother was given to nuns in a quebec city orphanage 
as a young girl abandoned never adopted it hurt a lot for a long time 
that was her residential school and home 

pat is learning abori ways through involvement in rny community 
in-shuck-ch inch y ing learning the ti'atf'imx language 
she was the best speller aimat cight h m  the beginning quite an ear 
pat realizes that not king raiseci in an aboriginal community 
she has missed much in tenns of that heritage et she has aiways been in love 
with the land the skootamata river the sound of eaves ocean sky and more ocean 
she wrote in her doctoral dissertation 

r 
'1 pause and wonder 
about m own indigenous ancestry i P w a P  Y 
a b u t  my Hr#ldenosaunee grandmother 
a place of silence in our family 
and trid<ster/ Coyote 
emerging from and surviving 
my general examination 
in the rnidst of tak 
of cyborgian imagery in schmls 
is my own geography such a coincidence 
the Paafic Northwest 
where the weather is wer-changing unpredictable 
where First Nation's p p l e  are gainhg 
strength 
is it a coincidence 
that the small 'c' coyote is resisting 
aii human endeavours 
to eradicate h/er/im 



moving into urban areas 
incIuding the endowment lands at 
The University of British Columbia 
not b mention parking lots 
around Simon Fraser University 
named after Simon the 'discoverer' 

paddle, paddle . . . 
perhaps, they want to move trickster 
discourse into the university 
the place of one true story 
that one got away" 

journey regarding al1 cultures her considerateness 
of the mp ur-leggeds the winged ones the fish nations the Stones 
our sisters and brothers the trees sky and earth Sun and moon al1 our relations 
this was how our ancestors leamed as well as well as from one another 
betore the boats came with books religion commerce 
and other trappings of genocide 

pat and 1 paddle up one arm of the fraser and down another 
past the marinas we used to live in on our houseboat 
with the ducks and swans and seals and fish and herons 
where we used to wave at each kingair that fiew over 
in case it was her baby lee tipping a wing ooops 
you're not supposai to do that 
even with rude loggers and longshorepeople aboard 
we cm see from the quay at new westrninster 
a raven high over burnaby mountain a coyote howl ing party rave n ing 

time to get on with this journey paddle &addle stroke 
one more thing 1 thinkabout stroke pad e stroke 
in my comprehensive examination choosing w hooooooshhh 
to use eurotheorists rather than beiig racist and use only aboriginal knowings 
choosing too to site them in the margins a line of cite running 
down the right side of the page starboard for balance imbalance balance 

coming about and here in this collection of pressedflat trees folios 
ballast actually euroknowin s f or not learning in this p ace of inky conversation 
of onetniestory wrrraaakkk 

and how embrace is a kind of epistemology a welcoming position gesture 
rather than just a place of sentimental or romantic enlclosuie coralling 

we better get paddiing pat the whetherlweathefs changing 
by the way who's steering and where am we stopping for lunch rn caihoun's 

paddle w h h h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h h h  
paddle paddle paddle 

stroke paddle paddle paddle stroke 



other abi0righ.d &mies of 'schooling' 

after cycling to the supermarket for some ginger beer and rice cakes 
1 return to speak with my spiritual sister fiances goulton-fikgerald 
of the maori nation and m partner pat o'riley 
we talk h m  1315-1445 fe kiuvd 12,1999 it is summer in aotearoa 
& ihaka street a sunny warm ay with lemonade and coffee 
and great conversation even if the trickster does a lot of jumping around 
and wes(tern methodology) does continue to violate our private space 
with unwanted intrusions 

Erances Pm not that knowledgeable on maori and pakeha in an historical context 
we were families and those familles belonged to ups of people or clans iwi 
would O back to a common ancestor in new ze and there are about 58 and f r 
pmbab y more registered iwi groups they had quite a well struchued education 
system and obviously the main language was maori and after european rontad 
things starteci to change for maori and the thing about maori in terms of education 
when the pakeha came maori saw that some of the things that they h u g h t  with 
them were actually quite good 
g d ?  
good? 
gaad? 
we could live with those things and they could be in effect Our tribes' in the way 
that we live so they were quite pleased that they came into the country and many 
tribes welcomed pakefia into the country. . . they decided that england would set 
up a treaty for the maori people because there was an increasing population and 
they were scared that the french rnight come and set çomething else up in a sense 
the treaty was to sort of to clah their right to new zealand 
1 know al about treaties 
not al1 iwi signed the treaty of waitangi in 1640 some of them decided to stay out of 
it now at the time the heavily popuiated areas were in the northland north of 
auckland in and around auckland because at the t h e  auckland was the capital sort 
of where everything happened in precontact times the tribal groups were quite 
isolated 

Wes the whole bloodv countrv was isolated Ml is 
they had their &ef if yo& iike their niw l m h g  after themselves the people 
scattered throughout the country that's why some of the language is common such 
that they could undetstand each other but there were dialectical ciifferences 
through education and colonkation they standardized the language to the point 
where the majority of the iwi people speak maori have got a sort of new zealand 
maori speech although the south island tribes' laquages were so different the 
dialectical diEkences m a t  of us are aware of when a rson stark speaking 

moving right dong to 
r that's due to isolation of tribal groups [al1 throughout irds are singing] 

education 
Living in the village 
once the governent arrivd the treaty was there 'we' needed to educate the 
native p p l e  iike any other colonized m t r y  and the white man had a way of 
looking atour life and our lifestyle and saying that it needs to be changed you 



know that white is ri t sort of view so education came in and it was the policy to 
assimilate them and p ' that means takmg them away h m  the villages and schwis 
then one shouid do that there are six maori coUeges set up in the late 1800s and 
the chiidren when they were about eleven years of age they wouid send them off 
to these coileges they were church-based coUeges catholic and anglicans 

R wraaack blackrobes blackrobes lock up yer children 
P in canada they were sort of industrial agridtural places where the chiidren were 

basically slave labour 
Pa not places where they would become Iawyers and doctors 
Wes that's not fair you're pre-judging 
R pre-? 
F one of the colleges in particuiar ütey had this principal come out he'd just mme 

h m  south africa 1 think 1 think his name was thorni he was going to assimilate 
the boys' col1 e and hm them into fine young gen emer! 

Wes quite right jol ? y g d  
Y 

F basically what the maori ple were doing at that t h e  they saw that this had 
status 'mana' they sent $" e best of the bo to these colleges and there were three 
girls col1 es as well because the girls ha been sent off to become good farmers' '&, r 
wives coo 'ng cleaning . . . but the boys were sent off to technical colleges 

Wes can't let al1 that fine land go to waste in new zeaiand 
C aotearoa 
F but this particular college his whole Uiought pattern was to roduce gentiemen 

who could aspire to becoming Iawyers and doctors so what R e did was mate a 
whole group that became the young maori party with the whole range of these and 
one of them I'd like to talk about was a aprimia ngub who was a maori 
parliamentarian and he muid speak better than most of the other parliamentarians 

Wes an exanneration i'm sure 
he hadyery much status both in the maori world and the nonmaori world and 
they produced some doctors so they were actuaily able to because at this time the 
maori race was declining rapidly diseases I mean the lifestyle changes were just so 
drarnatic for us decreasing in pulation and so this young maori p was 8" created which went round an sort of lead us out of the dark ages . . "3; . ey twk un 
al1 the sa-called goods of the whiteman's world but because they were still steeped 
maori at heart 
they actuall bund ways . . . to remain maori but still carry the things necessary to 
move into d e future health education. . . they had a huge influence on our 
development 
their mana before must have been quite different than what the europeans brou 
if they wanteà things that the eumpeans had the idea of a gentleman an englis 
gentleman is much different than bein what maori men were before the 

P 
europeans came they were dressed di rently they had had maori manners they 
didn't have european mannes 

di 
like money 
and chocolate üufûes 
if we go back to my father's generation he's seventy so he was in the fi& 
generation uprooted from their tribal lands and moved . . . that would have been 
in the 1950s in fact where 1 grew up Hastings that's not where our tribal mots are 
both my parents came from the northland in search of work 
work? yu& 
so it was back in that tirne the miides had worked thev believed that thw weE 
going to . . . beame the workhg dass of néw naland k a u s é  that's 
where we blong because we don? have the language skilis so they were sort of 
more or les  brought up beliwing their Iife was about working physically hard 

Wes best thing in the worid b r  anybody it breeds pride and character 



R when's the last tirne you burned an erg 
F dad was very young he leA home and he became a a.eezuig worker and that is the 

story of thousands and thousands of maori men they became freezing workers and 
my mother she was a seasonal fruit picker her famiiy went to auckland in search 
of work her parents came down they were twelve in her family and twelve in 
dad's or eleven and thaYs what it was aii about 

Wes al1 you underprivii ed reproduce way beyond any ecanomic sense 
F as chiidsen we were8mn and bied in a place that was aiien to us amongst another 

tribal group and you know dad talked about that about ngati kahunpgu and how 
the men from ngapuhr the northland how they were viewed . . . but you could 
almost always pi& out these W r e n t  groups of ple based on their tribe and 
how they were the rsonality sort of thing . . . other maori famiiies mund us age very few of us actu y came h m  that that area so Pm a freezing worker's 
daughter and the sad thing about it is that all the sons became freezing workers 
and they beiieved that that was theù d e  

Wes somebody's got to do it and anyway most of the maori men weren't working and 
the women were just making baskets and al1 that 

F but what's happened over the last ten years is that most of the freezing works have 
been closed down and you've ceated a jobless group of people because their 
aspirations you know seeing dad get up and go to work every momi 
meat is no longer there so with maori people 1 mean for me personal 7 y tOcutup 1 think 
that the best thing that mer happened is the frezing works ciosed d o m  

Wes what about economic prosperity and consumerist goods 
F I'm just so pleased that it's that part of our lik is over because 1 suppose thaYs part 

of the process of moving ourseIves ont0 something higher than aspiring to 
becoming a Ereezi worker 

Wes you don't erpectPjtab to take on that mle we got better things to do 
R charnel house charnel house wraaak 
F now with the renaissance of maori people their language their culture their 

customs has meant that a lot of us are in the process of re-educating ourselves to 
something we want to be and it does not necessarily fit a white mode1 of success 

Wes it's our word our world 
to be for me personally to be sucressfui is that 1 can e age totally in my maori 
world that means having to re-educate ourselves rec Y aiming that knowledge 
there's some thin 1 just know . . . and thars a lot for particularly my generation 
who came throug f with being educated totally in engiish schools when 1 was 
educated there were four maori families in our area and in the school i never felt 
comfortable at school 1 always felt like the you know 1 was just two or three or 
four shades tcm dark and sort of very shy 1 didn't say much and never reaiiy 
engaged in classroorn activities 
1 could see why you wouldn't want to though you wouldn't feel Rght you felt 
like you were an odd pemn 
my parent's never went to school at aü my older sister who's a year older than me 
she took me to schwl and she emUed me and my brother he's a year younger 
than me when he started we took him to schwl and we enrolIed him and when 
our other bmther startecl we took him and then there were four of us at the schwl 
and that's just how it went 
It was foreign 
yes there was nothhg there h t  wouid make them feel welcome 1 remember at 
that school there were hvo maori kachers but üey never made me feel you know 
close but that was a tirne you know the sixties seventies where they had to be 
more like pakeha than maori 
right to succeed they had to be white or act white 



thal's right . . . but in fact we weren't treated the sarne so yeah you know primary 
school was just a nonevent really 
what did your parents k l  about you going there did they have any womes 
about what you were leaming? 
no no because 1 mean [e losion distant ] 
what's that noise do youl(eiowl 
someone might be blowing up the coliege (Pa and F laugh) 

YaY 
you see dad was working he left the house before six he was exhaustecl and the 
other thing at that stage is what men did was go d o m  to the ub after work and 

~ u b  used to close at 6 oclock 
L the other redy important thing that 1 think impacted on our 'ly's life was the 

Wes man needs a good cold one after a hard day 
F but the changed that rule and it closed at ten and that had a huge impact on 

maori something as simple as that had a huge impact su now there was 

3 uite a high level of violence in arnongst maori families 
Wes on't blame us blame the btluze 

Pm sure the white Eaniilies kto you know with aicohol involved ifs 
eah 1 don? think it knows any colour or yeah so that 1 remember it as a child 

L a u s e  it changed the way we lived d e r  6 then was no dad after 6 and 
sometimes he'd corne out a bit later 
what about our mom in this? 
well mum J so worked had  and she worked in the orchards and she died when 1 
was 16 that's dso not unusual 1 thhk she was 44 
what did she die of hard work 
just sort of cancer or high blood pressure 1 think il's just a whole ou know 

mother's side in partidar they don't have longevity 
cl. because my grandmother died I think she was 63 but you go ba through my 

do they have a lot of diabetes here among maoris 
mhm mhm 
because they're not eating their traditional foods 
thars having a huge impact 
and you're not exercising because 1 mean you're doing tedious or stupid jobs 
exactly and just having a lot of children that's sort of al1 impaded on our life 
that's only bits and of the story you know and the stocy can ramble off and 
and you know that P" and you're not just sitting on land but you're sitting on your 
ancestor pptrrmiirkr this is oui earth mother in the hue sense of the word 
because we zohaktpvlpa we can follow taik about genealogy going right back to 
earth mother and sky father 
the connections are reaii amazing the similarities 

have to talk about that 
i so you know that that hi or that mountainout there was your ancestor so we'd 

you go into the forest that's the b m t  of bmre and if you're going to take anythmg 
then you're going to say kmkiu you're goi to talk to hirn and you ask for that 
right you know and ail that sort of knowl 3' ge in the last hundred years has been 
has been lost and the maori at the moment that's what we're now beginning to 
cecapture that knowledge which we know 'ves us ow life force 
is it possible to be educated Iike you woul dP before contact if thece are enough 
elders who remember enough bits of the past that was knocked out of thern 
what they did was they would feed certain people knowledge tribal knowledge 
W y  knowledge and they would pass that knowledge on and not werybuây had 

t another view on that now that education is for aii 
wasn't the case prior to european contact but we're 

making that the case now thars part of our culture's development that's part of 



the advancement of the people and for a lot of us to be successful is not to drive a 
car and have a big house to be successful is something thaY s iriside you 1 mean 
like those things are exterior things they might make your j m e y  easier but the 
journey really is inside of you and those things that really money can't se or 
touch that you just know 

Wes thal's romantic piMe you need money to survive 
F kuokoakohmr our language 1905 95% of the maori population couId speak maori 

and now we're at about 13% of the maori population can speak the langua e and P that's a huge loss and the amount of work it takes to continue the growth O that 
language is huge so 1982 one of the strategis was to set up earIy childhood 
institutions for young children they caiied those kohmga reo language nests and 
the whole aim behind that was to revitalize the language and get it early 

Wes ifs a dyi language let it go leam english 
F a d r e n  it up reaiiy guickiy so that's been amund sine 1982 and then 

in the late 19ûûs and the early 1990s it was like we've got kids coming out of these 
language nests and they've ot nowhere to go we weren't prepad so there 

t i  were 7 schools throughout e country set up and kum kaugapa te mumi movement 
and that was a movement of setting u primary schools for these children bebm 
that there were bilinguai and these bi ! 'ngual schaols they had some maori input 
because there were some fluent speakers who were teachers of maori in the schools 
at the time 

Wes what good is the maori 1 a e going to be for them? 
F but that was not recogni 3% as ing a kmM or a special gift at the time so in 1990 

the government agreed to €und 7 schools in 1998 there were nearly 60 kura 
Cmupapa which are primary schools there are now at lest 7 seeondary schwls 
offering secondary schooling in maori and there are 3 maori universities so the 1st  
Mo yem has seen maori just pick u and just get on with it it hasn't been easy 
because most d the lami have stactecfin people's anges no Eunding th started 
with no syllabus a real strong urge to give theh c ïdren W which they%& is 
necessary and proper in order for their children to grow up strong confident 
corn tent (magpie singing) people maori people (ma ie sings again) so ivs sort 
of li E the river somebody opened the gates and fooms (Pa and F laugh) 

Pa it's exciting isn't it 
% 

F yeah it is really exciting and when you've got your own children in it you have to 
live in it and there are some days when you just want to ack up but you just 

I l l  cany on 1 was listenin to colin baker he spoke at a CO rence and he's mpposed 
to be the big guru on b&al education and he said Ws  worried that people are 
putting theh children before the kmcpapa or putting the need to have the language 
retained before the children but then 1 sort of thought about that 1 don? know if 
he understands the grfts that go Mth it and 1 aiso found out he was an englishman 

Wes al the better probably trained at the best college at owford 
F 1 would make up a little song that's the only way 1 could do it otherwise i 

would switch to english which 1 didn't want to do 1 had to prove myself 1 mean O€ 
course as 1 got older when you get mad at them [the children] (laughs long and 
hard al1 three of us) they're getting their language and they're getting the 

Pa Eeedback Erom the school 
F aü oui reports we have monthly meetings at the kuia and they have them at the 

kohmrga rw but they're ali in maori there are two meeting throughout the year that 
are in english so and 1 think a lot of it is due to your confidence and 1 think that Pm 
lu* in that Pve got sort of confident enough that if 1 say it wrong that people 
understand me 

P what influence has religion had on education 
Pa meaning european reiigion? 



these maori when the missionaries came we could identify with sorne of the 
things that they were bringing in yeah easy for us the 
ceremonies 
that's right 1 mean they the whole belief in something more powerfui duhduh 
duhduh we knew about those things it was an easy translation and you know 
l i i  you haven't got tohakatatrak' not that 1 know much about the teachings 
christian hymns and maori hymns the whole thing you know 
is there somethin in maori culture that's different? 
there were a num lx r of maori churches set up that thrived a hundred years ago 
and stiii some of them are still around 'the raised han& pai mmire there were 
severai churches mtmia that were set up some of it still had christim based 
teachings but now for example in some kura kaupapa there are no Christian any 
knakia and when you go to a maori hui or gathering we always start with &mak 
and Crmdcivl is not al1 prayer but it has been commonized it's sort of Like a way of 
setting the tone for the meeting it just brings people down to the same level in a 
partidar way and some peo le use christian prayers to do that in fact 1 !%art al1 
my ciasses with kmakia ail 8 e maori classes at college we start with hmkk so 
when you come in with your bag on your back and your books in there and you 
been working in that other world concrete world you come into your class and 
you can say well let's (birds chirp) let's sort of start from this point and then we'll 
go into our teachi you know and work frorn there so ail the maori kaupapa L classes and al1 the as weli mat  kura schools rimary xhools wiil start with 
km& and some of the traditional W or the O l' d kmakin a lot of the h m  kmrpapa 
also aspire to those khk& so and my kids know w d  when they bless the food 
give thanks for food they don? talk about thank you god for the food they talk to 
their gods where the kia where the food comes h m  
there are these amazinn similarities 

Wes you got to modemize ",et away h m  al1 that primitive interactionalist siuH 
F and some of the work that same people are doing at the moment is about 

dweloping well just çeeing if there's such a thing as mtaunmga m& maori 
knowledge and maori education does it really exist you know people are starting 
to mwnp or they're starting to discuss and have diaiogue about those things 
which we know existed we're not sure how they existed or some people are naw 
Pm not a knowledgeable person 

Pa peter said in that one poem 'before we knew we knew we knew' you know it's 
reaily im rtant it's just you know that's it you don't have to say anymore 

F thal's rigrbut you get sort of a bit muddied reaiiy in temis of you know western 
education you've got to know how you know 

Pa and they're going to assess that 
Wes you can say that again 

when you know 
and they're going to tick it off that you know right 
yeah thaYs right 
Pm not doing that in my classes m students are shocked (F and P laugh) 
it would be nice to get rid of a lot O r the linearities europeanizing anglicizing 
thaYs the kura kauplpa paradigm the kids don't have a problem . . . because they'U 
have what they have which is what they know and they think that most of the 
world know what they know (ail laugh) 
t W s  great 
it's nice to et them sheltered you think then oh god . . . but there's things that 
we know w k n we're maori we didn't have radio stations for a long time and 
funny in the last ten years that we've had radio stations amazingly almost the 
whole country knew the same songs we've got the maraes around the country so 
your teachings aren't confined to an education-bas4 system they're not confined 





1 can Unagine a maori student thinking this knowledge doesn't have the ri ht 

part off and maybe cearrange a few things 
Lf sitape to go into my language so we're going to have to cut this part off an this 

or have it flip more turn it into samethhg thal's fluid that's what 1 ta Ur to the 
students about move it out of its box this little grid it's in just open it up and see 
what happens where it goes what romes in what oes out the Eiuidity of it 
untü they start thinking afterwards they must won er if technology is how you 
take up the world and ifs everything 

d 
thaYs what I tell them see how everything is integrated and ifs not separate 
attitudes of what knowled e is and what education should be 
and they're shocked to fin % that they know so much that they corne in with sa 
much knowledge like they have to know this they say 1 don't know anythng 
about technology 1 say you know way more about technology than what's in this 
document 

F 

Pa 
F 

Pa 
P 
F 

Pa 
F 
Pa 
F 

Pa 
P 

F 
P 
F 
E'a 
F 

my kibi play &ch you see yes it's redy huiny most of the maori kids in t o m  
play touch team sport girls and boys slow and fast so if ou want to know 
where any of the maori community are in Palmerston ~ o r d   rida^ ni ht the kids 

because you've got al1 these kids and a lot of the tearns speak maori 
It are d o m  there playing it's on the other side of town and il's redly nny 

thars wonderful 
we maintain the language wherever we are and al1 the parents are out there yelling 
out to their kids in maori my daughtets both of them are playin now one's five 
and one's seven and the seven year old thinks it's great but she f 1 she does is 
jump up and d o m  she doesn't want to touch the bail (dl  laugh) 
she's just having a good tirne 
is it soccer? 
no touch is it's in the shape of a rugby bal1 we put four year olds sometimes the 
kids are there and they want to play we just chuck them ont0 the field (al1 laugh) 
parents are out there but you sort of pass the bal then you sort of move forward in 
a line formation and then the other tearn comes up to you and if you get touched 
you put the bal1 d o m  and roll it back and until seven touches and then you pas it 
out to your team and they run over this Lne but il's really cute because the kids 
are like you know they're having a really great tirne 
isn't that lovely and you've got a whole lot of them out there 

they're ail out there and the parents get involved 
be able to O aljon will take them 

and 8 ey'll have a good t h e  down there laughing and yeah is 
there anything else you wanted to ask me now that you got me (ail laugh) 
with the chahs around her neck here 
no 1 think that 1 might ask you how to spell some of the things afterwards some 
of the words that you said 
okay 
oh t'm wondering if maori kids were made to cut their hair 
ail that yes of course they were 
did they have to Wear uniforms 
Wear uniforms take off bone carvings tmga been in schwls through that debate 
schoo1s where Pve taiked to staff and boards of trustees about students ri hts f maori children's rights to have language taught to them if their parents esire be 
in the school to support them to support maori chüdren yeah they're their tonga 
which are carvings because pnkelYl xhools saw them as jeweüry jewellry is not 
allowed it still continues to be in pakeha schools that sort of thinking the teacher 
says what you Wear this is how you do it and for maori kids ifs like uh what 
difference is that going to make to their leaniing 



mhrn it might help their learning 
1 mean il's interesting just some of the interviewhg just taüung with some of those 
that 1 intewiewed with my thesis and how they were brought up and theii 
ewperiences in schools there were two about the sarne age as me h o  males and 
they talked about their schmling experiences and it was just dmadful same as 
you know same as me we just had very sirnilar experiences at the highdml 1 
went to an al1 girls maori highschool 
thanks have a good garne 
w hooooooshhhh 
wind's up tack ta& starboard paddle rudder hard port sw00000000ShSh 

we see frances most days after this the days we don? we miss her very much 
one morning 1 write 

friday, 12 march 1999 
lia nri Frances; you have a good sense of humour 
certainly a necessity as a teacher parent spouse 
human/ b e i i  or should 1 say human/ becoming 
because we are al1 human and al1 becorning 
your modesty makes everyüung about you 
even more striking because it is there together with pride 
1 watched the sun rising this morning 
h m  the liffle bnd e over the lagoon 
saw the red shift e f  spectrum the blush of grandfather Sun 
colouring the face of father sS, 
while below the coots chased one another 
the ducks murmurred the black swans showed off 
their children making rhubarby sounds 
with the mallards in chorus sustenato non obligato 
a beautiful time to be in aotearoa a guet in your home 
we canoe making peo le know our relations the tree nations 
we know weather an B water 
and living in the village with our ancestors 
there is weather in us there are trees and rivers 
there are villages and those we have known 
there is tradition and renewal 
we are the shoots the seeds the saplings 
the leaves and bark the flower the sent 
and the insects the gardens the river banks 
the fotests we are the process ing of our own spirits 
wishmg for you a great friday 
1 am wondering how agnes' class went yesterday 
you are a good exam le frances that is so important 
past ail the talk and $ eorising and evaluations assessing 
it is what we do with whom for whom 
how it is sustainhg community 
pat and 1 are going to have a nice coffee 
wiiile it is yet ml oAen 
Pet'?= 

we next navigate the canoe up the manawatu river 
then portage across the lrabdritu campus of massey university to the lagoon 
tie it up and walk to our place on duka street just off te rmiie mclc Street 
plug in my email and get this Ietter h m  frances 



Eriday 19 march 1999 
T m  kaicn 

1 have been thinking a lot about you two over the last two days. 1 was so 
looking forward to you joining me in the visit to Wanganui-but 1 did not 
redise the fil1 ins between our seeing each other. When 1 h d  out that 
you were not CO "Y' knewsomcY!t was definitely wning-or right 
whichwer way you ook at i t  To spe buthfuiiy now -when 1 first met 
you both 1 knew that it was going to oniy be b r  a short while. This is 
hart knowings stuff. Anyway when 1 went over to Wanganui yesterday after 
my school visit, 1 went to the beach b r  an hour or s++nd of course the 
fact that you two were supposed tu be there with me-meant 1 s nt a lot of 
time thinking about you and what has hap ed-and 1 feel re ly sad about r r 
it all. But, but, there was a reason and so has not been lost. Anyway 

1 wrote these lines for you both on the beach and in the Sun. 

18 March 1999, CastleclifE Beach 

Take time 
to nourish your soui 
do not let 
the neon hurnans 
eat away at your essence 
and most of al1 do not 
eat away at theirs. 
Find the gentle path, 
the one that leads you back to you 
Ground yourself in 
Let mother nature p P"" ay with you 
Sit in the sun long enough and let it 
dance upon your skin 
Hear the waves as they kiss 
mother earth 
Let your breath be stolen by the beauty 
Ima 'ne the silence and feel süil 
1 fee f' tUday it will not be long 
and you wül retum home 
This has been an important time 
But rehun Mth the memory 
of Aotearoa with 
T~ngata Whenua in your heart. 

1 never let people see my insides, but you are pulling them out of me. 

With much love to you both. 
See you soon. 

Frances 
padde paddle paddle stroke 

paddle whoooosh 



agnes8 stmy with pat 

journal entry canoe trip to aotema 
may 26 1999 lemons café hokowhitu village palrnerston north 

cask raven (R), coyote (C), Wes(tm methodology),voice over (VO), agnes mdarland 
(A), jane (server), pat o'riley (Pa), peter cole (P) 

(chup chirp chirp) enter raven 
R cheep is talk 
A when Pm getting interviewed 1 can't talk 
Wes don't you worry about talking 1'11 do enough for everybody 
P So about education and other myths 
A 1 think our maori people should be taught by maori people 
Wes you got a battle in front of you 
A first of al1 because of their identity and because when there's a pakefYl in front of 

the class teaching our maori children they can't get dose to that person plus that 
person doesn't know how a maori thinks whereas a maori knows how maori 
children think and they've got that waidi same spirit you can tell what that child 
is thinking about 

VO f?imi m m i  (slowly) 
A that pakeha coming dong oh you're naughty totally different reaction from the 

maori person who's got more mdu love and &i they care more maoris are 
sort of touchy people you know hands on whereas +ha are sort of individuals 
you know they don't get close 

Wes don? touch don't srnell don't feel don't think just obey and you'll do fine 
A if 1 were to go into a class and talk to some maori kids it's like they're my own 

like my swn blood 
Wes that kind of closeness is not usually encouraged 
VO you need distance distantiation metres and miles cubits parsecs 
Pa ifs what we talk about in the classroom 1 say 1 donnt care what the curriculum is 

you love those children that's what matters 
Wes love? it's not in the curriculum document out of the question 
Pa respect them 
VO get real this is the modem era 
A Pm teachin my students and then they go out on teaching practice and 1 go out 

and have a f ook at them it gives me a lot of joy to be just to see them 
Wes evaluation assesment that's the only way you know if you done the job right 

or not measure their cognitive capacities long and short term mal1 
in peter's community they have mainly white people teachuig ûrst nations people 
of course it's the whites teachuig the indians injuns don't know nothin' 
the people who are first nations are going out and king taught in western ways 
western schooling it doesn't have that love and that closeness that you're talking 
about so it's a big pmblem (sound ofdrums then sarnds ofthe city togcther 
andthesoundsdtheciîu~etlauderandiouder~ 
don't want theu mindi &lonized 
1 have a lot of maori students in my classes 
a lot of them they've been colonized even some of the maori ledurers the ve 7 been brought up in town they haven't got that w u h a  that s irit (sound O the 
wind in trees) our program is total immersion maori everytRig's done in maori 
our bosses are still white (iaughs) it would be good if we could run the whole 
thing our way 
1 asked my granddaughter what she wanted to be when she grew up she said 
'white' m 1 thought losing another one 



that maori university at otaki is it still a p i b i i t y  or is it still run on the western 
system 
no I still think so 
Pm thinki about how massey is structuted in canada you have a dean-pro 
vice chance "& or h e H e  lecturers will say we're going to bring this person in and 
they vote for that person through a hirrng cornmittee 
oniy corporations know how to make education work 
bottom up bottom up 
weli thars what we don't have eh we don't have a say who comes in here we 
donnt et b see the person 'til they're hired 
1 was f ooking at the york University union's statement of philosophy one of the 
things they talk about that they don't talk about here is the importance of the 
university in a spiritual sense 1 don't get that feeling hem 
1 certainly don't get it in my area technology education 
spirituality has no place in prokssional research it m p t s  objectivity 
s irituaiity has no place in public eâucation it has a coercive efkd on judgement 
Jey taik about academic W o m  there im't academic freedom hem 
thafs what you're standing up for when you stood up in that meetin that's what 

right to do what you're doing 
t a university is supposed to be about ifs in the laws for massey you ve every 

but the strange thing about it ifs the maoris who are wanting to bring the western 
stuff into maori training 
when you mme into academia you leave your indigenous epistemologies 
methodologies orthographies ontologies discographies at the door 

rised at her [head of maori and multicultural education] wanting to 
bring Iwars3 in ese ideas h m  another country including canada 
aImo00 
hia hia hia hia 
but she thinks that we need it 
because you're "uneducatefland have to learn ali this somewhere else she knows 
she's been there 
she's met with the apple indians in canada the academics 
introduces their applecations orchard knowings windfall ideas 
and she's got the jargon 
she's done the research 
on her own people 
for white academics white academ/ent/ ia 
this is bordering on treason 
against white right 
languagerlice language police nine one one ali points bulletin (rimi) 
i l  it's not r maori then it's not relevant is it 
so I was trying to say to you ifs not me 
bund of p h  mid cmoing) ptkeha children are taught to think you can put up a 
windmiü and not have to think about the spirits of this land you just get wind 
power you just put it up 
(SOU& 0 f t k  mMnd) wh00aKW are yOUUUU 
(mnd o f d  in irees and o c m  zarocs) green power green profits green theft 
the love is there but iYs difficult for it to corne through and there's the abuse too 
residential schools generations of people 
somebody get him a solin and a CU 
you had to stay there all year long chirp) until they were sixteen or more 
they weren't allowed to speak their language 
done em Iotsa good look where they are now lyin' drunk in the streeb dead on 
the tracks Livi.6' in slums we neveigave'm s l u k  we gave them direction 



die d o n  
like the boarding schoois  sau und ofzai ing ni b h d b m d  d pointe k n g  SW on 
desk) 
taken away and put into scfiools (sound of nimchin~ brus W, zahistle) 
hup two üuee four hup hup hup two three four 
almost all were sexually abused by the priests and the nuns (chtistimr singhg) 
an elder told us there are more than 100 children burieci behind the one where 
peter's people went to who were abused [st mary's mission, bc] the parents never 
saw them again because it's very mountainous it's very rugged (soumi of chrldren 
crytn8) 
(sounà 11gi!cts ofchildm 'ng screrrming zclhimpering pfaading as they me being beuten % to th sarnâ dagei nusic to th wnà ofchristiim as they me k i n g  sex1rally 
h y n r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
it's 150 200 miles away 1 mean you can get there by canoe and you can't even see 
your children 
where have al1 the children gone lon t h e  passing 
about 90% of peter's people were killed y disease Wds ch*) or murdered 
stawed (sound ufgunFe) 

% 
generations of parents had to go to these scfioals the on1 examples of parenting K was nuns and priests it's pretty hard to have an idea of ow you're supposeci to 
k a t  children (sound ofhair being cut m'th s c k w s  of hther  hifttng ùurepesh sbes on 
harrfrooodpoa) 
if they're being abused doing it later on 
there are very few left who know the songs the traditions 
the ones who do most of them have a big chunk of catholicism @ n n  singing in 
tf 'ut1 'inUr languugd 
do they have their own Iaws stül? 
but they aren't taiked about at particular times of the year 
when there's a death 
(sigh) 
a road ou can hardly get in [to skookwnchuk, port douglas, samahqam] they 
drink 7 drrtnkerisounds) 
so they're isolated hmm 
they used canoes before to go back and forth that was better 
but they get les than $200 a month h m  welfare and that goes into buying 
potatoes and turnips and they make them in big pots and they al1 eat together 
sounds like an okay diet to me 
the rest goes into buying alcohol 
it sounds like the maori 
they live in these shacks desi and built by the department of indian affairs 
they used to live in beautiful f?' ornes in the ground pit houses and then indian 
affairs told them they needed these houses which are meaningless to them and 
they're just 
like a box 
and it's in a very cold place I'm sure they freeze in the winter it's really disgusting 
they're not part of what their culture is and then they say stupid people you don't 
take care of them 
  mu si ml bridge maon'jlute u>ood on w d  sùme on stone) 
my grandma my great grandmother and great grandfather we used to go out in 
the bush all the time and thars how we lived and whatever we caught thafs what 
we ate and we used to go ûshing and my grandmother 1 used to go to the rnarae 
aii the t h e  with her whenever there was a ceremony (sound ofniaa singin@ she 
was into healing 1 used to go around with her at night when she used to go 
around and do the dead people whenever sornmne dies they die in a funny 
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ition so she used to go and crack th& bones 1 used to go that's where 1 
pamed that h m  the cracking h m  doing dead bodies (sard of ci&) frances 
said to me the other night 1 thought you ody did that to dead bodies and 1 says 
weU you look haif dead to me (laughterl so 1 learned the songs at night the old 
sangs you got no choice you're lying there in the same bed you pick it up (mnd 
ofsingin8 in dû mami) ou learn something you don't leam from school 
the medicines and all J i 3  t like you drink it took me ages to get used to the 
out here 1 used to get sick al1 the tirne 

YzY 
it takes tirne to get used to 
a bad diet 
you got to get used to western ways that's the only way you'll survive if you 
think you c m  do otherwise you're crazy it'll kill you 
(pichg petalsfiomflmm) acculturation assimilation acculturation assimilation 
genopathy genocide genopathy genodde you [ose again step right up 
it doesn't surprise me ifs aü pracessed and it's not healthy 
right and everythi was fennented we used to have s e a W  for about three days 
a week you hang % e eei u on the üne for a week untiI the maggots get in 
1 muld put you in jail Eor & i n g  like that it's uncivüized 
yeah like you were telling us the other ~ g h t  and it Moated it do you think that's 
important to teach students you have now who are going to go out and teach is 
there a way for you to do that in this kind of an institution 
if it's not in the curriculum document ifs prohibiteci 
index libri pmhibitoribus 
index l h m m  prohibitmm 

Wes we prosecute holators to the full extent of the Iaw we've got en, - 
edu'cational review office 
it would be a good idea to prohibit white laws in maori country these laws are not 
indigenous to this land your language is not indigenous to this land your ideas 
your way of life your attitudes 
I'd do it anyway you've got to be careEul with people 'cause they say you got to 
have a ticket, hey to do that massaging and stuff you been brought up in talking 
about there's still a law here 
do you have a licence can 1 see your licence where's your licence excuse me could 
you show me your licence do you have a licence b practice where's your licence 
are you a licenced practitioner Iice sensed pr ack a& a& tish ish ish shun er 
whose law (al1 hugh) so it's king lost 
it's still there eh 
unless you carry it on it's going to be lmt 
urposely misplad a d  

k t  there's oniy certain people that I teach 
what about the old people 
they don't actuaiiy bch it you've got to listen and just watch they don't say 
you've got to do it like this they just tale me don with them and you're just 
observing what the re doing so if you don't lbit d#tp) pi& it up it's not for you tl % 
that's how thev loo at it but over here evervone's not to do the same vou teach 
romething and weryone's got to leam it butkhat 11eamed is not for Geryone 

Wes you've got to share the knowledge everybody should have equal opportunity so 
for that they need to be tau t the same materid 

R tell aiI teHall aawk cm2 
Pa the whole idea of standardization doesn't work because everybody's at different 

laces in their lives 
A L e  1 say to frances okay ifs like th when we're doing the haka and she couldn't 

do it 1 said this is your last chance then I'm not kaching you this is not for you 



7'11 do it slowly' (Iaughtd but there's certain people 1 give different üungsto 1 
don't give the wb1e lot just to one person 

Pa because if something happens to them ifs ali lost 
R oh where oh w M  have my cultural artifaa gone oh where oh where can they be 
C m maao mmaaoc, seum 
A but then later on they aii meet they'il l e m  off each 0 t h  
Wes put it on vida seIl it mass vraduction mas profit how much am 1 bid on this 

hhual doodad do 1 hem on; hundred dotla& where do you want to start 
seventy-five eighty in the back eighty 6ve from the gentleman with the treaty 
now nine h m  the shee farmer L P and pass ton to peap e they think can leam take them by the hand 
1 was thinking about when you got up to watch the cat the other Nght 
animals can tell you a lot look at this one Mite &&mior rettieaerl having a listen 
those human beings think Pm a white lab they'l1 leam pretty qui& that 1 don't 
retrieve 1 don't eat boaes 1 don? beg for supper 
she's a transformer (-al acc4mpmiknt) 
he's been here a while havhg a listen they can tell you a lot you know the prppi? 
is it a bird 
no ifs a sheiifish we used to dry them on the line and when we went to the bush 
that's ail we ate put it mund your neck 'cause you're not allowed to take food 
into the bush that was the only thing you ate when you're on the hom for three 
days they've got to last you 
is that because you eat oniy what's there in the bush 
yes othenvise you won't catch nothing beriause you're mind's too busy eating 
hungry hllngry h Y? food fooâ food hungry eat chew swallow burp 
et yer hamburgers ere salnionelIa ebola banana panna fee fi salmo neUa ba 

%e Ua bee bo nella 
1 was just thinking about the sif 'atl'im community the land's been destrayed 
because of deforestation 
and damming 
it's g d  for rivers and indispeclsabIe €or sustainable development 
meaning i t makes money for white people who have a Iifestyle to keep up 
which is the oniy thing they c m  keep up 
m h  nasty! 
is it the sanie here 
no no one wants to come into tuhoe thev're too scared we're isofated eh thw 
don't have anything to do with the outside world oniy a kw of us can come oi t  
and survive most ple come out and they can't handte it and they go home 
cause home ifs di fr rent you can just go to the neighbour and get our apples go 
in one garden get a pumpkin people offer p u  food they got too much fish or 
something they hand it out to al1 the neighbom over h m  you've got to have 
time and you've got to have money over there you don? lmk at the time 
(Intd chirps) you don't have to have any money just Iive off the land 

Wes Tuhoe is out of buch it's oniy a matter of time befbte it comes on strearn 
Vû getsup tospeed Isotrndqfmcem~ 
A I think the kids'li Iove it 
Pa waiora [frances' younger daughter] 
A that one cm see things the first time hances said to them I'm cornui over to y w r  

place and the other one kahuurangi [frances' older daughter] sort O f sneaks 
M d  1 said to frances what's the girl's name she says waiora 1 said ohh the 
other one's taiking to me al1 the time 1 said ohh this one's a bit you know 
(Imcghter) donized that one is aii right (Iarrshtffl 'cause the older one talks a Iot 
she don't worry she just jurnps into things the other one's careful 



she's very cautious peter had that feeling about her that she was standing back 
and listening and paying attention to what was going on 
1 told frances that little one is going to look after the older one you'll see when 
they grow up ifs supposed to be the older one lwking after the little one 
the world trade organization will look after them (sourd ofcutlery and disha) 
when 1 fust came hem 1 was so used to eating with my hands (s lurp)  
ohgross! t o o u n ~ ~ ~ ~ d l  
in maori studies 1 was in my Grst year everyone sort of stopped you know they 
had their knives and forks and 1 just went (siutp) with the soup and îhey aii went 
[mouth O nl 1 folded u my bread and put it in my cup of k a  and they just 
stopped T looked up an t! they were al1 laoking at me and oh whal's wrong irs 
just the wa you're eating they never saw anyone do that for a long time since dY their gran parents 
you need manners girl or you'U get in biiig trouble 
they were probably delighted 
1 used to get into trouble because 1 used to Wear no shoes when 1 first started here 
Pd have my suit on but forget the shoes (Imcghter) @ird ch*) 
what made you do your master's degree 
she wanted to leam western ways pro gress toward a better way of iik 
'cause they think we can't do it the native speakers and 1 wanted to prove them 
wrong because they think oh al1 the intelledual ones are uh they been schooled 
the western way 
they know aU the theories h m  overseas like trish was saying your maori students 
needed 
1 thought '1 can do what ou can do but you can't do what 1 can do' ( M t  draicin 
music) you can leam the r angua e come in and l e m  maori language but they stil 
don? know the Mmu of those &m the iaània of those words the meaning 

H 
behind the words they're just saying the words but they don? know 
you just need vocabulary and grammar and practice 
that doesn't make them maori by learning the language 
'cause il's part of you eh you live it 1 don't just speak maori just fbr the sake of 
speaking it iYs part of me it's like you practise what you preach other p p I e  just 
practise it or just preach it they just know this is it iYs a theory they're not putting 
their theory into practice il's a living language, eh if3 part of my world 
like peter's language, tf'atf'imx when we were going to the language dass there 
was a white guy 
nice guy nice guy aawwk hey nom! ama sqit 
trying to teach it but the native speakem some of the elders were sitting in the 
dass and one guy was sittin beside me [adrian huntei kaikai] and he said that's 
my language but I've never fi eard it spoken that way you can tell h m  the words 
that it's very much from the land the way he was spealang compared to this other 
feilovir and just the passion one's just a language that doesn't mean 
it's on the top a surface 1 age that you hem now it doesn't go in T it's not connected to the lan 
we got four languages where we come h m  out tribe and when you come out 
here they think it's just one language the maoris in the town they think maori's ali 
the same iYs not (dmp) see we got a b i  lan age there's another one calied 
Hti ifs a muhire of spanish and maori w Ir en they had the world war the 
maoris used the spanish and the maori but nwne could pick up what they were 
saying they went ovemas and when the grandfathers came back that was tfie 
language they brought back a mixture of spanish and maori and then you got the 
dd maori way of speaking and then you got this modem thmg thal's happening 
now but you cm teü a native speaker as soan as they speak enghsh 
what was the bii one? 



the bird language t k m e  if you were a bird you'd say it four ümes (chirp) even 
now our pra ers our km& we got a wocd in there caiied tmba whitu now if fi you say that ur ümes you sound just like a bird tereina zcrhita ter& whita 
t e r e i ~  *ta tereina &ta 
ifs a song 
sort of like walking your talk again in the language 
yeah the people are serious when you speak maori but where 1 come from they 
know how to make it sound r d  funn you don't see that side 'cause 
everybody's really serious about s a& maori they don't see the humoumur le side of it the hands are very alive ut you donnt see that here this [she gestwes] 
can mean a lot of things (dl laugh) you don't see that 1 teach my students that 
in social studies 
what's it mean what's it mean tell us tell us we wanna become anthropologists 
white indigenous experts expert expert polly wanna 
cause you do pinrot people's culture and 1 say okay what does this mean 
(sk gcstures with hm eyes/eyebrours) (Lric htet) 1 say what's that supposed to 
mean? they go whh no try it it's af 1 in the eyes 
hm 1 thought 1 was the only one who knew that one 
just the eyes you don't even need to say hello il's just bentu 
like you were signaling to frances the other Nght to start doing the hakn 
and when you said the prayer for food (km ) B oh it just stopped them h m  talki they cou d be right in the middle of just going 
ah and they stop right the* it's % a Ereeze Irame (hg)  they're getting used to 
it well did you get anything? (to peter) 
il ou see a bird fly the engiish way of look@ at that is it's a si 
w b en the fantail comes into your house the maori see that as dea #' someone close 
to you or in your family so you get your stuff ready and just wait for somecme to 
ring vou or someone will come over some m v l e  can drearn 

Wes pl& no drearn data we want numberi s& real data 
none of this da tata taaa dah taaaa 
1 have a lot of dreams (airphe noise) sometimes the le are still dive but in 
the dream they're dead then you wake up (Id smaff p Er e next moming oh 1 
gotta go home and nosne knows why ou're going home sure enough the phone 
rings sometimes they can be really rea r ly si& and you need to wam them and 
they don't even know they're si& like a mediator between the creator and the 
person you're in between like the messenger to that person 
and you're sort of like that right now where you are located in the college of 
education because you come h m  a different way of knowing 
certain people know you don't sort of open 
you don't tell people that 
you don't show everyone how to do it those things are hidden you know because 
if you say to people oh 1 saw so and so last night and they were dead and 
whatever they'd think you were mad but you can tell somebody else who is like 
you and they'll understand 
like when frances says did you move it [swee a s ]  1 didn't even touch it but !E thece was this old man there f h t  night 1 went ere 1 saw him looking through 
the window and 1 thought ah should 1 tell her then the little girl started getting 
si& 1 thought that old guy yeh then her mother comes 'kunirangi's gettine si&' 
1 better tell her 1 said 'oh Pm go' to have to do your place' (sound q f d q  m pain) 
she says when you went away on '% e weekend one of my mates said there's a l l  of 
this water in the bathroom but she knows she just finished cleaning up the bath 
(sound ddw in pain) 

Wes please no akdotal 'evidence' let's stick with scientific rigour replicable verifiabie 
R rnortis 



C death of western epistemology as a force b be redconed with 
A she walked in there and she reckons there's all this water in the bath[mm] and 

she just süpped on the fiaor and she says yeah and she got up she was ali sore 
she came out and she said you know there's heaps of water in there when frances 
went to have a look there's nothing 1 says oh I'U do your bath you take the kids 
make them have a bath and leave the water in there and just take them out and 
then Pl1 do your bath but then the 0 t h  ni t I saw the old guy a ain then 
you fellahs came over and I said oh 1 gotta f O it cause 1 saw him w t en you fellahs 
were there 1 says to hances me and you walk down to the gate and when we were 
w- down the path there's a part where yw just get this gust of wind reaUy 
cold id you feel that?' frances says 'oh yeah' you know she's quite scared 
I sa s ah don't be scared move back back up 'cause it's better if it comes into 
my i! ack rather than forward 'cause Pli start looking like a dead person in the 
moming just walk back with me you're going to come with me because this is 
your place we got to do this thing so walk backwards and when we walk 
backwards it just heughhh she's starting to et scared 1 said ah better get to the 
gate because 1 can hear wowoowo starting f truck walk to the gate and we'll 
be al1 right when we go out the gate 1 said look that wa okay what am 1 
looking at (di lwgh) you Eeel anything no well look & t t  w a  feel anytiung no 
look that way she goes ohh you know this big wind came blowing just before 
you fellows came down 1 said ah ifs al1 right now I said it's al1 right it's in my 
back so when we dropped youse off we came back I got her to touch my back 1 
taak my top off put her hand on my back 1 said you feel that she goes aah there's 
somethuig pulsing in you it's çomethi Living in there there's something in your 
back 1 said that's that thing fom outsi 7 e your house she says how are we going 
to get rid of it 1 said you grab it you puil it out [Iaughs] she said how the heil am I 
going to get right in there just imagine ou're inside me and try and grab it r, oh she spent half the night trying to gra it out and pull it out she still couldn't get 
it and 1 said aw leave it there il's not time for it to come out so last night 1 said oh 
just bring the girls up because thefre having h d  nightmares bring them up one 
on this side one on that side 1 got up this moming and my back's all right ifs 
gone she's still trying to understand I said you got a kPhua over here a keihua is a 
ghost this old guy keeps coming ( d m )  €rances says uh I wasn't going to tell 
you this but my bmther's seen him tao 1 rang him up cause I was so scared and 
1 describeci what you (dog yelps) and I said you see this is what Ym talking about 
this is somethmg nwne knows this is mahrmiga mami this is maori education 
we're talking about and it's in my badc and you're having the experience now 
and you're feeling it and you're going whwhwhwh ifs pulsing in the back 
there 1 said what you're feeling now is a spirit and it's a bad one but it's better if 
you take it through your back rather than the front becaw if 1 went to wock in the 
morning Pd start looking Iike a ghost iYs go@ to take me a long tirne to get it out 
because ifs hitüng me £rom the front (chnp) aflects your breathing you start 
sounding üke an asthmatic 

Pa she's leaniing a lot h m  you 
A she says to me do you know why you'n here she asks me such funny questions 
Pa she has incredible respect for you she knows what a gift it is ta have you in her 

home and for her girls 
A 1 said to mack'm outta my back just give it a liffle bit of a kkrghh and she goes 

heeeagh 1 said Yve done it to you you turn around and you just O like this on my 
body and whhp you'ii know how hard you're gonna do it oc so you just put it B a 
over here an she says put my hand there so 1 know why don't you just do it 
and she cracks she cracked my back I said see you're ai i  right you can do it to 
çomebody else and she goes oh now 

P can you do it on a tree 



on a tree by yourself yeah if a dead pemn say was like the knees over the bed 
here and fiat how you would do for it you just punch in the knee and then the 
whole body will came back up 
as a reflex 
yeah you can sit them up in the coffin but people would freak out some people 
die with their mouths open so you gotta break their jaw get it back inb place 
we used to bury our dead in a tree 
that's against the law 
of the west 
that's what we do too leave them up there hang them up there and get them 
d o m  after and scrape the bones take them samewhere else in the cave (chnp) 
we got a bi mountain back where 1 come from lot of bones in there the used to 
hang themfmm the trees before then we take them down they caii it d n g a  
scrape the bones then you put it in the mountain 
you don't use any hot water 
no 'ust wash in cold water illness is caused by depression by anger if you've got 
e A  thoughts you're goin to get si& anyway you ot to think positive you cm f f get anyhng you want as ong as you put your min to it 
1 think that's what some of us are trying to do about education you know trying to 
change it so that it's not what's going on right now 
you can change someone's thoughts by doing a bit of voodoo there without them 
even knowing you're doin it (iuughs) 1 do it to arohia al1 the time kghtnl 'how 
the hell did you get her to !Ln ge her min& (hghfer) ifs fumy this wasp came 
into the house the girls were going uh you know and they were calling out to me 
so 1 grabbed it like this [open hand] and pushed it out the door they both went aah 
you didn't get a bite or anything you don't fiin at it otherwise it's going to bite 
you cause it thinks you're going to attack it just f ift it off 
this western interpretation gets in the way looking at signs instead of just trusthg 
yoursetf allowing yourself to know some part of you gets in the way and says you 
got to figure out what that means learning by watching if you're not back in the 
viilage you cm bring your villa e into the city that's maybe what you're doing 
bringin your cornmuni into ances's house % 
you are 

k b  so you on't necessarily ve to take them back they l e m  by the example of how 

yeah mainly by how you are what you mode1 Like you say walking your tak 
~çounàs ofbirds chhping mngs whirling) 
thaCs the ones we cail him pinl pihi 
are those the ones you catch like this 
fry them but you need to have heaps in order to get a good feed the wood pigeon 
the kerm the female your mom or w h a  she eats it ûrst she gets the first 
se- (uhplmie rctums) everyone else is after whatever is left mer that's it men 
if just one leg that's al1 you're going to get but the puku side of it is the best food 
the stomach it's got the purple berries fntitoI that's just what the kmmr eats eh 
little benies purple good for the stomach if you want a good dean out eh 
thank you [coffee arrives] 

Jane here ou go you've got an easy da today no teaching 
Pa you r to agnes] were teaching early 's moming 
P we're doing school 

tK, 
Jane oh what are you studying &@fer) 
P king human beiigs 
Jane oh that's cool . . . are you out at massey too are you in maori studies department 
A but I'm the only maori there 
Jane you're joking (laugkfer al0 
A the only reai one (Liughfer) 



Jane I nmember the first year the opened before hardly any maoris were on campus d ed maori stu ies and it got quite big we used to get heaps in 
U"U"YOpen A so did y w  earn maori when you were there 

Jane oh yeah kti wu are you h m  here? 
A Pm from h m  t uhoe 
Jane ohokay 
A do you know where that is 
Jane no 
A north in the bush 
jane wanganui or up north 
A lohakatane 
jane oh okay up there it's interesting did you watch that program the other night 

dwmentary 'inside new zealand' 
A it was a good documentary eh 
Jane the h d k r g a  way out there north 
A you know tmrrciti? 
Pa is that the guy (geshcres tnokos on fice) 
A that's w here 1 come from 
Jane oh out there 
A thafs my musin 
Jane oh reallly oh okay so what are you ledunng out t h e  
A Pm at the Kura kmcpapa total immersion 
Jane oh good how long have you been out there 
A five years 
Jane really 
A hiding (laughs) 
Jane well the smner they make it com ulsory to take maori in school the better better 

than french I've got two boys an cl' there was some program on where they were 
speaking in maori 1 said to them do you understand that 

A 00 peter) hey you should be taping this 
Jane and they didn't 1 think it should be cornpulsory 
Pa learning french in a supposedly bilingual country [maori and english) 
Jane learning bloody french and spanish 
A what are you going to do with french 
Jane what's the point 1 mean 
Pa if yw're living in new zealand you should know maori 
Jane and if you can be biin al in this country it'd be a real feather in your cap 
R feather what kind O f" feather not mine 
Jane any job if you can say yes Pm fluent in maori 
A Pm not fluent in english 
Jane you're not weil your english is good 
A why thank you (laughtet) 1 got an accent 
Jane 1 got an accent too 1 reckon 
A you're the lirst one to notice 
(musiml bridge: sousOurrd ofmatm*flute) 
Pa petet and I want to do what we can so that western knowledge and western ways 

are not ovenvhelming the conversation in the world because of whars 
hap ning to the earth and what we're doing to each other as human b q s  and 
ai i  tr 's capitalist stuff (zohale sounds) indigenous knowledges can no longer be 
locegmunded colonization is reaiiy hard to unieam once you've learned how to 
be lhat way it's hard to undo (sound of clock ticking 1 h o p  that you meet a 
Iriend of mine (sound ofafiicn dtum birds elephants) who's from ken a she's a 

the p p l e  back in her mmmunity she's got that spirit that you have 
r lot like you she grew up in the village and she's got her phd did a lot O work with 



1 only came out here cause ï'm go' to get what 1 c m  out of this lot and take it 
back to my people help them it's a '% 'fferent world totally different from ours we 
oniy just stacüng to establish our own whme uly~lltlp university 
more schook!? 
wooops we got to zip this one's mouth (sp: e) 
wraaaak 
they want me to go back as a moderator cause they're doing a course like what Pm 
doing now total immersion maori they wrote a letter to arohia she says oh they 
want you they want to go as a moderator 1 don't want you to do it cause you got 
al1 this work 1 says oh it's like this arohia if you don't send me back ifs my 
reputation on the üne plus massey ou've got to send me there do you think you 
could do it twice a year ifs not any ig thing she says it looks like something 
politicai 1 says ah no it's al1 right 

r, 
everything's political arohia (laughs) 
(Iwwl) 
we were the fmt tribe to do that you know we got out own embassy our own 
schdol system maori schools within the boundary of the ûibe 
taught by maori 
you were hiking about maori teaching maori 
yeah our own people teaching our own people we got out own highschools and 
now we got our university it's just started up like a training a teacher's training 
plus they'm doing degrees and &ostPd P a P  
in a sense you having the quali cations that you have with your master's degree 
and maybe going to do your hd 
then 1 can go back and help $ em 
ou're also recognized in the western world the people here know that you know 

Lth  it's a really powerful position to be in 
we know who she's meeting with in Canada and they are the people there 
w ho are just iike her 
the a ples gairig in there and the spuds going out s ud meeting the apple R & ( h g  ter) that's who amhia's doing her research wi in canada the ones that've 
been colonized and who are now colonizing their own people 
one of those big machines that does four rows at a time (sound of mctomated potato 
dker) 
yeah those potato diggers just go out and pi& them out and shake them like this 
and maybe (Imrghtet) knock some sense into them 
put them back in the p u n d  again maybe they'ii grow up it's üke she doesn't 
want b get her hands duty 
banish the thought! 
1 get pissed off when I see maoris with makeup 
1 think about these maori language nests 
kdaangn tm yeah 1 mean before we weren't even allowed to speak maori in schools 
this is a politid statement them putting up h g u  ta, they took out our reo Our 
language ifs now tuming around really good mgnh' so the disaster has tumed 

we're not there yet that's ody part of it see we went from kohmiga 
to bilingual 001s now kum hmpp xhools now we got zohmekura schools now 
we o t ~ ~ p  i eng 'sh please this is new zealand after aii 
h m y  1 thought it was &mm 
all we need now is our own we're the first tribe to be üke that setting the example 
br other tribes our tribe is the oniy one that didn't sign the treaty but you're not 
aliowed in there unless you got a passport bey'U stamp it before you go unies 
you want to get eaten (iaugffter) 
so if we get you to canada do you come on that passport 



yeah it's recognized over there 
when I was taiking to the dean he pricked up his eus  and sat brward when 1 said 
1 was intemted in having an indigenous intemilhua1 conversation 
strengthening indigenous knowledges 
so people are talking t ether if you came over and spoke in maori and 
and muahdi spoke in L 
I guess you'd understand one another just being together she's got those eyes that 
you 1 mean she just has to give a little signal with her face and you know what 
she's meaning 
mutindi does she have wods to express herself 
she's got such a heart 
1 mean (gatures) this means a lot and you know they might think I'm out of my 
head (laugb) this lady asked me when I went to the hospital but she said it in a 
way that was quite you know 
what did she say to you 
she says m you're part indian 'm noo' she said you better go home and ask your 
mother and your dad your andparents you're sure she says 'you got down 
here maori and sarnoan an f scottish are you sure you haven't got any indian in 
you you look like one' (bird drnping) 
ou've got a lot of that because of the knowings the way you were raised a lot of 

Lstory with you that a lot of people have loat you're more connected to it and 
you're passing that on to fiances and other people your students 
m give them a little 
what they can take 
otherwise they're onna ch& on it don? want them choking just like giving 
someone a ofbread to chew on and they got no teeth 
~~~~tion music) 
do you have a word in maori for change? 
te hurûuanga 
is there another way of translating it besides 'change' another word 
as a 'reflection' a turnover there's a curtain you're either on this side or that side 
what we're in now we cal1 it ao huriltm* ao is the world now hum means it's 

the changing world (lots o f b a c k g r d  ta&) we've got another 
term for the O d world taday is called ao huttltun üke we're in now it's the changing 
worId you're coming into another world huh? if they were to raise up now and 
walk over here they'd be in shock watch tv they'd be in shock 
they'd have b l e m  al1 over again 
Pm conditioned in western education that's what I've learned Pve got mohawk 
ancestq but 1 was kept away from it I'm trying to find out where my mots are 
when 1 go back that's part of what I'11 be doing 
try to be prepared for the skeletons in the cioset (mttle rattle) 
Pm just wondering what you think someone like me can do in education to fight 
colonisation and do my part (coughs) 
imagine you're the on1 person on this earth no one else knows anythuig (kiughs) 
1 get in trouble in aü O l? my clases because I don't teach to the curriculum because 
it's a racist 1 invited Mena and diane to come and taIk to the students about 
maori technologies in my classses 
what you need ta do is write something that you thirtk sui6 our way of Uunkrng 

into the classes 
X, rather than sa oh 1 don't want to do this do the stuff be re you adually go % this is what 1 think 1 should do it Iüre this 

this is what my hemt teils me 1 have to do 
because my heart is not happy just give me a chance to hy a üttie on this side see iE 
it works and PU come back to this but you know you're not going to come back 
never 



that's just the way to get around it we're not going to go back there 1 say yeah 
yeah PU do this but 1 don't b @ s )  
1 have been gettin in trouble for it 
you've got the stuff you've l d e d  at this 1 think some of the stutf is good but 
muid 1 try this out first and if this doesn't work with the students can 1 mme back 
to that but you know you're not going Q go back but they don't know that but 
tharll give you a chance to put your stuff across 
because Pve got the credentials that say 1 can do this 
yeah because the maoris look at it he mana te kupu eve word's got a powerful 
spiritual thing behind it and that's how I sort of got am 71 'a to turn around in that 
hui when 1 did it in (extcrrial noise) maori there's a lot of power behind it kound 
ofmaori haka) and there's no one can corne in because they don't understand me 
and there's only one n in there that c m  understand me and that's kahu and 
he's üke this ( th= 
1 bet he's right there with you that'll rnake him strong too 
the others are sort of what the heli's happening 
because you've done that it may take them a while but they'll start getting strong 
and standing up because you've a h d y  done it 
(whrspPts) but in maori once you say something you can't go back on that that 
korero once you've said it that's it kua muna ne it's got power 
so that's why you didn't want to go back to that meeting 
and if you say to somme thaYs it you don't go back and apologize once you've 
thrown it off to the person th& it why take it off and then you get sick 
chuck it back on to the person if someone says it to you you say it back 'cause ifs 
going to go round in the cirde 
so you're not wearing it 
yeah you just push it back I mean thafs that's maori witchuaEt that's d u t u  
and you make sure you're laoking at the person when you do il 
1 hope the others are strong with ou because ou've taken that step 
I don't say much 1 just listen to Leir to th& !, ullshit (A ad Pa Imgh) 
what about talking to people wearing sunglasses 
thars al1 right I just have to see your face 1 don't need to see your eyes 
1 asked you about change because 1 thought to myself you can't hm sadness into 
happiness they're different and you can't change a peison 
sometirnes sadness is happuiess 
that's a good point 
1 mean you can see somme you haven't seen for years and you cry that's not 
'cause you're sad 
instead of the word 'change' 1 think about the word 'layering' 
you're talking geography now (A Imcghs) 
but thars the way language works sometimes you know 
you tell maoris korerdiiu te reo ahfa this is how we leam that's what they haven't 
got yet they're trying b figure out w b t  is maori methodology a way in which 
maori children cm l e m  we leam by graphics you got to show us before we 
believe you a pakeha cornes in front of you and they Mite it on the board (suund 
ofchalk on bidckbmd) ivs just a word you got to know what that word looks like 
I always draw a picture on the board for my students so they can see the word 
where it is we're visual people w k n  you talk about a person you taik about them 
like they're a tree you've got to make them look like a chief you c d  them a tahna 
'cause a tofma is a 
big tree 
a person thinks he can make out of that tree you know a rr#kt a niarae carvings 
and if you want to make someone like a rmptira like a big chief when they pas  



away you cal1 thern totara you don? cal1 them big chief or anything in speech 
they're always refend to by toirna see there's a visuai image 
1 see geqpaphy and laquage as the same and people shale you k m  p u  walk in 
it irs al1 loose so you slide that shale exists in language and in people like your 
haka is in your words il's in what ou know it isn't se ate irs in the language 
you're not just having your body b r the &e of lt eh ghr) 
when you do this when ym tum sideways the's something in your language 
that tums sideways t w  chirpsl 
that's where the bird Ianguage cornes in when you're doing the movernents of the 
hakn you're doing the movements that a bird does (UnaPf sautlds) 
a lot of our talk cornes h m  here (@ts to t h t )  
eso ha so you're swallowing it 

a K o f  w h t  they cail glottai sto 
ohh ohyeah likethesamoans f.151r g d b y e  
it's almost L i  stuttenng 
1 asked one of the elders how wouid you say that if you had to yell it to somebody 
down there W and they said you don't yeU in indian 
p u  just MW stones 
yeah right lwnd  ofçt4ne hitting emth or wtd 
that's a good one (A laughs) the mohawk language is reaiiy beautiful to hem 
it has a rhythm it sounds Iike a song like water 
hey what's your t h e  oooh 1 better go to the big hui eh 
do you have that meeting with arohia 
no Pve got a meeting with our program ifs supposeci to be half past twelve but I'U 
go maori time 
haif past twelve (Pa a d  A Iau 1 (sorrnd of big ben dn'miitg) 
rochelIe [of the yorta yorta tri L australia] is a pelson we'd like to bring to canada 
if we can get that conference organized 
if a conference fonn is the right form it should take 
or it rnight be a word to use to get the funding 
it's al1 in the words hey 
how do you get the haka into the words 
not very easy (Imcghs) every movement has a meaning behind it 
do you think words shouid have something behind it 
ki m means below your actions going to go down there you don't know your 
actions going to go up hem (soumi ofhaka in distance getting closer) 
that is waIking p u r  taIk gesture and talk together 
1 mean if you're talkirtg about someone and your mate's talkmg to you about that 
person and they're on that side you gotta just do it right so that they'ii stop 
taiking have you done that? look say you'm here 
&Y 
you are tallcing to me about her 
aila 
and 1 can see her coming ( la irg?~~)  is that your stuf£ (A and Pa kargh) 
you mate the presence of that person with your talk 
1 don't have to tell you she's mrning it's al1 in the hce you know (dl hgh)  

paddle paddle paddle paddle paddle sbke  swooooooooooooooosh 



tuniin that boat toward the south island te wui pounmnu 
tow an! otago country setting that sail right with a little help 
from my maori Mends with respect to navigation and protocol 
visiting with filibecto penados and bertha ex patriot mayans h m  belize 
1 retum to our conversations at waikato otago the castle outside dunedin 
near the albatross protectory 
1 retum too to our email conversations his manuscript of odober 1995 
blking about meso mesth identity 
in his words the m and the s of m e s h  
even though the s comes after the e of esgmZa 
the tranference of the word to english erasures the e 
using rhizomes to look for mots interlineating tram locating 

1 discover that raven and coyote had transformed themselves into paddles and just for 
the sake of their own amusement brought wes(tem methodology) dong in an oil lamp 1 
thought 1 did not have to contend with that one any more fiiiberto offers an historicai 
portrait of the mayan Our talk moves to filiberto's wrestling with the m and S of mesfizo 

filiberto you seem distracted 1 wonder if your hd work and missing your 
community are rnaking you feel aiienated ifs a %, ut circularity isn't it 
This study is located at the centre of hvo concentric circles, the smaller cide relates 
to the stories of the hvo participants' 
the cesearcher and participant 
ethnic identity 
king mestito mayan and spanish which is to say espatio1 
and the larger 
cide 
[Rlelates b how ethnic identity affects the mervation and revitalisation of a 
community's culture. The study is guided ! y a participatory mode of research 
which addresses the concerns and needs of the researched and involves the 
participants in al1 aspects of the study. 

ur mayan community has been researched for many centuries evangelized 
gbricized othewise delineated disarrayed not to mention 5ûû years of 
genucide 1 wonder how your study deais with your own sense of cornmuni A 7  It identified misrepresentation of Maya in history, the amnesia effect of the ntizo 
classification has on the Mayaness in it, as issues that affect the participants' 
identity. In addition it identified the issue of disconnectedness as the meta factor 
affecting both the lack of identification with the Mayan heritage of both the 
participants and the community. 
your f&w is speaûc 
There seems to be great concern and interest in the preservation and revitalisation 
of the culture in the village of Succotz 
in belize m 
This is evident in the number of efforts that have been undertaken in the pst, such 
as the formation of traditional dance groups, marimba players group, the 
Xunantunich the Xunantunich ûrganisation, an environmental 

objective to enhance and preserve cultural herîtage, 
the Maya language. 

this is what the community itself is doing? 
The goals or part of the goals of these groups is to encourage people to be proud of 
their Mayan ancestry, and hold on to some of their cuiturai values, and practices. 



corn squash beans and astronomy 
It appears however that these ehr t s  have only been partiaüy successful if any at 
al], some of them died a natural death while some of them are merely surviving 
with a mal1 number of members and limited involvement . . . while the reasons 
for such poor success may be due to lack of resources, the given approach or many 
others, it is also ible that it may be tied to the issue of ethnic identity, that is, 
people do not i $" entify themselves with the culture in question. 
Pve seen that within my own amrnunity my own Eamily 
Many community leaders. . . believe that people do not consider themselves to be 
Mayan and that many are ashamed of being indigenws. 
m shame that peer lever 
It is very l i y  that if peo le do not identify with the Mayan dture they will not 
participate in efforts to e&ce and preserve such cuitm. if the p-rvation and 
revitalisation of the Mayan culture in Succok is to be successful it may be 
necesay to address the issue of identity. 
and misidentity 
As a member of the community 1 have partici ated in a number of these 

R"" 1 organisations, and have been ex to the iscussions and concems of the 
leaders and community . . . this as lead me to ask several questions both about 
myself and the community, namely: what is rny ethnic identity? how do people 
identify themselves and how does this affect the life of the community? Why and 
how did we lose our language? what is my ancesûy? How can we imbue people 
with pride for their heritage, and preserve the Mayan culture of Succotz, and how 
does the absence of language affect identity or more important how can we recover 
the Maya language? 
doesn't want much does he? 
It is my view that these problems are rooted in the historid past both of each 
individuai as well as the community . . . the present social environment. 
time compression space contiguity language the Iand 
Last week 1 was an interpreter for Francisco Caquilpan h m  the Mapuche Nation 
in Chile. He was . . . talking to some Maori comnunities and Corso about. . . their 
probtems with 1 F companies. . . the building of hydro dams in their land. 
I'm not that f iar with the geographical layout of the mayan homeland 
The Mayas are one of the indigenous groups of the Arnericas, that date back to 
1200 BC. They m p i e d  southern Mexico such as Yucatan and Chiapas, and other 
countries of Central America such as Guatemala, Belize, Salvador, and Western 
and northern Honduras, of course such boundaries were then nonexistent 
According to Shoman, the Mayas were divided into several groups occupying 
different parts of this 'on without any central political conhl, but 
communicating and tr % g with each other. 
ah shoman the irPdigenous expert where would we be with them 
in the region of Be& there was the Dzuluinicob province, the Cheturnal province 
and a region occupied by the Manche Cho1 Maya. . . . The area occupied by the 
Mayas was colonised by the Spaniards in the 16th century which gave rise to the 
present poiitical boundaries. In the case of Belize the colonial history is more 
interesting with the Mayas first being in contact with the Spaniards and then with 
the Engiish. 
hm worst of aii worlds 
Amrding to most historians 
meaning etllohistorians 1 suspect 
the Spaniards never settled in Belize but stiii exercised control of the ma.  The 
English roamed the coast of Central America pirating the S g-did shiP transporting ph àe faite or logwd which was used as a ye by the wool industry 
in England. After the 1670 Treaty of Madrid which banned piracy the English 



pirates were out of a job and thus began looking for places fmm where they muid 
extract the wood themselves leading them to seffle in Belize. 
no immigration iicies 1 guess nPO In Belize the se ment was not intended on a permanent basis, 'ven they were in 
Spanish controiled land. Having depleted the supply of logw 2 however led the 
English men to the cuttin of mahogany which required more man wer which 
lead to the inboduction O f African Slaves and expansion of the &&ment 
ah the engüsh the €reedomloving en lish 

ood could be mainly foun f in the coastal region Matrogany led the 
and into contact with the Maya. As a result the 
what is now Guatemala, not without resistance 

on several occasions attempted removing 
settled there the Engüsh ke t coming 

back eventually securing the colony with its present boundaries for d a n d .  
caught between cornpethg mils 1 suspect today belize is stilI very rnulticultural 
Cr& (Euro an and African mixture) the M e s t h  (Spaniard and Maya) 
Gmjcim ( Mr 'cm and Caribbean lndian mixhue) the Mayas (mostly pure Maya) 
and more recent immigrants Chinese and others. 
what about coyotes 
and the feathered ones do they have a place 
[T]he y p r  that inherited the power were the Creole who were closer to the 
Englis and the weU off M a t h .  
'well off hm I wonder what that means healthy? happy? 
[Tlhese hvo groups constituk the largest portions of the society with Mesfrtos 
being 43.6% and the Creoles 29.8% and thus in modern society have the strongest 

litical power. The implications of the status that Mes& occupies is such that 
Cmg M& pub an individual with the majority and inmases hisl her political 
power and status. 
interesting your use of statistics and tenth of a pemntage to describe the 
population I assume the questionnaires came €rom door to door surveys or 
projections h m  sample populations anything more about sumtz 
The Succok village according to local oral history was established laie in the 29th 
century by migrants h m  the Peten area in Guatemala who may be the one time 
Mayas of Belize returning. Most people came h m  a place called San Jose on the 
banks of the hgo de Peten Itta lake Peten Itza, with many ha- relatives still 
living in this place. This accounts for the full name of the present vülage San Jose 
Succotz. The village is situated dong the western highway which connects 
Guatemala to Belize and hence to Mexico, about one and a Mf mile h m  the 
Guatemalan border and about 72 miles h m  Belize ci The population consists 
of appmximately 3000, most tracing their roots to the il% t migrants. 
1 assume the mayan language has at least some vitality in the area 
Everybody in Succok has Spanish as hisl her first language. How was the Maya 
language lost or when has not been documented, but accordin to the oral 
history of the people who seffled here a great number spoke bo Maya and 
Spanish to a Iesser degree. 

f 
a tangled web of relationships 
Jn my famil for example my materna1 andparents spoke Maya fluentiy and 
Spanish wi & some trouble, my parents f owever can understand Maya to a Wied 
degree but cannot speak it, while 1 cannot do any of the two. Most of the second 
generation went through school in Belize where the language of instruction was 
English and hence, they also have an understan of Enghsh in the case of the 
third generation, Spanish is their first language wi Enghsh as their second but 
inmasin y becoming more important 

2 
and peop 7 e were able to iive traditionai ways and western ways together 



The settlers of Succotz according to my father and grandfather consisted ok 
chiclem and m i i p m  and their famiües. Chic1eros were those who tapped the 
Sapodilla tree b r  a resin which was used for chewi gum before synthetic gum 

and conl 
T was inventeci; while m7pm are those who used to O fanning, narnely of beans 

the dietary staple 1 assume 
Most men used to do both given the WC work was seasonal while the women did 
the domestic work and roduced vegetables and oil. In modem times however 
traditional acni ations ve been abandoned, with chicle work being obsolete and L L 
milpa work not h g  economically profitable and the commercialisation of most 
products. 
s e h g  the blood of the trees 
These have been replaced by construction work for men, and other more modem 
professions h m  clerk to medicai doctors to engineers for men and women. 
the traditionai b e i i  swallowed up by the introduced 
The people of Succotz ap ar to have adjusted and adapted to partici ate in the 

and culture. 
k 4 mainstream system; this owever seems to have been at the price of eh language 

success itself can be failure in a bigger sense 
[K]eW Mayas of southem Belize, who still hold üieir language and culture . . . 
remain one the poorest groups. 
saaificing and at the same time maintainhg a way of life an identity an integrity 
Shoman states that "the first peoples of Belize who now comprise about 11 percent 
of the population, are arnong those that the government says are living at 'extreme 
levels of poverty'." 
those europeans always there with the numbers and the analysis 
On the other hand the people of Succok have managed to participate and benefit 
to an extent from the system but have lost their language, have been discomected 
from their ancestors, have lost part of their culture and are on the verge of losing 
what is left. This situation where the Mayas have a 28.7% poverty incidence and 
Mestb have the lowest makes one wonder what is in the classification Mesthm. 
what does a mixture have to do with haifInes? is what we cal1 an as wel12% a of a loaf of bread? is egg in fact bread? is salt .0u2% 'of bread or is it read? if 
we are anythin we are the land we eat the land and breathe it we are food we 
are sky sun an (r moon wind 1 wonder about how the people of succotz feel about 
th& own identity 
[Mlany peo le consider themselves to be of mixed ancestry, although the village 
bas been re l rred to as a Mayan village. 
1 cm i m a r  a lot OF feelings 
With the 6 t h  ca ry, where % a h  means of Mayan-Spanish background 
this choice is not evi ent . . . if we consider that an ethnic identity is not only a 
category but refers ta a culture, then being Mesth is having a culture; this leads to 
the question what is the Mestizo culture? is it a mixture of Maya and Spanish 
culhue? predominantly Maya or Spanish? 
m interesting points 
It is naive to believe that Mesiito is a clear and neutrai mixture of two cultures, it is 
more conceivable that the new culture will have aiiegiance to one or the other, it 
wiIl uphold one and d o m  play the other. 1 argue that such is the case where to 
choose to be M a h  is to deny a Mayan ancestry and put forward a Spanish side, 
more so because of the image that was perpetuated by the Spanish hegemony. 
in your orthography of niestizo 1 see the M as üke a mountain the m is like a hilI - 
the 'nt' [mayan] coma before the 's' [eSpmd] in the word - the m and s both corne 
h m  'mes' - consonants separated by vowel (unblocked air, breath). 
he's raving 



if words are geographies I hop  there's lots of bush to hide in 
Shoman quotes the followin passage h m  Eduardo Gd-, relating an 
interchange between Spanis l! soldiers who are surrounded in a fort and Maya 
attackers who are asking them b surtender. 
1 love a good story 
The Spanish having refused to sunwider the Maya says, "then you will die!' "So 
we die8" says Bemal and yeiis "But in the long run welU will win the war! there'lI 
be more and more of us!'' The Indian replies with a chuckle "How? With what 
women?" he asks. "IE there are no Spanish ones, we'll have yours," says the captain 
slow1 , savouring the words, and adds: "And we'U rnake the children on them 
who8 ir be your mastem!" 
is this what is perceived to have taken lace? 
Within a few generations, the Mestizo ïdren of Spanish and Maya parentage 
would adopt attitudes toward the "pure' Maya that reflected those of the 
Spaniards in the contact period. It is apparent then that to be Mestito has the 
connotation of being better than indigenws. 
It imp lies forgetting the indigenous ancestry. 
brgetting it or losi 

The foUOT p m  ?lit r enample accuses the Mcsfizo race of precisely this 
raza mesth mddfra Eorgetful mfftiro race que traicùma al lndio que siente pm 
h t r o  that betrays the Indio he feels i& y oprime al Indio que ve por/iura and 
oppresses the hdio he sees outside by Felipe Duran 
your translation 
my translation 
the word mesth in your title is gendered though 1 suppose that 'words' themselves 
cannot have gender have you ever useà mesta_ ? or thought of adding a gender 
neutral vowel or schwa, a platx/peace-keeper? or used a word h m  your mayan 
language? 
Fuentes says We have always congratulated ourseIves in Mexico on Our 
extraordinary Indian culture which we display in museurns and through imposing 
monuments dong Our bodwards. We say we are proud of king the descendants 
of that culture. In adual practice, however, we have treated the Indians with more 
cnielty, perha than Cortez. r hm the classi cation of 'indian' is not corn letely clear to me 
The implications of the connotation of the $f estizo classification for are 
tremendous; mast people wüi classify themselves as MestUo. I would argue that 
classifying ourselves as mestizo we no longer consider the fact that we am 
descendants of the Mayas. 
interesting connotation the marginalized lost in hybridity 
This also applies and more so to the classifications kiiino and H k p i c .  
no indication of indigenousness there 
The classifications lafino or Hispariic bUow a similar trend as Mestito and further 
düute the Maya aspect of a person's heritage. [M ia] notes neither tenn 
emphasises the pre-Columbian heritage of the peop es of the Americas, but reters 
instead to their European heritage. 

"" 
murguia must be a panindian expert interesting the act of othering onesself 

with those who have destm ed one's indigenous ancestors. 
[kttino ideny has been used to desuibe peop r e of Latin America where Spanish or 
Portuguese is spoken, whife Hispanic stressesstresses "of Spanish descent'' 
Hardy subtle inference as to what they value. 
The Maya Institute organisation, has daimed that the term Maya was a name given 
to the people by the colonial powers. They daim that the correct name of the 
people is MaxwP1. Tzui explains the origh of the word Mayan in the following, 
'The legend goes on to say that after the lengthy dimurse by the Spaniards, the 



king replieci to the Spaniards in this mannep. ""Min wuy h tan" meaning " I will 
not üsten to you." Later on the Spaniards retunied with some artides of gold and 
inquired where these muld be lound. The batab or King and offiaal repiied, "MI 
yin" meaning "there is none." with these two EUrt and terse answers, the 
Spaniards began caiIing the land Yucutan and the people Mayan." 
misrepresentation is not new nor as accidental as it seems 
The people d l e d  themeIves MasRual. The term M a d  is not widely used and it 
is doubtfui that it wilI gain wide circulation. 
il's not as though mainstream society encourages correding it 
While there is an a parent choiee for p p l e  in regards ta which group they 
identify with this c R, ice has been hijacked by the dominant Society and its 
language both historically as weil as in modem Society, starting h m  k t  the first 
contact between the Europeans and the Mayas, where the latter was taken as 
uncivüised and barbaric and in need of change, to modern sbciety where to 
participate one has to adapt to mainstrearn society. 
transmorphation is about pe 'on b m i n g  identifymg 
To hiiy understand the mots "P" O this issue however necessitates a documentation 
of the history of the Mayan ple h m  a Mayan ppect ive  . . . involvement of 
the w b l e  community in m r  ismvering and re-identiwng with that past. 
our traditional way of talking about the wor1d was storîes not chronologies 
chmicles and andysis history is a way of controllmg t h e  and place 
crawwk ifs al1 tl 'utl'inu to me 
you speak of refiedng on the expiences that have inhibited or lead to your own 

with your wife's you are guided by the question 'what is my ethnic 
identity? an how corne?' how do these questions help you in your shaping? 
If one says am Maya then the second answer tells the story of why or how this 
identity was selected . . . allows for the discussion of the several issues brought up 
by the participants concerning the issue of the political nature of M e s t h  l Maya, 
the discussion of f a d y  names 
I find your idea of 'the why' of an identity interesting in ternis of story mntext 
methodology 1 am interested tbt  you use the work of nissell bishop aham 

alüance the maori mmection 
f smith linda tuhiwai smith stokes and rnason durie interesting the in igenous 

reIating to the type of research that has k n  done within the Maori is not different 
from what the indigenous gmups of Beüze have experienced. 
the pratec people of peu ml1 these people and theu practices 'a plague' 
Extensive research has been done to document historical background of the 

ple, bk storiesr medianal plants, why ple are not receiving any benefits 
/En tourism,, to d& excepth h dr t di, üw shidies, nobody else kmws 
what happeneci to the results. Some of these studies have resulted not ody in 
baokr but also in marketed products, such as packaged medicina1 plants, 
iraditional pottery, traditional housing in taurism etc. 
&ers are not well received in mmt b t  nations communities even if they 
are first nations p p I e  
The views of people concerning re~earch are furüter dected in th& conceptions 
of researchers; there is a comrnon belief that tesearchers just want information to 
make money . . . in a conference in Febntary this year, it was noted that people 
believe that archaeologists are just searctung b r  Mayan treasues. if we consider 
that this studies in no way benefit the people, and are of no interest to them then 
we begin to understand why they r e k  to participate 
yes but more and more indigenous peo le are demanding knefits for tfiemseIves 
h m  research done 'on* them ratter &an 'Wh' them 
It is essential k t  if research is to be catried in the community or any Mayan 
communityf it must be cuiturally appmpriabe and produce results that will bene€it 



the p p l e .  In archaeology for example research that answers the researcher's 
questions or reports knowled e in foreign journais which is inaccessible to the # indigenous population, must changed b m e r  questions of interest to the 
Maya peo le of the region and improve their Iives. In recognition of such state of 
affairs in 9, 's study 1 attempt to approach research relating to the people of in a 
non traditional manner. 
but often even researchers of indigenous herita e lorget this 
Smith describes five models of doing research f at are culturaiiy appropriate lor 
Maori. He warns that these maciels ody serve as guidelines to develop further 
models that are particulady appropriate to the specifics. He discusses these 
models in the context of New Zedand and the Maori culture and does not intend it 
for other cultures. 
having one's identity snuffed out over centuries then trying to find ride in self 
and community in a few years or decades is very dificuit your stu y seems to be 
about this searching b r  identity 

i 
This study in smaiier context attempts to describe how two persons experience 
their identity or la& of identity. 
m interesting idea that of 'experiencing' identity as though it were apart from 
oneself 
In the larger mntext it relates these stories to the issues of, the lack of pride in 
king Maya, the la& of participation in cultural revitalisation and preservation and 
how these issues c m  be addressed. in the smaiier context the mode is one of 
collaborative partiapation . . . [i]n the second mntext of the research the mode is 
one of empowerrnent through outcornes that a= of interest and beneficial to the 
beorile. 
k h h  did academia ever care about the participants whom it cailed subjects? 

WB we try to leave the research area as undisturbed as possible 
mayk just don't go in in the first place 
One of the problems that faces the cornmunity is the gradual loss of cultural 
practices and pride, and the lack of success. . . to halt this process. 
you speak of research which graham srnith calls "empowering outcomes model" 
This relates to the original questions and provide information that Maori 
themselves want to know. in the smdler context this study is located within a 
participatory mode of research using what Bishop has defined as Participant 
Driven Empowerment R d .  This kind of research requires that issues of 
initiation, benefits, representation, legitimacy and accountability be addressed. 
by indigenous people 
He emphasises that questions such as whose mncerns, interests and methods of 
approach determine /define the outcomes; who wiIl directly gain from the 
research, and will anyone actuaiiy be disadvantaged, whose research constitutes 
an adequate depiction of social mality; what authority we daim for our texts; who 
are researchers answerable to, who has conbol over initiation, procedures. 
evaluations text constructions and distribution of newly defined knowledge 
are you saying this modd is expandable to include our community 
This kind of research is native to bi-cultural rese and bas been designed for the 
New Zealand Maori context. 

A 
what about the 'models' that corn h m  within your cuiture rather than h m  
academia filtered through western systems of knowing invest Iigating invasive 
social science engineering w h t  about your own study? 1s it not bi- or multi- 
cultural looking at ethnic identity of mayan descendants? 
[It] involves the Succotz community, it mainly deals with two mernbers of it. 
ou and your partner your wife 
Qluestions posed by Bishop will be addreçsed ody in dation to the two main r 
participants. 



you have been lwkin to identify yowself with Maya or Mestizo or 
The goal was that at f e end of the exercise 1 wouid confidentl be able to state my 
identity. 1 conduded that for this 1 needed hel h m  some y who had travelled L d 
such a path, perhaps in what Bishop has descri as a T H - ,  where the 
parüapant, hrakmirr, in my study would tell his 1 her story to reflect on it and share 
that knowledge with me, teina, in an effort to help me through the path and 
document the experience for those who share a similar experienœ. This bwwer 
requires participants from members of my community who are unavailable in 
New Zeaiand. 
except for you and your partner 1 ess you couid always apply for a travel grant 
and engage with your own people r ack home 
in May 1995 on a trip back to 1 took the opportunity to tak with some of the 
leaders of the community, namely Victor Rosado and David Magma. . . and other 
members such as my father and mother m uncie and others. Through these 
conversations 1 started to tie my study to e problems in. 
@lems? 

X 
David in particular noted that there is a need for local people to start documenting 
their stories and a need to revitalise the culture and more importantly noted that 
people do not feel pride in their heritage. 
it is interesting that you undertwk these conversations it's as though rather than 
workin in ciarity you were workin towards clarity or at le& a space where 
focus O f participant/researcher is re f ative to the biophysical context of the study 1 
wonder if your partner bertha is on a similar Oumey to your own, corning h m  a 
similar back gtound and being the only mem r of your community you couid 
contact in new zealand 

L 
Upon brin ' g up the issue of ethnic identi with her it became clear that we had 
differing i f" eas and interesb. She said that s 1 e felt no urge to look for an ethnic 
identity that she thou t she had one and was quite satisfied. This situation threw 
off my plans 1 reali 2 that my idea wouid not be effective. However, 1 reIated to 
her my experiences and my interest in ethnic identity. 1 also shared the ideas of a 
participant mode of research that may be usefui for Belize. [Dluring this initiai 
period even though she expressed no interest she pointed out relevant issues to the 
study which became the founding ideas for the literature review. Given this 
situation 1 decided to cut my research to fit her interests. 1 askd her if she would 
like to participate by discussing fwther the themes that she had brought up. Her 
ces nse was that she could probably benefit h m  this experience, because she 
ha S" never thought about these issues and thus wodd participate. 
you spoke earlier about benefib derived h m  research and 1 am wondering about 
Bertha in al of this 
The participant came out of this study with a heighkned awareness of her heritage 
and a greater interest These benefits are not those that the researcher thinks the 
partiapant gained but those that she herself has desaribed. 
'the participant' hm interesting how the idea of benefits b r  the community deflect 
on the researcher by which 1 mean you h m  the research 
It aiso provides a window for discovering those issues that af fec t  the community 
and the possible solutions. 
with respect to representation 1 am curious about the inter-iielationships between 
community members and you in aii of this 
Whose research depicts reality mrrectiy? This research approach has attempted to 
teil a story h m  the point of view of Succotz a story as those involved in the 
experiences live it and interpret i t  
also issues of objectivity 
The researcher is not detached fro m the researched and the mearched is involved 
in interpreting not only her story but the story of the researdier. 



bi- or multi-laterainess 
ï'here is no expert there is only the voim of the participants, who tell their stories 
to each other, gi and receiving feedback and making meaning of it together. 
so in a way the stu "? y is almost a Living in the reai non sacial science world and 
the research is created or rather anticipated but only enacteci rehactively in 
pmrdained retmpct so to speak also like you 1 am interested in the 
consbudion and situating of legitimacy 
in this research study the knowledge of the participants is recognised. 
m gwd to hear 1 am wondering about the methodologies and epistemologies 
dancing together here especially your social science vocabulary 1 think your 
experience at otago has been somewhat controlled and linear in ternis of 
indi mous ways of speaking and legitirnizing leaming and interacting within an 
aca c f  emiccommunity 
What constit utes tmth is not determined by an external criteria but by the 
interp~etation of those involved in the ex rience. It attempk to reverse the 

P rocess whereby Mayan culture was un ‘r ermined portrayeci as inferior, by 
egitimating a different story a story h m  a different perspective from the Spanish. 
you demonstrate accountabilty to your tmresearchers your ceparticipants 
Because this study in the end was more a consciousness raising an exploration of 
and reflection on rsonal experiences, participants were committed to the 
cesearch process, m the initiation where both had input in the direction of the 
study. 

E 
the books and journais you looked at were chosen very carefuily 
The literature review was guided by what the participants needed to become more 
aware and better understand their experiences. While the written report is part of 
the resulk of this study the main achievement has been to raise the consciousness 
and dignity of those involved, something that cannot be put on pa and is only 
availabie to the participants, and only evaiuated by those involv ar 
wonderful and your method of data gathering has been interesthg 
This research has made use of unstructureci interviews as used in narrative inquiry 
describeci by Comelly & Clandinin where they fundion as directeci conversations 
with the goal of sharing experiences and constructing meaning. 
Wther  
in this study partici ants served more as an audience, a soum of feedback and 
questions that both l' ead deeper and clarified the stories. The way kdback was 
used in this study is in a manner that is consistent with its use in refîective 
research, to, "... provide useful information and be a powerful stimulus to 
rethinking ...". 
c&c 
in addition to interviews camments from conversations not specifically pertaining 
to this study were also used. 
pur conversations with your partner bertha 
There were thme interviews in this study. The ficst was during the initiation 

riod. First 1 shared with Bertha my u e to look at my identity and what had 
G d  me to this, to which rhe responded ? y sharing her views ttut she felt no wch 
urge and how she diireci h m  me and a brief speculation of wh she had that 
view, in addition there followed a brief discussion of the themes &a t she and 1 
brought up during the interview. This interview was not lpcorded, but a record of 
the main points was written by me. 
then you did your book tak 1 su pose 
The second interview was carri 9 on until aEter the literature review had been 
completed. Bertha read the iit review so she was aware of the discussion in this 
part of the reseatch In this interview the themes h m  the Eirst were discussed and 
M e r  detaiied. 



a transcription or a mernorial rie~bnstruction? 
The third interview which was the only interview that was recorded, consisted 
narnely of Bertha explaining her identity as she felt in the past and then describiig 
how the experiences in this study infIuenced her. This intenriew was in Spanish as 
were aii the rest, and was trariscribed by the participant herself, the content of the 
transcription was then mmitten to be read more like a personal account of her 
identity development. 
sounds reaiiy fascinating really creative I am wondering whether or not you 
used analysis as a way of dealing with your data or whether you deait with it 
other/ wise throu h narrative thesis serendipibus exegesis 
In this study the d ata anaiysis an data gathering cannot be separated, because 
they occurred together 

7" 
Pst 
as the participants told their stories they became aware of the important issues and 
themes that had infiuenced h m  and were pertinent to the reality. However the 
presentation of the results follow a different pattern; ûist the experiences of the 
participants are related, and then a discussion of the cornmon themes follows with 
a final discussion of the implications it has for the community of. 
perhaps we could move on b the identity stories if that's okay with you what 
western academia refers to as data ou talk about identity and your search for it 
1 think 1 have aiways classifiai mysel ? as a Ma*, 1 was however very aware of 
my Mayaness h m  quite early. While growing up 1 d l  my parents teUing 
stories about the p s t ,  about the culturai practices the food, the hardships and 
happy moments, about where my grand arents came h m  and so on, 
it's important to have those earIy cdtur a/' affirmations 
1 can recaü my mother saying that she was an Indh, that she ate al1 kind of native 
herbs etc. in school one of the ttungs t mal1 is our contact with the students of 
Benque Viejo during sports days, we used to have 6ghts and they used to c d  us 
'Indios ' or 'apadies' or 'corndimes de maal sin snl ' 
would you care to translate 
"Cmlmcs de m a d  sin sal" in spanish literally means eaters of niaclll without salt 
Macal is a kind of ground fruit that is believed was a grown and favoured by the 
Mayan people. 1t was taken that if you eat Macal was a sign of your indianness. 
school years can be very me1 times 
Later on, 1 was sent to school to Benque and I made friends, so even tho h 1 was 
from, 1 was considered to be different h m  the rest of Succotzenos. 1 thi 3 this 
made me feel les Maya and was one of the reasons which led to resigning h m  a 
traditional dance p u  
those first steps are O A. en brutal reminders 
1 cm recali king member of a dance group in m village, caiied The Mah dance 
group and also mail participating M o  times in E 1 baile & las M m  a dance h t  
relates the story of war between the Mmrs anci the Christians. This dance seems to 
be one introduced by the Spaniards, but has becorne part of the Succotz culture. 
interesthg comections certaidy the culture of spain is much inûuenced by 
arabic by islamic culture and the arabic Ianguage 
when 1 was at school in Benque I wouid dance but was aiways concernai and 
worried that friends from Benque wodd see me. 

pressure 
Wlhen 1 started high school I gave up the dances completely . . . going to high P" 
schooi increased the need not to be considemi a Maya or "Indio" a more degrading 
name. To be d e d  an lndio by Spanish speaking school mates or bush-biray busti 
boy by the Creole çpeaking was not somethmg to laugh about. 
terrible cruelty mism 



[I)f people noticed that my k t  name was not Pech, Chi, Can, Can, Cal or Tzib but 
was a Spanish name, gave me uite a d e p  of satishction. 
a name can be something to hi 1 e behind or inside 
Actually 1 think my circle of friends were selected, Creole, mesfao etc it made me 
l a s  Mayan. My attendance at St Johns d e g e  Sixüt Fortrt, made things worst. 
Most students came h m  weU to do Mesflzo and Creole families, moreaver my 
brother and 1 were the only ones h m  Our village the first year and in the third 
year a woman much older than me attended the school. 1 think made me more 
aware that 1 was different and led me alw try to change, to be less diferent. 
no allies 
I met Fenanado who became a good friend, he came from San Antonio where the 
Maya langwge is still spoken and the Maya crilture still is stmng. He calIed 
himsdf a Muserd Maya in fact corrected the people who d e d  him 'Spanish' and 
would speak Maya with €riends whenever possible, it made me feel IeA out. In 
Belize city which is predominantly Creole African-Empan mixture everybody 
who is bmwn and s aks Spanish is d e d  Spanish. P" it is not easy king ace to face with one's own private self especidly when it is put 
into a public sphere 
There were two major things that idluencecl me, the first was that he considered 
me to be a Maya. 
hmm the k t  nudge 
[Tjhis time to be bensidemi a Ma a made me kel difkrent because it do not 
the negative connotations. in ad d ition he made me aware of the way Maya peop "i' e 
were treated in the colonid days and still are today and more important what 
needs to be done. Furthemore he invited me to join the efforts an organisation of 
which he was part to revitalise, preserve and protect the Mayan rights, and 
culture. 
that's how i t starts isn't it with litt!e changes 
During my last year at high school 1 became a Eounder member of the Youth 
Environmental Action Group. 
hm 
It made us in a sense more patriotic and more concerneci and involved in the 
community. 
what a wonderfui development for you at that tirne in your life 
For me it lead to participation in other voluntary groups involved in the 
preservation of cuiture. In Febmary, 1995 1 attended a worksho , Planning h r  the 
Future of Xunmihrnich a Mayan temple. The attitudes of the ar&mIogy 
department, the American archaeologists, the bureau of tourism semed to 
undermine the value of my people's involvement in this sertor of what involves 
part of th& heritage. At one point 1 got red hot, stood up and challengeci the 
archmlogical conunissioner. This experience touched my core, my Mayaness. 
good for ou 
The last &ee yeus 1 think, have been important for me. I have guestioned my 
identity become more interestecl in the Mayan culture. 
And you bertha as awesearcher co-participant in this search for identity. 
En cm de nrk @es nunca h a b h  de identidad ethnica. Pm Io tanfo creo vie es pur 
esoqueyonuncpmeirPfcraeenesu. 
rn care to translate 
1 have never really been aware of my Maya heritage, my parents never spoke 
a h u t  their ethnicity, in fact I don? know what my father classifies himself as 
maybe that is why I've nwer had an interest in culture or ethniaty. 
by defadt 
En lo escuela prinimio no recucrdo p me hayrm ensenado cual a nti aidenfidad ethnico. 
Y= 



As for school, well they don't teach you about your identity. 
my experience is they often try to rebrge it or d o m  lay it 
luego cuando pase a la esmela secundmia no nos enserdm histaip na& mas Estudios 
Wes lo cual a simrlm a Morin. 1 remember they taught us about the Mayas and 
about history but they never told us they were our ancestors 
it's in the national or at least poiiticai interest to lay aboriginality to rest 
CuandolosmaestrosmeenseMbntrhistopiahablabmiacercudelaciot?aciotl Mnya,delas 
gumasquehuboenhelosespsnolcs ylos ; pero no recuerdo que me hayan 
&O que ellos sori mis antePaÇadus. told us and 1 don't remember . 
Tambien no recuerdo que me hayan e n d o  acercu de los Muyns. Quius me 10 ensenarai 
pero no lo recuerh. 
you certainly feel strongly about your indigenous identity 
In high school it was worse, at least in piimary they taught us some history, here 
they only taught us social studies, which is related but not the same. 
the square of the sum of racism peer pressure i orance and shame is equal to the 
surn of the squares of the pmperty owners and $ ose who benefit h m  them if 1 
remember my mathematical geography accurately 
En sixthjbmfice CU& tuzw un pcpeno interes en la histaria de misfmntlin , de adonàe 
vinieron, de adonde e m  o r i ~ m e n t e ,  cau, se Ilamaban etc. SitlQmbmgo, siempre no 
tenia interes en mi idmfidad ethnùn. Pero p a  entonces yu me clasifiabn como MestUo 
par~siemprequed~nrepreguntaba&quenuasoyyosiPntprerespondiapsoy 
Mestizo. No se c m  l&ge a c w  como Mestuo. Tanibien 10 ha& sin realmente 
pensm en la conohcion que esta palabru Ilm. Quizns me llmnaba Mesth  porque para 
entonces ya e s t h  conciente que los perteneMn a la clase mas % de mi pak y 
espedmente por el a p l l i d a  espmrd ! a h & )  que llmbn. 
which basically in english becornes 
As 1 can remember it was und when I was in sixth that 1 had a little interest in my 
famil 's history, where they came hm, h m  where they were originally and what 
was tK eir original name etc.. However I still did not question my identity, 1 used 
to classify myself as a Mestizo when anybody asked me. 
asked you? 
1 don't know how 1 arrived at the conclusion, that 1 was Mestizo in fact 1 don't 
know, but 1 always thought that everybody was a Mestizo. 1 did not think much 
about the meaning and connotations of the classification. Maybe 1 used to classify 
myself as Mestim and not Maya because of rny Spanish title, Valencia, or maybe 
because 1 was aware that to be Maya was to be of a lower class. 
ah class! another european import meant to shame nonchristian nonwhite 
nonwestern what was it you said to Miberto about your mayanness? 
Actudly it wasn't untiI you started asking me about my identity and discussing 
those topics that 1 reaily began to be interested on the issue. 
and this has continued in your move here to aotearoa or more accurately te wai 
pounamu 
AhoraqueoineaNm&Imidiayquededeacuenloconmieposoquctnoya~ en 
el research que esta haciendo estuanffos adismtdo en la si)uncion de mi d e n W  ethnica. 
He Uegado a lu cmcluçioti que soy inas Maya que Mestiu, pur io tanto me c h j i c o  c m  

1 bet you wish you could say that in your indigenous language 
It is not until we came here to New Zealand and became involved in this project 
that 1 have started to question my identity now 1 don't think 1 can really consider 
myself a MestUo 1 feel more Maya. 
thank you bertha see you later so filiberto you joumeyed through king 
mestim and mayan both of you did indo 
1 was aware of a degree of Mayaness in my identity due to my parents influence. 
This became problematic as 1 grew up, Cirst as a negative in fitting in at school and 



tater on as a point Eor re-identifying myself. In the case of Bertha, she considered 
herseif as Ma)iZo without any consideration for the ongin and nature of îhis 
classification. 
I gathered that h m  our discussion 
For k Maiizu always eilisted and had nothing ta do with the historical past 
nothing to do with Maya or Spanish, as she mted in one conversation, this 
classification was probably given to her. 
and as y w  said schooI did nothing to make you want to hl more mayan 
In both our experiences the way history has been presented at school has had an 
impact, further distancing us and disconnecting us h m  a Mayan pst. It 
presented the Maya as uncivilised and the Spaniard and English as g d .  
educabional genocide 
ïmplicit in this says, even if your ancestors were Maya ou should not be, you are 

Mafizo a descendant of the Spaniards. 
r, smarter and better, certainly you have Mayan ancestry ut more important you are 

your discussions with bertha must have been helpful hr both of you in this regard 
An important theme that springs out of our discussions is the impact of 
participation in the efforts of the community, and bêcoming aware of connedion 
with the p s t .  For me 1 am certain that my e%periences in my involvement in 
cultural activities enhanced my awareness of my Mayaness. 
you were speaking about themes in your work in your life y o m  and bertha's 
and also your review of literature concerning msfizo Iaüno hispanic identity 
We became aware that Mesth is a word that taken ta its purest meaning means a 
mixture of Spaniard and Maya. 
so in a way the terms mes& or latino or hispanic were diversionary they led you 
away h m  your indigenous identity 
The ciassification, Matizo fades away the indigenous herita e and hi@ hts the 
Spanish This is achieved by the presentation of Matao as isconnected k m  a 
historical past 

d 
so & as a kind of unmnnecfed genealogical ambience 
[Tjhe term Mes& has graduaiiy continued to disconnect p p l e  h m  their Mayan 
heritage. 
in canada it was the white people who wmte ttie histo books 
Shoman the author of the most recent Belizean history =Lo ks and one of the lirst 
h m  a Belizean perspective, quotes an afncan proverb which illustrates the 
problem of history "until lions have their own historians, historiés of the hunt 
will aiways glorify the hunter." 
there are many unheard lions many noisy huntets 
There is fior example an absence of Mayan h e m ,  and an absence of the stones of 
Mayan mistance. Bertha for example pointed that she understood from history 
she was taught that nobod knew what ever became of the Mayas. 
we were told that they ha d almost compIetely disappeared 
The absence of history that teus the story from a Mayan perspective has produced 
what Shoman cals 'historical arnnesia' 
please read this quote on page 311 of his book aloud for the reader filiberto 
"Historical amnesia, i m p o d  and to a large extent internalised, is that rnind-set 
which aliows people to forget those things in their past which are most ca ble of 
pmviding them with the inteiiectual, spirituai and emotional twls needed R> r 
pmsent sûuggles. Unless that past is rescued, there is very Iittle hop for sucms in 
struggle, because the burden of the mythology which glorifies subservience and 
defeat Until we can celebrate slave revolt rather than slave laithfulrtess to masters, 
what hope is their for resistance?" 
you spoke tw of meta-themes earlier 



ûixonnectedness is the colour of the problem. From the moment of contact with 
Europeans it was made clear that to be Maya was to be mfecior, uncivilised, savage 
and barbarie, and to be European was to be al1 the contrary. 
and you together with others have used graph ic means to portray this 
This picture has lead people especially those of mixed heritage to enlarge the S in 
tnestizo 
spanish 
and diminish the m 
maya 
The way history has been written and taught conhibuted greatly to this situation, 
the stories are told as if the Mayas were waiting eagerly for the arriva1 of the 
Spaniard who brought good and well k ing  to everybody but those who failed to 
recognise or were too dumb to see these good things. 
It is this that has placed the Maya in a situation, where if he does not change and 
adapt to the hegemony of society then he is simply a dumb indian. 
encourageci to be mestizo 
. . . forget the Maya inside. 
bertha said earlier '1 don't think 1 can consider myself a Mestuo, or at least not 
with the Spanish larger than the Maya' 
[W]e indeed c m  no longer see Mestuo with the S larger than m but recognise that 
we have an indigenous heritage which we have been cheated of and disconnected, 
a heritage which is as important and for some us probably more important than 
our European. 
a great revelation you have in hct been researching yourself 
I feel a renewed connection with the Mayan people and an interest in the temples 
and modem Mayas who still hold more of their culhue. 
working to rebuild restore strengthen 
If the Mayan culture is to be revitalised and preserved we need to kel connected, 
we need to feel that we belong to that culture and that it belongs to us. We need to 
tell a different story of how history was made, we need to tell the story nich that 
both heritages have if at least a fair chance. We must change then €rom a passive 
acceptance of the authoritative view of foreign hegemonies and adopt a critical and 
questioning pose. How shall we achieve this is not for me to Say nor do 1 know. 

ou seem very interested in the dynamics of the m and s of your identity 
I)n our Mestizo there is a larger S and as such must re-identify ourselves or in the r 

least make the S the same size as the M. 
perhaps in closing you might recite for the readers and examiners of this 
dissertation the poem you sent me via email fnday march 19 at 06:0423 +1200 
called 'schwl stories' 
The first year 

The Miss 
gave us a shiny coke stopper 
with a red emblem 
Coca-cola 
in beautiN handwriting, 

She showed us how to perfectly cirde 
our pend around the stopper. 
For me, an impossible mission 
With my linger holding the stopper in place 
1 drew my finger in 
it gave my circle a burnp. 
Without my h g e r  to hold it 



the stopper moved. 
My perfed circie looked d&nned 
abnormal. 

1 think the Miss said it was to leam 
to move my hand 
to l e m  proper handwriting 
Or was it to leam to write CocaCola? 

Perhaps 1 did not know how to move my hand 
but 1 knew my way home 
and so 1 went 
1 told the Miss 1 was going to the toilet. 

1 don't remember whether mom punished me 
but she did send me back 
1 can't remember what happened after 
but 1 still can't write Coca-cola. 

Mom sent me to a bigger t o m  çchool 
To get a better education, 1 think she said 
to get a hi her score in the nationaI examination 
to get a sc!olarship 
to get a better job 
a better iife 

The truth was 1 did not want to go 
1 was happy where 1 was 
moreover, al1 1 needed was a longer List 
of words to spell 
of numbers to add 
of dates to remember 
of names to mite 
when Christopher dis(mver)ed America 
when the slaves shoulder to shoulder 
with their masters fought 
the Spanish. 

Ail 1 needed, really 
was be iike pmtchito 
the parrot, he could sing the national anthem 
and that 1 was doing well aiready 
1 muid say " M t 0  bonito" 
like very few in my class could. 

1 suppose "education" was better at the new school 
1 learnt that 1 w a s a " ~ d e l ~ ~ l l l 2 s i n s a l "  
and by the sound of it 
1 was better of not eaüng 
1 leamt that rice is not ma but mroz 
although it did not taste any diffwent 
1 learnt that 1 was an Uidh 



P 1 now read my response to him on march 18 1999 

ama s@t filiùerto; 
1 was (we were) delighted to receive your poem 
it is beautiful 
coming from heart body mind spirit 
together a son dance 
1 like your use O line 
breaks 

f 
the cleamess and the ambiguity 
the oscillating understandings 
the straightforward d e t o u ~ g  
the storytelling 
it confimis to me that out stories OUT p m s  
write us when we are ready 
yet being written 
is not a passive act nor an active one 
it is a mutuality 
+y del;mse rrim a phrase gnmaldo rengifb uses 
1 am thinking that language and the users of it 
engage in a mutual sculpün 

f a  but more than just (visual) s pe 
built in to each tram/ form/er/ee 
are taste scent sound feel and other senses 

your poem brings to mind to life 
the many advertising ploys 
1 k how you use printing to talk about writing 
ortholgraphizing of the logo cocacola tries to capture 
in writing and in p ~ t i n g  in so many other ways 
cocacola must have done rnuch 
hani in your community 

your poem is beautiful and very important 
it makes me think about the enii in the lam f P the stories of arabic people O capture and re ease containment escape 
how we constantly move between many things 
and that we are Our journeys 

the canoe moves on addle padcüe acms the tasman sea to melboume 'i paddle pad e stroke stroke swooooooooooshhh 



M g  my canoe to austraiia which h m  here is north and west passing islands and 
whales volcanoes 1 arrive in meIbourne and pick up andrew who gets on board grabs a 
paddle and we navi ate mund hilip island taliung and writing andrew is mm leting f 1 a phd in education e kUs me J h i s  exprience in school in malawi via email an in 
person and through a constnicted dialogue/parallel monologues we were joined by 
coyote raven wes(tern epistemology) and voie over 

so schml that great den of camaraderie we were speaking earlier about your 
expiences 
1 started attending primary education at Lwando primary school at the a e of six, ft with no introduction to preschool . . . My teachem spoke highly of me O en 
because 1 was doing well in class. This could have been one reason why my pers 
did not seem to like me. 
mm the tall ppy syndrome 
they didn't l g  me either and I wasn't wen doing pacticulacly well 
In standard 7 
the seventh year of primary 
the class teacher selected me b r  class captain. 
interesting use of military designation 
m 1 wonder if he got chemns epaulets emblazures 
emblazures? 
those sleeve things 
My duties 
rather than ~es~onsibiiities 

sfi: ritens k i n g  enter pojice apiQin ~ s m  u n c w  ~vda in p ~ r r  
1 had a class register - 
the big book 
in which to record "noise makers". 
ammmmoo 
1 h o p  you rewarded them for their spirit my relations value 'noise' as the sound 
of comrnunity wrrackkkkk awwrrrkkk 
taken in moderation of course 
sounds like an apprenticeship in control mechanisms great place to encourage CCP 
operative activity 
My tasks as class captain seem to have been more about class management and 
control, and l e s  about enhanang effective learning. 
no surprise in a colonial setting 
1 was told to ensure the pwsence of a blackboard duster and a clean blackboard at 
al1 times. 
m ammunition for coloniaüst exploitation 
custodial trade Monists please note janitoriai duties king taken on by unpaid 
student without union card or known affiliation 
I was expected to collect teaching and learning materials h m  the school office or 
teachers' houses 
messen er/ Courier role without union membershi or dues pa f P tr"' 1 hope ey had insurance on you going off schoo pmperty li that anything 

1 also CO h?Fn ected my peers' work for marking 
big tpsponsib'ity 



nsible for ensuring that the classroom atmosphere was favousable for 
tmchets I w r T  italics in originaI] to proceeci in their work. 
1 mean after ail who is school reaiIy for? 
This had liffle to do with ensuring that uur learning needs were addresseci. 
was or is anyone surprised at this? 
As class captain 
hut two three four fivesixseven o'clock rock around the crock a d d e  don't 
touch that dia1 
1 was responsible for the maintenance of order and reporting of disorder. 
the big snitch aiiied with the big bang 
Teachers also expected me to mmind them if they were running late or had 
forgotten to corne to dass. 
daytimer functionary should pay triple time on statutary hoüdays 
[W le repeatedly read through copi ous notes and examples copied h m  the 
blackboard. 
predigestion followed by regurgitation 
We were expected to use these examples to guide us in solving exercises assigned 
by the teacher. Although this procedure generally worked, it was never interesting 
nor appropriate when the pmblems deviated from those previously given by the 
teacher or seen in the textbook. 
sounds Like the teache~ didn't like variation or cornpetition 
1 vividly mail teachers deliberately setting hard pmblems in a test to ensure that 
no pupil got al1 the questions correct 
setting indigenous p p l e  up fur faiIure 
Certainly, the teacher favoured solutions h m  the above-average pupils. Once a 
leamer had shown they were doing well, the teachers were more likely to assess 
those leamers' work favourably. 
never expecting the unexpected 
In Malawi, standard 8 is the senior year of primary school. 1 entered standard 8 
with a good re utation amongst teachers and peers. P being good at ollowing orders and not challengin authority maybe % My parents expected me to continue to do well an advance with my education. 
They hoped 1 would be able to achieve a better life through education. 
My first try 
1 was not accepteci into secondary school. Neither were any of my pers h m  
Lwando school. Rather than despairing fbr me, my parents determined to send me 
to Kwela, a neigtibouring school which had produced better results. 
'produced better mults' sounds like a production line 
My career in the new school was cleariy motivated by a wish to secure a place in 
mndary  education 
your new school was to your liking 
Because of its cornpetitive reputation, Kwela school attracted many pupils h m  
many schools. 
your honour the witness is not answering the question 
Althou h m new school had sent many pupils to seilondary school, the reasans t l  for this ad 'ttle to do with the quality of teachi . Most of the pupils who passed 
the primary examinations had repeated sbndar 7 8 at least twice. Hence, their 
leaming was about "leaniing the same ttiings again and again". 
The more materials, tests, notes and examples they had worked through, the more 
experienced they became at tackiing exams, 
so that's what it was about - test writin skills 
and consequently, the more M y  that &y wouid pass 
that's a word with a past 



[W]e formed "study groups" consi of thtee to four pupils . . . teamed up and 
shared book and test papers . . . in 3 O et to "refresh our brains". 
sounds like clichés played a big part in education 
In Arithmetic lessonsI we had an assessrnent strand caiied "Mental Arithmetic". 
Mental arithmetic consisted of twenty short-test questions to be done in twenty 
minutes. The teacher wouid ask us to write mostly numerid answers oniy 
without showing the procedures for getting the answers. 
seems to contradict your other teacher showing how you got the m e r s  
The emphasis in our way of worki in the classroom seems to have centred on 
getüng through the questions qui d y. This "speed and accuracy" notion was 
reflected in the instructions ammpanying national examination papers and 
syllabus guides. . 
did you go to secondary xhool or you jump straight into pst-secondary 
In 19&, 1 was selected to do secondary education at a Nzem secondary schaol, a 
school run by the missionaries. 
welmme to mission residential school you are here to l e m  
[I]t was referred to as "The School of Champions" since many of ik students 
graduated to the University of Malawi. 
hm so a cham pion is seen as someone who oes to university hmmm not 
somebody who stays at home and lives a tra f itional life 
There was competition among students, and we were mntinually urged to work 
hard and obtain higher grades.. . 1 was an "al1 munder", and once again selected 
as class captain in Fonn 3. 
sounds like the continuation of your earlier military career you still liked math 
We were required to solve as many problerns as possible h m  the textbook. 
did any of the 'problerns' have to do with yo ur culture 
In Form 4, the mathematics teacher advised students who were not doing well in 
mathematics to join the "dull man's club". 
'man's'? 1 thou ht it was co-ed and shaming them into 'excellence' not too nice 
Students atten ' g this club worked together and sought help from the more able 
students as well as the mathematics teacher. 
seerns üke your teachers were al1 cut h m  the sarne mold 
The Form 4 mathematics teacher seemed to have an excelient command of the 
subject matter. When ap roached with a roblem, his solution would o M  be 
accompanied by a remar ! such as 'Tou ‘f O not need to go to school to know this". 
but you have to go to school in order to leam you do not need to go to school "b 
know this" isn't it always the way 
1 was selected to ursue Bachelor of Education studies at the University of Malawi. 
straight into the R culty of education 
Within the teaching methods coune1 we pl- lessons and taught other students 
in micro-teaciung sessions. Our main contact with the real classrooms for which 
we were being trained to work was when we did a three-month teaching practice 
in the third year of our training. 
'training' rather than 'education' sounds like that trend's been around a while 
Our teacher education murses wmed to separate teaching theory h m  practice. 
Whereas we had four y e m  of teacher eâucation, we had less than five months of 
practice in schmls. 
your university eyperience soumis quite rewardmg straight off 
My learning experiences in mathematics at the university were quite rewarding. In 
my second year, 1 received a t-SM and a caidator fimm the mathematics lechirer 
as prizes for b e i i  a good student in mathematics On the t-shirt was written 

X= -b+/ - 3, 2a the formula ior soiving the quadratic q a t i o n  ax2 + br + e = 0. 



hm sounds Like something that could be realiy usefui in traditional village life 
In my fourth year, 1 was one of the recipienk of the National Bank of Malawi 
Achiwement Awards given to studenk who had performed well in theu 
respecüve univetsity facuities. 
at some point you decided to go on to higher higher education 
However, 1 had observed two inconsistencies in our training. Fi&, lecturers who 
tau ht us academic corn were not the ones wfio taught us teaching methods. As 
suc!, t h e a m c h e s  of these Iecturers tended to di& and mmetimes 
contradi each other. 
contradiction-hm sounds like real life 1 h o p  you didn't try to resuiw it 
The methods courses would advocate discussion among students while the 
academic muses would be teacher-directed, with very iittie student participation. 
1 assume they were required courses 
[AIS education students, we were not allowed to register for any other courses 
apart h m  those recommended by the educaticm faculty. 
I'm surpriseci there wasn't a policy encouraging options to be chosen 
[WJe were not allowed to do any com uter-related courses . . . [Tlhe timetable for 
education murses was planned in su a way that classes coincided with those of 
the computer-related courses. 

'4 
control seems to have ben the order of the da and after your education degree? 
My one year Master of Science course in 19% 7 9% at the University of 
Witwatersrand, South Africa . . . my research was a discussion of the daim that 
"the nature of a person's knowledge is inexûicably tied to the situations in which 
that knowledge was acquired". 
interesting 
The main readings for this discussion came h m  the work of a number of authors 
in the area of situated cognition (Carraher, Carraher, & Schliemann 1990; Lave 
1985; Lave 1988; Putman, Lampert, & Peterson 1990). 
1 assume the iist included scholars from throughout africa 
As a mult of this discussion, 1 became interesteci in understanding how street 
vendors in Johannesburg coped with mathematics in their street-selling practices. 
This resuited in a small pmject in which 1 investigated the use of mathematics 
arnong street vendors. 
sounds both practical and fascinating 
[IJrrespective of age and qualification, al1 the vendors involved in the study 
demonstrated great success in mathematicaüy managing their business . . . In the 
street context, computations are done to monitor the sales - to make sure that the 
seilers do not make losses. . . these computations are not done for their own sake, 
they are done with a specific purpose . . . [TJraditional ciassmom tasks, however, 
tend to be dixonnecteci from everyday iik. Chiidren are asked to solve 
mathematics problems which rnay not have any comection with what they do or 
observe in everyda lik . . . [Tlhe escalating failure rate of children in xhool 
mathematics worl 2 wide has been reporteci by various parties concemed with 
impmvernents in students' learning. What needs to be noted, however, is the 
obsenred tetidency@ the smne citiidren (zrrho are not succas@i in sciiool mathematics) tu 
succeed in mnllremaîics reiated actimtics in theh earrydny l k .  
thars an important ûnding 
in general, schd chiidFen have been re rted ta be more sucressfui at solving r problems that are relateci to their wery ay activities . . . 1 was interesteci in the 
meaning rnakmg which takes place in those humble and largely w d  understood 
problem-soiving situations. The problems or goals emerge h m  the activities in 
which the individuais are involved. They know the purposes or goals of the 
activities. Th& actions are collaborative. 
are you hinting this is uniike formal educationd experience 



My experience in the street ve ndors research project ed me to reflect on the 
learning sikations 1 encountered as a learner in Malawian classmms. 
and perhaps nonleacning situations which themselves must have been quite 
plentifui isn't it amazing the antisducationalism many teachers practice and 
f'ecpetuate 
1 think that forgetting itself is an important learning situation that improves 
with pracüce 
never @et a slight or was it remember 
This experience made me aware of the absence of deliberate attempts on the part of 
my sehaal mathematics teachers to LUik, through th& teachi what we were 
leaming in schd and what we saw or obsewed in our wery ay lives. 
they didn't seem to care to connect them 

T 
There is evidenœ that shows that the major airns of prirnary and serrindary 
education in Malawi were ta train individuals for paid employment and to enable 
them to gain access to further and higher education miska & Zoani 1996). 
'paid employment' hm sounds like mathematics is a sociosconomic control 
mechanism part of the western knowledge project numbers racket 
Evidence su ests that not only is there catastrophic failure in mathematics among 
Malawian x 'C8 ml leavers, but even for those who manage to pas  the subject, they 
neither succeed in gaining employment due to a tightening of opportunities nor do 
they succeed in gaining a place in further education. 
there seems to be a certain amount of coercive fail-sure activity goi "%O" byth" involved in educational administration at al1 levels and perhaps big usines 
maybe high unemployment is a prirnary goal of the ovemment or policy f Society still wanb young people to succeed in schoo . If the goais to which they 
seem to aspire to are not king met, then what is going wrong? If students do not 
succeed, then what do we need to do? 
perhaps we need to look at what we mean by 'succeed' and by 'education' 
As a teacher, 1 want to show my students a broader purpose in leaniing 
mathematics. 
1 wonder if mathematics of the type you studied has relevance to your culture in a 
traditionai way rather than h m  the european mode1 of working for bread or for 
money-consumerism monitarism 1 am wonderin if it is mathematics or the 
contexuaiii of it which is the real difticulty €or d! e sake of the market 
1 am stiil stru84ing with the data analysis. Part of the sbry 1 am to tell wili come 
h m  the meanings 1 make of the dialogues i had with my Maiawian teachers and 
students, who 1 beliwe, have a more grounded knowled e about the current f realities of education. It should be a story of what 1 have earned h m  my country 
men and children which should be more important for my thinking about what 
can be done to improve their situation rather than the dominant mode of discourse 
prevailing in the literature. 
moving back a few months to our discussion of malawian politics and education 1 
admitteci to having poor knowledge about mdawi perhaps you could reiterate 
Malawi, a tbuntry in southern aftica, became independent h m  Btitain in 1964. . . 
What happened thereafter was that some political leaders in Malawi elected a 
ceseident who they agreed shouid nile for üfe. This president d e d ,  under One 

garty, Malawi for the next 3û YEARÇ! 
incredible 
People iived in fear, no one was ailowed to critiase anyone. ïhere was even Eear in 
households a man wodd not dolsay anything "bad" to his wife. The matter 
would be nported to the president, who made it dear that ALL women belonged 
to him. They sang for him, gave hun gifts etc, when he was at political rallies etc. 
Briefly speaking, his party was the govemment, and the ovemment was his party. P amazing perhaps the leaders leanied only too weii the essow of colonization 



If we look at the education system in that period, there is oniy one word which can 
describe it: no academic freedom. 
anywhere? 
You see, we oniy had one University. Prominent and weU educated lecturers were 
considered a threat to the ruIing ciass. As a result, we have many Malawian 
professionals who have not found it safe to return to their country after their 
education abroad. 
sounds iike what hap ns in many other parts of africa as well as elsewhere 
1 am now inclined to ge lieve that it was considemi a threat to educate the masses. 
The secondary education system only allowed 10% of secondary going kids. 
and the others 
The rest were abandoned and wandemi in the villages selling biscuits if they 
could afford to. 1 can go on and on, but the story for Malawi was pathetic. Now we 
have what you cal1 "demomacy". There are several political parties. We have a 
new government, and somehow, people seem to enjoy more freedom to participate 
in their development activities, etc. 
sounds like things are a lot better now or at least less worse 
What is missing, from my point of view, is a framework in which this Eceeâom of 
participation can be operationdiseci. 
most coyotes go to post-smndary education it's called survival everybody's 
gunnin for us 
1 know g, ow you feel we're o k n  treated as rmis non grata or ra no thanks 
can ou give me more of an idea where you're oing with this 
It's lie people woke up the next morning and k und that they are allowed to 
speak "without a language" with which to use to make them heard and 
understood. A language to voice th& reacüons to corniptionl manipulation and 
to their histocy. 
it doesn't sound as if the shape of your education was related to your 
indigenousness 
As expected, we had a british style of education. Textbooks had an englishl british 
context. English as medium of instruction and officai language. As far as t can 
remember, none of my mother languages were aliowed in the offiaal curriculum. 
English was considered a must for everyone to know, without which they would 
not do weU in the system, especiaily if they wanted to go hirther with their 
education. As a matter of hct, English was and is still compulsory in both primary 
and semndary curricula . . . In fact, the president himself, a Malawian, always 
spoke English wherever he went. When he was attending a rally in a remote 
village, there would always be someone to TRANSLATE his Engiish to the 
language that the vülagers would understand. 
al1 coyotes speak coyote 
wrrrrackkk try and translate that 
Things have changed a Little bit now. I mal1 that there was a policy to allow kids 
to be taught in their mother tongue. But how does that operate when NO 
READING MATERlALS/SYLLABUSES [capitais in original] exist in their mother 
language? Maybe this will force people to start writing their own materials, their 
own stories etc. 
mountains to dimb 
hülsGrst 
As far as 1 am conmrned, we were living in a society which was very mflective. 
We were just being toId to do things without any reasons. People were not allowed 
to speak out 
where were your revolutionaries 



Even in English Literature, none of the textbooks were Malawian. It was mostiy all 
Shakespearean. would be thoroughiy 
screened for 

d d  probably be used politically 
the governent 

You see, we are living in a saciety which has been submerged in this historicai 
past. How do we get to the surface and see other possibilities? ... This is the 
question 1 dways ask myseif. Let me break it here, and hope that we get 
something for a continuhg and ongoing dial e h m  this. 
okay it is im rtant that the colonization be iscussed that we be aware of it the Y' Y 
same kind of eadership' as that of which you speak has taken place in canada 
with indigenous people wiiiing to suppress their own relations to et what they 
want which is very often white success the colonized elite the CO laborators 
power and goty 

f 
if you've ever seen the docudrarna directed by robert redford calleci 'incident at 

oglaia' ou rnight see how same indigenous people treat one another if they are 
given I epower 
before the world becomes a more caring place, there wül be a lot more suffering 
suffering is the way of the world it is not different from it 
what kinds of templates have been IeA by the colonizers that leaders tîli in and 
become like or worse than the original repressors 
1 suppose your teachers were a mixture of indigenous people and colonizers 
AU my primary teachers were indigenous. However, at secondary school, my 
English teachers were American and British. In History and Bible Knowledge 
subjects, we were taught by Amencan teachers. 
My teachers for the other subjects were mosfly indigenous . . . a mixture of 
indigenous and westem/european teaching 1 am not sure if 1 benefitted more 
h m  one than the other. 
what is considered beneficial the s king in of western values 1 want to get away 
h m  western epistemologies you h o p  to 80 back to rnalawi mon any 
other plans 
1 hope to go back to Malawi and see my family up there . . . 1 do not quite see any 
possibility of getting work here yet 
so raven things have been much the sarne in parts of afnca and in british columbia 
peaple are P P l e  
wise words 
thank you andrew lstlenf interlude/cliId mir ofdmmmin 
àuncin ) 1 think the colonizing experience as been very simi ar in ritish t t r "Tg 
colum ia as in other cdonized places residential schools meant that aboriginal 
children weile taken far away h m  th& parents and made to live in residential 
schools run by perverted nuns and priesfs the children were punished for 

aking their own laquage even if it was the only language they knew many 
Xdren  died or were killed at the hands of those who ran the residential schools 
many infants died or were killed in those schools the mothers of those infants 
were either young aboriginal girls ie students in residence at the schools or 
someümes nuns 

Wes exaggeration you're going way out of context 
P murder rape genocide you cal these out of context? 
Wes those were diffemnt ümes 
P the 1st residential schools dosecl in the f 980s 
Wes tirnes have changeci 
P but the murdered are still dead the mass rapes the beatings the sharnings 

these do not go out of human b e i i  they are internaiiî they are white crimes 
against hurnanity our humanity 



Wes then they need psychological help 
P western methods of help for western aimes a ainst humanity? no thank you we 

do not nemi to be infiltrateci with psychopathe f ogy and neuropharmaceutical 
bioengineering you can do that to your own leave us be/come 

Wes you've got to move on h m  that 
P yes and we are part of moving on is acknowledging the impact of the sa- 

called ast on our bodies and spirits minds and feelings many of my relations 
were cFtam ed to radiators whipped put in isolation starved sharned had safety 
pins put through their tongues these are the ways of genocide 

Wes genacide is a bit of a stron term 
P upwards of a hundred mil f ion indigenous peo le of this hemisphere were killed in 

the first 100 years of what do you cal1 it 'exp oration' 'settlement' 'calonization' 
1 think genocide is the appropriate term 

P 
Wes it was a different era people thought differentiy 
P who gave you the right to 'explore' to 'settle' to mlonize to roselytize to 

rape murder aboriginal people you european nations your re 'ons spread üke !P a contagion thmugh the agenaes of missionarism extraterritori ism capitdism 
Wes roselytization is an accepted practice 
P k europeans by europeans and other mngene rs of western epistemologies yes 

but this has never b e n  the way of my nation your priests and your govenunents 
cut the long hair of our children they were put into 'white' dothes the federal 
govenunent outiawed indigenous cultural practices this is cultural enocide the f potlatch was made illegal lor over 6 decades as was spirit dancing e sundance 

Wes go on h m  there this is no longer 1890 
P yet 1890 is still in our bones and our practices 1492 and the bllowing centuries 

are here iwide us we have intemalized your raast practices our spirits are 
branded future generations are already polluted with westernism our 
greatgrandchildren have been contaminated with the raast poücies and practices 
of white people judeochristianmusiim values are not neutral and innocent in 
their impositioning their deplo ent into indigenous places worldwide 

Wes others suffered as well not just r 1st nations peoples 
P my point exactly colonialism is racism imagine not king dowed to practice 

your culture you cannot imagine this because your culture is immanent 
imagine not king dowed the opportunity to go home in the sumrner holidays 
because home is hundreds of miles away there are no roads the parents put 
theii children into the care of the priests and nuns because we tnisbed them 
imagine children whose only 'parents' have been priests and nuns who raped and 
whipped and sharned them no ou cannot imagine this because you are part of it 

wes "Ofr 
ple have difficult chil d hoods 

P h m  e first footfaiI of whiteness onto this hemisphere genodde began 
Wes 1 nwer k i k i  anyone 
P no of course not you didn't force my relatives to drink alcohol either 
Wes they made a choice 
P to be invaded by wave after wave of invaders they didn't ask if they could stay 
Wes move on 
P in canada almost wery reiigious nui residential school has been found @ty of 

sexual molestation of almost every aboriginal child who has attendeci either the 
school or the church the victim l e m  to emulate to imitate the perpetrator the 
alcohol we drink the dnigs we take are those you gave us ço we wouid sign our 
land over to you they are the same only removed in t h e  

Wes easeoff 
P 25 generations of genocide 25 generations of behg shamed and tortured your 

great erasure did not work we are still here and the healing has begun 
Wes my people never stole land h m  you 



P 

wes 
P 
we 
P 

wes 

P 

wes 
P 
wes 
P 

to us our home is in out heart and our heart is the land until your heart can 
becorne the land you are not h m  hem you are from no wheFe h t  is the 
malaise of white g d t  which is the skin you Wear inside 
Ihavenoguilt 
it is not so much about having or küng t but being it enacting it 
get your cultute back your fanguages w 'k" 0's stopping you 

ou have m t  been content to throw awa their memory but to dig up our dead 
r d d  waimarts and universities and go1 r courses on our buial places 
do somehing about it bitching won? help you you're always accusing 
mainstrearn white people of digging u your 'sacred burial sites' 

we were toid this god w g O kiUs unbeiievers bums heretics what 
does -"p g 's repcesentative do rapes you beak you kilis you 
you're over-ceacting 
to genocide to mass murder to the continueci rape and murder of our people 
it happens to others tm 
are we to swee al1 of the victims under the carpeb one day they will make the 
carpets out of tR e victims because there will be no materiais left to make them by 
weaving our relations h m  the earth imagine generation after generation 
imprisoned in residentiai schoots king raped every day made to eat your own 
faeces your own vomit lick up your own urine for 'speakhg inàian' how could 
arents know or leam how to be parents when they were never even aiiowed to 
dùldren how do parents l e m  to be nts through practicei examplel 

modellinn? what does the intervention of 9" cohol addiction do to this formula 
what do& sni€âng glue do dnnkqj, wood alcohol shave lotion vanilla extract 
shoe polish househoId deaners it elps you b et your shame for a time where 
did the shame corne h m  h m  not king white m being aboriginal from 
having shame layered on us over generations 

Z 
Wes our o m  indigenous leaders are no bétter so pull yomelves out of the gutter 
P Kow when you have made us into the gutter yes our leaders do not aiways 

act in the best interests of the people corruption is a leamed response h m  be' 3 exposeci to corruption fmm being corrupted through a huge power differenti 
Wes sure blame us we did ail the evü read your history 
f in school we learned about england and Erance and eastern canada not about 

indigenous people excgpt as footndes we just memorized bits of geographical and 
political information it was cded 'enterprise' it was laundered history 

Wes ours is not to reason why 
P reason was the templatethat nwer fit no matter how you ûied to splice it into us 
Wes we al1 have our own ways of being in the world our own tnrh 
P what is the truth of aboriginaüty of the white occupation of this herni here your 

history is about memorizing lies in order to retain control you talk O "P 'setüing' 
of 'dixovering' of 'foundhg' a 500 year history of ethnic cIeansing is surfacing 
the west cannot ignore it forever switching channels is not aiways possible 

Wes your education and mine were dilferent we have difkent needs 
P education b r  me was someqhing 1 had to d e a m  1 had to invent the language I 

needed because my a b r i p a i  Ianguage had been l&ed out 

paddie 
paddle 

paddle 



mexico 
ricardo's story 

h m  an unpublished m cornes a story in a came filled with ellipses 
with many ghosts pa 8" dling in the margin written in ink these words 
'lived by ricardo rodriguez vüialosso written by kathleen rodrigued 
partners living in western canada we move through many lakes and rivers and 
streams until we reach alberta below 1 record some of herl his story 

1 am Ricardo, 
son, 
daughter, 
grandchild 
of the In& mqica. 

I am the thirteenth child 
of Mexican parents. 
Mexican parents 
for whomS anish f is a second anguage. 
French, spanish and ana indian blood 
flows through my veins 
S . .  

1 am Ricardo, 
poor, dirty little boy, 
h m  the mountain of 
greased pa r houses. 
I m R i d  
looking out, 
and seeing inequality, 
seeing that 1 am treated 
differently, 
because of where my house 
stands. . . 
1 am Ricardo, 
eight-year old boy. 
One warm June day, 
Some men corne. 
They are mmin for something new. 
They want to & a census. 

G o  days iater, 
in the very early dawn 
we are wakened by hantic parents 
The air is thick with smoke. 
The barrio is on fire. 
The buurgeois have 
set us on fire! 

+at ewning we aU sleep under 
the stars.. .so many fades. .  . 



The adults shush our questions 
about the fire. 
about the things that we have seen. 
They have been told to be quiet 
To talk about this to no one. 
They have been threatened. 
To talk will mean that bad things 
will happen to us. 

#ré are assigned a home. 

Nearby are homes that have been 
c o m t r u ~  
over a garbage dump. 
Many of the people 
are frightened. 
Bodies are buried here. 
Are they sleeping 
mer bodies? 

%me people do h d  bones 
when digging in their courtyards 
%me people cal1 in the sorceress. 
They want the spirits 
of the dead 
to be at peace. 
Uncle Izaac 
cails in the sorceress 
to heal his dying daughter, 
but stüi 
My apa sa s that no, 
We E ave le X the waysof 
the Aztecs 
and their cousins 
far behind. 
We will go with the faith 
that the white man 
brought to us, 
when he came with Cortez. 
We say the rosary. 
No witches for us. . . 
At scho~l, 
1 am taken to grade three 
when 1 have almost completed grade four. 
It seerns that my poverty 
must also be a statement 
about my abiity to learn? 



We march. 
The army is called in. 
We are a disturbance. 
Using âre hoses 
hooked to the sewer system 
We sprayed 

k,, 
and are at a university. 
The anny is outside 
but we are not wocried. 
These men are our brothers. . . 
The door of the gymnasiurn is 
blown open 
Those nearest are injured and killed. 
Conlusion. . . 
we are of the same blood. . . 
And later, 
my neighbor, 
and friend 
mmes over 
b tell of the day. 
He was one of the anny 
Doing the 'ob that 
he was or d ered to do. 

we march into 
La Plaza de Las Tres Culturas 
in Tialtelolco. 

There are snipers on the 
roofs of the buildings. 
The blood of my people 
purs d o m  the sewers 
as we are shot down. 
Directives h m  the 
ptesident. 
He wants peace 
No matter what the m t .  
The Olympics are soon to 
begin in my country, 
and we are like fies 
irritating hirn 
and those around him. 
... 
1 am living in a thne of unrest. 
The people hem the cal1 
of Hidalgo, 
Ju-, 
Pancho Via 
Zapata. . . 
it is in our blood. 
We cannot accept 



We feel the unrest 
of cenhiries 
in our blood. 

i i n  Ricardo. 
strupgüng to find 
awa tomake 
a *dm 
in this country 
whose people 1 am. 

Choir boy, 
dtar boy, 
1 wonder if through 
the priesthood, 
1 can help my people. 

1 study, 
I work with 
priests. 
S . .  

How can 1 slee in a comfortable bed, Y while my peap e are 
on the cold hard ground. 
These p p k  
are me. 
They are my history, 
they are my future. 
They b, 
are Ricardo. 
S . .  

I Ieave my white robes, 
trou bled, 
bitter. 

i i n  Ricardo. 
1 have come, 
looking for purpose, 
to this country. 
1 have come 
to Ieam, 
what humanity is, 
what 1 am, 
how 1 can be. 
1 come. 
desperate to becorne 
one, 
with these people, 
whose stand future 
ares0 ! agrie. 
S . .  

and want to be one with them. 



But also 
I am afraid, 
and 1 retum to 
the land of my bisth. 
I remain dent 
about the love 1 have felt 
in these dirt-floored homes. 

;;hue 1 witi spend my Iik 
trying to understand, 
1 witl nwer become completely 
one of these people. 

i *A Ricardol 
leaving not one, 
but many families 
as I move to Canada. 

a i t  rny kart is not heavy, 
lor 1 know that 1 join 
a woman 
w ho loves me, 
who wili be by my side. 
-. 
" and my 1 fee a cold, 
unsure wall from her family. 
The wedding kast is complete 
with Mexican jokes. 
Everyone laughs. 
1 do not understand 
how derisive the jokes are 
that her bmther tels. 
"How much do you want for my seester, meester. . . ." 
I s h g .  . . 
perhaps this is the Canadian way. 

i &ady maice ihese men 
uncornbrtable. 
In m desire to taik, B l lin they turn away, 
and so I becorne 
silent 
in their company. 

A; ~randmother's funeral 
the brother Craig 
comments that my little 
Spic son knows his place 

k are Ricardo. 



We do not respond. 
We have become the despised, 
the scum, 
the dirty Mexicans. 

i RicardoI 
who is given the giit 
of a visit 
to my father's homeland 
when 1 am thirteen. 
.*. 
1 feei my Mexican ness. 
My blood tingles 
with the knowledge 
of who 1 am, 
of what 1 have corne from 
and of what 1 rnight become. 
My head rises h m  my chest, 
and 1 look 
with awakened pride 
at the land, 
at the people 
of whom 1 am a part. 
My brothers.. . 
We are Ricardo. 
We stniggie. 
We know, however, 
that our struggle 
is smail, 
compareci to that of 
so many. 

hk will make a difference. 

remembering meeting kathleen last sumrner 
ricardo the children reading his/her/ their epistle of beauty 
beiig amazed and awed at the süength the courage the words 
the actions knowing there are so man working together 
the ellipses in the story above are filldwith pain 
but aiso hope also what cannot enter language so must define it 

the canoe has much blood on it and the waters 
weary won we continue into the waters 
that lead us to other stories 

paddle 
paddle 

paddie stroke stroke 
paddle 



at least this journey to speak with mutindi ndunda 
is only as far as wuth caroüna and there are navigable rivers 
1 did not have to go al1 the way to kenya 
kt speak with her or to have coffee with her ideas 
wes(tem methodology) has the odd comment to add 
more often than not in the h m  of voice under 
and from time to time coyote lets out raven tao invites 
herf him/self to supply tricksterisms 

M M mu dugu a n p n i  
Wes english please we are in these united states 
M how are you my brother and sister? You see ndup in swahili has no gender!! 
P we are well and miss contact with you your paper has a temperature mutindi 

the font looks üred maybe you shodd give it some bed rest 
M i feel as though i am contacüng the Bu. i just hop i don't because the work is too 

much, just too many cornmittees to parücipate in 
Wes can't &rd ta be si& got to keep on tnidgîng keeping the machine weU oiled 
P that is a fine state to be in but let us get away h m  that 
M Anyway, i would rather share with you about rny education and my visions of a 

liberatary education. 
Wes liberatory well then I'U corne in h d y  I'rn a liberator b profession 
P iiberatq hm my experience has aiways k m  that of the Ln owing colanial 

academic tryi to Iiberak op ressed 'other' anyway 1 hear you have some 
wondexl family mern k n who hclped you in your postsecondary journey 

Wes you cal1 this data collection this is just conversation 
M Well, i must say that i am grateful that rny bmther gave up his education for me. 

he had eamed a sblarship to do international law, he was excitai, ready to leave 
his country to go abmd and pursue his long term d m .  My brother is a 
briiiiant man; very ar&iculate; fair, ca 

W 
T (light plly îransitiotr -'c and V& Under (V 1 4 wes) 

it i h y  duty to inform you that your son hàs been stealing 
soap you are now speaking of saa p u  do move around in conversation 
My brother started "stealing" soap t$ r my mother when he was smaii. He didn't 
understand why my hther would buy sr, many bars of soap br my step mother 
and none for his mother. 
this is al1 vexy interesting 
My brother, wtPenever he visited my father in the city, he would help himself with 
the soaps. 
'help himseif I iike that turn of phrase 
petty thefi leads to 
coqmrate welfare 
he did not mnsider that stealiIig men thou my stepmother accuseci him of 

there in the first place. 
3 stealing. he was simply carrying out q u i  le practices that shodd have b e n  

rightuig wrongs "-r g rewrighting so we were ta- about your 
brother and the subject of ucation though I'm sure this soap thing is very 
important perhaps yw are 7 my abüity to Mow your stories 
111 iron out al1 the epistemologi wrinkles leme it to me go home relax take 
two bars and se me in the morning 



M Anyway, my bmther, got al1 his visas and travel documents ready to leave. He leA 
his bank job. 

P his job in the bank 
M But, as his deparhire date drew nearer, his conscienty refused to let go. 
C 1 like that word shows gumption and cesilience your wit has not fOdw$@d 
M He felt that he would go away, corne back the only one educated and 

mother dead, his siblings herding cows, his sisters marrieci with several children 
etc The image was ugly and he ave up school for us. 

Wes yes he was a martyr it is a nob f e trait arnongst the peasant classes 
P he must have a very powerful imagination not to mention allegiance to you 
Wes ailegiance should be to the state or corporation 
M My brother Fred 
Wes forget fred 
P fted 
M ri ht now sits at home without a job because he never got a degree in finances 

w f 'ch is the area he ended up specializing in. but, what do i think of education? 
Wes better yet what does education think of you and your opinions 
P much 1 should think knowing you mutindi 
M 1 think that education as it is no g d .  
Wes the sour papes approach boo hoo hoo 
M why do i say that? This is because when i look at the sacrifices that have been made 

so that i can get the education i have and the fact that i can't still be of much help to 
those who sacrificed for mei then wonder whether there is not an hidden agenda 
in education. 

P hidden agenda hm not to mention hidden framework 
Wes conspiracy theory don? listen to her 
M A few people get rewarded 
P m 'few' is the operative word lots of O ratives in the english language 
M and they are highly rewarded, the rest O P" us toi1 to put bread on the table even 

though we have the hi hest degcee in our m a s .  Why? Why do we have to run 

f f across the lobe to fin bread? 
Wes bread fiil with vitamins and we have taught you to eat white bread 
P it is because bread is not Eree anymore it is not made in each home it is not shared 

it is for sale now you have to work for it 
C nobody wer offers me bread al1 1 ever get is s routs and liver 
Wes please your humour is puerüe sit d o m  d you 
C p f  ! you're a duck 
Wes qua& qua& 
C because you have been rude 
R muid be a step up progression 
Wes quackquack kwaq qweq 
C your ducktalk is abyssmal 1 better make you for lack of a better word 'human' 

M Y we are running like this, what about those in our ciass who have less education 
than us? Where will they emerge? 

Wes qwak 1 mean working as unskilled labour 
C watch it mallard or you'll be waddling again 
Wes sometirnes toil ilseif is the reward though it might not seem üke it at the time 1 

know this çounds patronizing 
P you know aU about toi1 Pm sure aU 300 pounds of you 
M When i worked with the women in my village, i felt so sad to hear the horror 

stories-the sacrifices the women were making to give their children education. 
Wes we in the west aiso make sacrifices 



C going without luxuries lor instance or even necessities like universal remte 
control or a second house at the Iake or seashore in the mountains or timeshare 

M These included not eaûng, walking long distances with heavy loads on the back, 
not seeing doctors because that is not a priority 

Wes oniy they can make it a priocity 
M women who do not have a minute b r  themselves even to examine their breasts for 

cancer etc. i mean women w h  don't know themselves because there is just not 
enough tirne to be. 

P ifs a terrible tragedy brou t by the west and those who choose to emulate it 
M 1 was and i am stiU very sa ~f' about this. it is even worse because the children they 

are educati will not ûnd a job anywhere. So, what is the point? 
P thePOintis~toiekindsofpbsth~dlbeloddngfororthekindsofjobsthat 

the western world is shaping us with and for we cany our indigenousness our 
indigenuir with us 

Wes romantic rive1 
P it manifests as our attachment with the land the genealogy of our languages our 

homeland imprinting itself on us 
Wes you're outta your league buster 
P our indigenousness is the spirit from the land we are the land's joumey but this 

is not what you hem h m  the united nations and its agencies 
Wes the un is busy it has its own priorities 
P the un is not a wonderfui agency wanting the best for ail it is a weapon of the 

west a dangerous bol 
Wes that's rididous 
P the un is the intemational/intemIturd arm of the western knowiedge project 
Wes come on you're off your rocker 
M The world bank seems to be happy with women getting some liffle education to be 

able to know when to swailow family planning pills-let's control their 
reproduction-that's i t  

Wa keep the populations down less chance for famine 
C now this one is an ex on hunger but 1 don't see any self-infiicted bite marks yet 
wes cute coyote cute R" awww 
C yet Isaidyet atxxmxm 
P It is diffinilt to be indigenous in one's own homeland yet nomadic outside of it 

striving to find one's way in western society 
Wes western Swety is not a unit entity which processes the world 
C no? mr west pray give us the truth that we may grow in good ways 
Wes the west is a way of looking at progress and industry 
P the west 1 speak of is a direcüon not a 'place' 
Wes that's handy 
P money is ib pseudopodia it crawls with cunency 
Wes that's obscene 
P west is the direction the sun appears to move no place is west except in terms of 

its context to other places the west as a political entity is an idea of progression of 
change as the ultimabe goal this reûects itseif in educational cunida  and theù 
implementation education as business in it b r  the megabucks 

M it seems to me that education is used as a bottomles pit that has been dug for 
parentslguardians to fiil. They are cheated that after 12 years of schooling the pit 
will be full-a big lie. It is baud i think 

Wes do they exped to ûnd jobs instantiy they must become quaiified 
C they arequaiified as humanbeings 
Wes not good enough 



education is a western idea desi ed by westerners for westemization it is 

away fmm something else 
R1i orientation toward sarneness w ' e at the same time encouraging constant change 

i think i value education for self-reliance. Mwahu Julius Nyerere of Tanzania 
pteached and lived self-reliance. His paradigrn worked quite weü but he couldn't 
stand the challenges of capitaiism-creating a 1 e underclass. My goal is to be 
self-reliant. What is the point of educating peop e who can't use this education to 
put bread on their tables for one day? 

9 
self-reliance is what one needs when far away h m  one's community for the most 
part western ideas are about self and independence rather than cwperation and 
sharing it must be difficult for you king so far away h m  your farnily 
Always so busy you know to do the things we like to do, to sit and talk and wak 
in the narrow paths of Ukambani my village and meet someone and stop and talk- 
exchange greetings and get an update of the people in the other ridge/ village? 
it becomes another thing doesn't it moving to another country struggling b 
survive stru ling to be heard not stopping and talking because everyone is a 
stranger an CP remains so and seems to want to remain unknown unknowable 
Yes, i'm really ce-thinki T nences of education and academia and the bull. 
Anyway, we need to be nanci y independent-honestly it is not holy to be poor!! 
I hope your children and thomas are well it is important this education stuff 
looking €or what is meaningful for what works for what doesn't work 
1 will aIso ask nthenya and ndambuki and Tom for their views. It would take long 
when you are writing for someone you care about 
sometimes it is diffidt to care for others to find the energy to expend for those 
who are not in our immediate family there every day you are a very special 
human beiig mutindi 
Anyway, thank you very much for always wanting the best lor me. i too keep 
praying for the best for al1 of us who care you know, the African philosophy was 
that ' 1  am because we me and since we me therelpre t am. " 
too bad that those in contra1 of educational policy and ûnances did not hl that 
way for them that would be considered dangerous thinking - - 

Wes soÜnds like skewed grammar 
watch it cowboy oiyou'll be in skewed yourself 
poverty is unjust and 1 think that we have to look at this squarely. king paid 
peanuts will not help in this stni le. Education can and could but we stiU have to 
start at the bottom of some hier 2% y-with the kinds of the pro-vice chancellor 
feeling as though they are indispensable. 1 don't like our vulnerability-somebody 
feelin as thou h they control the very air we breath. 
they f O they t U] it 
some people's exhalations are fou1 it is probably a good M g  that so many 
people of that ilk spend much tirne holding their breath breathing shalowly by 
the way mutindi how is your own education and educating doing in the usa 
My chair has been interesting and i mean that. Someümes appearing to be helpfui 
but at the same tirne wtremely paternalistic to the point of refusin to appmve my 
course to take students to Kenya this coming summer. She claim e t  that i needed to 
worry about my third year review and some members of the department felt that i 
didn't know enough American education! 
american education! according to hoyle 1 suppose or bush or dewey or hewey 
1 told her that education is from the womb to the tomb, i have leamed a lot and 
nine months are there for me to do so. I haven't yet reached the tomb. 1 asked her 
to teli those pavlovians that. 
P t  Pt 
It is interesting that the group that we are having great difficulties with are the 
skimer/ pavlov gang-commonly caiied "special education experts." 



P are there not always white experts and theh lunctionaries we here knowing 
what's best what is best is to sumive and thrive and do g z work and to care 

M BORA U Z M  are words spoken to me by a young Tanzanian woman who helped 
me when nthenya was brn. She always told me not to worry as long as 1 was 
physically, spirituaiiy, emotiordy and mentally healthy because 1 would iive to 
do whatever 1 needed to do. 

C listen to your senses kel your thoughts meIl your hearing taste the textures 
see the scent 

Wes another winning hrmuia 
P sister the struggle is not some thmg which has a definite 

beginnuig middle end the stru e is b s e  and endure and grow h m  and P within the stniggle it is to feei at your pain is ours the stniggle is to reach 
out reaching in and knowing that they are the same direction 

Wes for heaven's sake you're getting saccharine 
P trusthg your own self but keeping one eye on the rearview mimr an ear on the 

pavement a heart on the sleeve mver well let rise for two hours bake at room 
temperature for a lifetime a spirit which tavers al1 and is covered by al1 by the 
grain of sand that never shows up on the 6 o'ciock news where has the time gone 
there seems oniy to be space 1 think il must have been greased because it keeps 
slipping away you look iike you are ouhvard bound ready to click off 

M Hey, i have to pmany greetings and love, hugs, lovin prayers to you two and 
those who, like yourselves do not sleep to dream, but ream of making the world a 
better place to live. 

d 

paddle paddle paddie 

paddle paddle stroke w hoooooshhh 



intertextaal joumeying: h t  nations 

paddlhg dong the coast of what is now caiied vancouver 
we came up to fdse creek that used to be part of the kitsilano reserve 

used political coercion force and lies 
my grandfather joseph cole 
a city of vancouver 

he worked to get the people a better deal knowing ex ropriation was nigh 
joe talked about the penitentiary in new westminster a rm ut the mcbrides 
arthur hiii and richard we tied up our canoe at the marina below the burrard bridge 
which had been a landfiil but is now a yuppie haven we had a quick coffee 
at a non-starbucks and set off again 

as we paddled past steveston [called new westminster in those days 
when my relations worked there at fish factories] 
suddenly without warning we encountered a giant text 
which opened its covers and swallowed us without even chewing 
as we were being ingesteci 1 read part of the text 
Giue Brick: First Nntt'ms Perspectiws on Cultuml Pracîice (Kelley, 1992) 
we were a bit put off at this turn of events 
having never experienced this kind of thing before 
the text hadn't shown up on our radar swen and our gls didn't work inside it 
after a time we met some first nations women and got to conversing 
with them via their edited words f h t  maria carnpbell (MC) then doreen jensen (DJ) 
joy asham fedorick (JF) jeanette armstrong UA) and lee maracle CL) 
from tirne to time coyote and raven inte~ened and 
wes(tern Methodol interrupted a lot vo (VO) said a few things 
1 (P) did most of the $' aciiitating as 1 was the only one 
who had talked to books before and the words of them or thought 1 was 

P 1969 was a tough time for you 
MC 1 didn't fit in any of the places people hung out.. . I was a long way h m  home. 1 

needed someone to tak to and there was nobody around. 1 decided to write. (p. 7) 
P and Haljlreeà emerged 
MC It helped me to go Uirough a healing process, to understand where 1 was coming 

h m .  . . to stop blaming the victim, and start blaming the criminal. (p. 7) 
P sounds positive though painfd 
MC It helped me to realize that it wasn't m fault, that racism was =alI that you could 

reach out and touch it, and that a lot O what happened in my life was a resuit of 
racism. (p. 7) 

l' 
P 1 k t  the colonisers loved you 
MC Right a m  the country, a lot of white people wanted to take me under th& wing 

and help me, because they feIt bad about what they read. (p. 9) 

MC But 1 und that when 1 started to speak out, when 1 started to get strong, that was 
a whole different thing. Doors were closed to me. 1 wasn't able to get back into 
hem again. (p. 9) 
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P hm 
MC That's our Fust song. (p. 9) 
P you talk about writing in english and the power relations 

[Wlhen 1 was writhg 1 always bund h t  lish mani ulated me. Once 1 9 P understood my own rhythm, the language O my p o p  e, the history of 
storyteliing, and the responsibiüty of storytdling, then 1 was able to manipulate 
the language. (p. 9/10) 
ou participated in a film on cleara  and ib  efkts on community you must 

L e  had some interestin dialogues wi the fihnmaker R 2 
"But Maria, we've got to ave some fu in here," the director said. 1 asked 
him, 'What does fucking have to do with 9 c ear-cutting?" He wanted to take the 
relationship between the father and the daughter and change it into an incestuous 
relationship. . . He wanted a rape scene. 1 wfused to write it. (p. 10) 
good b r  you 
We went out and started shmting. hung mund, because they had put in the 
contract that 1 would be an adviser-whatever Chat meant, because nobody 
listened to me. One afternoon I was gone, and that atlemaon a rape scene was 
made a part of that film. ( . f 1) 
weicame to mainstream fi l n  technique 
shootfuck shootfuck shootfuck shootfuck 
[Tlhe girl was made to Wear a dress without a slip undemeath, and that changed 
the whole story. It changed the whole Ming of the show. It not only degraded 
her, but it made her community, her whole people, seem üke they didn't care 
about anything. (p. Il) 
how is this related to our theme 
put your theme in the attic and maybe join it 
with your forensics and your cultural extrapolations go wes 
you talk about humour being important 
It's reaily important to try and maintain a sense of humour. I've had to leam to be 
fumyI to see the humorous side of things. (p. 11) 
meegzuetch maria now doreen jensen perhaps you might share some of your 
thoughts about first nations art 
In my lm age, there is no word for "Art." [Blecause Art is so powerfully 
integrat&th al1 aspects of lik, we are replete with i t  (p. 17) 
iY s everywhere but the european tradition stiU predominates 
As Aboriginal Artisk, we need to reclaim our own identities, through our work, 
Our heritage and Our future. We don't need any longer b live within others' 
definitions of who and what we are. (p. 18) 
othem'? you mean the objecüfiers? 
For too long our Art has been situated in the realm of anthropology by a discourse 
that validates only white M s b .  (p. 18) 
they don't include sea gras baskets qui1 work moose hair tufting ceremonial 
robes woven and appliquéd 
Not surprisingly, these ex uisite works of Art are mainly done by women. (p. 18) 
'crafts' the whitepeople c 9 1 them 
[Alttitudes towards Art reveal raasm. The first Europeans cailed our Art 
"primitive" and "vulgar." Today, people of European origin cal1 Our Art "craft" 
and "artifact" ( .la) ra they cd us arti cts too if 1 understand you correcüy art for you is not an add-on 
Art is essential, for ail of us. . . culture is the sou1 of the nation (p. 18) 
the us goverment has been racist in its treatment of native americans yet takes 
up many indigenous cultural attributes like the itoquois symbol of the eagle with 
five feathers in its talons 
"as its insignia and cuitural identity." (p. 19) 



racism is part of the makeup of canada too it's everywhere everyday 
Durin the Oka crisis, Canada's rnask siipped to reveal the ugly and treacherous 
face O f racism. (p. 19) 
there are so many masks in this country so what about creativi and art making 9 [Tlhe a d  of aeativity cornes from the cosmos. . . . 1 have been tol by the old 
people. When I'm making Art, 1 am one with the universe. You can see it in the 
work, if you look with your hart . . . pay attention, you can "get the message1'- 
and make it your own, without diminishmg it or appmpriating it. (p. 19) 
1 do not see you as king quick to criticize others 
When 1 diminish otherç' "belongingness" in the universe, my own 
"belongingness" becomes uncertain. (p. 20) 
canada has worked very long and hard to dirninish our belongingness 1 think it 
would like to deport us if it could 
Canada is an image which hasn't enter ed yet. Because this country hasn't 
tecagnized its F i t  Nations, its whoIe f undation is shaky . . . Our Art is our 
cultural identity; it's our politics. (p. 20) 
you talk about the basis of lirst nations cultural identity 
George Manuel said, "This land is our culture." 1 add to that, "Our culture is this 
land." . . . [Tjhe land and the culture are one. Land claims have to be settled, 
before Canadians can look at hmselves in the mimr and see an image they 
would be proud to see. (p. 20) 
cultural daims too 
There is still white water ahead. (p. 20) 
and red water any wise words 
"My dad told me, 'Learn the todls of the white man-but don't forget who you 
are!" (p. 25) 
m thank you enjoy your trip to kispiox now joy fedorick will speak about her 
experience as an artist and teacher joy you have been describeci as a cultural 
activist you speak of writing a participatory article of üuee-d reading and of 
paint-by-number reading experience 
analogies, footnotes, boxes fuIl of examples, uotes, anecdotes are used to reinforce 
themes and scatter your linear, herded thoug 1 t patterns into a right-brain intuitive 

you've mode. (Rin) d some interesthg experiences with white 'indian experts' 
1 was at a feminist dinner one night, when sitting across from me was a Caucasian 
kmale sociologist She was practicing Cocktail Anthropology on me and 
badgering me with endless questions about "what is it really like to be a Native 
woman." 1 was hungry and wanted to eat (p. 31) 
1 assume you didn't respond to her baiting 
Sometimes we evade these uestions, you know . . . But finally, fig 
was going to eat in ace, I' better answer. 1 told her what it's like h 's skin, tr 1 Tf I ever 
the good, the bad, e perceived ugly, and once more picked up my fork. 'That's 
not what ifs like nt dl," she said. (p. 31) 
hm well 1 guess sherd knav she's the cesearcher you have an interesting 
relationship with genre and the engiish language 
"1 have coined the term 'liberary hierarchy" to refer to the iiterary structure 
known as "begiMing, middle and end." The parallel in Western theology is 
Creation thmugh Apocalypse. (p. 32) 
the judeochristian mode1 as it was is and ever shaii be amen 
awomen 
Our stories reflect lon -term planning. They do not necesuil have a beginning 
midâie and end.. . [ W b  it is essential for US to understand à; e wisdom of the 
recounting, that piece of knowledge wili be there. And it is. (p. 32/33) 
that's been my experience too wisdom just pop up everywhere aii the time 



C raven you got so many feathers in your thoughts 1 don? know 
JF Our stories . . . are not "formula" oriented. There is no beginning, there is an 

always was, and with no end there is an always will be. (p. 33) 
C sounds like CO ote 'stics we live in an eternal present 
Wes very unscienti E c an <8" romantic 
JF The spiritual nature of the concept of the Continuum is addressecl through style 

and with language that is relationshipriented rather than thing-oriented. (p. 33) 
P those nasty rigid grammatical templates 
JF English, with its noun predominance, does not allow, within Rgid hierarchical 

style criterion, for relationshi b be expIored, relationships that help us to 
understand Our place and v a T  ue in the Big Pichire. (p. 33) 

Wes you indians entered into economic and political relationships bought in sold out 
R do you know the way to bombay delhi calrutta 
C I've been away sa long what indians? 
Wes you made historically dommentecl bargains for mutual benefit 
R historical verity speaks wraaakk 
JF When the Mohawk Nations first exchangecl cornmitments of cultural respect with 

representatives of the British Momrhy, they honoured the British with gifts of 
double wampum belts. (p. 331 34) 

C this was before your time wes 
R before duplicating machines 
C gestetner 
R xerox 6000 series 
JF The belts, in the warnpum beadwork, always induded two parallel lines of 

coloured work. (p. 33) 
Wes beads shrneads what has this to do with education and history 
JF These parallel lines represented two canoes gliding dong the same waters, not 

interfering with each other, yet going in the sarne direction. Such was meant to 
represent the two cultures: sharing equally of the Creatofs gifts, but not imposing 
on one another. (p. 33/34) 

Wes there was no punctuation no nouns no words no signatures romantiast piffle 
C imagine that no words written or other/wise 
R capital offence void of auditory aud of voiditory 
Wes you speak of oral documents we want things we can se wunds vanish 
JF Dominant culture of North Amecica dictates the use of reliance on eye contact as a 

means of determîning sincerity, honesty, self-confidence, etc. Yet, to the Swampy 
Cm, etiquette required that you avoid direct e e contact as much as possible, as 
the eyes were considered to be the Windows O ? the Saul. (p. 38) 

Wes sounds like they were reading tao much descartes 
C blanche 
JF For one to stare into your eyes was an intrusion, and to focus on another's was 

earnestly avoided. . . . the person who pradiced such avoidance was mnsidered to 
be both respectfui and humble. (p. 38) 

Wes not meeting someones eyes is considered a sign of dishones ty shiftyeyed 
foreigners 

C foreigners hm you mean like you 
Wes my people been here for 10 generations 
C like 1 said foreigners 
R nrroenmits 
P meetin the eyes and staring are quite cli£thnt seing is not looking 
Wes if you f on't keep up with the times yourlI never progress 
JF Sometimes, progress requires more than etiquette-that is, the reaching out and 

welmming of others-it r e m  competition to be set aside and cooperation to be 
put in its stead. (p. 38) 



Wes no cornpetition no motivation no pragress 
P how long have you been a teadter 
We Eight hundred years 
R you inight want to clansider retirement as an option 
C 1 suppose it's toa late ta deny tenure 
P that one is tenure rather than has tenure is about excluding those who don't 6t 
JF Dominant Society has n m w e d  the focus of life to be strictly material achievement 

(ie. dollars and jobs) and has lunneled studenk, Native and non-Native alike, into 
dizzying heights of technical and rofessional expertise that has exduded the more 
generaiist and spiritually-orient ed: holistic, anal ous thinking process one can 
achieve fmm mt just one teacher or area of s %y, but fmm many. (p. 41) 

Ws without spçialty everything sinks into mGty 
C mediocrity's a safer plaee to be 
R if it keeps us away h m  white ' indian' experts sign me up 
P what sense is there being an indigenous indigenous expert when there are already 

so many nanindigenous indi m u s  experts we're superfiuous 
Don't force us over the buff O jump to culturai extinction, either through watering 
d o m  our cultural in 

f 
TVorrn7 us survive culturally anemic (p. 42) 

R put away your pen an paper your igital camera your omnidirectional 
microphone no more researchllrg thank you researrh yourselves 

Wes we have a right to research you 
JF When you have let us write our own hundreds and thousands of books, filled 

concert halls, galleries, stages within our cultural expression, then, and only then, 
when our culture surrounds us, living, breathing, acting, developing, secure: tell 
us then not to use your words, look at your art, use your tools to paint and play. 
(p. 42) 

Wes your lack of reason just confuses everything you deny us our privilege 
JF We are told that confusion always precedes pefiods of understanding. (p. 43) 
P you talk about 'artwords' 
JF the product of creating art with words. (p. 45) 
Wes you can't invent words language police!!! 
P somebody said to ask about your cat jim 
JE: She taught me this: if one oniy treats with respect and kindness those who c m  

confer a benefit . . . that respect is conditional and is of Iittle value." (p. 52/53) 
VO mmmmmrrrOOOWWWPrr 
P you speak of English having 'noun-pdominance' how this affeds the speaker 
JF in a language that primarily gears our thoughts to things, we become trapped in a 

value system of materialism. (p. 54) 
P so the english language is an aîly and a foe 
JF As an Abon ' al writer, 1 set out on many excursions to ûnd the thing lacking in 

linear Engld? the visual hmue of so many of the experiences, personai and red, 
ular and ethereal, that trigger the feeiings of oneness with the reader, the 

the same eyes and ears of the one experiencing the story- 
elusive in the Literary hierarchy of beginrung, middle and 

end. (p. 54) 
Wes beginnuig middle end it's obvious you just can't perceive it 
JF The elusiveness stems from the construction of Englih: it is a noun-based 

language with immense material vocabdary, but it is poor in ik  content of verbs, 
adjechves and advertis. Both the h e m  struchm of the Ianguage and the formulae 
deveIoped to use it, testnct the ability of a writer to express emtion, relationships, 
texture and depth, unless, of course, one deals with fhmgs W a d  of pxple. (p. 54) 

Wes nouns aren't things they're the names of thhgs 
R and the names themselves are not ihings? then what are they verbs? 
C 1 like SLOW verh they're easier to catch and chewier than those fast ones 



P you seem to be looking elsewhere for meaning 
JF Verbs, adjectives, adverbs replacing nouns, movement and tirnemotion 

relationships replaang rigid technical brmuiae. ( .55) 
Wes we need names for thirigs otherwise there woul t! be confusion chaos 
JF (D]o you really need words for things you don? need? (p. 55) 
R consumerkm commerism need more need more wraaaakkk 
Wes you keep taiking about story story story isn't story about words? 
JF Now, 1 thought, çomehow, my father, in English could transmit thes things. Was 

it the way he told his stories? was it his vocabuiary? Was it how he used stories 
themselves as analogous examples? Was it the unpredictable and sometimes 
confusing structures and structurelessness? Was it how, in the process of analogy 
that transferabity of teachings occur? Yes, yes to dl. (p. 55) 

Wes she's not answering my question 
R directly no but also you're not listening 
P you were speaking of pseudo-speciation 
JF This is a process used to desensitize us, to make the enemy Iess-than-human in our 

eyes.. . . The most probund and insidious form of pseudo-speciation today is 
contrived through statistical reporting.. . . We become desensensitized by 
statisticai vroliferation no faces or human characteristics are assimed in the 
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numbers. Ip. 56) 
we use numbers and statistics to understand make sense of the world to compare 
delineate to graph and make bel1 curves 
Pseudo-speciation has two effects: it dehumanizes the victims of gros atrocities, 
but its lasting impact is on the spirits of the millions who read about such things 
and disrniss them. These people become dehumanized through the los of 
compassion. (p. 56) 
1 don? dehumanize anybody 
racism is not any nicer when it's a passive default position 
If an Aboriginal person is not seen as a human being, it is easy to deny rights. It is 
easy to allow us to die thirty years ahead of the rest of the population. (p. 57) 
eat better stay away h m  alcohol sugar and dmgs 
what about the circle in your work vis 4 vis beginning middle end 
If 1 believe in a continuum, the Circle, then 1 don't have to opt in at the Beginning. 
muddle through the Middle, and be victimized by the End. i can join the Circle at 
any lime, in any place. (p. 57/58) 
on a related note you have experimented with hologra hic writing 
Hologra hs have aiways fascinated me: they say that i you break one, any of the 
parts inc 'i' ude the whole image. (p. 58) 

P 
more indigenous epistemology couched in obfuscation that someone h m  cultumi 
studies assigns signification to 

with certain kinds of thinking 
to govern and injustice to prevail. (p. 58) 

you tak about returning to this lane 
When my spirit re-enters this plane, 1 ho 1 don? corne ack as a herd animal. r l 
Not because 1 don't like our Brothers an Sisters, but because 1 like them best one 
or two at a time. (p. 58) 
any particuiar reason? 
This way 1 cm get to know them, know their struggles and solutions, know their 
discord and how they find peate. (p. 58) 
thank you and goodbye joy movin dong to jaune qui&-to-see smith £mm 

about myths 
P the fiathead reservation in montana now iving in new mevico she wants to talk 

rnyth number one first nations people of the western hernisphere had no Mitten 
language 
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it's a well documented tact 
[Tlhe Mayan when it was burned by the Spanish, was housed in a iibrary qua1 to 
the Iibrary in Alexandria. (p. 63) 
myth number two lirst nations had no wheel 
We had a wheel; in fact 1 am working on a public art project with the Duwamish 
people of Seattle to rebuiid a six-hot water wheel which was an automatic fishing 
machine. (p. 63) 
lactory fishing thars not nice 
myth number three the western hemisphere was empty excep with a kw savages 
We had vast populations, estimated at fifty to cighty million in 1492, calculated to 
be ual to that of Europe at the the. (p. 63/64) 
and%t' s just north of panama 
have indigenous people an 'ng worthwhile to o&r the world now 
Taday, the industrial worl P' 's mismanagement of the environment has led 
scientists amund the world to s e k  out and research indigenous people's 
knowled e-farmin in the desert without irrigation, farming inside the minforest 
without ! istutbing f e ecusystem-and their vast knowledge of the medicinal 
properties of plants. (p. 64) 
any advice for young people today 
Listen to our eldes. Use teamwork. (p. 65) 
anythmg for yo aboriginal scholars 
Research Arnerica Y y going into the field, not the tibrary shelves, or archives or 
storage. Do your research first hand. (p. 66) 
you have a lot of faith in coliaboration 
Teamwork will get the job done. (p. 67) 
thank you for contributing jaune now we will speak with jeanette armstrong 
throu h retroactive textual intervention we will converse with her through her 
essay !hl c h :  Racial Exclusioity and Culiural Supremaq 
For albeit, I speak English to you, rather than my own language, 1 might as weU 
speak my language, because the meanings of the English words 1 use arise out of 
my Okanagan understanding of the world. (p. 75) 
maybe ou cauld recap your ideas about 'tree'ness again Cor the readers 
Each O 7 us might therebre share a kind of composite, symbolic of trees in 
enerai €or recognition purposes Ttie trees have to each of us, 

iowever, reems to be bound up in to hees. (p 75) 
oh corne on now tipe is a tree is a tree 
one two andsoon 
A person who has never walked under trees in forests and heard breezes rustiin 
through leaves as birds filled branches, filtering sunlight and rain, will never tru f y 
know a tm. To the person whose dired sumival depends on irees, the tree has a 
deeper cultural meaning-stieeped in an essence of gratitude toward the creation of 
the tree, and therefore enveloped within a unique cultural expression of merence 
tward creation. (p. 7S/ 76) 

versus subjective denotation versus connotation 
the extreme difference between a logging conglomerate president's 

meaning and one in whose cuiture trea are living relatives in spirit, though the 
word might be referred ta, by both, in English. C m  we say that these are two 
different trees? OF might if be possible tu understand that this is only one tree that 
has two different rneanhgs? (p. 76) 
this is primitive man t i c  decansûuction aistentialist wranghg 
Words have a cavering of meaning derived h m  unique relationships ta things, 
beyond the generaiiy accepted descriptive sensory symbol. Thousands of 
generations of relating to things in a given way give rise to culhird meaning 
attached to words. Thus. even thou& 1 minht banslate tm into an E n ~ l s h  word. 



my cultural meaning remains intact as though s ken in my language while your 
cultural understanding of the word remains 1 & w i t .  the context of your 
cuIhire. Unless you also speak my language, or permit me to fully interpret my 
meaning, the tree of which 1 speak remains a trce cloaked in my culhm and 
language which excludes my meaning. (p. 76) 

Wes the words have different connotations 
JA Words, in king shaped through language emerging out of culture have a 

mtedness in meaning which renders them exciusionacy. (p. 76) 
Wes if you want to converse with me speak english otherwise you are ûapped in 

p u r  own culture 
JA My very real situation is that 1 am hem speaking not my language to you, and in 

doing so, realize that it is 1 who must frame my thinking into another 1 

were nonexistent. (p. 76) 
TF. " language which excludes ail of my Okanagan cultural understanding as ough it 

Wes you don't expect me to l e m  our langua e 
C the bottom line is everybody as to leam ow to howl 
R haaawwwrrkkkkk 

i R: 
Wes tree is a tree pine is a pine in whatever language it's there 
R in plainlatin 
JA Words seem to be standardized out of cornmon experience and thecefore out of the 

common thought of a people. (p 77) 
Wes you're dreaming 
JA Spoken language is only one system of expression. One which is least de ndent 

upon anyttung outside of the human body and most efficient in not inte ring 
with other activities of the body. (p. 77) 

r r  

Wes your point being assuming you have one 
JA Spoken language, therefore, has developed the largest vocabulary of symbols 

which represent understanding. (p. 77) 
wes so? 
JA Spoken langua e, then, is one system which signifies meaning and therefore 

coniains thou& Many other nimplex systems of expression carry culturd 
meaning which cannot be expresseci in words. (p. 77) 

Wes where are you going with this? do you want me to beat drums dance and Wear 
hides don wac paint? 

JA Ehpressive arts can thus be seen as symbols devised to transmit ways of thinking 
and ways of doin things. The ways of thinking and the ways of doing things 
being a process O f everyday life experience. In this way, culture can be seen as a 
ptocess, and language can be seen as one of the receptacles and vehicles by which 
the ~icess is shared, transmitted and learned. (p. 77) 

C ifs L n  a while since I've seen a curriculum encounging coyote as a second 
language 

R m kraaaaooooockkk 
Wes leam english ifs the only way that makes any sense 
C what has sense to do with it 
JA Language plays a werful role in information transmitted as a carrier of thought 

or a world view O P" a people. The thought or the world view, however, is the 
shaper of cultural process. (p. 771 78) 

wes so? 
C so not ailowing füst nations children to speak their own language in schml is 

genocide 
Wes take it h m  me learn what 'tree' means in e 'sh and you'li get dong a Iot better 
JA Racism entrenches ibif  through coercive acts y evised to suppress and replace the 

culture of other peoples. Racism as such is no more than cultural imperidkm 



arising out of an inabiüty to overcome ethnocentricaüy disposed views maintaineci 
out of tradition (p. 78) 

Wes my way of perceiving 'tree' is not itself raast it might not be your view but it is 
vaiid as my cultural expression 

P are white children forced to leam first nations languages forced to throw away 
theù own cuIture are they taken away from their parents and Eostered out to 
strangers who mi@ be sex perverts 

Wes don't blame me for what the priests did am 1 a priest a nun 1 didn't take your 
culture awa blame somebody else blame attitudes of the past 

JA Racism mig b t then be seen as a fonn of culturat rigidity, characterized by a cultural 
btindness to ail its own processes. An inability, sa to speak, to perceive knowledge 
outside of the namw limits of a culture bound racial type. A refusal to enrich and 
grow beyond one view of the worid. (p. 781 79) 

Wes we have difkrent takes on the world ifs as simple as that maybe neither is right 
but they're both worth considering your tree is not mine and mine is not yows 

JA This might lead one to refuse to see a tree as more than a commodity because 
accumulation of material wealth mi ht have been once a necessary tradition of 
survival, in a culture where materi af wealth was restricted ody to an elite. (p. 79) 

Wes for heaven's sake get reaI if you want to be validated by m culture then jum 
through the hoops if you want to remain in ignorance O !' my culture and O f 
mainstream ways of king in the world then just stay with your people and talk 

yOur 'T age and pray to your gods just don't get in my way okay I'm 
moving rward 

R into the future 
C haaaawrmwm 
JA Such culturally supmmacist racism could then justify cauntiess inhumane 

measures of conquest-including massive military annihilation, enslavement and 
control-under the guise of civilization. (p. 79) 

Wes this is not happening today nobody is using those old coercive indodrination 
methods to mnvert you to the epistemologies of the modem world we have 
given you al1 the freedoms that we have we even gave you thdom of religion 

C freedom cannot be given 
JA Freedom of religion does not mean freedom of thought and absolutely excludes 

lreedom of choice, when people are ordered to submit their children to the hands 
of another culture for educational and religious instruction to the utter exclusion of 
their teachings. Nor is it any different when the power to choose is removed 
through economic and legai control. (p. 80) 

Wes 1 see no largescale massacres of your people by the dominant culture no coercive 
thought ewperimentation we haven't been charged with crimes against humanity 

JA Refusal to understand the true nature of oppression may make guilt easier to bear 
because there are no bloody corpses. But death is the same, whatwer the means. 
(p. 80) 

Wes you go on and on about education and reiigion and mas media as if there were 
a conscious woridwide conspiracy 

JA If we see radsm in this light then we can see attempts to wipe out differences as a 
denial of cultural relevance outside of the cultures dominating through conquest. 
We can then see cultural intderance for what it is. (p. 82) 

Wes 1 have sat on anti-radsm boards 1 am aware of others 1 am doing my part yet 
you throw these words these accusations at me 

JA In tight of these observations 1 ask a question that you may not choose to ask of 
yourçetves. When you set out to combat racism, what is your goal? Do you mean 
that your task is to lind better ways to assimilate others into your world view? (p. 
81) 

Wes that's preposterous and unfair Pm an eniightened 



R despot 
C datpot 
R dosepob 
JA A question which you might ask yourselves is: What fuels conquest? What is the 

central drivin force contained Mthin the nature of aggression? How does it 
manifest itsel f as a cultural value which can aüow subjugation, exploitation and 
continueci oppression? (p. 81) 

Wes this ail stemrned h m  talk about the word b r  'tree' 
JA Perhaps it is a time to see that, regardles of number, al1 branches h m  one tree are 

dependent on the whole tree for life. (p. 81) 
Wes I'm not going to listen to any more of this 1 am not racist and 1 am aware of my 

prejudices and my shortcomings 
JA The larger question that 1 bring you is th Might racism be a symptom of a 

deeper, more damaging disease to humanity and to the Earth? (p. 82) 
Wes such as what 
JA My question relates to intolerance. And, perhaps deeper than intolerance, my 

uestion relates to the basic and fundamental values which allow aggression and 1 omination to occur. It relates to the exclusionary measures which are commonly 
expressed as raasm. My question relates to the nature of the concept of 
supremacy, a perceived prior right above others and other life foms. My question 
relates to the possibility of tolerance, harmony and cooperation. My question 
relates to the condition of trees and the condition of humanity at this tirne. 
Perhaps it is a time to nourish the great tree of peace that Our peoples have been 
shown, so that its mots might spread ouhvard to al1 lands and its branches to 
shelter al1 life. (p. 82) 

Wes that's asking a bit much for the near or even intemediate future 
JA Perhaps it is in that future that we will reach OUF full potential as thinking 

creatures. Creatures whose sacred gift is the pwer to manikt thought and 
therefore change its external world. Creatures whose task it is to leam to use those 
gifts to live and continue rather than to mnquer, destroy and perish. Perhaps it is 
a time to leam to appreciate and to love creation. (p. 82) 

Wes 1 love creation what's that going to do? will a white light corne to me 
JA Perhaps it is tirne for knowledge. Perhaps it is a time to learn the meaning of 

ines. (p. 82) 
P thank you jeanette now we will participate in intertextualizing Iee maracle's 

mtory: coming to t h e q  lee is going to taik today about words and ideas and 
their interrelations 

L There are a number of words ui the E lish language with no appreciable 
definition. Argument is delined as evi "% ence; pmf  or evidence is defined as 
demonstration or mf; and theory as a proposition proven by demonstrable 
evidence. None O l' these words exist outside of their intercomectedness. Each is 
defined by the other. ( .87) 

C sounds like my kind O f language 
Wes so what the same is hue of the word 'axiom' it defines without king definable 

except by default it is the very root of definition the ground 
L We regard words as coming from original b q - a  sacred spiritual be i .  (p. 87) 
Wes primitive romanticism 'original' is not accessible it's an idealism 
R wes does not exist s/ he's an idealiim pooooof 
L Words are not obj& to be wasted. They represent the accumulated knowledge, 

cultural values, the vision of art entire people or pmples. (p. 87) 
C howls represent too 
R wrrraaaawkkks too 



L We believe the proof of a tiung or idea is in the doing. Doing qui res  some fonn 
of social interaction and thus, story is the most persuasive and sensible way to 

E resent the accumulated thoughts and values of a people. (p 87) 
Wes ut without science and the social sciences methodologies to show the way you 

have nothing but speculation and generalization anecdotal evidence is 
speculative at best not subject to rigorous validation ratification 

C i'll tell you about rat ification just hold still for a moment srnile poooof 
L Among European scholars there is an alienated notion which maintains that theory 

is separate h m  story, and thus a different set of words are required to "prove" an 
idea than to8*show" one. Yet if you take the story out of any school textbook the 
student is left without proof for the positing of an information. in a science 
textbook they refer to the story as "an example." r p. 87) 

Wes that's a very simpleminded way of looking at science mathematics is not like 
that at al1 

R one two t h e  and enough 
C often any number is too much coyotes are not numbers though we are often 

enumerated numbered 
R their days that is 
L The component parts of every example are the same: there is a plot Iine, tension 

(confiict), a climax and a conclusion. Mathematical "pmblems" have the same 
components. The tension in math is one number versus another, whether they are 
added or subtraded, multiplied or divided, the tension is resolved into some sort 
of conclusion different from the h o  numbers representing the original tension. (p. 
a/) 

Wes that's an absurd oversimplification 
L The numbers have names and the plot line (what to do next) is provided by the 

theorems and formulae which the student accepts by custom. 
Wes you generalize 
L Numbers lack character-human form. But when we propose them as a problem, 

confronting real people, they take on a charader and human content-social 
interaction. The number of trees cut to make one edition of a newspa r, for 
example, or the number of hungry children in a large Canadian city. p. 87/88) 

C 1 was always g d  at science thafs why 1 never studied it 
r 

R Istudiedit whichwaswhyIwasnogoodatit 
Wes are you about done with putting down science and scientists if you can't improve 

on something what sense is there in criticizing it 
C we were critiquin that's badrnouthing with a q rather than a z 
R 1 am a gentle spea t e  r 1 speak not to dis pmve but to offer the benefit of my 

experience it's not eve one gets to see what 1 do from my vantage point 
C a coyote view of the wor 7 d may be without numbers but it cbunts just the same 
L Academicians waste a great deai of effort deleting charader, plot, and story h m  

theoretical arguments. By referring to instances and examples, previous human 
interaction, and social events, academics convince themselves of their own 
objectivity and persuade us that the story is no longer a story. (p. 88) 

Wes this deconstruction of the number system is meaningless and antisocial 
Cf R hamwoo/ wraaaaaaak (laughter) 
L Likewise, the concept of zero means nothing. It is represented by a chde devoid of 

aii Me. This has no meaning for the Living or the dead, but it is u seu  in teaching 
young Mdren to interact in a positive social fashion. A child l e m  that if she 
doesn't obey the laws of the people, she will suffer great nothingness in her 
interaction with women and men. (p. 88) 

Wes your comparing mathematics and science and story are ridiculous and 
meaningiess you're just not conversant with science 



L There is a story in every line of theory, not in our capacity to theorize. It seerns a 
waste of words to dispassionatey delete character h m  plot lie, tension, and 
conclusion. It takes a great deal of work to erase people h m  theoretical 
discussion. . . [T]o delete passion h m  our üves leads to a weird kind of 
sociopathy-a heartlessnesç . . . What is the point of presenting the human 
condition in a langu e separate h m  the hurnan experience: passion, emotion, 
and charader? (p. 88 7 89) 

P thank you ail now grab a paddle and put your words into actions and maybe 
we'll get out of this text 

paddie paddle paddle swoooooooooossshh 

interlviewingtexts 
dancing 

paddiing into the trammontane world of performance 
we ease our canoe from the alpine lakes into the bow river 
shooling the fails much to the delght of bard€ springs guests 
and tourists who don't realize it wasn't planneci 

early morning mist hangs 
the canoe now babred and heId together with prayer and haywire 
we turn toward the textual world of chinook winds 
through whitewater ideas and redwater spume 
we mn it up into the matgins lie it with a nearby conjunction 
to a sturdy erund al1 the prepositions king used up 
the beach be f ow bow falls is mostiy consonants 
with the odd indefinite article protrudin 
we decide to relax for a while recover k m our journey 
coyote and raven pop up out of nowhere as usual 
dong with wes(tern methodology) in tow 
we hear voice over hovering somewhere doing voice warmups 
together we get into the chapters to which the dancers' words were relegated 
and there we interlineate with one another interpaginate 
as much as that is possible for charactes citations readers writers 
suddenly the weather changes into a tramlucent text 
or perhaps the text holographizes itself inlonto the sky it reads 
slowly like ifs b e i i  written into an overhead transparency 
we become textualized into the choreographed now scripteci world of 
Chinook Winds: Aboriginal lkmce Pmpt (Elton, 1997) 

jeny longboat (JL) meets us as we walk up from the beach 
he is cayugalmohawk h m  the iroquois confederacy six nations of the grand river 
turtle clan we walk with him up toward the badf centre 
aiways on the lookout for those t o m  elk 
that don't take too kindly to human presence 
we enter into conversation with the edited transcriptions 
of the participants in the fiveweek workshop of novemberldecember 1996 

P we've been journeying ail over rivers lakes great lakes oceans clouds 
dew we came here to l e m  about dance as aboriginal epistemology 

C don? get academic on us now we're just M e s s  quadrupeds 
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speak for yourseif 
so what about dance and knowuig 
Aboriginal dance is a s iritual expression thmugh which we travel to the 
ancestral world.. . . a oorway to powerful wisdom. (p. 8) 
so is silence 

B 
and stillnéss 
Its motions e cess the ancestral memory in our M e s ;  it is the voice of aü our 
relations. (p. 7' 8 
we coyotes have dances too 
you should see us ravens when we get together whoop whoop 
you speak of dance as voice 
Aboriginal dance is a hue voice, one that rang clear and strong long before we 
cailed it a "traditional" voice. It exemplifies oral tradition as story and myth 
combined into forrns of expression rhrough which elders, faithkeepers, healers, 
and young people s ak from their imer selves, their centres. (p. 8) 
it is not so easy dis r? mvering this inner self western ways have covered it 
eclipsed us with dien ideas 
The elders say we must first own ourselves belore we can truiy obtain seIf 
governance. We must own the bundles that are our laquages, songs, stories, art, 
and dance. In achieving this, our personal and communal cides are completed 
and our way of Iiving is made harmonious. The power of dance is a significant 
ingredient in achieving this balance. (p. 8) 
you seem really extited in your introduction to be part of this 
This collaborative dance experience establishes a contemporary expression in the 
thread of our cultural narrative. . . . a place to claim Our voice, a manifestation of 
OUF WU for self detennination and original artistic direction. This is tebirth. (p. 9) 
coyote and 1 have our own dance troupe we win k t  prize every time 
in our teachings, knowledge cornes from . . . is shaped by, the natural world and 
al1 its cycles. . . [Tlhe beginning, or the mot, of the culture is the story. (p. 9) 
wraaaack/ armoooo 
you connect dance to story to life 
In the telling of our personal stories, in whatever language or creative form we 
use, we are expressing our conneclion to creation. Through this process we 
sense and experience tfie depths of this natural knowledge with the sharing of 
story. The stories are the very crur of healing. (p. 9) 
but story is different h m  storytelling 
[Dlance is a prirnary form of our storyteIling. Its variety of forms are an integral 
aspect in nurturin the heaith, well-king, and harmony in Aboriginal 
c01~1u~ties. (p. 9 f 
dance takes us to those special pIaces outside of language 
Dance is an expression of prayer and story, of our reIationship to Mother Earth 
and to one another. It also indudes the unspoken records of previous 
generations, those yet to corne, our families, nations, and al1 mation. . . . it is "in 
the bones!' And, when we dance, our timeless oral narratives possess the 
ancient stories of wisdom and understanding. (p. 9) 
you have an interestin way of obliqudy relaün b questions 
A wise one once said & t we must understand at sometimes the questions are 
more important than the answers. (p. 9) 

L 
a dance is just a dance don? make so much of it 
These dances contain the Uuiermost cultural stories. (p. IO) 

lease don't give me that they're stories for heaven's sake 
Tlhey combine the migratory borders of the mind and the heart into a P 

communai experience. To dance, and then to M i t e  about the ewperiences of 



these stories, makes the process new again and revisits the creation process. (p. 
10) 
hogwash you cannot revisit what is done it is one 
This plam in the creative process marks a point O f r e m  It takes us towards a 
place of bdance, within our centre, our place in the community of ail things. (p. 
101 
(kter ghmt .f&m cmnpbe12 scott sits to witd 
letter in form of arcular h m  Duncan Campbell Scott, Deputy Superintendent 
General of the Department of Indian Affairs =nt out h m  Ottawa 15th 
December, 1921 Sir,- It is observeci with alarm that the hoIding of dances by the 
Indians on their reserves is on the increase, and that these practices tend to 
disorganize the efforts which the Deparhnent is putting forth tu make them self- 

supprtini C have, therefore, to direct ou to use your utmost endeavours to 
dissuade e Indians h m  excessive in c r  ulgence in the pradice of dancing. You 
should suppm any dances which cause waste of time, interfere with the 
occupations of the Indians, unsettie them for serious work, injure their health or 
encourage hem in sloth and idleness. . . . It is realized that reasonable 
amusement and recreation should be enjoyed by Indians, but they should not lie 
allowed to dissipate their energies and abandon themsélves to demoralizing 
amusements. By the use of tact and firmness you can obtain control and keep it, 
and this abstade ta continueci progress will then disappear. (p. 12) 
(exit Dcs ghost) 
try dancing to that tune 
sandra l a n d e  (SL) af the terne-augama-anishnaabe is a dancer 

we speak about dance and mimirs it is diffidt holding a conversation 
with a proper noun or pronoun because they can only say what has already b e n  
published so my questions have to weavewith their intentions and rny understandings 

sandra quotes mou1 ûujillo 
"You need to look into the studio mirmrs to ensure that your eyes see out and 
communicate an inner life.. . . when you look into the front mirror, you can also 
see into the rnirror behind you . . . these are like your ancestors behind you- 
dancing with you at this moment in tirne." (p. 19) 
w hat about your own body your own experience in and with it 
When dancing traditional . . . there is a downward rhythm of the bady towards 
the earth, which acknowledges our connectedness with Mother Emth. 
Aboriguial dancing, like martial arts, uses the body's natural abilities and 
momentum. It does not O against the grain of n a W  movement. In 
contemporary dance, an i! diassical ballet in partidar, it is more about reaciung 
upwards. In order to et the proper lorm, you have ta dose the httom of the rib 
cage, lift the chest, an c f  tengthen the spine. (p. 21) 
oiii 1 don't think thars rny thin 
(enter r m l  hujnlo (RT) a mixed Id apache mextextmJrench dhfrom rn 
mexi'co) 

J 
tell me about the name chinook on üte mver of this h k  
During a chinook, the tree tops fonn what is known as a "red belt." This red belt 
has occurred since the mountauis have been standing. It will dways exist. We 
are like that red belt (p. 23) 
you speak of how dance fint came to first nations communities 
In the past, dance came into the community because of a hunti expedition or 
sornething that happeneci, and the dance makers came forth an y said "Tiiere's a 
dance that came to me in a vision," . . . we're doing the same thing today. We 



have that responsibiity, and therefore shouldn't listen when people say "You 
can't do that" (p. 25) 
what about fusing contemporary and traditional dance forrns that many 
choreographers and dancers try to do? 
[Ylou can't ûuly mage them because they're so distinct. (p. 26) 
mhm 
1 give a class that is not just about techni ue. I mean, I warm them up reaiiy 
uick. Get them on their k t  and then d e  them beyond learning the steps into 

L e  realm of undentanding what performance is about. (p. 26/27) 
about? 
about? what's that 
1 ask them to reflect on being in the moment and get them to take responsibility 
for the material and then project that out to an audience. (p. 27) 
you were saying sorne about the face of the dancer 
The slow motion section 7 w ere their faces are used like masks reminds me of my 
work because 1 always €eh that dancers' faces were neglected. (p. 28) 
thank you raoul now we will speak with aiejandro ronceria (AR) so aiejandro 
you are h m  bogota and trained in classical baiiet 
in Colombia, the Soviet Union, and NY. 
you seem to have enjoyed chinook winds 
Even though the performance was a big success, the most beautiful thing was the 
process.. . The conception of the piece was already there before 1 amved. (p. 
31 / 32) 
but you didn't know ail the participants what they could do 
1 asked the dancers to try things and if it didn't work 1 would do something else. 
1 had to see what bodies 1 had to work with and see what their potential was, but 
k a u s e  1 knew who the articipants were 1 started thinking about who muld do 
what and how to get the tes t out of them. Olten I had to choreograph four 
different sections at the same time. (p. 32) 
m sounds demanding must have been uh fun 
1 have been learning to work with a lot of pressure; with no budgets and no time. 
. . . you are forced to manage your time reaiiy well. (p. 32) 
1 am reading on his face it has not al1 been only fun 
i've worked with train& rofessionais with a certain attitude that they can't do 
certain things outside of tR eir particular training. It is very difficult to work with 
people like that because they refuse to take chances. So, when you have people 
who have never been trained, they sometimes do amazing things because they 
are open. (p. 32/33) 
you speak of Ming trained to treat the stage as a sacred space (p. 33) is this is 
related to the idea of chinook 
During the chinook wind that happens here in Alberta the pine cones in the tops 
of the trees turn red because they ceceive different information h m  the warm 
wind. (p. 34) (exit AR) 
enter sü'atl'iaix musician and composer russe11 wallace (RW) who speaks of 
studying performing arts at spirit song theatre schwl and information 
technology at capilano coüege in vancouver 
ama sqit russe11 so you were going to taik about singing in your culture 
There were social songs about going out and pickin berries or fishing that were 
sung mdstly at social gatherings, hmerals, and wed ings. If you were asked to 
sing, you got up and sang a m g .  (p. 51) 

% 
nobody ever encouraged me to sing out loud 
On the west coast, because songs are sacred, they had to be sung a certain way 
with no m m  for emr. But within the Lillooet, because there wasn't that 
restraint with the ceremony on certain songsf it became more open. . . there are a 



have harmuny in them, which is not really present in a lot of 
in that area. (p. 51) 

family sings 
in the music and . . . kept al1 the çongs going. My 

mom is the song keeper. (p. 51) 
1 don? remember those ones having a lot of instruments they mastly banged 
stones and sticks and skin drums 
The hand drum is the most important instrument.. . logs were used for 
percussion as well. The music was al1 vocal and percussion. (p. 51) 
your music for 'tesidentid school for boys' is interesting 
1 used a song my mother sang . . . 1 sampled one section.. , the residential school 
. . . you were bired to speak another language . . . couldn't sUig your songs . . . 
do dances.. . the memory is still hre. 1 can remember my mom talking about .. 
. . when the nuns weren't amund, they would teach each other sangs. (p. 54) 
the score for chinook winds must have been a challenge 
Each project 1 do is very challenging because 1 don? have training in music(p. 

thafs pretty amazing must have been pretty corn licabed 
[A] song my grandmother sings, there's a part in tK e rniddle where she sang one 
word and it oes on beyond the 414 time, hen in the middle of üte song it goes 
over to a di rt! rent rhythm, it goes back in two to get that phrase in. That one is 
difficdt to sing. . . . Our language has about 56 dihrent consonants and a lot of 
it is guttural or throatal, a lot of the tongue. (p. 56) 
hrnnun 
1 would c d  myself a hereditary musician in the same way that some 

Native people have it in them to sing. (p. 57) 
rpie themselves hereditary chiefs or hereditary medicine people. . . . i thi a lot of 

amuoowo 
thank you russe11 jeff tabvahtah (JT) who will speak next hales h m  arviat 
m I know that place waaay north of churchill manitoba 
200 kilometres as the raven aies 
a very traditional community 
you were talking about dnunming arviat and its social function 
It was aIso used by shamans when they were calling €or help, h m  their helping 
spirit, which mi t be a bear . . . their Tornga. (p. 61) 
a d m  has that f!! 'nd of power 
Shamans would go into an igloo or tent and use the drum to help get them into a 
tram so they muId travel to diEferent wotld to ease or conquer demons or 
spirits that troubled their tribe.. . . When you d m ,  the reason you starl off slow 
is because you're like this mytiucal ïnuk beast that flies and drops caribou from 
the air and they die when they hit the ground. (p. 61) 
1 wondered why those caribou flew so f u ~ y  
[Tjhars what ifs like using the d m ;  starting off slow is like the beating of your 
wings. . . &ter and €aster. (p. 61) 
I understand the christians got around to converting your people but you stiU 
have shmans so you have new agers up there apptenticing 
Only shamans understood the way of life of the shamans. They even had their 
own language. The community 1 corne frorn is still very traditional, but irs also 
very religious. It's kind O€ inkrtwined with Christianity, so shamanism was 
thought of as demonic (p. 62) 
the& been taik mmparing huit ple and k t  nat ionsrple  P" huit have a very difkrent view O life and cuitun h m  O er Native groups in 
Canada In the huit culture, there is no Creator because everything is equal. 
You are no more important than any other iiving animal because that animal 
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serves its p u r p  and you serve a p u r p .  There is no one powerful b e i i  
everything is the sarne. (p. 62) 
what exactly dws this have to do with education? 
who invited that one 
about the drum 
In the eastern Arctic. . . the diameter of the drurn is about three feet (p. 64) 
as 1 was saying about this singing 
We never drwn silently.. . . Where 1 come hm, drumming is a form of 
storytelling. You write your own song about your expiences. (p. M) 
1 su pose you're going to bring everything into the storytelling genre J P ably 
The whoie d e  behind drumrning is that you start off slow, and build il to 
whatever speed you want. It doesn't have to match the k a t  of the song, as long 
as you feel that you're with the drum and making music.. . . It's the whole 
mixture of drumming and dance at the sarne lime. (p. 65) thank you jeff 
karla jessen wiliiarnson (KW) inuit will discuss face maskin 

workshop you spoke of the colour black and the universe 
'f saskatoon is an interesting place for çomeone from greedan to lx during the 

The colour black signifies what we as human beings do not know about the 
universe. inuit believe that the universe is where knowledge exists and is the 
home for the eternally existing creative forces. (p. 69) 
which is why it's my colour 
mine too at night 
One of these creative forces is manifested as seul, in al1 Iiving beings. Human 
beings have individual souls, which are individual names. (p. 69) 
narnes 
Names and souls, king the same' carry human potentid and could not 
arbitrarüy become ented through separate male and female entities. Ço 
traditionally inuit di not have genderized names. (p. 69) 
no tom no harriet 

T 
this conversation is not academic it's cultural it doesn't belong 
The mask, then, has to show female and male characteristics . . . The red colour 
signifies the femaleness [vulval and can be on the forehead, or on the nose. . . . 
red evokes blood that, together with the white lines, represents the bones and 
life-lines of Our ancestors and the bones of animals upon whom the Inuit depend 
for Li fe. (p. 691 70) 
sometirnes they jump out of the bush 
bush? up there 
okay out of the tundra when you weren't ready 
TraditionaIly, the masking was perforrned when people les t  expected it, and 
real surprise is very much one of the key elements. Life in the far north is at 
ümes very unpredictable and sudden events may cal1 for immediate evaluation 
and action to Save lives. At an earl age, youngsters are encouraged to face up to 
fear and to come to terms with i t  p. 70) 
coyotes too 

r 
1 thought you were supposeci to be karless 
thank you karla jerry longboat has come back to speak with us jerry as a 
traditional maskmaker perhaps you'd be interesteci in sharing your experience 
[Mlaking a traditional mask begm by centring and preparing yourself. . . . 

raying, making an offerhg then communing and approaching the living tree 
!om where the mask is birthed or carved. This is a proces of actuaiIy carving 
the mask, removing it from the tree, and finishing it, and providing a weicoming 
kast For the mask. (p. 75) 
feasts are very important in your culture 
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ours too 
1 am wondering about masks from the point of view of art 
carving is not epistemology it is technique and training 
We were talking earlier about the use of traditionai masks in contexts other than 
their original purpose, which 1 don't find appropriate at aii. These masks were 
created out of specific needs of the community over time. They came h r  the 
spirituai well-king of the ple. They have a specific life purpose that must be 
honoured as sacred. (p. 75 P" 
so using them b r  other reasons is not treating them as being sacred 
These original teachings must be respected h m  a traditional perspective and to 
distort this purpose in a contemporary context is disrespecting them. (p. 75) 
there is a relationship between mask mask maker and what the mask is used for 
Those who own them and use them in a spiritual mntext use them spiritually at 
their discretion. The community knows who these people are and individuals go 
to them for spiritual assistance or healing. (p. 75) 
your parents ave to you a mask that your great- randfather made 

%O f When 1 was a ut three or four, at specific times uring the night 1 would be 
cailed by the mask. 1 would get up and go over to it and stand there and just 
look at it in the shadows. (p. 75) 
the whole idea of sacred and traditional is puzzling to me because these terms 
compartmentalize Our cultures into white categories the idea of traditional 
bein only h m  the past and not being 'modernt or postmodem or poststructurai 
[Ml&ng a traditional mask there are specific types of faces and sp&& çarving 
gestures in the wood that have been established over hundreds of years. These 
specific traditional shapes, forms, and types of expression mate the integrity of 
the traditional mask. It is very im rtant to stay in line with that when making a 8" traditionai mask and work towar s revealing its bue spirit. (p. 75/76) 

the eneY of those masks it makes me tired just looking at them 
m and istening to them 
listening to the mask? to the grain? 
listen 
The energy cornes from the wood and through me; it mixes, and the mask 
emerges. It's brn  in those moments where the energies come together. (p. 76) 
does the tree tell you how to make the mask 
1 approach mask-making with a design in mind, but 1 have to be open to let its 
own fiow happen, and then the fonn cornes forward. You need to take time to 
approach the mask, because it has its own spiritual journey to be hlfilled. (p. 76) 
indudingrbrmance 
where wi this end? 
It's ve much like any kind of creation in that you surrender yourself to be a % vesse1 r the energy coming through, you develop your abüities to respond to 
this wisdom, and so when ou come together with the mask, you're t r p g  to & open a doorway for that li to come throu h and be expressed. . . . when you 
surrender to the process it feeds you. (p. 76 
you seem to enjoy powwow dancing 

f 
oh yeah amxxxn, 
Powwow dancing is about personai power and personal style and you express 
this to feed the nation (p. 77) 
1 like men's traditionai 
even when they Wear raven feathers 
awwwrkkk don't get personal 
'pemnr al? 
This is where the outfit or replia is so integral. It is an acknowledgement of my 
relationship to the winged creatures, to the four-legged and the wisdom they 
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carry, even to the sense of colour and design to acknowledge balance, flow, and 
hannony in life. (p. 77) 
as a haudenosaunee you dance this plains dance 

wwow is conbemporary . . . an expression of self, of the gifts that you possess. r. 77) 
sharing those gi fts with other first nations 
Powwow is a modern expression of those historic connections. (p. 77) 
when you dance you are an echo of the past 
1 express what resonates with me. (p. 77l 
you Wear many feathers 
My busüe is made of eagle feathers and 1 carry a men staff. These teach us that 
Life cornes from the darkness and is bom into the Iight. (p. 77) 
for heaven sakes this is tripe 
1 aiways had an apptite for tripe 
must have got it h m  us 
romantic drive1 ifs al1 cliche dime story novel stuff 
if thays how you feel why are you hanging around we never invited you 
I 
you have elected to set us ri t because we are lost in our how wouId you say 
it Imt in OUF 'cultural waste s" and' 
retty much somebody has to 

!e the guardian of the public morality 
yeah 
sa you ap inted yourself watchwhite 
i've hear ,!O that çome of our reiations which perished tqing to cross the roads 
ou use them in your outfits L! 

For sure. I've done so much with hides and fus, using tails, bones, hmves, toes, 
and teeth. 1 make spiritud thin like staffs, wing fans, rattles, and drums, al1 to 
support the continual process O ?r lik. (p. 78) 
maybe we could move on to contemporary dance 
wraaack shuffle shuffle hop 
Contemporary dance is different because it mixes movement languages. (p. 78) 
movement languages hm read this men [gestures] 
translate this coyote [gestures] 
ha ha ha you two a n  something else 
It needs to be universal because you're telüng a story to a whole ran e of people 
in the audience. When you dance at a powwowJ the energy ir sg&c and my 
expression originates h m  a different place than it does in the eatre. . . . The 
songs are there to direct the energy. (p. 78) 
direct the energy sounds newagey well pass the incense 
you've had experience with non-abonpal dance companies 
Karen Jarnieson Dance Company, we also have circles and do cultural sharing. 
So , she has a simiiar philosophy . We sfiare how we h l .  We check in. Ço thete 
is a s e w  of that sa& space and that €&mg of ensemble in arcle. (p. 79) 
sharing how you kel sounds like a personal p w t h  workshop weekend 
heding whoooeeee sign me up! 
wes pIease find som other place to unload your lack of human k ü n g  we do 
not want it here it contaminates community 
hear hear 
oie oie 
so about your ensemble 



There is a strong connection in taking c m ,  honouring, and respecting the ways 
of the others in the p u p .  ThaYs how we are raised so it's very nahirai for us. 
(p. 79) 
what has this to do with education where is the examining cornmittee where 
is the assessrnent what kind of scalable graphable feedback can you provide 
numbers 1 need nurnbers 
you cari have mine 
mine too 
(-al h m i h  i d i a t i n g  inundation ojnumbers) 
don't let thern get into the came they'll sink it for sure 
oh! I ieel relieved ï've wanted to get rid of those numbers for centuries 
m fivecenturies 
Ion er the vikings and those other boat people al1 brought numbers 
an c f  the anthropologists who came over the bering land bridge 
sorry to intemipt the historical numeracy but 
don't but 
m 
there are white people writing our stories using our ceremonies 
[Tlhere's a real danger in other people ap ropriating our stories and telling us 
who we are. We've begun to awaken to tR e effects of this through the telling of 
history and we are reclaiming our tnith in our own words, in our ceremonies, 
through our stories. Dance is a prolific part of this healing and self- 
determination. (p. 79) 
(raven and coyote darice together blow h m  shake ) 
karen pheasant (KP) ojibway €rom the wikwemikong unceded resewe on 
manitoulin island 
so how about those powwows hey been around for awhile on manitodin island 
We just celebrated our 37th annual powwow in Wikwemikong [in 19%]. . . ours 
started in 1958. . . . the Lake of the Woods people near Kenora always had 
them.(p. 83) 
so how about that jingle dress hey 
I like the sound but you're switiching topics 

'e white was involved in the origin of the jingle dress Fr en Maggie was a child, her father had this dream about the dress. There 
was illness in the farnily. They had offered their prayers and asked €or help. The 
dream came to the old man for his daughter and then she was carried off 
wearing the dress. Maggie White passed away two years ago at the age of 89. IR. "1 

ose jingle cones must be pretty heavy 
[Tlhe 365 cones on a Jingle Dress remind us that each day we should offer 
prayers, and practice harmony and balance. (p. 84) 
it has a healing element attacheci to it 
carrying around al1 those heavy cones would cal1 for a healing component 
mident chiropractor too 
The healing aspect is a combination of the son& the dmm, the singers, the dress, 
the dancer, the women. (p. 84) 
must make you h l  pretty good being out there 
Dancing is my healing. (p. 85) 
the movement is exciting 
When 1 dance Pm not just executing movement, I'm dancing with passion. (p. 85) 
s w  diiierent h m  western culture 
It must be something to do with western dance training as opposed to 
indigenous dance. They were dancing with no centre, no energy. (p. 85) 
there is a very strong spiritual component 



When you taik to any strong powwow dancer who dances full-time, that's not 
fwtwork, it's th& spirit dancing. (p. 85/86) 
you sometimes help new dancers 
1 was teUing the women, "Know your centre, this is where the Song come into 
your body. . . . Listen to the drum,". . . but they were stilI not catching the rhythm 
of the drum, the heartbeat It was literally going in tfieir ear and they were 
waiting for it to get to their feet . . . So, 1 started to work with the chakras and 
enecgy system, and talking about the heart and the song goin through their 

%e back, and telling them to hear that song. 1 touched their back, hind their heart, 
and when the drum came they could feel it. The lwk on the girls' faces when we 
did it that way was amazing. (p. 851 86) 
chakra! do myotes have those 
you arc one 
I see elements of other styles in the jin le dance 
Al1 styles of dance sometimes borrow % om other styles. (p. 86) 
you were talking with evelyn eagles aker from blwd reserve 
She said, "You know, Karen, times c r ange and if we were going by strict 
tradition women wouidn't even be dancing." . . . But times have changed and 
women started dancing. (p. 87) 
you became part of the circle 
First, we were allowed on the outside of the chle; that was a stationary dance. 
Soon, we were doing the Walk Dance. (p. 87) 
1 remember that 
In the 1800s, during The Wild West Show, white p p l e  wanted more colour 
and more flash, so the Men's Traditional tumed into Men's Fancy with more 
colours and two bustles, instead of the one bustle, with almost acrobatie 
movements. Of course, the women, not wanting to be left out of anythng, 
started too. The women put on the men's budes and danced the men's dance. 
(p. 87) 
ohhhh then was controversy about that 
and 1 bet you had something to do with that 
what about powwow dnimming 
Powwows across North America tend to be staffed by northern people, with 
northern drums. (p. 87) 
I-MI bridge ofingling moznng azclay) 
a big hello to werybody out there h m  SiobhAn Arnatsiaq-Murphy (SA) from 
the Inuit and Irish Nations bom in Iqaluit, Nunavut. 
so about dance 
Dance has aIways been an emotional joumey where I can ûnd my spiritual self. 
(p. 90) 
and here is Sylvia Ipirautaq Cloutier (SC) she is huk forrn Nunavik Northem - 
When 1 dance I'm in a different world, somewhere special where 1 cm be myself. 
(p. 90) 
sounds like a good place to be 
here's jonathan fisher (JF) ojibway/odawa h m  wikwernikong unceded reserve 
[Lleaniing more about the procesç of dance will not only help develop my craft 
as an actor but will dso be a useful bol for myseif if 1 ever feel the need to 
branch out into my own "ph ical-based works. (p. 91) 
like a shoot or rhizome je F tabvahtah (JT) h m  arviat nunavut again 
Dance is an expression of emotion shared Mth the audience. (p. 94) 
jerry longboat you might want to share some final words our came awaits us 
Throughout my work as a performer, I have hund that the most profound 
source of inspiration has been the body itself; the very thing that m t s  me here in 



this üfe. As such it has been taught to me by my elders that when we are born of 
our bodies we becorne a hereditary recipient of aii the wisdom of Our ancestors 
who have lived before us (p. 93) 

P mmm 
JL in essence a vast body of experience and memory. With this 1 have come to 

understand the truest expression of a culture is in it dances and songs; the body 
never Lies. Let us be bold and tell ail. (p. 93) 

P good thing we got all these stmng dancers here to come back to the river and 
help liEt the came back into the water funny how coyote and raven kind of 
disappear when the time b r  erg expenditure comes up 1 wouldn't be surpriseci 
to l e m  they'd transbrmed themselves into the body of the came just to make 
it heavier we've got a long way to go and we don? even have a weather report 
no newspapers no radio no tv satellite communications devices meteomlogicaI 
forecasts so 1 guess we'll have to take it one day at a time just like in the old 
days which these are if we'd just Iet them be 

turning Our canoe into a cinemat phic stream paddles up gaze averted 
we first come upon simon dick of x akwala nation who does a beautiful raven dance 
in the film Are We Rabbing Our Childm ofThen Future 
he speaks of dearcuttirtg if this is civilized behaviour he says 
he would rather remain 'a savage' 
danny beaton of kahniakehaka M l e  clan says we are taught 
that the thunder peo le quench al1 life elder a m  jock mohawk bear clan R prays with an eagle ather mazati galindo aztec nation lights his pipe smokes it 
then plays it it is a smoking flute a musical pipe 

about the march meeting at the united nations oren lyons says 
'it was a hard month because they were -n to infuse a liffle spirituality 
into the discussions of nation states they %f underlined development 
and we had underiined environment and 1 must tell you that we came out second best 
in that discussion maybe men third best out of two' 
he talks about a muskogee man h m  oklahoma who flies a plane into the ozone 
'there are a lot of big holes it would take 100 years to turn il around 
animals in a entina are going blind with cataracts ifs killing the coral' f then he says and is the most important thing values are more important than money. 
the credib show this concert of indigenous restoration was made with vision tv 
CO-directed CO-produced by lindsey mitchell also CO-produced with the partiapation 
of native community branch minister of atizenship 

paddle paddle paddle 



paddie 
paddle 

stroke 
Words of fue, deeds of blood 

"Perhaps you think the Creator sent you 
here to dispose of us as you see fit 

If 1 thought you were sent by the Creator 
1 might be induced to think you had a 

right to dispose of me 
Do not misunderstand me 
But understand me W y  with reterence 

to my affection for the land 
1 never said the land was mine to do with 

aslchoose 
The one who has a right to dispase of it 

is the one who has created it 
1 daim a ri ht to live on my Iand 
And acco f you the privitege to retum 

to yours 

Brother we have listeneci to your talk 
Coming for our father the great White 

Chief at Washin on 
And my people have c 1ed upon me to 

reply to you 
2 

And in the winds wMch pass through 
these aged pines 

We hear the moanings of their departeci 
ghosts 

And if the voice of our people could have 
been hewd 

The ad  would never have been done 
But alas though they s t w d  around they 

could neither be seen nor heard 
Their tears fell like dmps of rain 

1 hear my voie in the depths of the forest 
But no answering voie coma back to me 
AU is silent around me 
My words must therefore be few 
1 can now say no more 

He is silent for he has nothing to m e r  
when the sun goes dom." (Robertson, 1994) 

paddle 
paddle 

paddie 
paddle 

stmke stroke stroke 



paddle strake paddk stroke paddle paddle 

paddiing again in aotearoa we enter in rain the territory of eight maori women 
connected with hg& - the faith of the upraised hand 
they are not al1 believers in the laith 
but have been associated with it in important ways 
we enter into their textuai p c e  shaped with editors (Ed) 

jUdith binne( 
and gillian chaplin over years 

ringdu was ounded by te kooti arikirangi te tunaki in the nineteenth century 
the book's introduction is 'the kde, or basket, for the afferings: 
an outer layer of woven leaves around the heart of the matter.' 
the editors say that trrhmlmpapr or enealogy is the badsbone of Maori history 
ahtanau, extended family and fapuiiulhibe are aSSOgated with whakpzp 
mania to elder h e m  tuwhangai said "to be a maori is to share the world with the 
exten r ed famiiy and the ~$JIW, some living, some dead, and some not yet barn." (p. 1) 
hem in tuhoe the ple are different they did not sign the treaty of waitangi 
they know the 01 d- ways but the new ways are here too 
the old maori language is çpoken alongside modern maori 

the ringdu keep mked food apart from ail other activities 
Iest the Me-force be contaminated and destroyed. 
the tingatii faith began in the north 
Cod gave the covenants to Te Kmti when he was a primer on the Chatham 
Islands. (p. 3) 
ntr@ means raised right hand in maori 
[Blecause of their practice of raising their right hands at the end of their prayers in 
thanksgiving to God, was adopted by them." (p. II) 
some hailed him as a messiah 
Te Kmti himself never claimeci Messianic powers. (p. 15) 
a combination of the new with the old 
[Mlany of the religious observances were also based on indigenous Maori practice. 
No food could te eaten in the ancestral meeting house - it was fapu (p. 20) 
his sense of sacred was very strong 
Te Kooti had revived many aspects of traditional lapu. The life principIe found in 
wery living thing (the muri in Maori thought) was protected by the ruies of taptr. 
One of the strictest observances was that cooked hi, and any aspect of the 
preparation of food, being mu, must be kept apart h m  ail other activities. Hot 
water, therefore, was considered a polhtant of iapu. Water h m  the roof of a 
meeting house was considered dangerous too, because it had touched the roof (the 
spine) of the ancestral house. It was always considered extremdy dangerous to 
touch either the head or the back of any person who was in a state. As in 
many other old cultures, the house represents and contains the tribal ancestors. Its 
head, its backbone, its ribs, and its belly are seen as enfoiding and protecting the 
living. Rain-water from the roof could not, therefore, be collecteci and used for 
drinking. (p. 20) 
how have you heard maori define 'na' 
[Olrduiary without fapir (p. 24) 
without? 



One of the most significant tasks in which women participateci was to make nm, or 
he, people and objects which were under the restrictions of tapu. Tapu was 
intrinsic in ail living things, amrding to their quality or kind. But there were also 

OfEl" '  
appropriate to certain activities or states of life, and which had 

then to be li upon the pmper occasions. Such would be the Lapu-lifting rites 
performed when the child's navel cord fell off, at iîs first hair-cutting, at the 
opening of a meeting-house, and after the burial of the dead. The rituals to lie the 
lnpu restrictions-ddmm or ruhkdmenp-were often rforrned by women of 
rank, but usually by women who were past the age of c lu!? d-bearing (ruahine), so 
that the patentid life within them was not toucheci. They drew the dangerous, Life 
destroying elements of tapu into themselves and then sent them back to their point 
of origin, that iq to the world of the gods and the spirit forces. (p. 26) 
women have a powerful role in traditional maori society 
in traditional Maori thought, women were seen as the beginnin and the end of Me 
in this world. Not only do they bring the child into the world O f light, Te Ao 
Mmmna, but as the great rnyth of Hine Nui Te Po constantly reminds, the vagina 'te 
ara niai O te tangata', or the pathway of mankind to life-is also the place of 
misfoctune and the source of death. 'te whme o aituad. Women's tapu exists 
because they are the channel between the realm of divine forces and the human 
cealm. (p. 26) 
same maori friends of mine taik about the powerW relationship between body 
land and language 
"The land, 'te whenua', and women are also the source of life, and 'te wfmuu' is the 
word used for the lining of the womb and the lacenta which nourishes the foetus. 
The placenta must be buried within the land a rt er birth and so made one with the 
earth again. To be in childbirth is called 'e whaanau ai'; thus 'te whaanm'is the 
extended kin group or family into which one is born. ' E hupuu ana' is to be 
pregnant, to be conceived in the womb; so 'te huputr' is the clan, the tribe into 
which one is born. But it is not the flesh only which carries such a weight of 
meaning: the very bon-iwi-are the people, ail the people, living and dead, the 
tribe to whom one belongs by birth. The living community, then, is boni of woman 
and nourished on the land-and may be destroyed on their account" (p. 26) 
the land and the people must continue 
The experience of childlessness, whmengmo-literally, the house destroyed-is the 
thing most feared by Maori women, because of its remorseless frequency in the 
ment past. (p. 26) 
as a cesuit of the poverty brought on b colonialism r These women have ail endured the co onial experience and, as a consequence, 
reveal elemenk of a colonization of the mind, which was imposed upon their 
generations. They accept as inevitable the poverty in which they grew up. (p. 27) 
that's tragic 
The stripping-away of power h m  the Maori people created this sense of 
subordination. (p. 27) 
rnemory is important in cultural affirmation 
Pakeha memories have largely suppressed that element of the past (p. 27/28) 
history as colonialist memory 
Evenîs, as they pas  into traditional narratives, are sha for a purpose. The 
recolledions in this book are primanly personai. But tl? ey are, at the same time, 
much more than merely 'life histories'. They contain memories which belong to 
other people, and they describe signifiant communal events. (p. 28) 
te kooti had an interesthg way of looking at narrative and history 
He bequeathed to his followers a 'testimonial' form of narrating history, in which 
events are seen as bearing testimony to some earlier prophecy. Un 
episodes may k interpreted as the fulfiiment of an equivocating or 



warning. Thus meaning becomes, as it were, an encrustation on events. The 
subsequent choice of action stems direcüy h m  one's understanding as to the 
causes of the events. How we understand the present will be determined by our 
understanding of the past. (p. 28) 
how did you pull these women's &ries together 
Al1 the stories here are also derivecl h m  tape-recorded dialogues. They have been 
edited, simply because the verbatim ttanscri ts are far too long for anyone to want 
to read. Our conversations were relaxed an! they ranged over many subjects. We 
did not consider ourselves to be conducting interviews but rather to be talking 
together. (p. 29) 
no interrogation 
The conversations were deliberately unstructured. We asked only the basic 
questions: about each person's birth, schoolïhg, and marriage. We asked who 
were important to hem, and who bmught them up. We asked about their own 
children and if they had hn&i wihannpi. But we lefi the direction and the 
development of thought to each woman. We tried not to interrupt too often except 
to clarify who 'she' rnight be! ( .29) 
was the duration over a peri a!' of days weeks years 
We have brought together material which was terorded on different occasions into 
one continuous narrative. In that sense, the texts are canstructed, but we have 
aiways presewed the original phrasing and, we hope, rhythm of speech. As 
indicated above, we have sometimes interchanged pronouns and names for 
clarity's sake. On rare occasions, the tense of a verb has been altered to avoid 
confusion, but never so as to affect the frequent use of the continuous present, 
which native Maori speakers naturaily adopt in English. (p. 29/30) 
the conversations were conducted in English. 
Al1 the women are speaking in their second language. Their fluency in English 
varies. We consider it, however, more appropriate to record their spoken words 
than to have translatai them from Maori, thus imposing Our own words u 
them. We believe that the individuals are their most eloquent translators. p. 30) 
you includr genealogies 

P"" 
We have included the zohakapapi of each woman with her permission. Puti 
Onekawa veritied the cortectness of her sister's. (p. 30) 
1 hear the taped conversations are available in the Maori and Pacific oral archives. 
There are archivai dupücates at the Anthropology Department at the University of 
Auckland. (p. 30) 

henny brown (HB) this &iu this d d  lady you sa she had munn 
Some power. She could destroy, you know - some t; 'nd of prayer . . . she told my 

anduncle to bury in the coçfin. And her hair-pngo maitw, 
gack hair-it was . . . her k o t d  and everyüung went with 
her. They had to to touch any of her belongings. It is 
to do with the mrma she had. So her spirit, her power, her evil . . . won't come back. 
It wiil stop it from coming to destro the living. (p. 35) 
ou were speaking of silence and &l 
W]e go to school in silence, we're not aiiowed to talk to other children. [if h m  r 
another tribe] . . . 1 was Iike a prisoner . . . but that was my life . . . 1 wasn't aiiowed 
to go visiting anybody, because they don? belong to my people. (p. 39) 
our great-grandmother called your mother a gypsy pushed her out 
She] had 9 babies frorn W r e n t  fathers, kept bringing them back . . . Pm the I 

eldest . . . I've had seven prt;efia fathers! (p. 40141) 
they took steps to ensure your mother did not have more children 



hang the wharetamariki (wombl placenta) in cloak and hung it up over &place, the 
smoke, underneath, dried it up. then they took it and buried it, meant she would 
never bear another chüd. (p. 42) 
genealogy was not often recited in public in the old days 
not me I keep it close to my hide 
[Nlever give out your whoknpapa to another person. . . . they can turn mund and 
put their name there. . . . deprive you of your rights in any land.. . . the Maoris call 
it whaanaukoo, they take over our leadershi . . . - 1  know my geneal . . . but i 

me. (p. 48) 
R 3r don't study others. 1 don't even study my usband's. It has got no 'ng to do with 

what about sacredness the head no hot water ever touching it you washed h m  a 
calabash a gourd with the top cut off with cold water 
[ M M  Maori witchcraft (p. 49) 
ou didn't disobey those with powers 
Ybur unborn children could sufkr or you could whether those with power are r 

dead or not (p. 49) 
you toid me about your great-grandmother dying 
She asked my husband and 1 if we could take her back to Torere, to die.. . . So we 
took her back. She only lived for a few weeks; she prayed for herseif to Cod to 
take her spirit. Thars the power of the kmakul she had. 
next we paddle on through the text meet reremoana koo u (RK) you were bom 
at otuwhare on the eastern part of bay of plenty attend ringah services but see 
yourself as an anglican 

e'f 

1 went to school at Omaio. . . . [ylou are not ailowed to taik Maori. (p. 57) 
maaka jones (MJ) also named te aomuhurangi te maaka [the lifting of the morning 
rnist) you were steeped in ringah teachings h m  your earliest days but see 
presbyterian teachings reinforcing your ringuh1 upbringing 
Like the mana of the tnpuna, guardian spirits may be transmitted to the living. The 
inte retation of their appearances and warnings then rests with them, as do the 
wor 'B s of the ancestors. In this manner, while there is a constant dialogue between 
past and present, the decisions, and the responsibility for them, belong to the 
living. (p. 74) 

Wes wharhai this got to do with either research ifs mysticism voodoo superstition 
C this one's askin for a showdown 
R m a c W  t ierset  it 
P ou were dlow on your grandpa's veranda but not inside 
MI b~ e weren't allowed to enter that m m  at al1 as it was tap. It was forbidden. It 

was a separate place for worship or heaiing-removing demons-that kind of 
thiig. (p. 75) 

Wes right we're supposed to believe this 
MJ [W]e obsenred, we behaved, and you learnt that way. You didn't ask t m  many 

questions. (p. 75) 
P what about the lemon tree 
MJ This side of the tree was tapu because it leaned ont0 the house; we never a k  the 

lemons on this side. (p. 80) 
P if you go into a tapu place 
MJ If men had cigarettes in their pockets, they must put them away. You go just 

ourself, dean. (p. 80) 
w b ad] said the generation today cannot, they're not holy enough . . . get hurt by not 

doing it right . . . when you do not carry things out according to God's plan, 
someone suffers. Rather than have degeneration after him, because of ignorance, 
he decided to do away with that ( .81) 

P you taik about your uncle hiki O P seaweed people sea-gods 



[And] niahras in the fonn of people. . . he had become a Christian and he knew that 
he coddn't carry both. He had to get rid of that Maori mana, Maa' niaakutu. What 
you'd caIl exorcism; p u h a  is what we cal1 it. He had to do it to himself, and his 
famiIy. He had to deüver his whole f'amily h m  those things that he had. Well, 
they didn't want to be got rid of! Ço they wamed him! (p. 83) 
school wasn't a welcome place for you 
[W]e were forbidden to s ak Maori. You got the cane or the strap. (p. 84) 
you married an anglican ge ut you your husband and childten ail k a r n e  ringah 
Our kids aiso went with their Dad to the Anglican Sunday school and to church; 
we didn't want to mate barries. (p. 85) 
kiii ora hei mila' algie (HA) you were born and grew up at manutuke just southwest 
of gisborne perhap you'll share some of your cultural undentandings about 
environment ngmos baby eels for instance 
[Alfier you eat them you dig a hole and bury them around, don't throw [the 
remaiw] into the river. They say unless you do that the ikwi wül mn away. It will 
never stay there. It won't be plentiful like it used to be . . . don? leave stones on 
the beach tumed over with little &inas under them, don't throw shells back into sea 
(p. 97) 
hm interesthg you had a wa of limiti of famii çize in the old da s K X X X The mothen are made to have ax roots. ey boil e mots and a mo er drinks 
the water. Every month. ThaYs what she used to clean her out Ifs a good 
opening medicine. And that prevents her hapuu-pregnancy (p. 981 99) 
you were talking about water and nstone their relationship r If you don't look after the stones, i you don't water them, they weep. Ço every so 
o€ten 1 take the s tom out and 1 wash them. You know, with greenstone, if you 
bury it, it will go to water-it'll travel to the water.. . . ninhmatartgn- remembrance 
(p. 104) 
Creenstone needs water, or oil h m  constant human touch, to kee its life. 

moving through the waterways of the fnlgatu biography 
P Otherwise it very stowly dies out, darkens, and loses its light and ife. (p. 197) 

Heni Sunderland (HS) was burn at Manutuke in Poverty Bay. 
mere kingi paraone also known as mata was said to have ben a 
wonderful midwife she massageci 

Wes what has this to do with e n ~ ~ n r n e n t a l  epistemologies and education in general? 
I-6 [Dlikrent massage for baby girls, difkrent massage fbr baby boys. (p. 113) 
Wes mat now let's move on this is al1 pagan ritudism 
HS 1 Alccording to my Grannies 1 was born with crooked kt, club-kt, and 1 was the 

ugliest baby boni! Granny Tiakiwhare said my head was Ion and my mouth was 
over there; J had no bridge to my nose, and she showed me w Y i  t she did. She said, 
'You are so soEt, straight off.' She straightened my 1 s, my feet there and then. 
Then she put my chin in her hand, and put her [other 7 hand behind my head and 
she demonstrated how she pushed, twisted, and shaped my nose, pushed my 
mouth back. She fashioned me h m  what 1 was, h m  the babe that was. (p. 113) 

P hm you speak of 'the hilI' and death and knowing 
HS Te Kun a Pawa, thafs the hi11 for the people of Mis Little place, Muriwai.(p. 115) 
Wes just a minute let me note this d o m  in my book of neglected ûivia 
I-6 If you see the mist going h m  the bottom, way back, up to the top, and it goes 

dong, you'll find the old people here say, if anybody is very si&, hem, that's their 
time. They know that person's lik is so short. But if the mist just leaves from the 
tip of the hill, ifs h m  somewhere else. Someone is siipping away; we'll hear very 
mon, whoever. And it happens. We 'ust take it for grantecl. (p. 115) 

Wes myth fok taies mungatooni fazoo 1 i 
P did granny mere kingi rmt also say that when an owl hmts it is someone came to 

=y g d y e  (p. 117) 
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goodbye wes 
ciao bellicm 
why an owl why nat a nven or nigh ale or grasshopper 9 at a nrmae your mother was at she was told y a man about the mats 
[M]y mother said to him, 'What is wrong with these mats?' See, my mother had 
never put mats dom.  And he said, 'The overlaps are ali Eacing the dmr. That 
says you are not welcome.' . . . [wlhen ou start the mat, you use the butt end of K, your fi ax. The butt end is thicker, so w n you finish your mat, you will finish 
with the fine end. You must put our fine end up against the wall and the thicker 
end has to be your ovefiap.. . . d e y  didn't do things haphazardly; they really 
thought these üungs out (p. 120) 

hOkyrby he's itching r a transformation 
transmutation 
they fished by the mon and planted by the mwn eeled at night turned over the 
cowdung and athered worms and string worms. (p. 121) 
the maori worl f has changed a lot fmm what Yve seen 
The two worlds, they need to go together. . . . For me, we have to be Iookin very 
positively. The Maocines emerging is going to 've back to our kids con6 ence g: d 
and pride. Those, €or me, are the two things we ave moved away from. That 
middle generation, they lost the language. Our parents said then, you go to school 
to leam this EngIish Ianguage; that's the only thing that's going bring you our r bread and butter. The Maori language-what does il bu y you? Forget it, or@ it! 
And that's what we have done. Now there is a bittemess and it bothers me very 
much because there are some very strong attitudes. . . . It's on Our plate, and we've 
got to make it work. (p. 126) 
'we'? 
Within the extended famil y and out on to the marae as a w h m m  as a whole . . . it is 
we, the women, who are the ones who really motivate ou; men. They wouldn't 
like me saying that, but 1 do think that. (p. 126) 
tsk tsk 

the pnepae the bench for speakers on the mmae 
are saying to us-we are tupu men; we are so speciaI that you women 

cannat come and sit hem. That's never been part of us (p. 127) 
and the old orators 
[Tlhose men just used to sit around, for they knew who they were, and they knew 
when they were b stand up. They never made themselves special. And when 
they came up with this pepae there, no women! (p. 127) 
there's lots to know 
[Y lou have to know yourself . . . your people . . . your history . . . who your visitors 
are, their background, their history, how they comect up with you. (p. 128) 

next with ow: came we visit miria rua (MR) 
P mina you WC= speaking of the old days 
MR [I]n the ancient Maori cosmology . . . üwre is a conûict behveen one intrinsic tapu 

and another. . . . tension behveen Me-destmying and life-giving t a p  is sometimes 
rituaiiy stated in a& of eating, whereby one power is consumed, or ahrbed, by 
another.' (p. 132) 

P when you were growing up at maungapohatu almost a quarter of infants barn 
died before the age of bur especially respiratory diseases and malnutrition not 
long afkr the birth of the next chüd in famiIy 

VO suggesüng that inappropriate and possiily indigestible food was being given to 
them after they were weaned. (traditional knowledge that had once been passed 
between women . . . was not king transmitted) (p. 133) 



P eva rickard said 'Maori people believe in miracles. They beiieve in the unknown. 
There's nothing wrong with that. Ifs healthy. It oniy becomes dangerous when 
you use the wrong medium to try to convey it' (p. 133) 

Wes conveying the unknown that's a new one can you be specific 
VO The testing of the Leaders, therefore, to see whether the power m m  a h ,  is still 

with them. (p. 133) 
P miria today with the neglect of the roads and with pastuces in the maungapohatu 

area destro ed by noxious weeds the an essential source of income has become the 
pensions O r the old people only the very young the mokopuna live with their 
grand parents 

Wes obviously they need economic development jobs and trainin distance education B R when you interrupt like that wes you destroy the integnty O the conversation 
P there are man interesting dietary habits among the old maori iike cooking birds 

whole over a ix re without eviscerating hem breaking off the singed beaks and legs 
eating bush rats pceserved in fat 

C g u  eat what's th= 
R fore it eats you 

ou talk of putting 3 pence on the first afterbirth then burying it 
1 was with Hori Gage and we were both under the [baptism ofl sea water. 

So 1 ut sea water on the afterbirth. (p. 141) 
VO The Ii' aptism of sea water is, perhaps, based on the Scriptual texts concerning the 

Israeiites' 'covenant of salf with the Lord (Numbers 18: 19) and adding salt to the 
waters ( IIKings 221). (p. 199) 

Wes so what this is anecdotal rnishrnash 
P some women gave birth d o m  by the river 
MR You put a coin, a three nce, in the water. (p. 141) 
Wes ownds iike a hokey p o L  wishing well 
C this one has no idea of the wer of the ancestots go MR [Tlhe coins that have been lessed. These are the heaiing coins. . . . or you can boil 

up sonie water for bathing. Hot water-you fili the tub and put the coin in. Don't 
use soap. You drink the water when you're not Ming too gooci, inside of you. (p. 
141 / 142) 

P really fascinating practices 
MR Hori Ca e used sea water . . . blesses you with sea water . . . [pleople were going to 

him for k 's blessing. . . . some of them go just for that touch. . . . You see his face, 

P aie, with ail the people's sickness. (p. 142) 
P have heard he used cold water in healing and his own breath 
MR After puttin the cold water on and the oil, then the blow through a hanky. . . . 

blows your ! ead h t  . . . your cyes . . . mouth. . . . [trhen you put the hanky where 
the pain is. . . . Blows everything d o m  (p. 143) 

P there is taik about Mme old maori homes at te kakari being cursed 
MR If your shadow faiis on it, you woddn't last As the sun strikes, if your shadow 

goes over it-then you won? last Being c d ,  1 supposed. That's the only place 
left. You can feel it when you're there. (p. 147) 

P this was around the time of the flu epidemic 
MR [Pleople-were just -dying everywhere during that Flu. . . . had to bury them on the 

side of the road . . . wrapped around with km. They reckon ferns keep the body 
intact. . . If you are doing that kind of job you are not aiiowed to use your hands to 
pick your ka' (food) up. So 1 had to go . . . to €eed him . . . [when] they are 
exhuming the bones, they have got to take aii the fat, without anything else to eat . 
. . (p. 1481 149) 

P next we puii up on a beach of onomatopoeia on a promontory we find putiputi 
onkawa born and raised in maungapohatu 



putiputi 1 have heard that your tint name is tangimeriana you were born in a tént 
your father manied tweIve wives h m  tuhoe you spoke of steaiing water-melons 
using stilb (putdi) leaving no footprints 
they probably blamed ravens 
or coyotes 
or someone on sülts 
you say that kitchen ciathes stayed in the kitchen sleeping dothes in the bedroom 
and good dothes were left inside the paa if you were under hveIve years old you 
didn't observe rio hi  after 6 o'clock friday what about diet 
[Mly mother an tP" p d m o t h e r  don't eat pi eon. Any birds-It's th& own way. 
They've been taught not b eat-let the bir d s for the visitors. Al1 they eat is the 
left-overs, Iike the legs. . . Eem mot,. . . a special [bracken] km in the bush. (p. la) 
you say that ou cri4 because you didn't want to eat saiad at schwl because it's 
not cooked. r p. 162) 
what no stir-fried salad 
no hot lettuce sprouts au four 
rve been told no cooking was permitteci w tien pregnant 
[Blecause of that h, when 1 was carrying Tumoana 1 was kept away, tapu, for 
nine months. ( -165) 
you didn't eat i$ r three weeks then ate 6 sparrows, al1 but the beaks the Little claws 
and the bones in the chest - this was in the hospital. (p. 166) 
feathers tao? 
you said your father taught you to be kind 
He told us, 'Never keep any gnidge. L w k  after any animal. It may be a bird, but 
look after it. It may be the Son of God. Tal k to i t  Don't igore any thing. Be kind, 
because you don't know who it is.' (p. 170) 
Te Akakura Rua also called Patu Ru of Maungapohatu earlier you spoke about 
Iaundry and doing dishes and bathing 
[Wle don't wash our clothes wkre  you wash your dishes. 1 don't wash my head 
where you wash your plates and so forth.. . . At home, the men has their own tubs; 
the women has their own. When you haven't had your pend it's al1 right: you 
can have a bath in the men's-in our father's. (p. 183) 
what about the importance of the hair in genealogy 
There is an expression, 7ae &u makeuie r d ,  'a line of a hundred strands of W, for 
the lines of descent fom the ancestors ont0 the head. It emphasizes the limage 
from the tiipuna-te h, that is the line of descent and the strand of hair itself-and 
the sacredness that consequentiy tesides in the hair and the head. The iho is also 
the umbilicus . . .. (p. 191) 
you s e m  to feel queen victoria school reaiiy helped maori they didn't want to 
take younger girls there 
[They] were ahid  that a young girl, taught h m  her earliest years there, would 
probably becorne 'so Europeanized as to be out of sympathy with her Maori 
friends'. (p. 192) 
not ail maori wanted theù children to be taught in maori 
Sir Apirana Ngata, as Minister of Native Affairs [19281934] . . . said 'Maori parents 
do not Iike th& children being tau@ in Maori, even in the Maori schoofs, as they 
argue that the children are sent there to leam Engtish and the ways of the English. 
The [Maori] language should be the language of the home.' (p. 194) 
wrihng was not always important in schooI learning by rote becarne more so 
[Ait the end of the kachings they were each given a litüe piece of dried, hard, flesh 
to eat . . . presumabIy, a variant form of ruhatu u d u h h o ,  whereby pupils at the 
rohme uiriannngiu were expected to eat srnadl fragments of sbne to seai their learning. 
(p. 1 W 6 )  
you said somethùig interesting about the pu- and healing 



Ed The pepae, a horizontal beam placed at the latrine, is specifically associated with 
mcihrakrmaa, fapu-lifting ritual. Sick people were taken to the paepae hmnuti and told 
to 'bite the km' . . . to remove the cause of the illness, that is, a contamination 
Erom a violation of tapu. The paepae was seen as the threshold between the wodd 
of darkness and death, which lay beyond it, and the world of light and lik, which 
lay in h n t  of i t  (p. 198) 

P inkresting how some maori speak of the ast in the present 
Ed Plaang oneself in the story is a conunon E rm in oral narrative traditions, even 

though the narrative may be about ancestors who lived and died long More one 
was bom" (p. 201) 

P much as happens in the stories of this dissertation 

it is time we set off again in our canoe lest the tide strand us 
thank you this land and people for your genemity your hoçpitality oxm 
come on up there you paddlers ail we've got an ocean to cross 

paddle paddle sttoke paddle paddle pad dle 

paddle paddle swoooo~ooshhh 

the spint of regenention in the andes 

we pull the canoe over to a sandbar to recheck 
our maps stars and the weather from our caiculations 
we're in close proximity to Merique's book (Apffel-Marglin, 1998) 
her text must be nearby the scent of postproduction textual residue 
hangs in the air we disembark and explore navigate 
library of congress dewey decimal alphabetical geographical parameters 
eventuaiiy we come upon the territory of the text enter it 
and page by page keep our senses open eventually 
we find Merique (FA) and Wes(tem methodology) 
in the second last paragraph on page eight dialoguing and 
rather than intempt we wait for an appropriate cultural space to enter 
coyote and raven join in when they're not running and Eiyin 
in and out of the bush and aisles hither and yon voi-ver &O) too 

Wes nothing 1 say seems to satisfy you 1 say aboriginal culture and you leap up and 
attack me as if 1 have ofknded you and your andean friends 

FA Since the term 'culture' has come under severe criticism lately in anthropology for 
its essentializing and colonizing tendencies and has generally been replaced by the 
tenn 'hybrid' (Clifford, 1988; Escobar, 1993; Canclini, 1990; Hail, 1990; Said, 1993; 
Trinh, 1994 and others), a discussion of terms would be in order. (p. 8) 

Wes you're over-reacting I'm just using words the way they're used in anthropology 
C 00 gravediggers 
FA The criticism of the term 'culture' is a response to the essentialist manner in which 

culture has been depicted in most ethnographies, namely as coherent, whole, 
ahistorical, seamles and with no interna1 conflid or contradiction. (p. 8) 

Wes we needed a workable definition maybe it's not perfect but we made do with it 
FA Clifford's (1988221) matrix for the production and transformation of authority in 

both ethnographic museum collecting and in ethnographic culture colIecting 
reveals such strategies as fulfüiing needs in the anthropologist's Society whüe 
simuItaneously robbing the anthropologized of agency. (p. 8) 



Wes now we're gui of stealing newt you'll charge us with copyright inhingement 9 FA Clifford's use O Levi-Strauss's indian in the New York Fublic Library weafing a 
feathered headdress and writing with a Parker pen illustrates the issue. (p. 8) 

Wes what's the big deal ifs an exaggeration a caricature 
R the racist on with western science corning around the clubhouse 
C sandwich hold the mes 
FA To Levi-Strauss this Indian is an occasion for nostalgia about vanishin cultures. 

Such a perception reveals Levi-Strauss's 'incarceration'-to use A pa urai's (1988) 
word+f this Indian in a timeless, 'authentic' native culture. (p. 8 

Wes isn't that their place of prekrred midence timelessness? 
C Pve been there 

r 
FA The anthropologist declares what is authentic, claiming his professional expertise, 

and simultaneously robs the Indian of agency. (p. 8) 
Wes Pm not robbing anytiody of anyüung I'm just comparing traditional cultures 

with modem ones 
VO 'otheiing is objecüfying 
Wes who's t h t  where's that voice coming h m ?  
R on high 
C imooooo every where ssss 
FA Anüuopologid culture dectors have typically gathered what seems 

'traditionai'-what by definition is opposed to modernity,.What is hybrid, or 
historical in an emergent sense has been l e s  eammonl y collected and penteci as 
a system of authentiaty. (Clifforci 1988: 231) (p. 9) 

Wes so clifford's got a problem with terms let him li it out he's only one marcher !Y= FA As Fabian (1983) so eloquently put it, the Other as been imprisoned in the past by 
anthropology's use of tradition as opposed to madernity and Fabian urges 
anthropdogists to find terms and ways of wfiting that affirm the coevalty of 
anthropologist and an thropologized. [p. 9) 

Wes 1 see the argument as king academic versus 
C academize 
R rnacademize 
C isn't that like asphalting? 
R must be tarmacking us now havin aved over the genocide with aties 

development the evidence is not al R estroyed just layered by 'civilizationr 
C now the white people are seeing their diseases as king linked to their enocide of 

of the mummy or king tut's revenge 
2 aboriginal people of 'nature' thinking now about us when they wat the curse 

R mm yutting up walmarts on out burial sites puttin up legislatures and highrises 

indian bus tour of toronto 
&, over the evidence of genocide rodney bobiwash ta1 about this during his 

(Bobiwash, 2000 
C cf. august9 2000 

rt 
C coyotes know where the bones are 
R ravenstm 
Wes you'ce obçessed with us ohering other what's the problem 
VO objectislng is raast discourse 
FA Another strand in this critique of culture is that it aiiows for the fixing of 

boundaries between Self and Other (Abu-Lughod 1993:7). (p. 9) 
Wes there needs b be boundaries 
FA The generalization inevitably entadeci by the use of the term culture works to make 

the m e r  seem more different, more selfcontained, than the anthropoIogist. The 
anthtopologist a pars to stand apart h m  and outside of what he or she is 
dexriiing. (p. 9 ! 

Wes iYs calleci obpctivity 



FA And that 'apartness' has always meant a privileging of the anthropologist's world. y 9) 
Wes O you expect me to use the km 'cuiture' instead of 'hybrid' they aren't even 

related 
FA To replace the term 'culture8 with the term 'hybrid' is an effort to address some of 

the excesses perpetrated by the anthropologist who authoritatively have made 
pronouncements on what the culture of the particuiar group in question was al l  
about. (p. 10) 

Wes somebody had to if you don? delineate everyüung gets "r; FA The term hybrid emphasizes the emergent historical nature of w at people do and 
in that sense obviates the al1 too often atemporal tradition in which anthropologists 
trapped their subjects. (p. 10) 

Wes they participated willingly 
C willy nüiy bodyhold trap mindhold culhmhold holdthatthought 
Wes 1 didn't force them 1 didn't handcuff anybody 
FA It has rightly been pointed out that such textual strategies reinforce the 

predominant geopolitical asymmetries of power. (p. 10) 
Wes 1 still don't see how the move h m  culture to hybrid is so roblematic E FA [Tlhe shift from culhue to hybrid is essentially motivated y critiques intemal to 

anthropology and other social sciences and we must be wary of making this krrn 
another orthodoxy. (p. 10) 

Wes but I'm not taikin about culture i'm talking about hybrid let them change their 
nomencIature w f ,  en in rorne . . . 

R don't drink the waber 
C speak italian or don't complain about the srvice 
FA To censure their use of culhue is to perpetuate a certain modem Western 

supewisory gaze that 'keeps dive the pastoral powers of Eumpean culture, 
transferring this d e  now onto secular social theorists' (Lattas 1993.259) (p. 10) 

Wes look i've been in this game a long time i've given a lot of thought to my practices 
1 don't just accept ideas wholesale 

R we're talking retail here profit margin liquidation sale truckload sale 
C you watch what you retale retell watch what you retail 
Wes 1 give my subjects free rein 
FA However self-reflective, however sensitive anthropologists' representations 

becorne, however much anthropologists try to give voice and agency to their 
subjects, the fact that anthropologists (and other social sicentists) are located in the 
university means that their agenda and the agenda of the people they study cannot 
be the same. (p. 10) 

Wes okay let's use another related twn one which incorporates indigenous change 
how about syncrety 

FA The term [hybrid] is not dissimiiar to an older term much used in Pem to refer to 
native reügious practices after the invasion: syncretism. It refers to such things as 
the presence of Christ, the Vifgin Mary and many saints among the Andean native 
pantheon as well as b the p m c e  of such practices as going to mas. The 
difficulty with both tenns is that it makes visible the disparate origins of various 
traits but makes invisible the manner in which those traits are used. 

Wes you can't expect me to not use the term 'hybrid' when I'm referring to new 
varieties of plants what diffkrence does the flow diagram make? it's the 
endproduct that matters the goal 

R sheshoots 
C shescores 
R she wastripped 
C doesn't matter 
R/C it's the goal that matters hey hey hey hey hey hey 



FA What is happenin on a global sale is that the agricultural experimental stations 
and the biotechno f ogy laboratones are monopolizing the ciredit for creating new 
'improved' varieties. (p. 10) 

Wes and weil they should they made the improvements 
R debit debit 
FA In order to use the geneplasm for genetic manipulation, geneplasm banks have 

been created by several nations and an international gene bank has been created 
and is hou& by the Food and A 'culture anization (FAO). It has gathered 
genepIasm from al1 over the Thir $ World, muc (3 of it h m  cultivated plants. In 
this way the creativity of generations of peasants (p. 101 11) 

R millenia of peasants 
FA who, t h u g h  open pollination, have impmved seed varieties and created new 

ones, becames invisible, al1 such geneplasm king relerred to simply as 
'traditionai' or 'indigenous'. ( .IO/ 11) 

W e  what would you have us cal1 em 
C credit credit 

ll 
R debit debit 
Wes irs not just indigenous people who provide genetic material everybody does 

read your literature 
FA The International Bank for Phytogenetic Resources (IBPGR), which financially 

supports the collection of geneplasm in the world, reports that during its first 
decade (1974-85) it collected 91% of its geneplasm from material originating in 
southem countries, while the US donated only 0.09%. (p. 11) 

Wes maybe there's more diversity left down there 
R while the west gets stuck with the university 
FA Tiieoretically the IBPGR should keep one sample and send other samples to gene 

banks in other counbies; in reality southem gene banks received 15 per cent of 
such materiai while industrialized countries received 42 per cent and the US 23 per 
cent (ValIadolid 1993: 77). (p. 11) 

VO they took W )  times as much as they gave 
Wes that's Eree enterprise don't embrace it or don't complain besides we've got 

better faalities and databases than southem countries 
C/R data data data data datadatadata datadatadatadatadatadat data dat da 
Wes southem countries provide more so what a hybrid is still a hybrid no matter 

what you cal1 it 
C so is racism so is genocide 
FA We should not forget that the seeds h m  native varieties coilected by scientists 

h m  International Centers in the peasants' fields and/or the peasants' markets, are 
the final product of a sustained effort of improvement achieved by the peasants 
who have conserveci, adapted and improved their seeds since the beginning of 
agriculture some 10,000 years ago. (1993: 78) (p. 11) 

Wes ten thousand years give me a break what did they know about genetic 

e*neerinL or farming for that matter back then or now 
FA Just as the owledge, work and inventiveness of the peasants are rendered 

invisible in the hybrid seed, what is rendered invisible in the use of the tenn 
'hybrid' when talking about emerging cultural phenomena is the manner in which 
traits originating in the West are incorporated. (p. 11) 

Wes look the tenn 'hybrid' up in any dictionary or encyclopaedia it does not mean 
'culture' andean people themselves have becorne hybr id i i  

FA The members of PRATEC similarly view the manner in which traits originating 
either in Catholicism or in the modem West are incorporated as being a very 
important issue. Whether the trait is incorporated in a context totally different 
from that of its origin or whether it is indicative of a fundamental transformation 
of the host milieu is an important discrimination blurred by the term 'hybrid'. 



Whether what emerges is either a new cultural phenornenon or samething like 
modemization is not captured by the term 'hybrid' either. (p. 11) 

Wes it is a well known Eact that indians use what the whiteman brought them 
incorporated them into their Lives they've been brought on board 

FA Eduardo Gril10 uses a deliberately embodied language to speak of the 
incorporation of foreign traits by Andean peasants, saying that they 'digest' alien 
elements, incorporating what they can use and excreting what they do not need or 
want. (p. 11) 

Wes scatalogicai metaphors are not my thing just be aware they bought in sold out 
C to market to market 
R stri mal1 export processing zones 
FA inc P uding the Christian God and saints among the peasants' hunclas (deities), 

raising bovine caffle instead of UmMs, dnving cars, listening to portable radios, 
going to school and learning to read and write in Spanish, and many other things, 
cannot necessari1 be read as signs of these Andean peasants' 'modeniization' or 
'hybridization'. ? p. 11) 

Wes it's conversion to commeraalism 
FA PRATEC argues that these are the result of conversations and mutuaf engagement 

and not the signs of a fundamental transformation. (p. 11) 
Wes they bought into western education because they knew it was good they bought 

into consume~sm 
- 

they bought into it because it was the only thing for sale 
cight everythng else was free and invisible 
pretty hard to 'refuse' westem education 
in al1 its diverse forms 
when it's shoved into al1 your orifices 
when it fills you with foreign ideas s rm shame bullets 
hate is the legacy of aboriginal peo e on this turtle island 
hate crimes are the moduç operandi O f the dominating culture 
hate crimes are critiazed by 'the west' yet this same 'the west' enacts hate crimes 
as a matter of course in its dealing with the aboriginal people of the westem 
hemisphere 
the west is ensconced in guilt 
who built 
the white house 
wasn't whites 
the west has stolen a continent the evidence is everywhere 
yet the west makes up laws for the rest of the world 
racism is not an addon to westem culture it is an indelible part of it 
the genocide of aboriginal people in the western hemisphere is so obvious so 
everpresent so much a feature of the methodologies and methods in western 
epistemologies 
that no-one cm see them you can't see 
what you don't what to see 
blood over generations 
todav no less than yesterdav 

Wes givesit a test don't kkindle . 
R just hrget eh? 
C just pretend it didn't happen 
R pretend it isn't happening 
C but you know raven this one won't get it can't et it s/ he's not ready 
R mm like most of the 'sefflers' they couldn't han d le the guilt the shame 
C of working to destroy a whole race of people hvo whole continents 
R rn ongoing 



C between the lines sotfo m e  su& liminal extra murd e plurious white 
R leYs hem what ErédBrique has to say 
C 1 wasonaroll role 
R nice dice that's why 1 was de n Eerring to our fréd4rique 
FA Since we are not dealing with closed and autarchic people, their mode of king is 

that of dialogue with aii the cultures. If to do that one has to leam to read and 
write in a language foreign to one's own, that will be done. Nothing is lareign to a 
people who nurture, including schools. (p. 12) 

Wes still they bought into it discarding their own cultures embracing western values 
R right the kids asked to be forced to attend residential schools 
C right asked to be genodded taken away h m  their culture given to white people 
Wes taik taik talk blame blame blame 
R listen Listen listen 
C take responsibiiity 
R for youractions 
C and inactions 
R com licity 
c dup 1 'aty 
FA This conversationalist or interactive stance charaderizes PRATEC's view of change 

in the Andes. A conversationalist stance visa-vis other cultures is inherently a 
pluralist stance, one that rejeds a linear evolutionist vision of the future and 
entertains the possibility that industrial or post-industrial capitalism and the global 
market may not be an inevitable future for everyone. (p. 12) 

Wes how is that luralist il's biased iYs anti-pmgress 
FA A dialogic af or conversationalist stance is not an oppositional or essentiaiist stance 

either, rejecting whatever comes h m  a foreign source. Whatever has corne is now 
part of the landscape and one sim ly converses with it, taking in what is usefuI 
and discarding what is not. (p. 12 Y 

Wes we still haven't resolved the hybrid/culture debate 
R re-solved 1 didn't know it was ever solved in the Brst place 
C trouble is the west only ever learned to taik not to listen 
Wes taik listen visible invisible whafs the big deal 
C right ifs ail about talk 
FA The language of dialogue or conversation does not erase the separate reality in 

which Andeans live. In contrast, the language of hybrids does not help in making 
visible the different notions of the ,  space, nature, persons, knowledge and many 
other differences which PRATEC is intent on making visible. (p. 12) 

Wes you can h bridize behveen or across paradigms 
FA One cou1 d perhaps summarize PRATEC's position in terms of understandi 

cultural boundaries as porous. (p. 12) 
Wes and they're proud of that? if they donnt have set boundaries they'll become 

absorbecl into everyüung that comes dong indiscriminately discriminate as to 
prousness is pumice better than marble is chaik preferable to date it depends 
on what you do with them 

C rockon 
FA The char e of essentialism grows out of the habit of seeing boundaries as non- 

porous. h 3 is a habit brmed in the content of Western imperialism and conquest 
in which the conquered was seen as whoiiy 'other' (Todomv, 1984). (p. 13) 

Wes we didn't conquer ourselves did we? 
C con yes 
R quest maybe 
C discover no 
FA PRATEC speaks of interculturalism, that iq a conversationalist, mutuai ho-way 

Eiow between d&rent coflectivities. Such a tiow would not result in what Rengifo 



calis a 'global hybrid soup', in which all difference disappears, but in the flowering 
of diversity-diversity nurhired and strengthened by interculturai cross- 
pollination. (p. 13) 

R now they're talking flower soup flow pollinate and diversify 
C small talk wes loosen up 
R talk about food is never small 
Wes what about the term 'andniista' that's a respectfui way of conversing with those 

people at least credit us with that 
FA The label 'unàmistu' refers to the work of social scientists, mostly anthropologists, 

who sot out to counter the ethnocentrism and Eurocentrism dominant in officiai 
Peru. (p. 13) 

Wes does that mean hurrah for us? 
R hip hip O 

C oh 
FA They [PRATEC] saw t hat the andmista perspective ultimately is also an outsider's 

view of their culture, one capturing it in alien categories. (p. 13) 
Wes OU certainiy can't fault the strides post-modemist anthropological conversations 

iave had with respect to indigenous cultures we're inviting diversity we welmme 
alternative discourse 

R invite? 
C alter natives wh oh oooo 
FA The issue, as PRATEC members came to realize, is not one of better methods or 

p a t e r  self-reflexivity; it is more hndamental. (p. 131 14) 
Wes but it's pst-modemist it is both inclusive and self-reflexive 
FA Unfortunately, this post-modern poetics fares no better than artless positivism in 

resolving the inherent political asymmeiries in ethnography's problematic- 
indeed, inescapabl~ppropriation of its subjects' lives for purposes beyond the 
living of those Lives. (p. 14) 

Wes since when is talking about 'other' ap mpriating how am 1 doing that 
FA [Wlhatever its textual form, ethnograp R y always diverges h m  the 'native's point 

of view', if only because anthropologists ponder worlds that other people live. (p. 
14) 

Wes Our lives are about examining their lives this is what we dedicate ourseives to 
studying other cultures 

C dedicate? 
R isn't there somethin inherently racist about 'othering' 
C 1 think you've alrea d y intimated that 
R never hurts to put in a couple more fmishing nails 
C sometimes a spike would work better 
R m then Pd be opening myself up dedicating myself to antinomadism 
C unseasonai variation 
R spikes mean permanence 
C sometimes they're just a temporary stay 
R try spiking nailing stapling a verb 
C touche 
Wes studying other cultures everybody does it 
R everybody coyote!! when did y ~ u  start to do that 
C what's your name where's your anestors where's the shovel what's this cm 1 

have that speak into the mike hold it srnile click where are the coyote 
museums for human b e q s  where are the aboriginal museums of white people 
dug up measured graverobbed studystudystudy why are you doing that 
please answer the estions as honestly as you can choose the best m e r  or 
check none of the 2Ei ve teli me everything about your culture please am 1 
bothering you I'm trying tu be nice sa youllI go dong 



R with your hate iterature your racist epistemologies 
C don't get siderodromophobic 
R or sesquipedalian 
C must have been something 1 ate 
R preferable to the other way around 
FA In the end, whether post-modern or ohnvise, anthropologists write 

authoritatively about cultural otherness . . . [and] such writing still carries the 
authority of presumed expertise. . . Any attempt to deny this inescapable 
authoritativeness amounts to an ethically suspect evasion of accountabiity. (1995: 
28) (p. 14) 

P so says anthropologist john watanabe. 
Wes so who are they supposed to be amuntable to cettainly not the people they're 

stud ying? 
C it's not only people they're studying 
R ~aaakk raveninwinter raveninwinter shoot the crows shoot the crows band them 
FA Primarily, the purpases for which anthropol 'sts and other professional 

mearchers do their work is to 'contribute to 3 e knowledge of their professions', to 
use a bite but nevertheless serviceable formulation. (p. 14) 

Wes so what's your problem we contribute we're professionals it's how we work 
tagether 

FA Another way of putting this is to say that professional researchers live their work 
lives within the parameters and the paradigms framing their professions. (p. 24) 

Wes are you accusing professionals of doing research 
C on'othef haanrooooo snarl 
R sm'other' 
C dr'other' 
R s g m  
Wes research is the Me's blood of science of king a professional you're out of your 

mind 
tree 
league 
of nations 
the step parent 
of the un 
please not before lunch 
let's not talk about 'al1 the wonderful things' the un has done for aboriginal people 
we could be generous 
1 am 
1 was afraid you'd say ttiat 
is anybody listening 
to us 
no 
they're just studying us 
and our aboriginal sisters and brothers 
P ~ W  ça h g e  
can you spare a quarter 
of the world 
for those of us 
who have alwavs been here 

Wes if iou thùik thi; cm or wiII diange 
FA The parameters and the paradigms can sometims be changed but this is done 

more by pushing at the margins than by more radical reformulations Wuhn 1%2). 
(p. 14) 

Wes why change it's working out 6ne your one true story doesn't wash 
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FA The reason lies in the social organization of the professions and academic 
disciplines. (p. 14) 
and hkrdisdplines 
trans pan saltatory disciplines 
To receive a PhD, then to secure a job, to keep the job and acquire legitimacy-to 
say nothing of prestige within the professiowne must attend to i ls  theones, its 
concepts, its methodologies and so on. (p. 14) 
so what? thars the way of the world if you can't take the objectivity stay out of 
the Eire attend to l e s  contentious ways of being in the world 

and takind own up the world 
is that one saying there are t w  many aboriginal people in the kitchen 
b o  many chefs around the pot 
do you do ex arrte 
aussem speisekmte 
sine ktirte neine decartes cartopaphers cartomancers surveyors purveyors 
can 1 see the dessert menu 
everyüung is dessert would you like a fork 
no 1 think I'll try something softer 
you were busy putüng d o m  professional researching objectivi 
Çuch attending, furthemore, must take place in strict seParationkm the 
attending to one's 'pnvate' life. Passion and values belong to the latter whereas 
sobriety and attention to facts belong to the former. (p. 14) 
ou bet objectivity is our watchword K ow about sobriety moiety 

do 1 hear and a half 
is a watchword like a guardword 
he meam its behind a fence but barks a lot to put up a good front 
i know more than a few of those ones 
1 think the topic the locus the hocus is humantalk about words 
words about words mm and 1 used to think they 'meant' something 
1 think it's the meaning that creates them then leaves the words to fend for 
themselves 
i've had colleagues like that 
got to be careful who 
mmrn 
you hang out with 
then 1 wouldn't hang out at al1 couldn't 
don't get on a high home 
as if one would let me I've aiways fancied galloping king galloped 
I think we owe frédérique ouc attention 
she's got mine i'm just running more than one 
horse in this race 
trying to take some pressure of her having to talk to this wes character 
you were saying about passion and sobriety and facts 
Thus the facts must be rwented with affecîive detachment under penalty of Ming 
labelled 'romantic', or $ iased', labels damaging to one's professional reputation 
Furthemore, as everyone knows, it is the abiity to weave these facts into theory 
that gains one profe&ional recognition. (p. 14)- 

Wes without theory and practice weaving one another into a mmplete whole you have 
nothhg but surmise and unpremised action and as for emotion yes leave it at 
home with your famil ciaset 

C what was it raymond wrote in his foreword to Political Systems of HigWand 
Bumu:? 

L 



R ask frédérique she knows that stuff fréderique? now where's that remote mntrol 
FA "Some of us, for example, have not hesitated to teII our students in pcivate that 

ethnographic Eacts may be irrelevant-that it does not matter so much if they get 
the fa& wrong so long as they can argue the theories logically." (p 14-15) 

Wes g d  for ray and anyway who do you expect will gather ethnographic fa& if we 
don't? 

C a& with a prefixed labiodental fricative 
R easy for you to say 
C not reaily 
FA Triloki Madan commented to me. . . what are the former's 'fa&' are the latter's 

life. (p. 15) 
Wes right we mite iives 
C spell please 
R with appropriate spaces and stress indicated 
FA Furthemore, in most anthropological field situations, this life is not separated 

between a public domain of work and a private, domestic domain. (p. 15) 
Wes whose fault is that you must realize that labour is a commodity 
R so sayeth e p thompson (p. 15) 
C he said more about this division beiig 
FA the product of industrialization and the eme ence of labour as a comrnodity. This 

ir captured in his famous pithy formulation,%at indushiai capitaiism brought 
about the separation of 'work and life' (p. 15) 

Wes my credo is 'life is work work is life' 
C are you planning on implementing it 
R at same point shovel shovel 
FA With the fra entation of the task at the point of production, the knowledge of 

making an O r ject or completing a task was taken out of the workers' hands and put 
into the heads of the specialized experts The making of an object was broken 
d o m  into many se arate activities performed by different sets of workers . . . [tlhe 
justification for s u 4  fragmentation of the task is effidency. (p. 15) 

Wes and rightly so the workplace becomes more efficient more unit production per 
unit worker 

FA Stephen A. Marglin (1997) has presented evidence showing that there are, in fact, 
no efficiency gains from this manner of production and has persuasively argued 
that its hue fundion is the control of the worker. (p. 15) 

Wes another conspiracy theory what is he anti-free enterprise some kind of marxist 
FA 1 have built on that fundamentai insight and ed that the ski11 of the workers 

was disembodied and transferred into the hea T" s of the speciaiized experts hired by 
the entrepreneur; the allegiance of these experts is to their profession and to the 
bosses. (p. 15) 

Wes their allegiance is to their families to their way of life quaiity of life 
C mortgages 
R stock portfolios 
C the kinds of things poor people worry about 
R m nasdaq tse nse commodity futures who's on first 
C who's at bat 
FA This gave rise not only to a corresponding fragmentation of knowledge paraiieling 

the fragmentation of the task, but to a disembodied and dispassionate knowledge 
held by experts removed h m  the activity of production. ( .15) P C 1 hate dispassionate knowledge just hate it imperso pronouns too 

R I know how you feel1 don? like disembodied knowledge 
C m ghast knowings 
R ghostwriters 
C in the sky 



Wes let me give you a brie€ history of the division of labour in society and of 
knowledge segmentation 

C nothanks 
Wes as 1 was saying before the chorus intervened PI1 s b e  with ou a brief histo of 

labour have you ever worked in a factory done any manu a l  work gotten 
ase or varsol on your hands have you any legitimate calleuses 

iuz 

R &mate you rnean legaliy sanctioned brought together in the sight ofthe 
politicai m of business 

C what would you kmw about labour wes hm? read lots of 'studies'? done a lot 
of 'conceptual sweating'? burned off a few ergs changing your printer cartridge? 
you want field i'll show you field swamp river briar desert 

FA The separation behveen knowledge and life as well as the division of labour in 
fields of knowledge pre-dates the rise of the factory and industrial mode of 
production. It has deep mots in the precursor of the university: the monastery. 
(p. 15) 

Wes everything has deep rmts 
C m even stupidity 
FA What the industrial mode of production brou ht about was an intensification of 

that tendency as well as a deployment throug ! out society of this form of 
knowled e. The latter was achieved principally through the creation in the mid- 
nineteen fi century of compulsory elementq and secondary education (p. 15) 

Wes that's a wild exaggeration institutionalizing educiation has always led to better 
standards of living for everybody because specialized expertise has directed 
change so that it to everybody's best advantage 

C m just look at what residential schools did for aboriginal people just look at 
what it did for white people for christian people and their allies 

FA But 1 would argue that there is a profound link between the prolessionalization of 
knowledge, value neutrality and autonomy (or academic M o m )  of the 
university, the rise of the specialized professional expert and the commoditization 
of knowledge upon which the expansion of industry and state power rested. (p. 18) 

Wes you are saying that civilization is actually the propagation of an elite for the 
purposes of concentrating power in few hands 

C that's what you just said 
R knowledge divorced h m  comrnunity 
C for nonsupport is not about growing together 
Wes why should it be about growing together what's so important about comrnuni 

and pulling together thece are always individuais who rehse to pull their weig t 
it's weakness is imbedded in its strength 

X 
R m like reason and logic 
C and western medicine 
R and western ideas of progress 
C m who wants to be a killionaire have you ever wondered how many things 

have to die to mate a miIlionaire 
Wes you're obsessed with the west not studying 'other' 
R and you and your professional friends are interested oniy in formuiaüng and 

implementing ncist e p i s t e e s  spe cial spe cist specific e istemologies 
C I think raven is talkmg about species about human beings exh a r  ting themselves 

seeing the warId as having been created for them e spec idy  having dominion 
over 

R under through despite moreover and so forth 
FA The ideology of knowIedge for knowledge's sake divorces it h m  the constraints 

and meanings arising h m  comrnunity life and its purpose of mgeneraüng itself, 
that is of continuing to live. (p. 18) 

Wes that's w here objectivity cornes in 



FA The well-being and continuity of particular communities ceases to be tied ta the 
production of oods or of knowledge. Goods and knowledge become ends in 
themselves. Tfe well-being of communities where factories or universities are 
located is irrelevant to those institutions. ( .18) 

Wes factories and universities improve the qu a f  ity of life wherever they are 
C m so the industriai revolution unzs good for us 
R and the growth of academia hmmm 
FA Neither the relocation of factories which destroys local comrnunities nor the 

presence of prosperous universities-such as Yale and Columbia-in the midst of 
entreme urban poverty are any longer viewed as scandaious by most people. (p. 
la/ 19) 

We yale &d mlwnbia didn't make them poor home and work have not been 
mutuaily inclusive for a long time nor need they be they are different one is 
about s nding money the other is about making it 

C is he $: 'ng about making money at home? 
R or spending money at work? 
FA The combined force of the separation between work and life and between 

knowledge and life had a profound effect on that domain where the continuity of 
life is attended to, namely the domestic sphere. (p. 19) 

R home sweet 
C douxchez! 
Wes iYs a necessary separation difkrent spheres of action home is not an efficient 

place to work 
R too many distractions 
C m kids pets chores otherobligations 
R is he saying women who were formerly called housewives weren't working at 

home or that it wasn't a nice place to work? 
C maybe 
FA The private, domestic sphere where the regeneration of individuals, kin and wider 

interpersonal ties is relegated, by becoming separated h m  work and the making 
of knowledge, was gutted and made de ndent on the public domain. (p. 19) 

Wes you're saying that working outside the Ir orne has weakened the family and society 
that's preposterous you hint that it's about control ridiculous 

FA Another way of saying this is that procreation understood in its broadest sense of 
'a social activity that includes the care and love and raising of the new generation', 
which is the work of communities that generate the future by carrying on the work 
of the past (Addelson 1994: 36), becomes subordinated to economics and the 
imperative always to produce more. The materiai wherewithal of life ceases to be 
a pracreative issue and becomes an economic issue. This is how p m a t i o n  and 
regeneration have became biological reproduction, medicalized and 
individualized (p. 19) 

Wes are you complainin about the joumey of knowledge its cornmodification why 
should it be any &di! rent from anything else? 

C can it freeze it dice it sleaze it 
R where's that price gun is it loaded 
FA The pmkssionalization of knowledge made knowiedge a commodity as well as an 

individuai pursuit. What is bought on the market-the academic market as well as 
the industrial, military and government markets-is an individual's ability to 
produce knowledge, and in order for this to be bought and sold on the market it 
must be held indivisibly by an individual, just like the labour of a person must be 
owned individually for it to become a commodity. (p. 19) 

Wes so what's wrong with commodifying buying and seiling ideas people can süii 
cwperate they don? have to fight against one another 



FA Each knowledge producer is pitted against other knowledge producers. Anybody 
who has looked for a job in academia knows this. (p. 19) 

Wes rompetition it's healthy it brings vibrancy to the marketplace 
FA Individualism is the very condition of the mrnrnodif ication of this knowledge, 

which is why it is so strictly taught at al1 levels of education h m  elementary 
school to graduate school where rules and regdations policing the individuaiized 
production of knowledge are euphemistically referred to as 'honour d e s '  and 
plagiarism has become an indehible sin. (p. 19) 

Wes spreading knowledge is for the best for everybody you seem to be inferring that 
al1 knowledge is indoctrination that al1 knowledge is wresting conhl  away h m  
the community into few hands 

FA The autonomy of the university along with the ideal of value neutrality reassures 
e v e r y o n d e  workers in particular-that this knowledge is the best available and 
designed neither to enslave them nor to em wer the bosses. (p. 20) 

Wes knowledge is knowledge however you de /? ne it you people don? have a 
monopoly on it and what's wmng with our knowledge anyway 

FA lt is presented as knowledge that serves neither Mammon nor God; it serves only 
unsituated, tranxendent and value neutral rationaüty. This is how knowledge for 
knowledge's sake is legitimized and knowled e is disembedded from the 
regenerative (pmat ive)  coiiective actions O f local comrnunities. (p. 20) 

Wes when knowledge is infused with emotion it is subverted it subverts it is 
disinclined toward objectivity 

FA As Addelson has shown (1994), this individualist, passionless, factual expert 
professional knowledge reproduces the existing social, political and economic 
orders. (p. 20) 

Wes another conspiracy let me mark this dow n and cross-reference it with your other 
ones sa this addelson is the only fair disinterestecl researcher in the world so 
what's so wonderfui about her work specifically 

FA She discusses in particular the double participation of researchers in the laboratory 
or the field on the one hand and in the activities of their rofessions on the 
other..she devotes a good part of her book to probing w ! at the purposes of 
professionals are in appropriating their subjects' lives. (p. 20) 

Wes if nwne  researches anyone then knowledge is not advanced if the pursuit of 
knowledge is not legitimized then what value is the knowledge to anybody why 
leam anything why have places of higher learning 

FA [Tlhe explicit purposes are clear enough: the advancement of knowledge. (p. 20) 
R/C no know no know no know no know you got to k/ noooo/ w it aaall 
Wes scientific knowledge is objective rigorous like you say the purpose of creating 

this knowledge is to add to the knowledge base for everyone's benefit 
FA Such urposes, however, take for granted the nature and legitimacy of that 

know Y edge and of its social organization. ln the process it veils the marner in 
which professional expert knowledge is embedded in institutions which are 
instruments of governance: "[tlhe unquestioned right to know in t e m  of one's 
disciplinary concepts and methods is at the foundation of the cognitive authority 
of scientists and other professionals. It places them in the local sites of laboratory 
and field, not as articipants but as 'judging observer$ who are themselves to be 
unjudged. (p. 20 Y 21) 

Wes they are judged by their pers and by the results of their experiments 
R the farmer guarding the coyotes 
C andtheravens 
R people making pesticides to dis courage 
C kill kill kiii kill kill kill pest pest pest pest 
FA "The outcomes of th& work extend beyond the Et undaries of their disciplines, 

professions, and institutions. This is because the institutions in which professionals 



make and transmit knowledge are instmmenk al ovemance. in the broadest 
sense, the double participation of scientists and O & r mearchers is a participation 
in the lacal activity as hidden agents of gavemance. Except in speaal 
drcumstances, whether any parücular professional wiUs it or not, the participation 
is in support of the existing a d ,  political, and emnomic ordedoyalty to these 
things is embedded in the institutional foik concepts of profession and univerçity. 
(Addelson 1994: 161)" (p. 20/ 21) 

Ws education is about socid  wolution you advocate depmfessionalizing yet you 
want to O to a place of 'not knowing' do you think you can legitimize yourself as 
non-pro L ionals and if 30 who is going to acknowledge indigenoussple 
will they do it t!!emselves and what would that mean indigeniz 
pmfessionalism or professai indigeneity? so w M  

FA Rengifa's, GrilIo's and Valladolid's deprofessiondization rneant not only that they 
abandoned the ri ht to know the Andean world in terms of their disciplinary 
concepts and met a ods, and thus abandoned cognitive authority, it meant a total 
change in their lives. (p. 21) 

Wes more wild unfoeussed speculation unbridled po lernics 
FA Their writing emerges h m  Uieir own passionate bonding with Andean peasanb, 

Brst experienced in their families and communities of origin, and subsequently in a 
wider set of Mendships with particular peasants and articular places. Their d e  
professionalization meant that there was no longer a 1 ouMe participation for them; 
the world of which they write is their own world, to which they are passionately 
bonded through a multitude of particufar relations. In other words, writing about 
that world and living the lives of that world have beome for them a unified field of 
action. (p. 21) 

Wes but if they do not get their t 'timacy ftom the academy or from oher places of 
western creditation what v ? ue will their legitimacy have they will reside outside 
of western ways of knowing and acting 

FA This is precisely wh they left their jobs; they realized that, irrespective of their 
w i s k ,  in their pro &s ional des,  they were agents of governance-specificaiiy of 
the state's purpose of developing the country. (p. 21) 

Wes change jobs 
FA They also redzed that switching profession and becomin for example, 

anthropoIogists would not change that fact significantly. p. 2t) 
Wes O on welfare becorne a burden on the state's treasury 

r 
C k ike corporations 
R like elected poiiticians 
C and government 
Wes subsistence fann cop out live outside cash 
FA [Tltiey joined the collective action of the Andean peasants engaged in retaking 

possession of lands and reestablishing their own fom of O anization and 
practices. They repossessed ttieir Andean selves and ways O 7 beiig by ceasing to 
practise the double participation that professionai knowledge making had 
requid of them. They speak of the Andean world not as judging outsiders but as 
insiden bonded to that world. (p. 21) 

Wes deprofessionaiiie "P"" sounds like they're just playing wi th prefixes so 
what is the origin and egitimizing agent of their epistemoiogies? 1 mean after al1 
émile has dready been written 

R s4pihie too but not by a woman 
FA Ln their presentation of Andean peasants' world, wisdom arises out of mutual 

nurturing and conversations- (p. 23) 
Weç munds too touchy/ feely for me what do you say to enrique mayefs critique of 

pratec surely y w  don't propose to ignore him 



FA Mayer finds fault with PRATEC's wock k a u s e  it fails la use the conceptual and 
mettiodoIogica1 twis of his prokssion Most h n i c  is his u g  of the 
anthropological teim 'infornianV, which captures precisely tIie relationship 
between anthropolqist and anthropologized. (p. 22) 

Wes 'informant' has always been used it's accurate iYs known 1 use it 
FA This is a term explicitly qected by PRATEC because it reproduces the double 

participation which they have abandoned, not as a conceptuai choice but as a life 
change. Mayer is clear where reai knawledge lies; not with what peasants say but 
with what the prokionai résearcher can empiridy verify using his 
methodological and other mnce tua1 bis. Here is a clear example of prolessional A knowledge having cognitive au ority and king a judging outsider. (p. 221 23) 

Wes are you rejecting his point of view his right to his own methodologies his own 
methods of acquiring academic knowledge whatever his agenda 

FA [Mayer] is blind to the different epistemology and ontology that PRATEC tries to 
articulate, partly through a mntrast with modern Western knowledge. The 
contrat is necessary precisely in oder to make clear that what they are talking 
about is not a better methdology to et at the 'facts'. (p. 23) f C I h o p  thefre not going to leave the acts on their own 

R unprotedecl without chaperones or s u b w  overtones 
Wes 1 don't suppose you're interested in such superfluous things as fa& you've got 

some kind of shared CO-op epistemologies 'peace love dove' 
C i'll tell cheech 
R 'n chong you case 
C enough to quote them 
FA In th& pmntation of Andean peasants' worlds, wisdom arises out of mutual 

nurturing and conversations between a11 the beings of the locality. (p. 23) 
Wes nobody would take that kind of romantic hokum seriously either you know or 

you don't know the inbetween is a wishywashout 
FA They prefer to use the term 'wisdom' rather than 'knowledge' because knowledge 

is so assodateci with concepts and language. (p. 23) 
Wes oh great bypassing knowledge go straight for wisdom g m d  plan 
FA In PRATEC's account of the Andean world the conversation and muhial acts of 

nurturance are not o d  y between humans but between humans and the other 
beings in the world: the stones, stars, sun, moon, animais, mountains, civers, 
plants and so on. (p. 23) 

Wes m wise stars wise stones wise rivers I'm sure that would a across well in a 
scientific brum or social science symposium or business roun 8 table 

FA PRATECs whole effort is h e d  at s akin of a world h m  within that world so 
tr f that the knowledge, and ultimately e wor d in which that knowkdge is 

embedded, namely indusûiai capitaiism, is not re roduced. (p. 23) ! Wes is it capitalism you se as the problern or the relia ility of your studies the 
hamework on which they are based or which &y lack 

C whoauthor izes 
R who vali dates 
C who says on my mark 
R getset 
C getoutta here 
R if you don? like the rules 
C except the niles came from oukide 
R abroad europe m d y  the middleeast 
C the rules were importai 
R the lice and judges and lawyers were imported 
C the P" aws the surveyon who was it w b  gave al1 that land to the white people 
R their god their pope their holy leaders their legis!ators their monarchs 



C 1 mean after al1 there were no h c e s  no one by two posts with little Bags no 
straight iines no jesus et ai 

R and there were re sources trees (homes] minerais [relations 1 energy [civers 
flowing] 

C god and country is that like srnail pox and diphtheria 
FA Mayer's role as an agent of governance teveals itself most clearly in the following 

sentence: 'The hypotheses must lead ta an experimental work and a work of 
potential development which can be given back to the lrmnureras [memtiers of 
peasant communities] in efficient and abrbable bnn! (p. 23) 

Wes what's wrong with that we're al1 consumes food ideas cultures it's the 
way the world works today the west just mates more proâucts and the south 
consurnes them 

C this one's brain is consumeci 
R this one's mind is overcooked 
C m raw and crunchy 
FA There is absolutely na doubt that Mayer has no intention of celin uishing cognitive 

autlwrity to the Andean peasants. Their practices and views wilI a e  taken as 
hypheses by the professionais, well chewed up methodologid1 and then 
genemusly given back in absorbabie and efficient development pi r 1s. (p. 23) 

Wes so w W s  the big pd lem?  we're sharing our knawledge we're developing 
backward cultures 

R dweloping 1 heard that word at lot in environmentai studies 
C it means westernking not respecting local customs histories cultures 
R a's the word backward 1 get caught on 
C 1 think it means the ones who get assimilateci and genocided 
R m for their own good heard tell 
FA Mayer's own inability or unwillingness to de-privilege his own proessional tools 

and point of view-that is the rivileged, unsituateci, Archimedean stand point of 
empiricist sociai sciences-m&s h m  bblind to what PRATEC is doing. (p. 24) 

Wes of course he is blind and wiilingly so how could he see what makes no sense 
how could he linger in the margins? he is a scientist not a romanticist not a 
nature lover a tree hugger he uses scientific methods 

FA Eduardo Criilo States this unambiguously: Science is founded on a clear 
se aration and opposition between humans and nature and between the knowing E su ject and the known object. (p. 24) 

Wes precisely he reads us well known and knower 
FA For science, cuIture is an exclusivel human attribute and is preciseIy the quality 

that rnakes humans and nature di ff! rent. (p. 24) 
Wes and what he is speaking for the trees and the m a s  of other voiceless or is he 

purportedly speaking 'with' hem? this sefior gnIIo what does he talk about 
with the forest and sky? 

C the weather 
R he Mens 
FA Here [the Andean worldl conversation cannot be reduced to dialogue, to the 

word, as in the modern Western world but rather conversation engages us vitally: 
one converses with the whole M y .  (p. 24) 

Wes now you're going to throw in some somatic wisdom some choreographic 
ûypsichorean episternologies 

FA To converse is to show oneself teciprocaiiy, it is to share, it is to commune, it is to 
dance to the rhythm which at every moment corresponds to the annual cycle of 
Iife. Conversation assumes ail the complications characteristic of the living world. 
Nothing escapes conversation. Here there is no privacy. Conversation is 
inseparable h m  nusturance. (p. 24) 



Wes 1 don? know if you're going new on me or having 60s fiashbacks but 1 use 
language in an everyday fashion l? r me conversation is about talkuig together 
interacting human beuigs conversing 

FA For h u m ,  to make durna, that is to grow plants, animais, soils, waters, climates, 
is b converse with nature. But in the Andean-Amamnian world, alI, not only 
humans, make and nurture the dtana-all n-. The human cham is not oniy 
made [or nurhired] by humans; alt, in one way or another, participate in the 
mation/ nurhirance of the human chaaa : the sun, the moon, the stars, the 
mountain, the birds, the rain, the wind . . . even the h t  and the hail. (p. 24) 

Wes this W al1 peasant talk these people are unlearned unsophisticated give me 
some good western epistemology something 1 cm get my 

R 
C awound 
FA Such a re jdon  is also voiced by hvo western çcientists, Richard Lwins and R.C. 

Lewontin, biologists at Harvard U: The demand b r  objectivity, the separation of 
observation and re rüng from the researchers' wishes, which is sc, essential lot 
the development O 7 science, becornes the demand for the separation of thinking 
and feeling. (p. 24) 

Wes we've been through this il's about objectivity king able to reproduce 
erperiments and get the same results feeling just gets in the way between 
experimenter expriment and resuit 

FA This p r o m m  moral detachment in scientisb which, reinbrced by specialization 
and bureaucratization, allows them to work on al1 sorts of dangerous and hamful 
projects with indifference to the human consequences. (p. 24) 

Wes next you'n going to charge us with uncaringness toward the undeveioped world 
FA Science entered the Third World as a form of intellechial domination.' (p. 24) 
Wes ass the kleenex please unbleached of couse hey mlonidism is over gone 

g p u t  m d  the papers the history books ifs everywhere 
C interesting how coloniaiism can be everywhere 
R to some people and nowhere to otherç 
FA After the traop depart, the investments remain; after direct ownershi is removeci, 

managerial skills, patents, textbooks, and journals remain, repeating JI e message 
that oniy by adopting their ways can we progress, only by going to theu 
universities can we learn; only by emulating their universities can we teach. [p. 24) 

Wes please you're pustung me to tears and hand wringing 
R next that one'll be renting ciothes 
FA ln speaking of the failure of science in Modernity and the Halocaust (19911, 

Zygmunt Bauman says 'The emanci pation of reason h m  emotions, of rationality 
h m  normative pressures, of eilectiveness from ethics have been the battlmies of 
science since its inceptioil" (p. 25) 

Wes a Mter bafflecry than 'whatever cornes dong goes in the pot' 
FA Once implemented, however, they made science, and the formidable technoIogica1 

applications it spawned, into d d e  instruments in the hands of unscrupulous 
power. The dadc and ignoble role which science played in the perpetuation of the 
Holocaust was both direct and indirect (p. î5) 

Wes the unscnipulous-are everywhere we can't a l  be mord and upright 
C watch it! I'm a fouriegged but I'm upri ht in my own way 
W ~ J  and righteais what are we s u p ~  to do m a i n  h z e n  in inaction what 

about pmgress what does your re@ say to that 
FA If a world, iike the Andean one, is constituted by persons and not by subjecîs and 

objects, its members are not intmsted in 'knowing' the other, because they do not 
see the other as a thing or an object and also because they are not interested in 
acting upon it and transfonning it (p. 26) 



Wes too bad for them some of us prefer development to stagnation we can't al1 talk 
to trees and Stones even metaphorically 

FA It is clearly not a matter of speaking metaphorically when they say that Andean 
peasants converse with the stars, the moon, the lants, the rocks, etc. 
Understanding such mversing as metaphoric&r symboiic emerges h m  
situatin oneself within re resentational thought (p. 26) 

Wes what O 2 er kinds of thoug K t is there I'm sure sefior rengifo has many other 
orders of thought of meaningful representation what would he say to the likes 
of me someone unschooled in the ways of the jungle and rarefieci alpine air 

FA 'sûictly speaking in order to be abIe to speak of "thought" there must exist a 
discrimination between the intemal and the extemal world, between symbol and 
symbolized'. in other words, for it to be representationai thought there must be a 
duaiism between organism and environment (p. 26) 

Wes maybe you could quote a greek or other western philosopher to balance the load 
FA According to environmental philosopher David Abram, the withdrawal of human 

senses h m  the world and the subsequent silencing of the non-human world 
began with the widespread use of the Greek alphabet and its offspring, classical 
Greek philosophy. (p. 26) 

Wes offspring hm interesthg choice of words I wonder what the non-human 
world would say if it had its own voice 

F/C mm 
FA in indigenous, oral cultures, nature itself is articulate; it speaks. The human voice 

in an oral culture is always to some extent participant with the voices of wolves, 
Mnd, and wav- arüupant, that is, with the encompassing dismurse of the 
animate earth. (p. 2 % 

Wes how about some hellenic epistemology some presocratic etyrnological dynamics 
1 think Our recipe couId benefit fmm it at least a sprinkling 

FA From the very beginnings of hiloso hy, king has ap ared as the ground, mche 
(principle) and mtion (cause) L m w k 'ch beings as suc can be known and can be 
at the disposal of reason. (p. 27) 

r 
Wes moving right dong to réne d 
R and his ang 
C that cou f d only shoot straight 
FA The peculiar representationai nature of meta hysical thinking becomes prominent 

with modern, post-Cartesian thought. (p. 27 
Wes now you're getting çomewhere 

P 
C he was a strange one 
R aiways rationalizing 
FA To represent is to set a king before oneself in such a way that one can account for 

and be certain of that being. By means of the ground, interpreted now as ratio, 
what-is comes to sbnd in such a way that it is cerüfied as an object for 
reptesenting subject. The ground guarantees that the object is firnily placed and 
secureci as a calculable object for representational thought 

Wes is this notas it should be 
FA What-is in the modem age thus becomes solely what can be represented, what can 

be referred back to the power of selfconsbousness. Representational thinking 
assumes that the rational h u m  subpt is  the st&k8 relationai cmter ofwhat-is. (p. 27) 

Wes we're the ones doing the thinking 
R could have bled me 
Wes you just have to read the likrature to get on track 
FA Representational thinking is not ody anthropocentric but rationaiist Knowing 

mnsists of linguistic and conceptuaï representntionç in an individual's mmd. The 
kind of conversing that Rengifo, Valladolid and Griiîo talk about is sirnply not 
countenanced. Rather, when 'informant$ report such conversations, they are 



classified as 'symbolic' or 'metaphoncal'. Unless what-is can be penetrated by 
reason, defined and measured, it does not realIy exist or ody exists in people's 
minds as 'beiiefs'. (p. 27) 

Wes how can anything which cannot be 'penetrated by reason' be discussed there 
wouid be no des  no way of separatin truth h m  fiction 

c separating? i thou@t heY were jo inJ  forever 
R by the great neverthetwain 
C shall be wiii be 
FA The anthropocentrism of representational thought is how the 

organism/environment duaiism manifests itself in the field of knowledge. The 
stable human subject is the centre of what-is; the stabiiity of that centre, that 
human subjécüvity at the centre, means that the subject is not affected in the 
procas of knowing. (p. 27) 

Wes which is why you need to be distantiated removed impartial 
R hmreason 
FA The relationship is not mutual; it is nota conversation, not an ad of mutual 

nurturinglcaring; it is simply not an act. The duaiism of organism versus 
envininment is related to the mindlbody duaiism since the stable centre, the 
ground, is a ratio. Rationality is the stable centre for which the body becomes an 
object, a part of what-is-to be known, defined and measured. The body cannot 
become a source of knowledge. 

Wes without definitions and parameters everyh would just become one big mess 
as to body it is the ~ ta iner  of mind the grou 3 water of the sensations the body 
itself is other than knowledge or knowiedgeable 

FA In fact at the beginning of experimentai science, the senses were seen as 
'infirmities'. The senses were to be remedied and rendered tmstworthy by the use 
of experirnental dwices and instruments. (p. 27/28) 

Wes great we're on to devices and instruments the means of subjugation and conhl 
now what c m  1 control ah ha maybe everything perhaps your setior grill0 
would be able to help us here 1 wonder what he wouid say 

C 1 think there's a uote by him hanging around here somewhere 
R here it is it was %, ing subsumed by reason could you rescue it frédérique please 
FA " The image of the world for modem Westerners is constructeci on the basis of the 

instruments of space and time. Descartes himself constructs analytical geome 
in order to contribute to apprehend, to measure, nature. Leibniz (1646-1716) an 
Newton (1643-1727) construd infinitesimal calculus thus completing the 

7 
instruments to measw the res extensa . (p. 28) 

Wes excellent now you're etting it whooopeeee 
FA with infinitesimal cal c i  us the world becomes a mntinuous quantity, susceptible to 

being cut up as needed, susceptible to beiig measured. (p. 28) 
Wes yes measurement is vital accuracy is essential 
C followed by land surveyors speculators railroads 'settlers' 
R oh every time you say 'settlef 1 get such a pain 
FA With the arriva1 of modernity and industrialization, emerged a purely 

cornmoditized time, a time entailing the sale of labot, a quantitative time, linear, 
abstract'. (p. 28) 

R timeclock tirneci& 9 to 5 9 to 5 wrrrW 
Wes sefior griiio and his lriends are purists tied ta their own linearities without 

measurement people would argue endlessly about boundaries of ownership 
C you mean they don? anyway 
Wes if the surveyors had not measured the land there wodd be chaos 
R maybe everybody wodd share 
Wes you're dreaming gnllo rejects the tools because he's stuck in idealism he's naive 

just ask enrique mayer 



FA [He] d m  not reject the bols of the professions out of 'purist principles', as 
Enrique Mayer imagines, but h m  a realization that these tools are profoundly 
implicated in the world of industria1 capitalism, a worId w h  intemal dynarnic 
leads to the disappearance of w d d s  such as that of the Andean peasants. (p. 28) 

Wes extinction ha pens even to people thars why we have to learn about other 
dtures be P ore they disappear 

C they were never in danger of disappearing before the euromind invadd and 
decided it had a nght to know and study everything 

R and put bounties on first nations people 
C enslave africans 
R gemcide them se arately and together 
C rn in the name O f god and gold 
Wes stick ta the subject 
FA This kind of work is rendered unnece~~illy-if not iliegitirna-y the 

professional posture of the nght to know using profesional conceptual toois and 
instruments.. . . In their profesional training, the right b know using professionai 
conceptual bols and instruments is not eramined; it is taken for granteci. (p. 28) 

Wes of course ifs axiomatic we 'use' the tool we don't deconstruct it 
FA Such a posture obviates the possibility of rendering visible the fact that such toob 

are not located in an unsituated univemal domain, but rather are implicatd in the 
emergence and reproduction of a particular world. They reproduce the world that 
eme ed in Western Europe, which wentudly became indusûid capitalism. (p. 
28-37 

Wes this talk of muhial nurturing where does it get you it's time you got weaned 
h m  these primitive ideas why are you so against modern bols 

FA The issue of the rejection of professional tools is crucial to that endeavour for, 
through their use, the Andean world appears to be lacking, pre-scientific, 
backwasci, poor. (p. 29) 

C not modern 
R with it 
FA Alternatively, using a professional perspective, that world can be shown to be 

exotic, quaint and interesting, full of rituals, myths and symbols, and fascinating as 
a museum exhibit of some precious and distant cultural artefacts but not as a 
world to live in, coiiectively to make a future in. (p. 29) 

Wes your peasants are certaidy iucky to have pst-structuralists working in their 
sphere though nature is not a big topic in most of the2 circles 

C postsûucturaIist? arenDt they the ones who deconstruct words M th words 
essentidly desssentiaIize 

R one of them planted a word farm just u the way hasnDt been heard of since 
FA A sign of pst-structuralist disregard O nature is the very language some post- 

structuraiists use. (p. 30) 
P 

C doo ree dah dee ray da dah rey dee dah dee rey 
R no it's duh ree duh h a  re: da] 
C dadada daaa da da 
FA Their talk of culturai inscriptions, plays of significations, signifies and sîgnifieds, 

defenng/differing, derring, m k m t  - in short their semiotic terminology and 
textual mebphors-is alhatexi h m  embodied existence. The fieshIess 
abstractness of their terminology and the nihilistic playfulness of deconstruction 
display an inteiiechial intoxication. (p. 30) 

C I was thinking some of them waiked a bit funny 
R cornes h m  üghtheadedness 
C or maybe thuikin the way they do makes their brains heavy lead ing the way 
FA The body as a bio f ogical entity is an object of enquiry treated ülce other objects by 

repcesentational thought. (p. 30) 



Wes maybe the andean peasants could l e m  something from this point of view 1 mean 
they don't know everything do they they don't even have elecûicity what's 
their objective d o m  there an 

R what's theù objective on e Say that one wants to know 
C for being alive for king human beings on this earth 
Wes what's their objective 
C objectivity accusative separation h m  nominative case 
Wes what about ail this gazing at the stars they do d o m  there isn't that voyeurism 

too aren't they trying to gain knowledge about the universe aren't they t rpg  to 
conquet it using astronomy discover its secrets 

FA The Andean peasant d m  not experience her gazing at the rising of a particular 
constellation in a particular region on the horizon as a unidirectional a d  on her 
part. Rather it is experienced as the constellation and the gazer Ming united in a 
conversation. These conversations lead to wisdom rather than knowledge; 
wisdom emerges from the bod -world interface; it is not an intellectual, 
conceptual, or symbolic 'know Y edge' or set of 'beliefs' held in the mind. (p. 32) 

Wes so if there is no objective resence no separation of self and other then how 'cm' 
they experience the worl 1 objectively 

P that's the point Wes the objectivity is the illusion 
R delusion 
Wes you're always going on about crying and nurturing and loving the inorganic world 

one would think you'd never been weaned 
C there aie man ways of king weaned 
R many things fL m which one can be weaned 
Wes you said that the word ntia is used in spanish to describe both the raisi 

children and animais, the growing of plants, and cultivating fields but w ?Of at has 
this ail to do with e istemology and education you intimate there is a relationship 

FA PRATEC captures & 's by the oft repeated phrase 'h y dqarse c r w  to nurture 
and let oneself be nurhired. Nurture connotes a caring relationship that lets the 
nurhired one corne forth freely, emerge h m  the dark, invisible earth or womb, 
and unfold according to its own rhythm. (p. 32) 

Wes 'unfold' is figurative learning is not about nurturing it's about transmission of 
information nurturing is about caring what have education and learning to do 
with carîng 

C we could make an origami out of this one 
R needs to be Bat and square might work 
FA In nurturing we bring forth through the one king nurtured; we attend to the 

nurtured one's rhythm of p w t h  and are responsive to it in its integrity. (p. 32) 
Wes how? this should be good for a laugh 
FA The very a& of nurturing, of caring for, nurtutes oneself-ailows the nurturer to 

participate in the unfolding and growth. Such responsiveness happens through 
conversation, through the opemess one has towards the one being nurtured and 
towards the world. (p. 32) 

Wes this working together is fine the whole community spirit thing but it takes away 
h m  the competitive spirit without competition there is no desire to excel so 
thete is no development no progress 

FA The principle of reciprocity (ayni, minka) pervades relationships in peasant 
communities, where people work on each other's fields and tasks. (p. 32) 

Wes that's because they're labour intensive naive and not forward-looking 
FA But that prinaple is one that pervades a i i  relationships, not only those between 

humans. It theref'ore foliows that nurturing is not the sole prerogative of humans. 
A person who nurtures a field is in tum nurtured by the plants p w n  in that field, 
or the animais r a i d  there. (p. 32) 

C coyotescannurturetoo 



R and be nurhired ravens too 
Wes al1 this airy fairy helping each other stuff is just a truckload of iiiusionist utopic 

schiock and this Ming nurtured by the land only takes lace or seerns to because 
we have learned to harvest h m  the land to use the lan as a place for extracthg 
resaurces what wodd your sefior griilo say to that 

S 
X she quotes gril10 
FA Science is the staliization of an attitude of profound dismntent and lack of trust 

toward the wor "r d as it is. The world is decidedly confronteci in order to transforrn 
it into 'what must be'; that is into what is convenient to power. (p. 34) 

Wes another science basher well if we don't grasp the opportunity to transform the 
world we have nu-one to blame but ourselves for the result suwival is about 
production and cutting costs it's about getting the best deal negotiating space 
making it big or not at al1 

FA The whole is viewed as a 'production system' rather than as a way of life. As a 
production system, there is no m m  for emotion, attachment or mutual caring. (p. 
33 

Wes if you're goin to be stuck in this holistic paradi you'll suffer your ciream of 
the oneness O f life and living it'll make you go roke and maybe extinct too 

C cultural receivership 
%=' 

R rather than takership 
C givership 
FA The regeneration of life - both human and non-human - cannot happen without 

nurturance. We are ontol 'cally interdependent with al1 that iq and this means 
that mutuat nurturance is 7 e only way that life can regenerate itself. (p. 36) 

Wes 1 don't like your ideas you don't like mine that's fine just go on with your dreams 
for a 'bettei more caring world see where that gets ou 1 
is the way O€ the future making deals rather than i d eals 
buying low selling high s ation thal's where il's at 
exploiting resources control ing the means of production 

C if speculation is where it's at 
P"' 

R why is science so caught up in it's 'sure thing' idealism 
Wes if you don't go with the flow you'll miss out 
C unless it's a riptide 
R in which case you'U miss out big 
FA In the human sphere, anthropocentrism becornes Eumentrism, where different 

people are not aUowed to dwell in their integrity, but must be 'developed' and 
'studied'. (p. 36) 

Wes which is what we do as rigorous scholars 
FA Within this b m d  view, there are differences as to how exactly the goal cm be 

achieved and how much weight is to be given to issues of equity and distribution, 
but th- are intemal disputes. (p. 36) 

Wes you seem to advocate chan e while at the same time putting it d o m  
FA The impetus to transform t! e world into 'what must be' corresponds of course to 

the ideology of progres. In the field of impro society, the vision of a better 
society can, and has, justified the worst horrors "? O the hventieth century. (p. 36) 

Wes got any proof or allies any support who's in our corner 
FA Bauman makes this explicit "Getting rid of the a d versary is not an end in itseIf. It 

is a means to an end: a necessity that stems h m  the dtimate objective, a step that 
one has to take if one wants ever to reach the end of the road. The end &!fis a 
grand oision of a better, mtd radicalhj différent Society. Modem genocide is an element 
of social engineering, meant to bring about a social order conforrning to the design 
of the perfect society. (p. 36) 

P we got some paddling to do 
Wes we're not even at the end of the introduction 



for the purposes of our mutuai nurturance it is the weather's changing and we 
have a lot of territory to cwer 
P l  navigate 
i've heard that one before last time we ended up in a swarnp 
swamps are great Pm a great navigator 
whafll you use stars 
m and the moon 
and during the day 
intuition dead rtckoninn the sun cham trust in the editor of this 

Wes next time you corne put%at one on a loêsh anâ the other one can perch on your 
shoulder and you can be entras in treasure island 

C/R transformation time p-fi 
C there that's better 
R m nice rudder but ifs ot a bit of a mind of its own stiff L C nght sofîwood's not the t material 
R it was either ttiat or that one would have gone on forever 
P thank you Md& rique and friends for your text for letting us intemeave our 

conversations with yours ifs been quite a conversation for everybody unien 
and onward! 

paddie 

paddle 

maori paddling 

paddle paddle 

paddle 

A d i a ,  hapmnga 
E te rmagittahi 
Kia k h  ru 
Keia koe t ehkao tehoe  
H m  ki h u t ,  kei wehi noa 
Akakoa whati mai 
Nga hi numi 
Kei hut te mmia 
H a  M 
Mateardiae,ekmoemai 
No reira e ha2 ma 
& m m  

whowsh 

paddle paddle 

stroke paddle 

Elevate! UpüEt! 
You the young people 
Be encwraged 
Kou have control of the padde 
To row to your own destiny without fear 
And aithough you might encounter 
Great waves cnshing down u r  you 
kyond the horizon lies the c m 
So paddle on 
For love will eventually carry you back 
And so my €riends 
May a l  be well with you 

(Henare Witoa, Nagati Porou composer quofed in Simon, 1998, p. 133) 

paddle swoooooooooorxxio 
wcm 

oooaaoossss hhhhhhh 
shshshshsh 

aaaaahhhhh 



paddle 
paddle wh ooooo sshhh paddle 

paddk paddle 
whoossshhh pad dle 

whooooosssshhhh 

oops got to pay more attention to the river 
it's about respect and sunrival land fall! 

W.. .  
or dp for genocidelassimiiation 
atep at a time 

(O' Riley, 1999) 

these journeys of solidarity and sharing are caming to a pause 
at least in terms of paddling kaching portaging tepairing camping 
now we can put the canoe away for a spell get on 
with the other kinds of networking enact other indigenous epistemologies 
move into positive places positive d i d o n s  act in good ways 

1 think back to the early parts of this hd journey september 1995 
a beginning of sorts a middling O P sorts an ending of sorts 
a time when 1 thought to mysell peter the talk is you got to get credentials 
h m  the academy if you want to work for your own community 
you got to legitimize yourself by delegitimizing your own aboriginal epistemoiogies 
because they don't seem to be legitimate ab angine ex machina 
they don? seem to have a place as authenticity in the academy 
so 1 thought hmmm weU how about this how about if 1 delegitirnize the academy 
but then what would accreditation in such a context be worth 
how about if 1 announce or p d a i m  legitimacy rather than seeking it 
through following the rdes set out by the dominating society 

1 said to myself why would 1 seek authority h m  people who know nothing 
about my community it would lx Iike seeking Iegitimacy from the department of 
indian affaics wp kinsella d i a  haig-brown keith carlson rudy wiebe robert bringhurst 
the coach of the washington redskins or a new age princes 
daim jumping authorities squatter authorities 'settlef authorities 

oka okay 1 thought things are really tough in education for many in my comrnunity 
kids adults so many hds are dropping out of school getting into fighk 
becoming suicida1 some drink way tao much take mindaltering dmgs 
inhale vapours hurt th& bodies in so many ways that mi ht not be reversible 
act in ways that are bad for their health for their feelings O f selfworth 
eati foods and live 'lifestyles' that promote diabetes heart disease cancer stroke 
a whole second or third or hurth gtkeration of them are going to psychologists 
psychiatrists therapists white experts who are experts/'knowledgeable' 

on aii persons ai i  cultures aii problems save the2 own 
sometimes via a fit  a subjunctive tout un (many) coup(s) 
these experts move h m  king 'indian ewperts' to becoming 'indians' overnight 



with an absent or invented or unspeafied / nonspecific/ generic geneaiogy 
aoilà instant fictifkation Idmu gris instant validation except they're stiU white 
because the c o u  o s  who's who and who's not seemingly 'long lost' 
'seem' is the operative word/ verb the provisional simulacnim in western society 
'seem' is about image it is about façade an inventedJconstructed ostentation 
'how are you' 'finefine fine finefine-efeninefiennefiiiw nnn thanks' 
interesting that in english grammar both the verb 'to be' and 'to seem' 
are so aiike in terms of subject object agreement it 'is' as if 'to seem' means 'to be' 
the stain is the fence the talk is the walk the surface is ail layerç 

at public school children and parents and teachers enact racist epistemologies 
toward our children in overt as well as m e r l  ways 
even the sto:lo nation does not want our langua e tl'atl'imx tau ht in schools at mission 

c i  what is reaily tough is teenagers and kids mu younger are d m g  
and have long taken on lots of adult responsibilities and irresponsibilities 
they have not even had a chance to be kids when will that happen 
ifitdoesnot thenwhat 
who ever taught them the young ones to be parents who ever let them be children 
certainly not the nuns and priests and ministers of christian religions 
maybe there was an eleventh commandment that is available known 
only to the mediating agents of 'god's word' that has to do 
with the ra and torture and catarniting of indigenous r p l e s  
or maybe tR" e intercessionaries have 'interpreted' their re igious texts 
so as to condone their actions 'god said kill rape pillage the disbelievers' 
maybe that is there somewhere between the lines invisible rubric 
'be continent be chaste except when it cornes to children aboriginal children' 

yet somehow the children find ways of king happy even in the midst of great hardships 
the tl'atl'imx language class is helping a lot actin as a temporary stabilizer 
but we need more a comprehensive community- f aseâ culturally relevant education 
we need even the drearn of jobs that we 'might' get h m  relevant education 
because we have becorne inculcated in many ways into the western saciety 
which has imposed itself on our land and culture 
we need ways to legitimize Our own culture on qua1 equitable footing 
to the dominating importeci culhue we are the mainstream and tributaries 
as aboriginal people we need to find pride in who we are 
not in some fictional 'future' time or pIace that 'future' is a white tense 
it is a way of removing us as people from the present tense 
a way of suspending us in our own disbeüef a new form of matter that doesn't 
we need to find ways of working for ourseIves with our own hands hearts minds feelings 
creating our own jobs because the racism against us is so strong so enduring so perennial 

one young man h m  my community with evcellent education and experience 
in technology and engineering applied for a pb he was very qualifieci for 
but he had no chance he found that out pretty qui& 
overhearing the boss and others laughing afkr the i n t e ~ e w  
'imagine that stupid indian W n g  we'd give him a job' ha ha ha 
how can we courttefacf this racism how can we waik proudly yet with humiüty 
how can we have the confidence to work with people 
h m  outside of our culture who stereotype us and therefore thernselves 
we have learned shame it has been branded ont0 us like a Eullbody moko 
we have learned to undervalue ourselves the coIonizers made sure of that 
'make' sure of that it is not so easy to erase ('british columbia') 
over 200 years of disastrous relationships with those immigrant people 



who did not even consider us to be human beings 
not only have they stolen our land and dyked it but they have passed laws 
to keep us off it they have enacted apartheid put us into concentration camps 
given us numbers via the indian act not branded on our arms but branded 
in their denotation of who we are as they brand and 'number' us so do they themselves 
the white people have done this in the realm of mind spirit body feeling 
it leads me to think that racism in euopean culture is not an add-on 
but part of the cultural template they have constructeci of themselves of 'other's 
perhaps though it is the religions they brought with them 
which encourage support condone collaborate in genocide 

if a curriculum adopted by or forced ont0 my community does not come 
h m  my community it wiil not be 'ouf curriculum 
it wiU be part of the immigrant maniEesto the imperialist project otherwise guised 
but you know despite the ongoingness of the importeci racist epistemologies 
we are finding ways of teaching our own knowings in school 
despite the prescriptive modes and models of western education 

many aboriginal people shudder when they here the ay 'acaàemia ad portas' 
(many 'indians' know latin well having been subjected/objected 
to m a s  catholiazation and al1 that that entails) 
that cry means the cookiecutter thinkers are here dataism is here 
hide your culture copyright it patent it enfold it 

what good wiU a curriculum be if it is not organic if it is artifiaal if it is imposed 
if it uses roundup mentality ddt techmgenocide pest control thinking 
flow diagrammin in which aboriginal people are the objeds of white catalysis 
their praxes inch % e salting the earth of our epistemologies 
plowing indigenous knowings under inhuming or museologizing our methodologies 
if a curriculum is com/irn/ posed induding sublirninally 
by people who are outsiders people wha do not know what we need or want or are 
(and they will never leam it by doing more studies on aboriginal people 
by turning us into numbers and data research results in 'formation' al 'results') 
that curriculum will be an imperialist d m  a colonialist 'manifest'o 
by abrogating us via 'democratic' means 'democratiC of course meaning the 'will' 
of the many of the majority who are the immigrants 
the domating m i e  acts to break th& own laws and commandments 
by 'interpreting' in 9 avour of the status quo the status quo king 'white america' 
no doubt there are plans perhaps through legislation 'partnered' 
with bionanotechnological means by which the quickly growing 
aboriginal po dations in the 'amencas' will be struck down 
by a new sm & pox a new germ warfare because once we become majority 
then democracy wül become the enemy of the mrporate 'bmther'hood 
by having copies of our chromosomes new Wuses can be designed 
which are race specific 1 am remindeci of the relationship between 
the simian vinises contained in monkey kidneys 
which were used to 'culhw' the polio vaccine in the 1950s 
and 'tried out on' african people in the congo 
how easy it is for a simian virus go' through husands 
of generations of change to become a uman immunodefiaency virus 
like aids through the vaccination of african experimentees (Cnbb, 19%) 

the white experts may l e m  'about' us but they won't l e m  us 
the 'about' relates only to them not to us even if they try to 



srnile and smile and be a fiilin hang out with us mate wannabe genealogies 
'associate' does not rnean initiate does not mean accommodate 
yet through declension extension companation commensation 
c m  lead (even without global positioning technology) to assimilation 'of 
and so on into parsed vectors and scalars of control technologies 
bioassaying us coresamplhg us harvesting our genes 
the experts remain ex no matter how they manipulate the wor/ l/ d 
they cannot make that prefix into in and we cannot help them do 'it' 

1 think about white people in faculties of education in canada and elsewhere 
who ignore who are afraid of the aboriginal people who know their culture 
afraid of those who practise their culture know it intimately 
k a u s e  professorates have bought into the idea and practice of racist in/ ter/ vention 
they have bought into the idea and practice of 'we' as academic/ian/s know best 
'rigour' means 'western rigour' which might be desaibed more accurately 
with a mortis appended 
aboriginal arithmetic might work thus: a recipe/formula for a b o w a l  knowing 
take a measure of status quo mix in equal parts ripr mortis europen stultifcii 
add some homogenized ilk and now using western rationalist discourse as template 
or platonic/aristotelian moldl fungus put this irnperma/culture into a petri/ fication 
dish rnaking sure the dish is occidentally contaminated and not round 
let stand in an intemperate place add an avagadrazooks of scientific method 
plus an antileavening agent rhaps in the forrn of racism or similar intolerance 
mix ingredients together wiga catabdic Bavouring agent such as righhving policies 
put in an ultracentrifuge then into an alternating dient synchi.ocyclotron 
shoot radio (or hr) isotopes through the mixture Y or an eaon 
add a dash of chaos a few dro s of holy water send into plutonic orbit 
at nonrelativistic velo/city ta I: 'ng a detour through a supernova (organum) 
decontaminate then put into a compost for eternity 
during this latter stage bring in some elders and other community members 
h m  aboriginal cultures let them work together toward consensus and deprogramming 
encouraging walking of talking and see how that works out for a bit 

1 think about the cultural insensitivity the undisguised racism of white people who 
design and irnplement aboriginal teacher education programls (atep) 
without seeking or wanting community input who rehse it 
or rather perhaps 1 should say with caspted coerced mmmunity input 
they seek out those in the aboriginal community who are the whitest the most apple 
those who agree with them those willing to seii out their ple their culture 
these white experts (who might know who they are or m i r n o t )  
i ore or discount those who disagree those with abori 'na1 agendas 
t!& don't hear 'us' because they have 'theif agenda to L IRU th& mandate 
the money aboriginal people pay as tuition is part of that agenda 
together with the per person grant h m  the provincial and/or federal government 
which is about ten times as much tens of thousands of dollars per conscript 
which of murse goes straight to the university the department the faculty 
the faculty members let us not brget the huge grank that are partnered in 
with the collaborator indians who h n t  for who token up for their white coUeagues 
'coUeague' hm sounds like a term of respect of peerl age 
sounds üke is where it ends maybe 'inleague' is more apt 

there c m  be 'no' aboriginal teacher education program' unless it is initiated by 
and 1 repeat 'initiated by' designecl taught and controiied by abonginai people 
al1 of the white ateps are white ateps and can belcorne nothing else not even pink 



not rose not m a l  not watemelon not rose not blush 
white ateps have ab r i  'nal people as 'clients' as 'consumers' of education 
(amazing what raiph 8 ein and mike M s  picked up h m  the new zeaiand expriment 
no 1 don't mean aofeum the macri live in mtmw the pakeha iive in new zealand) 
an important cog in the cognoscenti or sabot in the gears of 'white privilege' 
is to have aboriginal ple in token places of visibiiity divisibiiity 
and seeming control P" decisionmaking induding as dmnes as directors 
as board or cornmittee members as figureheads of 'about' aboriginal places 
like schools facdties centres and other white houses of leaming and indoctrination 

1 was invited to meetings related to atep by white people and collaborators 
who must have thought 1 would go dong with their racist methodologies 
at such a meeting 1 expressed my views and that is the last time 1 was invited 
the meetings thereafter were only for appIes and orchardists 
and perhaps a few abori inal dissenters whose voim were ignored subsumed 
1 remember 'calling' a to t[, spokesperson 'on' this pradice 
this persan said oh we sent you an email we invited you we wanted your input 
suuuure 1 thought suuuure you did and they had already approved their atep 
before any dialogue bebre any conversation had begun 
which was likely why only the token aboriginal people responded h m  their decamp 
it is by forgoing by ignoring abriginai pmtocols 
that white indian experts 'take control' of 'indian' learning 
or teacher 'training' as it is often called 
because 'education' often means W n g  for yourself 
and 'white indian experts' woutdn't want that 
they would be fadiitating themselves out of a job then what would they do 

by cousining aboriginal teachers into white teachers 
ie removing them once h m  siblinghood perhaps to a atep position 
you et abori 'nai people enacting genocide 'for' as well as 'with' 
nona % o n f  ri@ educators on their own people 
and if ou have tokens caricatures aboard they will take the blame 
as wel r as the money and other perquisites 
while the white indian experts will sink into the background of blarneworthilessness 
the 'what who me? syndrome 

it is easy (and it seems important) to be silent in planning an atep 
ie just pass the programs 'as is' without discussion smts confab ululation 
despite major Y ents by and h m  the potential 'clientele' against the program 
the kick is just on't enter into arguments wi th the aforementioned and their advocates 
it's a method that govemments and business use no discussion no inclusion no mponse 
th have an agenda they carry it 'out! knowing the lumur over corruption 
wi Y eventualiy die down dong with aboriginal dture and language and communities 
knowing people wiU %et about awping @de encma 
because of the plethora of violence being enacted al1 the time 9 genocide over the world 
on aboriginal culturesby mlonial powers by righhving mentaüties 

since most people pmbably don't think of universities 
as king agents of or partners in gerocide 
the leucogenic atep programs are able to program a kw hundred more aboriginal people 
to forget their culhw or to only 're member' their cdture 'through' 
the agency of the white 'indian' experts and University administrators' criteria 
this kind of systemic violence is mostiy ignoreci by the courts and media 
because it is thought of as b e i i  'good br us' 



because the more assimiiated and genacided we are 
the Iess chance there is of legitimate land daims being made for h o  continents 
and what have the breign governments of canada to do with us 
Save process us through the laws they have enacted to mntrol and eliminate us 

universities are today first about money making money and since it is becoming more 
and more obvious that universities are the pedagogical arm of the business eüte 
(just as govenunent is seen as the legislative ami of the business eiite 
and the lice and military as the enforcing arms of the business elite) 
that stu S" ents are units of production as well as clients and cyborgian cogs 
education h m e s  oniy about the business of making the wealthy wealthier 
making the poor p r e r  and ensuring that al1 power remains 
with the business round table the mal recipients of state welfare 
the myth of the global village of globalization is mpounded 
what is becoming global is the greed of the glob a/' (p)reachers (O'Riley, 2000) 

oflen in genocidal activities the a ent of genocide enacts policy 
rather than spending a lot of tirne eorizing about ethics or morality 
or the effects of the practice 

f 
a liffle bit of landscaping is often used 

to hide or disguise the crime of mass murder directed m a s  cultural extinction 
1 think about rodney bobiwash's great indian bus tour of toronto (Bobiwash, 2000) 
him talking about the 'settlers' the 'develo rs' paving over the evidence of genocide 
burying a hundred million aboriginal peop 7 e who were destroyed 
by ewpean epistemologies methodologies and practices 
how often do we hear in white history books about the enslavement of aborigind people 
it is not only paving crews and highrise and subdivision crews who 'pave over' 
the paving over b e p  in the minds of the 'developers' before they are enacted 
the paving over happens in al1 levels of education in canada 
the pavin over happens in elementary school it ha pens in universities 
genocide %egms in the mind as epistemology me 6: odology and ontology 
if they don't like the data they bury it make fudge out of it brownies 
conspiracy theory conspiracy theory the white experts are saying 
con with/ together qirme to breathe yes the sefflers breathe together 
the business elite breathe together and they breathe with turncoat 'indians' 
the air is fou1 with their breathing perhaps they need catalytic converters 

in creating 'aboriginal assimilation programst as many 'atep's are 
the white 'indian experts' seek out compromised/compromising aboriginal people 
whom they know will agree with them whom they know will vok with them 
mercenaries collaborators agents p r m t e u r s  
the 'white indian experts' ensure there is a huge power differential 
between themselves and the 'indians' 
but to protect themselves h m  charges of racism inequity 
they bring token apples 'on board' and guarantee or at least com/promise them jobs 
or their children are promiseci jobs no matter what their qualifications are/ n't 
they are enticed to come aboard as ongoing payrnent pennies on the orbits 
for CO-opting for helping to assimilate aboriginal communities 
h m  much is that apple in the window 

in this comfortable setup the white indian experts and the newmacs 
mver one anothef s an01 ony / mies1 anatomies antinomianisms 
it is hard tu tell which is which with the mutual strolung 
the micro and macro lascisms have amalgam/ated like fillings over dental caries 
bringing to mind marie antoinette's response to the pour mike harris's to the homeiess 



the mm/ pmmised heeling michirating sa11 il vaüng for a piece of the pastry miettes 
acting as role models bank roll that is mli'm 
scouting recniiting aboriginal students to ptsecandary institutions 
to be taught white knowled e men with curricuiar materials 'authoced' 
by aboriginal people the w k 'te instructors the white 'profess'ors 
can only teach white we are the only people aboriginal to these 'arnerica's 

can an oak teach gras how to be gras cm a man teach a woman to be a woman 
can a christian teach a jewish person how to worship 
can a straight person teach a gay person how to live 
how then could a white peson any white person initiate anythrng 'for' us 
because 'fot' becomes 'instead of' 
facilitation in a place of great power imbalance becomes a form of powerbroking 
in which the facilitatee becomes the assimilated 
the facilitator obscures impugns erasures voiceovers disempowers aboriginal people 
in places of 'higher education' 
we as abori inal people have not been 'ven the space 
to initiate 8 e 'authority' to initiate tk: e 'validity' to initiate the cultural çovereignty 
to initiate the permission to initiate the intercultural conversation 

we are prisoners in our own land wards of the white wardens of academe 
some are devotees of genoddal churches 
and every year the white people from the white governrnent takes away 
tens of thousands of Our children and gives them awa to white 
to be tortureci raped beaten assimilated deaborigin d 'zed mur s e o p l e  ered 
the bars are there the cellmates the gallows the instruments of cultural modification 
these might not be so obvious to white people 
but they are obvious to aboriginal people 

the pst-residential school 

the next step after the residential school after rape and m a s  murder 
in the cathedra1 and schoolroom and legislature and jailcell and back alley and hospital 
is conscri tion of ahr i  ' al people into postsecondary colonialist education 
1 speak O f aboriginal er' ucation as a tool used by the settler crowd 
the jesuslovesme lot the itsforyourowngood mob the you'readegenerateiidian crew 
to keep us ignorant of our own epistemologies methodologies 
the= are many many aboriginal people who are not doing this 
the= are many aboriginal people who are working to enhance and redore 
what the settlers have tried to destroy some even work with white people of g d  heart 
many aboriginal people are encouraging aboriginal studenk 
to l e m  their own cultural practices traditions 
rstther than entering a place of education where only the western methodologies 
the teratologies ontologies dysologies guruologies leucoandrologies cogitoergologies 
of racist praxis-are enacted and encouraged: 
mix a little whitewash with a Little charm a few srniles and quotes 
h m  wellchosen onside 'indians' this seems to be another recipe 
add a little obvious humiiity and mix put into preheated oven take out 
after tuition dollars are exhausted and get the 'indians' to genocide the 'indians' 
then you've shifted the blame to the other side of the verb and 
belore you know it everybody's forgotten that as 'indian expert' 
you're taking a job away from an 'indian' 



the downside there are many 'indians' who will a d  like white people 
ha* learned weU th& ways 
thete are many 'indians' who wiil a d  so as to secure employment for thernselves first 
or for their children schmoozing oozing 'networking' (is the euphemism) 
their angle is that aboriginal education is about 'what can 1 et out of this? 
rather than how can the aboriginal mmmunity benefit hwn &riginal knowings 
there are many 'indians' who wiil go dong with the white indian e a'=!* because they are whiter than the white experts they have bleach bleachered 
their own knowings they have bought in sold out 'allied' with the settler hlk 
there are always 'indians' who are willing to make deals with the genocide providers 
the aboriginal holocaust implementers and planners the white church experts 
so as to secure funding a few more lines on the cv 
small pay for keeping the uniteci church and other churches h m  goin banknipt f €rom lost lawsuits relating to its systemic systematic sexud abuse O our children 
maybe the whole christian religion would benefit h m  oing bankrupt 
the mord bankruptcy is already evident ministers an 8 priests fucking Iittle boys 
and little girls buggering them sodomizing them forcin oral sex on them 
'fondling' them raping them shaming them maiung & m asharned 
helping to tum them into aicoholics it's a cheap way of getting a few continents 
via incontinent ministers of the word of god 
if they can make us dysfunctional teach us to fight amongst ourselves 
teach us to be nonaboriginal that will be the end of land claims end of 'indian problem' 

withresr to aboriginal teacher education and what aboriginal people need 
1 think a ut the unheard the ignored the unlistened to community memkrs 
who do not want white universities to take their children away 
the refrain is 'don't take them away' 

what is it about cultural genocide that turns sa many people toward it as a profession 
1 hink of white indian experts 
especially those who have made a career of king experts on aboriginal people 
peering at another race voyeuring another culture 

1 think about faculties of education not going after the large urban aboriginal people 
for their atep program but rather going after 'secure/secured' hmding h m  reserves 
many of which are already 'serveci' by other atep programs 
sorne of which are aboriginal-driven rather than -passenperd 

ready tuition dollars that's what ifs al1 about money the business mode1 of education 
money h m  the federal govemment (indian affairs in the case of 'status' 'indians') 
king paid to universities f6r the education of aboriginal students 
and that money goi back to the government B aboriginal people in act paying for the cultural genocide 
for the assimilation of our own children 

my heart rends at the coercion the twisting the mobius the going ahead 
despite community disapproval despite community being against their methodologies 
and protocols the anguish of aboriginal parents not wanting the chiidren to becorne 
& htegto de hre dei gratia white of course it will be white people 
who wili 'teach' aboriginal education as weU as design it 
maybe redesign it to make it 'aboriginal friendly' 
while at the sanie tirne gesturing away h m  ahriginai culture 



if there are no aboriginal faculty in a faculty of education to teach atep or design it 
just say a parttirne or seconded abon teacher €rom the public school system 

se%-' who would be in a very compromi p/ rop/osition 
her/ him/ self perhaps having been recniited lor this or such a purpose 
since this person would not be a faculty member s/ he would have no voting power 
if you can implement atep by 'bringing on board' an aboriginal collaborator 
then you don't redy need an aboriginal facuity member 
because if there were an aboriginal fadty member 
there would no longer be a 'need' for white 'indian experts' 
and they would have to learn to study their own culture 

of course the allies the collaborators will be rewarded for si g their narnes r on the paper on behalf of the many aboriginal people who O not want white education 
even if it were free cultural genocide is not something aboriginal people choose freely 
to subscribe to yet it is designed and implemented 
over the objections of those who wilf be subjected to it 
this is condoned this is rewarded by the university and major granting agencies 
as elder barbara dey  says about universities "their well is dry thaYs why they want us" 

(Riley, 2000) 

1 received an email last fa11 saying that the faculty of education at yorku 
was considering using the jewish education studies model for aboriginal people 
in its own planned atep as though any 'modei' would work from any other culture 
1 h o p  at least that the jewish model at the faculty of education was designed 
by jewish people rather than by outsiders experts recnriters conscriptors 
1 said to the white atep conunittee at yorku looking at aboriginal teacher education 
how would the jewish community at york feel having I W O  nonjewish people design and 
teach courses for jewish education then go out into the jewish community and remit 
their children with a token jewish person included who was without faculty power 
how would the gay and lesbian cornmunity at york feel having 100% straight people 
design and teach courses for gay and lesbian education go out into the queer community 
and remit with a token ay/lesbian person included who was without faculty power 
how would the women O f york feel having 100% men design and teach womenps studies 
go out into the community and recruit women with a token women inciuded 
who was without faculty power 1 received no answer about any of my questions 
(no surprise) except for one that king 
'why were aboriginal women students not invited to be part of this ccnversation' 
1 guess they forgot and rnight in the future take it into consideration I'll bet 
but 1 doubt they'll be laokmg lor a strong aboriginal woman undergraduate or graduate 

'ally one who is against white people designing aboriginal education 
1 'nk they'U be lmking for sameone they can mold 
or maybe a mutual molding type 'let's apply for a grant together' 
'let's do some major research rojects togethef what about unequal power diftêrential 
what about ethical review w Ra t about an overwhe1mingly white national educational 
community endorsing raast methodologies and epistemologies 
white rivilege beiig immanent giving major grants to white students and faculty S to stu y 'other' cultures 'othef races 

what must it be like beii an 'expert' on aboriguial people how to l i i t e  us 
h m  our own ideas and k ing an expert on getting us to take on western knowings 
this is assimilation whether it is overt or covert 
this is directed genocide planned genocide this is teaching aboriginal children to hate 
their own culture why do 'hate crimesp against aboriginal peo le in canada not apply J as beiig iUegal as b e i i  punishable in fact people are rew ed for 'helping' us 



we don't need or want this kind of 'help' at least n w n e  1 know wank it 
except €or a few self-promotional people who are after a 'career move' 

how hot) to enact racist agendas 

what gaod wilI education do us if we are defiled reviled by white people and others 
hem on our own land which we first shared with lost homeless immigrants 
then we were ushed off into 'homelands' reserves 
who built the !e nces? including the epsitemological ones who put up the dams? 
indudin the methodological ones who has the d a 4  farms the orchards 
who p l  f uted the air and fouled the water destroyed the salmon the fourleggeds the 
feathered ones it was the invaders the sarne ones who now bellyache 
in their hundreds of millions about the treaty pnicess 
the same ones who said we had no aboriginal right to anything 
because we were not white because we had not created the western epistemologies 
of greed of proprietorship of market economy of 'seiling' food 

weU we don't like it either we don't want treaties we want our land back 
ail treaties are about losing land and since there were [virtually] no treaties 
in 'british columbia' the land is still ours despite the white laws 
govemor douglas had a pretty good idea making those fmt vancouver island treaties 
way back of what the white people were like 
the ones who wanted to take over our land who wanted to destroy us our culture 
through laws churches schools risons and other forms of genocide 
we want to live Our lives and fin J' the healing we need h m  the genocide 
that has been enacted on us that is still enacted every day and encouraged rewarded 
we don? need handouts we don't want them we don't need welfare 
we don' t need alcohol we don' t need television 
we never had them before the great steaiing the 508 occupation 
by the forces of capitalism of monarchism 
but we know too that decolonization isn't something that happens overnight 
they've tried to done us t w  

the elders do not talk about revenge or about dge holding 
chef jake thornas recites h m  the great law O r'" peace 
T o u  wiii always love your white brother because he is a person 
just the same as you are. We are al1 to care and respect 
one another." (Thomas, quote in Buddle, 1993, p. 44) 
the elders speak of moving on they say trust the creator 
be respectfd to the earth to one another 
remember to pray and to fast be thankful 
they say remember the old ways but be ready for the new ones 
l e m  the traditional language but learn the other ones around us too 
they tell us to get in touch with the land honour aii of our relations 
honour those in the spirit world our ancestors and children 

my phd journey began with me wanting to do cuituraliy respectful research 
research which would be a doing not just more words growing staie rotting 
1 didn't want to write chapters and paragraphs in my dissertation or use punctuation 
1 didn't want to get caught up in the tenetmen1 k of white 1 'timation and templates 
my jomY began with me searchq for a culturaiiy meanin%% way 
of constructing a dissertation so as to be acceptable to the academy 
and to my community and to myseif as a person caught between tradition and change 



while 1 was on that road 1 wanted to help make it easier for other indigenous people 
but not wanting to engage in tiberatory ractices '1 will save you' 
knowing that so rnany have gone on be 8 re me who continue to reach out 
making the joumeying easier there are footprints already there 
and not ali of them are h m  human b e i i  

1 knew the english language was the one 1 had to use in writing m dissertation X, because so few know U'aU'imxand 1 am not so many steps dong t journey myself 
having to live now so far h m  my community to do the work 1 feel 1 have to do 
knowing the institutions which are on our homelands are places of white privüege 
espedally male especially hetemsexual especially essentialist 
especially needing to hold on to power 
because that is ail they have a Eragile lattice of mutually crossreferenced knowings 
based on dead greeks romans french english german rationalists logicd progresçivists 
together with the reworked and addendaed epistemologies 
based on linearity objectivity emotionlessness scientific proof and evidence replicability 
yet I will struggle while 1 have breath knowing that language is land is body 
together they came to be the rhythm and sound of our knowings 
have always been in british columbia 
just as our bones become the land the land too becomes our bones 

knowing 1 was goin to use english 1 needed to find ways 
of finding m englis\ my voice my writing 
1 needed to i nd the words that would work for me 
words with the right rhythm and sound gesturing toward or past meaning 
and if those words were not in dictionaries or other places of lookup 
1 would have to invent them as a moving point of empowerment 
1 wouid have to bring in some of the sensitivities of ti'atl'irnx 
thereby bringing in something of the land and the people the context 

rather than legitimizing the eurodomain duppodomani of dissertation construction 
1 had to find indigenous ways of creating permission of creating legitimation 
rather than using a literature review based on writing 
1 decided that an 'iterature' review based on orality was in order 
1 decided that rather than interview res ndents coparticipants 
rather than use the questioning mode w c' 'ch has been so abusively used 
in our communities 1 would converse with partici ants outside the interrogative 
and rather than just quoting h m  tex& 1 woul J' converse with texts enter the space 
of pubüshed text enter the process with process/ing as happens in our storytelling 
which makes the present (tense) and the expanded present (tense) a joy to speak 
invoking tricksters coyote tropes raven ings together with wes(tern methodology) 
and as well myself belcoming sung into existence by my writing 
some might see this place of nesis and continuance to be a fictive milieu 
whatever fictive means or f? ow or when 
but 1 see it as a cro ping an outmpping the land and people grow 
into the paper - i A se into the text enter that forest learn it 
some day maybe there will be english words for papa 
that have to do with the trees where the paper comes h m  
so we remember our relations so we think about clearcutting 
so we think about honouring respecting other lives not about p q y m  or 20-pound 

yet sometimes the futility of 1 age transmitting anything makes me stop wriüng 
1 becorne fused to or in silence % use words are only mnvenient bystanders 
mercenaries logomiiitia it is not words on the page which 1 want to get aaoss 



it is not more words to go on more pages between more covers 
the unread parts vertebraeing as spines thence migrating onto more shelves 
1 write because it is an accepted medium for a dissertation 
1 write because it is a way the way of iao tse of the tao are an eastern way 
which have long resonated with me yet are not h m  my culture 1 let them go 
and the words of maurice blanchot when he taiks about writing and 1 am writing 
they resound they haunt me 
The book the passage of an infinite movement, a movement that goes h m  writing 
as an operation to writing as worklessness; a passage that immediately impedes. 
Writing passes through the book, com leting itseif there even as it disappears P in the book and yet, we do not write or the book. The book a ruse 
by which wriüng goés towards the absence of the b d . "  (Blanchot, 1981, p. 147) 
1 do not read him to understand but to listen without having to go through 
understanding I do not try to understand translucence trans-xwr xxx-xxx 

the traditionai academic practice of methodology bein in a particular chapter 

E: J would certaini not be in keeping with anything my ture could work with 
for us thoug t and ethics and action were not add-ons not post-ordained bridges 
the methodology had to be part of the weft and weave and dam and logjam 
it would not be just an informing of practice the backstop of method 
methodology had to be more than a wake or a chinook arch 
a whethering a forecasting of how research would take place 
methodology is throughout what is absent too is important 

data would not be just h m  live persons chosen for data collection 
data would not necessarily be distinguishable h m  methodology 
nor se arate h m  it though 1 have sutured into the canoeing 
some tk 'ng dong the lines of a formal methodology 
as a kind of stopped montage a still life running 
though it is not obvious there is data in this dissertation h m  my father 
my mother my relations my ancestors though 1 did not quote them 
indeed the act of not quoting them is more powerfui 
because they are more than the words 1 could put down 
to iegitirnize what 1 am saying including about what 1 am saying 
the songs of the ancestors are here the prayers and songs though they have not risen 
to the surface become manifest like the fonted inked logomorphs 

as 1 move myself into that theoretical place called ob jec tivity 
p y !  here 2 am don? foget to write oh maybe 1 should remmber 
to send postcards but how do you lick the stamps 
in this objective place how do 1 get to the 'othef 
side of the verb lick and how would 1 kickstart a noun 
like starnp in order to make it into its own vehiclling 
so it doesn't need to be verbed helped dong objectivity 
is its own ipse di& its own 4 e c t  d' no wonder axiom is a word 
so rarely used part of what a word refers or gestures b 
is beyond definition beyond representation yet the word beyond itself 
is too part of language it is when there can be a dance of the meant (another word) 
and ges)ured to more words) that x xx xxxxx xoo xx ooo x x 

I hope that this work is not viewed as being iiterary in the sense of 'correct' 
because that space has long been a place of mlonization of wrought abuse 
are treaties and Iaws not also literatures are they not in that realm 
i do not seek to be disruptive just to be disruptive just to be dismptive 



1 act as 1 do to bring the earth/environrnent and language and body together 
to isomorphically represent and enact unforesee~ess 
such as tectonic shiftings (disniption) or mantie plumes rather than paradigmatic ones 
to bring forth cursive farts and carminative punctuations 
rather than simply olfactorily evident ones 
my writing is transgressive or suu~llal (though 1 do not cal1 it so) 
k a u s e  1 chose to not be shaped and have my knowings 
and those of my cepartici ants shaped P by the grammas and etymo ogy of 'standard' english 
by the templates of the laws of dissertation composition 
but 1 do not see my dissertation as having been composed at ail 
least of all by me rather if there has been any shaping 
certainly 1 have been the shaped the written 
not exactly a passive automatic writer but trusthg 
that the creator would give me the guidance and direction 
1 needed even without knowing how that might become manifest 
indeed some of my writing might isomorphicdly be manifest 
as falling d o m  the stairs or slipping on figurations or furnitured tropes 

1 take the chances 1 do because this dissertation is not just for me 
yes 1 will be the one to be given the phd (so 1 have been told) 
but it is aiso for my community of inshuck-chln'quat'qua 
which is itself a pulledtogetherbytreatytaiks community/composit 
rather than a traditional geographically succinct community 
yes we are related but we also pulled together and it has been and is a hard 
pullin together because there are divisions created manufactured 
we p d led together to seek indeed to mate empowerment in working together 
to get some of our land back now that the idea of aboriginal right to land 
has some legal precidence in british colurnbia 

it is not just my relations £rom up there to the north of vancouver 
but the others from what is now whistler ski mort and mount currie 
and d o m  dong the lillooet river pemberton vailey harrison lake 
ttirough the Eraser river val1 to the fraser's mouth 
and the other first ples 1 ave met and not met r 'K 
those who have h ped me on my joumey by their sûuggle 
those whom 1 have never and shall never meet 
together with first ples h m  turtle island and different continents 
especiail y friends go m aotearml new zealand and austraiia 
the pacific islands and kenya maiawi and of course this continent 
and those now in the spirit world those to come 

my father whom veteran's affairs would not give a pension 
or educational benefits after he serveci in both the airforce and the navy 
in world war two and later the merchant marines they would not even write back to him 
so he had to write through his mernber of parliament 
this t w  is his dissertation his learnings his teachings are in it 
thou h 1 have not put a section in it cailed daniel cole 
but f 1 of those who have infiuenced me I give this to them 
including my mother alberta who was aborigrnal through marriage 
though it did not seem to be a community which she felt drawn to 
king a second generation woman of welsh/scok heritage 
yet too in the interaction between them there was learning 
a few more htsteps on a journey we al1 share 



and let me not forget ço many nonfirst nations people 
Eriends allies who have k n  more than the ballast 
1 have made them into in this work they help to un/balance to stabiiize me 
not to forget ail hose who have wrestled with language and meaning 
and other figl ments and / urations wrestling with 'with' with 'wrestluig' 

art of that jome though 1 spent precious little time up there &, ause 1 did not / eeI welcome because 1 did not feel safe 
because my protem advisor treated me disrespectfully 
was at sfu where some kllow aduate students a few professors B and some hardworking nonaca ernic staff were helpful christina pang thank you 
but mostly it was my committee members who supported me îrusted me 
gave me the space to shape this dissertation my supervisor Suzanne de casteil 
committee members mary bryson and heesoon bai 1 think of the support too 
h m  car1 Ieggo and yaroslav senyshyn during my compreIaensive aramination 

my journey with pat oriiey from the houseboat on two arms 
of the fraser river to uvic then william aterson University in newjersey 
to masseyu in aotearoa on to the uof i berta some great people there 
then to yorku queensu and oiseiuoft and who knows where else 
but maybe the best would be to shape with other aboriginal people our own 
educationai institution together on land blesseci with medicines 
perhaps in the land of my ancesbrs working with the community 
learning together encouraging one another honotuhg those who went before 

1 only hope that some day indigenous people in this country this world 
will be treated with p a t e r  respect by fellow students educators administrators 
Eunding r e s  gwemmenis 
being on e equity cornmittee and subcommittee at yorku makes me realize 
how f a t  white institutions have to go to be inclusive of diversity 
in terms of hiring pradices promotion educational vision methodologies ethics 
right now they are still stuck in the talk or maybe 'tock' phase 
which rnight be as far as they c m  go al1 the more reason 
to get first nations 'universities' on the ground 

h m  working with indigenous people h m  many countries 
and seeing the blatant racism and the subtle raasm 
and the 'n infiuence of the profit-motive (aka greed) 
1 am reG &t first p p l e s  still have a long road ahead many bends in the river 
before the envimnmen t is given mideration 
by those who cal1 theaiselves the mainStream 
1 am not just talking about environment being on the agenda 
unfortunately this redization of an impossibly polluted lanet may come too late 
those who are greedy and maring and 'cornfortable' reaiîze 
that they are i n d d  the ûue reflection of the planet our prerious mother earth 
they have mistreated in working toward material] private/selfish ends 
but 1 must trust that the spirit the heart will prevail 
other/ wise indigenous twhnologies will be on the wax again once the Lights go out 

certainly king the sole Uidigenous selfreporting n in a Mtime faculty position 
at a university the size of york is not something at institution c m  be proud of 
so together with m partner pat oriley phd 

r 
Cr mother sister bien colIeague cojoumeyer 

we are helping to move queens u into a shape of native studies 



to negotiate with or choose to have gmw mund and through it Like ivy 
the shape of the native studies is b e i i  determined by members of the mmmunity 
who care indigenous and nonindigenous 
the idea of department or faculty or schwl are not m d y  serious considerations 
the idea of a separate institution of learning is CI-r 
ma be dong the fines of tfie maori universities in aotamia pat and 1 are açsaciated with 
an ‘r helping in the accreditation of the phd program 

1 worked to have a fi& nations caucus of yufa 
(york university faculty association) endorsed to be a minor or glas or pool or prism 
for that institution helping it to see what and who is not there 
as well as what and who is refleCaon refraction diffusion diffraction 
a first nations facul caucus 1 hope will help indi mous students at yorku 
who are sumund d by what amounts to a very w i l  'te homogeneous institution 
in tem of faculty with a dearth of anything indigenous Save a few rhizomes 
here and there mostly appropriateci by white people 
such as has hap ned too with african studies is anyone surpriseci 
that white peop r? e are there in the forefront 

as well togethw with other collea es we are working toward designing 
and implementing indigenous a i% Figinai epistemologies between universities 
in canada the usa and south together with others in aotearoa austraha kenya 
malawi belize working bward m ü n g  an international indigenous centre 
to sup rt research education and publishing b indigenous people r for in igenous people in the survival an regeneration 
of indigems epistemologies and iritualities 

d 
and the reclaiming of ancestral lan ? s 

'v Jency and mutual respect as a way of hanouring al1 our relations 
rather ioo""g~ than Y welling only on the human dimension 
ody on the academic 'thinking' dimension 

1 think of the joumeys of those people with whom 1 spke 
withwhompatand Ispoke Crancesagneslilibertornutindi andrew 
Suzanne yvonne alma dawn dan kathleen ricardo Wayne 
how they're al1 coming £rom different places 
workmg h u g h  their own metliodologies and the western ones 
that try so hard to be the default position 

this dissertation has helped me to move h m  that place 
of reaction and inhibition and transformation and cognitivizing 

wing together with other indigenous people bOmOfC leamhg ugh diversity and mutual respect and caring 
knowing them are ûrst peoples together with nonaboriginal allies 
who are working hard together ta enact their visions 
becoming M y  cxiPning home to the viiiage 
whenver that village might be rural urban conceptual actud 
a key word wodd be 'sharhg' leaming together by working together 
living together lookuig after one another 
to regenerate shared visions a shared hture a shared present 

the dissertation has moved from seeiung ûrst nations knowings 
as legitimate discoulse in education to inciude coileagues and Eriends 
who are indigenous to other couniries other conüneritç 
we have learned very much that we have had M a r  expeiences 



and are working in similar ways to make the world a more caring loving place 
to Live in and share peace 

drum 
drwn drumdnim drum paddle 

paddle paddle d m  
paddle paddle dnim dnimdnim 

d m  paddle paddle drum 
paddle drum w h w h w h w h w ~ € W H H H H  

1 look at your beautiful war came grandfather 
1 feel the lines of its hull with my fingertips 
stroke its ribs 
inhaie the length and depth and volume 
of its smooth belly sweet smell of cedar smudge 

with sadness grandfather 1 see your beautiful war canoe 
hanging there on the wali suspended from the ceiling 
by wires spot lighted high lighted 
caught in the glare like a spectacle 
trappeci in time and space imported time white space 

1 look in awe andfather at this tree 
you have trans l! nned transfigured 
h m  art of nature to art of mind formation body formulation 
I see the beauty that you carved with your own hands the grace 
that you drew h m  the s irit of the living wood 
carved h m  a single straig t cedar sixty feet long your canoe 
a thousand years old 

R 
1 watched you with your axes and your knives and your chisels 
1 rernember the arc of your hammer the sound of your mallet 

Grandfather tell me wilI your craft feel again the surge 
and the roar of waves 
the touch of sunlight the breath of çea wind the scent of the rising mist 
or will it rot within the spaces 
and the time of these halls these walls 
swept up each night a sliver a speck a strand a mote 
of bark of cambium of heartwood 
will it decompose with these other staged relia 
with this annotated collection of westcoast indian artifacts? 
memorabüia from ages times spaces past memory 

grandfather/elder brother sun grandrnother moon mother earth father sky 
powers and spirits and beings of the four directions 
brothers and sisters of the wind and water al1 my relations 
1 cal1 on you ask that you give this came üfe again 

P ray that you grant wings to its spirit 
et it fly through the canyons of heü's gate 



through the rage and the ciamow 
let it crash ont0 the rocks in the land of its birth 

don? let it die here in this ciimate-controlled mausoleum 
this gallery of respectful silence 
don? bury it like this crucificd displayed 
where everyone can watch it rot for two dollars and fifty cents 
half-price on thursdays 

give me an axe and 1 will end its misery 
and my own. (Cole, 1996b) 

dan smoke asaymes 

feb 22,2000 
"Ama sqit brother and sister. . . .That's great that our circle 
cm re-energize and recomect h m  time to time no matter 
where we are. We are only apart by d 
It made me think about the 'Ripples in 'z- e Pond' teaching. 
We are each art of the circle created by stone landing into the water. 
'qemember & at you are responsible for what you put in your circle 
and that circle will aiso touch many other circles. You wiU need to live 
in a way that allows the good that comes from your circle to send the peace 
of that goodness to others. The splash that comes h m  anger or jealousy 
wilI send those feelings to other circles. You are responsible for both." 
We choose the path of kindness, sharing, honesty 
and shngth as do you both." (Smoke, 2000b) 



stem hoid 

stem hold is for the p Y of this came purney that place on 'board' for storing 
supplies and so forth w 'ch are not of immediate im/ and hopefully ex/ port 
what you put in there depends on what you want 'out of the way' and what that means 
in a 'traditional' dissertation this might be named 'ap ndix' 
which though not vermihm as in human kings nor L r m  as in sta iw quo 
is a place for supplemental textual tesidue 

it seems the forces of colonization are wer at work 
even in ternis of fomat now the very shape of my knowingç must be trarsskrmed 
must adhere to what is acceptable to dissertation abstracts international 
a clearing house a database cbgnitlve head quarters international for res ncademica 
1 append M o w  my original abstract together with an email 
£rom the graduate chair of education at simon baser university 
who let me know why it was not acceptable as d i s  
1 chaose to not filet analyze or interpret the letter he sent together with 
a supporting one h m  nu enri but I am curious at the choice of mr cruz 
providing me with as lm one king  the ed d abstract 
of a document written 
titled 'The Voice Fmm Witiun: Teacher Stories, Epistemic Responsibili ty, and First 
Nations Education" 
1 certainiy hop h t  that example is of an aboriginal woman writing a thesis 
not another white indian expert using OUT knowings as Mder or career stepping stones 
1 understand and appteciate the &ris of these h o  gentlemen to set me straight 
as to acceptable formats but (the conjundion which mer conceals itself just up ahead) 
1 think it is time that what is mnstnicted as being 'acceptable' 
move ftom western epistemologicai deemPdness in terms of 'CO& 
to a place in which other cultures besides western academic ones 
are welcomed into the conversation 

mlonialism imperialism consumerism these have been given much space and time 
many miliions of books have been created in these camps of western inteliectudism 
it is time that universities and governments and business moved h m  places of racism 
to places of shared partnership 



this dissertation is a conversation 
a canoe joumey shaped out of words 
with members of 6rst nations cammunities in canada 
and ab/orginal mmmunities in other lands aotearoa belize malawi kenya 
those who didn't go to schooi 
those who went to residential schools band schuols pubIic schools 
this dissertation is a decolonizing an indigenizing 
of the epistemologies of academia and 
of the practices of western reearch methodology 
by honounng the wisdom of the first peop1es 

we decide tagether how our stories wili be told if we want to tell them 
there are no questions asked we talk about 
what kind of education might people in our communities need 
the land and Our people are not archeological sites 
anthropological opphinities objects to be gazed at 
disinterred carbon dated rediscavemi or historiographicaiIy reframed 
not objects of otherness 
accusatives of grammatical extra-territoriality 
we are 
our stories our land 
is its story 
we are 
guardians and children of the land not 
ib genitive agents 
my community is my sentence my phrase my word my ambience 

this dissertation combines performance and collaboration 
in the creation and implernention of a series of related scripts 
which exemplify traditional and mntemporary thought 
and social ptactices of First PeopIes 
our stories are situated in word gesture movement and place 
this jomey uses p t i c  dramatic and storytelling voices 
these voices are inherent in ouc 1 age and customs of our comrnunities 
the p t i c  voice sings 1 T 
sometimes it is embedd Ype in other voices me1ding and 
its sound and rhythm lyphonically 
the dramatic voice is c collaboration of land sto and body 
storytehg is a way of experiendng the world ra er than imposing 
decontextualized denobtive truth 

x 
story is about historicizing culture endturing h i s t q  
üke poetry and drama storytelling is itseif interpretation 

paddIe paddle stroke paddle 



a letter h m  the graduate chair of education to me about my original abstract 
which has now been delegated to the stem hold and a letter from the shi thesis assistant 

'al collections 1 have taken the liberty of removing email addresses and 
ad in zz!~ and signatures 

paddle paddle stmke stroke 
Date: Mon, 13 Mar 2000 14:40:12 -0800 
From: Phi1 W i  
Subject: thesis abstract 

Peter, 

Peter, because your abstract is extraordinary in its presentation, 1 sought 
advice h m  Mr. Enrique Cruz, Theses Assistant in Special Collections, SFU 
Library. 1 copy his email to me, below. 

1 concur with Mr. Cruz that your abstract should, for reasons he identifies, 
be ce-presented in a more conventional wa , and should explicate what the 
fomat/presentation of the thesis is and w H y it is such. 

What you have presented as abstract will make an excellent preface and 
thereby, 1 believe, preserve your intent for readers of your thesis. 

Phi1 
Dr. Phi1 Wime 
Director, Graduate Programs & Research Coordinator 

:etter h m  enrique cruz supporting the rejecting of my abstrad as is 
no no peter you can't do that aboriginal people are no different 
you're in a western institution now with western epistemologies 

Dr. Wime: 

In the matter of Peter Cole's abstract for his Ph.D. thesis, 1 Eind that 
its "poetic" structure might be too creative for a part of a thesis that 
really serves a mundane purpose. As you know, an abstract is a brief 
statement of the essence of a thesis, the questions the thesis explores, 
the metiiodol employed, and the general conclusions reached. Furthemore, 
abstracts are Y O en collecteci in publications such as the Disseration 
Abstracts International @AI) to aid the research goals of scholars. 

Not having seen Mr. Cole's thesis, 1 cannot say if the fom/appearance of 
the text is part of the points he is making. But even so 1 wouidn't expect 
the abstract to actually take on that form/appearance; rather 1 wodd 
expect a staternent (in the usual academic Eorm) in the abstrad saying Chat 
the form/appearance is significant. 

Much of the content of the abstract could easily be revised according to 
the usual academic (and grammatical) conventions expected of an abstrad; 
the issue here, after al], is not so much the content but the form. 
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